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FORWARD
regarding the meaning of energy independence,
and even greater differences as to how the
goal of independence should be achieved.
To
some, energy independence is a condition in
which the U.S. receives no energy through
imports and produces all of its energy domes
tically.
To others, energy independence is
a condition in which the U.S. imports some
energy to meet its requirements, but only to
acceptable levels of political and economic
vulnerability.
The definition of indepen
dence, the criteria for availability, and the
technical methods and advancements for meeting
the goal of energy independence are central
to the choice of a U.S. energy strategy and
the theme for this year's Conference, "Energy
Future:
Prophets, Profits & Policies I"

This volume is a collection of final papers
presented at the Seventh Annual University of
Missouri-Rolla - Department of Natural Re
sources (UMR-DNR) Conference on Energy, held
at the University of Missouri-Rolla on the
dates of October 14 - 16, 1980.
The UMR-DNR Conference on Energy was organized
in 1974 with the purpose of providing social
scientists, scientists and engineers a means
for rapid communication of their most recent
research results in the field of energy and
to offer solutions to the energy-related
problems of local government, business, indus
try, and the general public.
The Conference
is sponsored by the University of MissouriRolla and the Department of Natural Resources
of the State of Missouri, with the coopera
tion of the professional societies listed in
the front pages of this volume.
Much of the
Conference support is provided by the Depart
ment of Natural Resources and through a pro
gram of company sponsorships and registra
tions.
This year's participants in the spe
cial sponsorship and registration programs
are also listed in the front pages of this
volume.

Citizens throughout our country, aware of the
nation's dependence on its energy resources,
are concerned about our energy supply and our
need for positive action in the development
of new alternatives to traditional energy
systems and patterns of energy utilization.
At every level, from trying to lower energy
consumption to the development of sophisti
cated alternative resources, concerned re
searchers are doing what they can to help
our nation and its future generations achieve
energy self-reliance and stability.
Papers
covering the work of many of the nation's
outstanding researchers are contained in this
volume.
Through the continued research ef
forts of these and other outstanding social
scientists, scientists, engineers and public
servants, I am confident that our nation will
meet the challenges and achieve its goal of
energy independence in the 1980s.

Papers presented at the Conference are those
of two categories:
Those that are presented
by invitation and those selected from papers
submitted in response to an open call for
papers.
Papers are selected by a committee
of experts (from the University of MissouriRolla and the Department of Natural Resources)
in the various fields of activity presented
at the Conference.
Suggestions for papers
are always welcome for careful consideration
if received by April 15 in the year of the
Conference.

The sponsors of the Conference on Energy, and
the Director in particular, thank the compa
nies and individuals contributing to the
success of the Conference.
The help of the
Session Chairmen, Co-Chairmen and the
Steering Committee is gratefully acknowledged.
A special note of recognition goes to the many
authors whose papers appear in this volume.
With their efforts, the success of the Con
ference is assured.

The meeting is open to all persons interested
in energy resources; their extraction, uti
lization, conversion, conservation, and in
policies related to energy processes.
The
Conference provides a common meeting ground
for social scientists, scientists, and engi
neers in universities, industry, business or
government to meet and exchange ideas between
themselves and with the general public.
Aca
demic sponsorship is intended to provide the
freest possible discussion ranging from the
most technical details through the economic
questions and to the social and political
aspects on the subject of energy.

J. Deraid Morgan
Conference Director
Department Chairman
Emerson Electric Professor
of Electrical Engineering

A former President of the United States early
in 1974 established the goal of energy inde
pendence by 1980.
Since that time, there
have been considerable differences of opinion
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INDUSTRIAL REFRIGERATION ENERGY CONSERVATIONAPPLICATION DATA
Thomas L. White
Principal Engineering Specialist
Energy Systems Design
Monsanto Co. - St. Louis, Missouri

ABSTRACT
Refrigeration system efficiency can be improved by re
ducing the system head, minimizing flows, and increasing
component efficiences.
This paper discusses application
data used for conserving energy and includes actual
application.

refrigerant (brine).

introduction

This paper discusses

each of these and provides application
There are many methods of reducing energy

data derived from actual system design and

in refrigeration systems which are essen

operating experience.

tially attempts to reduce compressor and
pumping power.

Reduced Head

Power is related to head,

flow, and efficiency which can be opti
mized by considering individual equipment

System head can be reduced by continuously

as well as the overall system design.

operating cooling tower fans to maintain
minimum allowable cooling water supply
temperatures, increasing chilled liquid

Design considerations include the type of
equipment, heat transfer surface, fluid

supply temperatures, providing additional

temperatures and pressures, thermodynamic

heat transfer surface in the condenser

cycle, tube fouling, part load require

and evaporator, and using evaporative

ments, and selection of a secondary

condensers.

1

The energy savings depends

Cooling water systems with low pumping heads

on evaporator temperature and is about
1 - 1.5% HP/°F for water chilling systems.

favor a low A Tc whereas high head pumping

Figure No. 1 shows the power savings for

systems usually justify an increasedATC •

each °F reduction in head and is based on

For example, Figure No. 3 compares compre-

manufacturer's performance data.

sor plus pump HP for 55 ft and 220 ft

In

general, high efficiency refrigerants

pumping heads.

The standard 1 0 ° F A T C is

such as R-ll tend to give lower power

optimum for 55 ft while it is more economi

savings than low efficiency refrigerants

cal to use a 16°F Tc for a 220 ft head.

such as R-114 (high HP/Ton) for equal

Chiller efficiency is also a factor and for

head reductions.

this example an 18% increase in efficiency
increases the op t i m u m A TC to 12°F and 18°F.

Figure No. 2 is a part load curve for a
Intercooling

2000 ton centrifugal water chilling
system.

The effect of reducing cooling

water supply temperature from 85°F to

An intercooling cycle can be used with two

65°F is a power savings of 22% or 1.1%

or more stages of compression.

HP/°F. This system includes inter
cooling and additional tube surface

vary from 8% power for water chilling

which tend to reduce the power savings

perature refrigeration systems.

Savings

systems to over 15% power for low tem

for lower head operation.
Figure No. 4 shows the intercooling cycle
Reduced Flow

on a pressure-enthalpy diagram.

Condensed

liquid refrigerant (d) is throttled to an
Increasing the chilled liquid temperature

intermediate pressure in the intercooler

differential reduces both pump and

(e) where flashed vapor returns to the com

compressor power.

pressor (h) and liquid (f) flows to the

Increasing the cooling

water temperature differential reduces

evaporator (g) where it is vaporized and

pump power but also increases compresser

returned to the compressor suction (a).

power and is not usually economical.
Since chilled water temperature differen

Flashed intercooler vapor enters the com

tial ( ^ T e ) and flow (GPM) are related by

compressed vapor (b) to a mixture tempera

the expression Gpm/Ton = 2 4 / A T e an in

ture (m).

pressor between stages

(h) and cools hot

The second stage compresses

crease in A T e will reduce the required

superheated vapor from (m) to (c) where it

flow for a given capacity reducing pumping

enters the condenser.

energy.

moves the heat of condensation producing
liquid (d).

For example, a large central

chilled water system uses a 1 2 ° F A T e which

Cooling water re

saves 800 gpm and about 30 HP at full load.
Compressor input energy is also reduced
by 1.1% HP/°F or about 20 HP.

Figure No. 5 compares power savings at
various evaporator temperatures with one
and two stages of intercooling.

For water

Condenser cooling water flow (GPM) and

chilling duty, 8% HP (one stage) and 10% HP

temperature differential ( A T c ) are re
lated by the expression: Gpm/Ton =

(two stages) is saved although only one
stage is normally used.

A T C is increased from 10°F
to 15 F the pumping flow decreases by 33%.

For -30°F

refrigeration duty, 16% and 19% power is
saved.

However, this increases compressor HP

The first stage of intercooling is

most beneficial and the economics of in

which reduces or even cancels the pump
energy savings.

stalling- a second stage must be evaluated
for each application.

2

Because ammonia has such a high latent

verses the condenser cooling water flow

heat only about half of the energy savings

and propells the brushes through the tubes.

obtained for halocarbons can be realized.

The brush, with bristles slightly larger

Tube Fouling

deposits form the tube wal.l which are

A major cause of excessive energy consump

of 20% HP have been obtained with dirty,

tion is tube fouling.

corrosive cooling water although a 10% HP

than the tube diameter, cleans loose
carried away by the water.
Maintaining clean

Energy savings

savings is more common.

heat transfer surfaces is important and
can save over 10% in compressor power.

During chiller operation the degree of

Fouling predominately occurs in condensers

fouling can be estimated by recording con

where dirty and corrosive cooling water

densing liquid temperature

from cooling towers or rivers is cir
culated through the tubes.

(or pressure),

cooling water flow and cooling water tem

Evaporators

perature in/out and using the following

are normally operated in a closed cir

equation:

culating liquid system and, with proper
chemical treatment, experience very little

A x LMTD
W x A T

fouling.

- [ b +X

+^]

l

In a refrigeration condenser, fouling in

where:

creases the temperature differential

hr ft2°F
R^- Internal Tube Fouling Factor---g ^ ---

between the shell side refrigerant and the

h^- Internal Tube Film Coefficient-

tube side water resulting in poor heat

Btu

hr.ft2°F

transfer, high head pressure and reduced
capacity.

1

er

A — External Tube Area - ft2
°
2
A^- Internal Tube Area - ft

Refrigeration unit ratings are

based on a fouling factor of .0005 hr.
ft.2 °F/BTU although factory clean tube

W - Cooling Water Flow - lb/hr

surfaces can have factors of .00025 or

AT-Cooling Water Temperature Difference-°F

lower during initial startup.

LMTD-Log Mean Temperature Difference - °F

After a

brief period of operation, scaling often

x - Tube Wall Thickness - ft

forms and increases the fouling factor

k - Tube Material Thermal Conductivity

to .001 or higher depending on cooling

Btu-Ft

water quality.

hr ft2 °F

_
hr ft: ®F
Rf- External Tube Fouling Factor---g^j--®
Btu
hQ- External Tube Film Coefficien^-—

In water chilling systems the power
penalty is about 1% HP for each increase
of .0001 in fouling

1 = A x LMTD
TT
W x AT

(approximately .002"

scale) which makes periodic shutdowns
For example, a centrifugal water chilling

necessary for tube cleaning.

system with 6000 gpm of cooling water
One method of maintaining clean tube sur

(85°/94.5°F) was designed for a condensing

faces is to install an on line brush

liquid temperature of 103.8°F with a tube

cleaning system consisting of one nylon

side fouling factor of .001.

If the liquid

bristle brush inserted in each condenser

temperature increases to 110°f

tube and plastic baskets installed at the

remaining constant) the calculated R f

end of each tube, as shown in Figure No. 6 .

creases to .0021.

A 4-way valve is installed in the cooling

water supply and return piping which re

3

(other data
in
1
*

Multiple Compressors

Cold cooling water flows through the con
denser and condenses R-12 vapor. Cold liquid

Multiple small capacity refrigeration units

refrigerant then flows to the evaporator by

improve part load compressor efficiency.

gravity where it is boiled by warm (50° to

This not only saves energy at low loads but

55°F) chilled water and returns to the con

improves system flexibility and reliability

denser as vapor where the cycle is repeated.

Figure No. 7 is a typical compressor part

As refrigerant boils, heat is removed from
the chilled water which increases the re

load curve although actual performance can

frigerant temperature and pressure.

vary +10% and even more with low tempera

produces a small pressure differential

ture suction. At less than 50% capacity the

between evaporator and condenser causing the

HP/Ton increases rapidly resulting in

refrigerant to flow.

This

wasted energy and high operating cost.
Because of increased system demand a third
For example, if one 600 ton unit were in

2000 ton chiller was installed which in

stalled and operated at 150 tons (25% capa

cluded a "free cooling" system with high

city) there would be a 10% power penalty

flux evaporator tubes.

relative to the proportional % power/% ca

approximately doubles the old thermosiphon

pacity line. However, if two 300 ton com

capacity and reduces compressor power by

pressors were installed, one could be shut

17%. Figure No. 9 compares the performance

down while the other unit operated at 50%

of Free Cooling and Thermosiphon systems.

This system

capacity with no power penalty. This would
save 60 HP, increase flexibility when

Brine Application

system demand varies, and provide a back
up compressor.

Selection of the proper secondary refri
gerant fluid is important for low pumping

Thermosiphon Cooling

power and efficient heat transfer.

A more

efficient design is a direct refrigeration
Thermosiphon cooling systems provide
chilled water during cold weather

system which eliminates the secondary
refrigerant and reduces pumping power.

operation while the compressor is shut
down.

Considerable energy can be saved

The use of brine or anti-freeze solutions

and capacities over 60% of design can be
achieved.

for low temperature refrigeration appli
cations and ambient freeze protection
usually increases pumping power and de

For the past six winters a thermosiphon

creases capacity.

system has been used with two 2000 ton
centrifugal chillers to supply chilled

and reduces capacity as shown in Figure

water for building cooling. Whenever the
outside wet bulb temperature drops to 45QF

N o » 10♦ A 50% solution of ethylene
glycol/water provides anti-freeze protection

or below, the compressors are shut down

to -32°F but reduces capacity by about 28%.

and cold cooling tower water is used to
chill water.

Ethylene glycol is

commonly used in water chilling systems

This system has operated an
In low temperature refrigeration applica

average of 3000 hours each winter and has

tions, brine selection has an even greater

saved over $45,000 per year in electrical
costs.

effect on capacity. For example, an ammonia
evaporator has operated for several years
providing 256 tons of process cooling with

Figure No. 8 is a schematic of this system.

a 30% solution of calcium chloride/water

4

at -13°F.

Then the calcium chloride was

SUMMARY

replaced with a less corrosive solution of
50% ethylene glycol/water. This caused a

Several methods of achieving energy conser

sharp decrease in capacity to 102 tons. In

vation in refrigeration systems have been

an effort to increase capacity, several

presented and application data have been

alternate brines were considered and com

provided for system design and operation.

pared in Figure No. 11 (constant gpm).

Because of the many variables to consider

Direct Refrigeration

consider the data in this paper as general

in each system, it is only practical to
guidelines rather than specific data.
A more efficient method of process cooling
is to eliminate the secondary refrigerant

It should be emphasized that total system

(brine) and circulate primary refrigerant

energy savings is not necessarily obtained

directly to the process exchangers.

by adding the savings of each method

Figure No. 12 shows a typical brine system

employed.

and Figure No. 13 is a simplified direct

have a lower % HP savings per °F head

expansion system schematic.

reduction compared to a simple cycle.

A system with intercooling would

Therefore, a total energy analysis should
A direct refrigeration system (direct ex

be made including all methods used.

pansion or liquid overfeed) eliminates the
refrigeration evaporator, chilled liquid
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TEMPLIFIER

HEAT PUMP

Tony Conigliaro
James A. Rankin & Associates, Inc.
2351 Grissom Drive
St. Louis,

Missouri

The congress has legislated into being a
national energy policy; the first of many to
come. A policy that is long overdue for we,
as a nation, have in the past given little
thought to our country's energy supply.
Today the reality of the situation is
becomming more and more apparent to more and
more people.
We cannot continue at the
energy arowth pace we have in the past and
still maintain a healthy and growing economy.
It is essential that concentrated effort be
directed to:
1.
2.
3.

at $30.00 per ton is $2.00. These are only
average numbers, but they are representative
of the unit costs that are common today.
We can see that electric boilers are non
competitive from an operating cost standpoint.
But there is another way of applying
electricity to the creation of useful heat and
that is the heat pump. Several years ago, a
Westinghouse feasibility study indicated that
an industrial heat pump would be competitive,
so work began on an industrial heat pump
which was named the Templifier...Short for
temperature amplifier.

Significant energy conservation.
More efficient energy use.
Substitution of domestic available
resources - coal and nuclear energy for the needed increased energy supply.

The decision to proceed with the templifier
development was also based on several key
projections which proved reasonably correct.
These include:

The national energy policy rightly addresses
having coal assume a major share of the load
carried by gas and oil.
However, there is a
basic strategy which is uniquely capable of
solving much of the dilema.
That strategy is
to shift from our present oil/gas combustion
energy economy to a coal - nuclear electric
energy economy.

- The concern by an increasingly large number
of forward thinking industrialists for
their fuel supplies, considering
Gas curtailments.
Forecasted boiler gas cutoff by 1980.
The unpredictability of oil pricing
and oil availability.

A review of the major end uses of energy
reveals that for the near future the greatest
potential for substitution of coal and
electricity in place of oil and gas is in
heating. Just three functions - space heating,
process heat in industry and water heating account for 42% of all energy at the point of
use and over 70% of this from oil and gas.

- Many industrialists increasingly vieTTinrr
electric power as the reliable energy now
and in the future.
- Fuel is not only conserved by the heat
pump but operation is economically
attractive.

If we achieve any significant reduction in
the demand for oil and gas, it must be done
in these areas, and innovative approaches are
needed. However, these new approaches must
be keyed to the premise that coal and nuclear
power are the only sources of energy that are
both plentiful and technologically available
on a large scale, and can be competitive.

- Thermal polution can be reduced, and
finally,
- The national energy policy could be
expected to mandate conservation, increased
efficiency and substitution.
The Templifier makes wise use of energy by
recovering the energy in waste heat, amplifies
the temperature of this heat by use of the
compression cycle and delivers useful heat in
a process fluid.
It is a non-reversing heat
pump - not to be confused with a residential
air-to-air reversible heat pump.

Electricity generated from these sources is
the most practical way to use these fuels;
as well as geothermal, hydro, winds, tides
and probably even solar.
Electric boilers are a potential substitute
but their operating compared to fossil-fired
boilers has been too high for the electric
to achieve significant use. To provide a
million BTU per hour, an electric boiler
would use 293 kilowatt hours which, at 2H
cents per kilowatt hour, would cost $7.33 per
hour. A gas boiler with gas at 18 cents per
therm, would cost $2.40 per hour.
Oil at
40 cents per gallon would cost $4.14. Coal

For example, a Templifier extracts three units
of heat from a waste stream, adds 1 unit of
electric power to do the temperature amplifying
and delivers 4 units of useful heat output.
The measure of this heat pump's effectiveness,
called coefficient of performance or COP, is
4 units of useful energy out divided by 1 unit
of purchased energy in for a 4 COP.
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As heat output is usually measured in British
Thermal Units or BTU and electric power is
measured in kilowatts- the actual formula is
BTU output divided by KK input converted to
BTU by the factor 3412 BTU per KWH.

The templifier heat pump addresses itself not
only to the shifting away from oil or gas but
also fuel conservation.
The templifier
concept reduces the consumption of primary
energy for each unit of useful heat delivered.
A templifier operating at a COP of 4.5 requires
only .72 BTU of fuel at the power plant to
deliver 1 BTU of useful heat. Compare this
to a fossil fired boiler operating at a 70%
system efficiency.
It consumes 1.43 BTU of
fuel to deliver each 1 BTU....Twice as much
primary energy as the templifier...Tons of
coil, barrels of oil.

The thermo dynamic cycle to do this work is
not a new invention.
Today there is a wide
spread use of water chilling units to provide
45°F chilled water for air conditioning all
types of buildings, the cycle depends on
evaporating a refrigerant at about 35°F which
vapor is compressed to a temperature level of
105°F where it is condensed to a liquid,
expanded through a pressure reducing valve
back to the 35*F level to complete the cycle.
Usually the rejected heat of condensation is
a 95°F water stream that is sent to a cooling
tower and returned to 85°F to pick up more
heat.
The templifier cycle is essentially the same
except the working fluid or refrigerant is
changed and the temperature level raised, for
example, a templifier might start with 95°
water that would be otherwise wasted to a
tower, cool it to the 85° level by evaporating
refri9erant at 75°. This working fluid vapor
is then compressed to 160° passed thru a
condenser to become 160° liquid.
The heat of condensation is picked up by a
140° warm water stream returning from a
heating load and heated to the desired 150°,
and sent back to the heating load.
The 160°
liquid refrigerant is expanded back to the
evaporator to complete the cycle. The
coefficient of performance of the cycle
operating at these temperatures is typically
4.5; equivalent to an energy efficiency of
15.4 BTU watt-hour.

Let's take a look at what real life templifiers
look like. This installation is right out in
the plant close to the point of use.
It is a
two stage unit producing 1.4 million BTU's
per hour of 180&F water from a heat source
that can be as low as 70°F and with a COP of
3.1. The primary heat source is cooling
water from a battery of electric welders.
It
furnishes hot water to a degreasing tank and
a bonderizing line.
This single stage centrifugal unit is used for
lower temperature lifts, and consists of
evaporator, condenser, compressor, control
panel, lube system, and interconnecting
piping, all factory assembled, charged and
load tested.
Centrifugal capacities range from about one
million up to about 18 million BTU's per
hour in a single unit.
That represents
hoursepower rating of from under 100 up to
1200 HP.
This versatile little package is a reciprocat
ing compressor templifier.
To be redundant,
it also is factory assembled, charged and
tested. These reciprocating templifiers are
designed to operate with source water
temperature to the evaporator of between 60°F
and 140°F.... Leaving delivered hot water
temperatures of between 110° and 220°F...And
capacities from under 100,000 to about one
million BTU's per hour. This templifier
replaced the electric resistance water heater
seen in the background and, by reclaiming
heat from the computer room air conditioning
system, furnishes all the service hot water
in this 300,000 square foot office building.

Where the temperature difference between the
waste heat source and the hot delivery water
is about 85°F, two stages of compression are
required. This schematic illustrates a
templifier designed to deliver 180°F hot
water when supplied with 90°F waste heat
source water. The general arrangement is
very similar to what we've looked at before
except for the addition of a second compressor
and pressure reducing valve...plus an
interstage flash collector tank to increase
the cycle efficiency. A unit such as this
has been operating successfully since May
1975 in an industrial plant.

This family of curves pretty well describes
the operating characteristics of the
centrifugal templifiers.
Source water inlet
temperatures are along the horizontal scale
from 60°F to 160°F. The various curves
represent delivered hot water temperatures.
The vertical scale reveals the expected COP
as a function of the source and delivery

Another important aspect of the general
concept of the templifier is in the area
of fuel conservation.
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water temperatures.

the heat pump.

These curves graphically demonstrate several
important aspects of heat pumping...Match the
delivery temperature as closely as possible
to the load requirements and keep the
temperature lift as small as possible.
Temperature lift...The difference between
leaving evaporator water and leaving condenser
water directly effects COP and COP, as we will
see directly, effects the cost of operation.

Applications of the templifier are so diverse
it is impossible to enumerate them all in the
time available - besides, new ones turn up
every day.
Rather, our purpose here is to
show you some general ways to fit the
templifier into your own situation.
The
specific heat sources and heat loads are not
detailed.
Let's look at various types of
source heat and heat loads and how to use
them.
For the sake of clarity, drains, vents,
expansion tanks, bypasses, isolation valves,
etc. have been omitted from the following
schematics.

Application of the templifier is extremely
varied but there are a few basics to be
considered.
Like checkers, the rules are
simple but it takes thought to play the game
well. Obviously you need a source of waste
heat in fluid form.
The higher the temperature
of this heat the better.
A simultaneous need for heat in fluid form
must also be present.
Any time you are
extracting heat from the waste stream you
must have some place to put it, and conversly
any time we need the high temperature heat
you must have source heat available.
There
is always, however, the possibility of thermal
storage at either end.
For economic reasons, it is preferred to have
as many hours of operation per year as possible.
Naturally the more the hours of operation the
better the return on investment and payback.
We keep referring to "Waste Heat", let's get
specific about where to look.
At this point
I hope you are all searching through your own
experience as to where you can lay your hands
on this bonanza...These millions of BTU's
that are literally evaporating into thin air
or being thrown down the drain.
For starters, consider vapors from distillation
processes, warm water effluents, refrigeration
and air conditioning equipment cooling water,
process equipment cooling water such as air
compressors, molders, quench tanks, welders,
extruders. Anything that is rejecting heat.
Hopefully your imagination can easily add to
this list... Including the use of solar
collected heat.
Hvery day brings with it new applications for
the templifier.
Its versatility is amazing.
We could literally spend hours discussing
applications.
Here is a list to start you
thinking.
See if any of these fit your
situation.
(Pause)

There are several things to remember when
recovering heat from effluents.
We don't
want to constipate the process.
Provide a
valved bypass round the evaporator so that
the tube side can be serviced without flow
interruption.
Secondly - the effluent must
be compatible for use in shell and tube
exchangers.
Waste streams often tend to be
contaminated chemically or with solids.
Special materials of construction such as
stainless steel can be provided additionally
there are several applications of this type
where the incentive was heat removal and the
cooling of effluent to overcome thermal
pollution objections.
The production of
high temperature heat was a bonus.
Frequently we deal with large flows of waste
heat and the required heat load is relatively
small.
The evaporator can be piped in this
way - with either a balancing valve or a
secondary pumping loop. Since the COP is a
function of the working fluid evaporating
temperature it is desirable to use a high
flow-low temperature difference in the
evaporator.
For example the cooling tower
might be designed to cool from 95°F to 85°F
but the templifier might be designed to cool
from 95° to 90° giving us a 5° higher
evaporator temperature.
The 90° water
leaving the templifier would mix with the 95°
water on its way to the tower.
If the heat
load varies, the amount of heat removed from
the source water in the evaporator will also
vary — this arrangement allows the tower to
always make up the difference.
Note that the concept is different in this
case as compared to the first.
Here we are
doing useful cooling work on the source water
as compared to removing heat from an effluent
that is being dumped.
The heat source would
be cooling water for process equipment such
as welders, air compressors, water cooled
furnaces or frequently air conditioning or
refrigeration condersers.

Of course most anywhere you look - domestic
pt service water heating, space heating and
toiler feed water heating can use help from
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also provide a standby function.

Another interesting application is where heat
is recovered from exhaust air streams-- off
process rather than ventilation exhaust from
a conditioned space. The latter is generally
too low in termperature for good Templifier
application. Separate coils or a packaged
recovery unit can be used. The exhaust heat
is transferred to a water loop that provides
the heat for the Templifier.
The possibility
of entrained solids, lint or corrosive
chemicals in the exhaust must be looked at as
with any waste stream. Additional filtering
may be required.

Sometimes the heat load becomes the heat
source, for example you may heat city water,
use it in a wash process, take the heat back
out in the Templifier and then dump the water.
This arrangement requires an auxiliary heater
to get the system started - once the water is
heated, the Templifier has a source and takes
over.
Since many applications are retrofits, the heat
exchanger is already on the job and no
additional investment is required.

Several installations have been made using a
Templifier in conjunction with water-to-air
heat pumps. The loop generally is held
between 70° and 80°F and becomes the source
heat for the Templifier.
In one case we are
heating make-up air, in another providing
hot service water for the Jacksonville Hilton
Hotel. This marriage of water-to-air and
water-to-water heap pumps is most effective
when there is a greater annual cooling load
compared to heating. This application will
be widely used in the future with our nations
energy policy focusing on conservation.

Now that we understand the Templifier's
characteristics and how it operates, lets take
a look at how a solar collector performs. The
standard way of describing collector efficiency
in percents. The x axis is a combination of
two factors. Delta T and I. Delta T is
essentially the difference between the
temperature of the collector's absorbing plate
and the outside ambient temperature.
I is the
amount of insolation or brightness of the sun
in BTU per square foot per hour. On this
slide we have assumed I equals 250 BTU per hour
which is a fairly bright sun. If our purpose
is to deliver 180°F hot water, the plate
temperature would be close to that. As you
note we have selected 50°F as outside ambient.
Under such conditions the efficiency of the
collector is 30%. If the collector were now
operated to produce hot water at 95°F, using
the above weather conditions, it would
operate with an efficiency of 60%. That is
twice the efficiency of its operation at 180°F.
It is this fundamental characteristic of
collectors that we exploit in the SolarAssisted-Templifier system where we gather the
heat energy at low temperature, about 95°F,
but at high efficiency, and then amplify that
temperature to the required temperature of
180° through the Templifier heat pump.

Up to this time we have been looking at
various techniques for handling source heat.
I would like to spend some time now looking
at the heating side of the Templifier.
When
there is an intermittant flow of hot process
fluid or water, such as batch processes or
service hot water applications, a storage
tank is generally required. One way to pipe
it up is shown in this sketch. While we are
on the subject of storage tanks, it is well
to note that they can be used effectively with
the Templifier to provide demand control.
The templifier can be piped to and from the
storage tank as a side arm heater Maintaining the tank at a given temperature with the hot water drawn off as required.

Let us compare the basic schematics between a
solar only and a Solar-Assisted-Templifier.
In both cases we are trying to deliver hot
water at 180°F. The water then returns from
the load at a temperature of 170°F. With the
Solar-Assisted-Templifier, we can absorb
solar energy from the collectors at
temperatures between 60°F and 120°F, and store
it in the storage tank. The Templifier can
accept that range of temperatures from storage
and still deliver a constant temperature of
180 F, if flat plate or evacuated tubes are
used as a source for solar only systems, there
is usually a heat exchanger in the storage
tank if anti-freeze is used in the collector
loop. Assuming an approach temperature of
15 F for the heat exchanger, the collectors

Our purpose here is to talk about auxiliary
heaters that may be required for several
different^ reasons. For example standby if there is no redundancy built into the heat
pump, system and the heating mission is
critlcal, it makes good sense to have a
standby heater available.
Or, the heat source may be insufficient all
°r.Per^ ° f,the time to Provide enough heat to
match the load. Hence a supplementary heater
is required to top off the heating job. The
heat load may have infrequent peaks intelligent design might lead us to size the
neat pump as a base load machine and handle
the peaks with the auxiliary heater - It can
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must delivery temperatures between 195° to
255°F to get the same amount of stored energy
in the storage tank as is the case for the
Solar-Assisted-Templifier. Therefore, the
solar only system is operating at a much
higher Delta T/I and lower efficiency than the
Solar-Assisted-Templifier. As a consequence
the solar only system, using evacuated tube
collectors requires 8,390 square feet of
collector whereas, the Solar-AssistedTemplifier requires about half, or 4,500 square
feet of flat plate collector.

In summary, as this slide depicts, when a
Templifier is coupled with a solar array
system, about half of the solar collectors
can be eliminated.

To make an economic analysis between a
Solar-Assisted-Templifier and Solar Only
system, we made the following assumptions.
We assumed a load of about 400,000 BTU per
hour, operating for 16 hours a day. We
further assumed, based on analysis, that a
double glaved solar only system would run
about $43.00 per square foot, an evacuated
tube solar only system, $57.00 per square
foot, and a single glazed Solar-AssistedTemplifier about $35.00 per square foot
includes the cost of a Templifier.
Electricity was assumed at an industrial
rate of 3<? per kilowatt hour.

Although it takes a magician to saw a woman
in half, you can use a Templifer to cut solar
costs in half today.

The advantages of a Solar-Assisted-Templifier
are that it requires up to 60% fewer
collectors compared to a solar only system,
and significantly lower first cost. You can
use smaller arrays, ideal where roof area is
limited, and you can use less expensive
solar collectors.

Thank you very much.

These are the results of calculations
assuming a requirement of either 135°F hot
water or 150°F hot water or 180°F hot water.
Let's look at the 135°F hot water case first.
A Solar— Only system would require some
8,000 square foot of collector, and a
Solar-Assisted-Templifier would require 4,700
square foot or 41% less. The cost of the
Solar-Only system would be about $344,000 and
the Solar-Assisted-Templifier $164,500 for a
potential saving of almost $180,000 dollars.
Now it is true that there is an annual cost
for operating the Solar-Assisted-Templifier
which is greater than that of the solar only
system by about $3,300.00.
If you were to
take the $179,500 saved and invest it at
about 10%, the interest earned would be
almost $18,000 a year, which is a factor of
5 to 6 greater than the cost of operating the
Templifier. Looking at the 180°F case, the
results are even more favorable to the
Solar-Assisted-Templifier. Here a solar only
system requires 11,500 square feet, where as
the Solar-Assisted-Templifier requires but
4500 square feet, a saving of 61% in area.
The potential cost saving of a Solar-AssistedTemplifer in this case would be $337,000.
If
you invest that at 10% the $33,000 interest
would more than pay for the $4700 required to
operate the Templifier.
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INDUSTRIAL
LOW TEMPERATURE WASTE HEAT UTILIZATION
Mehmet Altin
Monsanto Company
St. Louis, Missouri

In this paper, some common and emerging techniques to better
utilize energy in the chemical process industries are dis
cussed.
Temperature levels of waste heat available are
pointed out.
Emerging practices for further economical util
ization of waste heat at the available temperatures or at
higher temperatures are given with examples of some recent
applications.

NOMENCLATURE

energy, the saturation temperature of steam

K Thousands, M Millions, Btu British Thermal

is a direct indication of the quality of the
heat energy.

Units
The higher the temperature of the energy,
INTRODUCTION

the easier it is to utilize it economically
to produce more products.

According to the first law of thermodynamics

has high enough quality to be utilized econom

all the energy that goes into a process has
to come out eventually in some form.

ically is useful energy.

Except

ically at any given time is rejected to am

actions, most products have very little calo

bient and therefore called waste energy.

That is, energy used in a

process has to be rejected from the product
or byproducts.

When energy was very inexpensive compared

Therefore, energy is not

to capital cost, the economically feasible

consumed, but it is utilized to accomplish a
desired process.

thing to do may have been to save capital by

Since the energy into a

simplifying the system by converting and uti

process is the same as energy out of the

lizing energy at the required quality level

Process, what is it that accomplishes the
desired process?

for a single purpose only (.see Figure 11.

It is the quality of energy

that accomplishes something for us.

As the energy costs increase, it has become

The

economical to utilize the same energy to

quality of heat energy that the chemical

accomplish more than one process, although

industry utilizes is related to the temp-

this may require more capital for a more com
plicated system.

erature at which it is transferred into
the process.

The energy that has

too little quality left to be utilized econom

for products that require endothermmic re
rific value.

The energy that

Since steam and process

stream vapors transport

most of the thermal

Two widely used applications of this concept
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are shaft power or electric power cogenera
tion and combining large numbers of processes
so that some processes can use the so-called
waste heat of some other processes.

As

shown in Figures 2 and 3, more products can
be produced with lower energy when energy is
utilized for multiple purposes and cogenera
tion, as opposed to single purpose utiliza
tion.
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INDUSTRIAL WASTE HEAT
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Although the chemical industry has used

oc <

shaft power cogeneration and multiple purpose
utilization of energy, especially with inter
changers,

it has been difficult to recover

and utilize process byproduct energy under
300 °F.

This is why most of the industrial

waste heat is in the range of 300 °F to 130
°F.

Waste heat under 130 °F is practically

useless for industry because it is very
close to ambient temperature and whatever
difference there is, is used to reject it to
ambient.

Figure 2.

Cogeneration

It is estimated that over 2x10^^

a

I

Figure 1.

Single purpose energy utilization

Figure 3.
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Cogeneration and multiple purpose
energy utilization

(1) Direct utilization of waste heat at

Btu of industrial waste heat available in the

available temperature.

streams shown in Table 1 is being wasted

(2) Utilization of waste heat by boost

every year at 130 °F to 300 °F temperature.

ing its temperature.
Table 1
Available Industrial Waste Heat

Temperature
°F

%

Process Streams

300-130

65

Contaminated Condensate

200-130

5

Flue Gas

300-200

30

Media

Increasing energy costs now give us economic
incentives to recover and utilize some of
this energy.

For example, capital that can

be justified to save one unit of energy has
increased five fold since 1972

(see Fig.

4) .

Figure 5.

Areas where industrial waste heat
could be further utilized as the
rising costs of energy would
justify

DIRECT UTILIZATION OF WASTE HEAT
In industry the most effective way to utilize
waste heat is to utilize it to make more pro
ducts which might have otherwise required a
higher quality energy

(see Figure 6A).

This

might require, however, that all or portions
Figure 4.

Justified Investment to Save
1 M BTU/Hr Heat at Boilers

of the process be modified to be able to
utilize lower temperature waste heat.

Examples

include decreasing process pressures or accomp
lishing process steps in more than one stage

It is expected that this trend will continue
at least until 1985.

with some stages using waste heat and other

With these new in^>

stages using higher quality energy to complete

creasing incentives, we are now looking at

the process.

techniques to recover and utilize the waste

In one application, for example,

double effect evaporation is used to increase

energy which were not economically feasible

production without increasing the higher qual

a few years ago.

ity energy use

(see Figure 6B).

In this appli

cation the latent heat of the vapors from the

These techniques can be classified into two

first evaporator is utilized at a second evap

groups (see Figure 5):

orator which is operated at a lower pressure.
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As the energy costs keep increasing, the

If 220 °F waste heat were readily available,
we could have operated both units at lower

stages

pressures thus eliminating new steam use
completely.

as technically and economically feasible.

(effects) can be increased as much

The same argument can also be applied to other
processes such as distillation.

For some

particular applications, we have been able to
justify triple effect evaporation and double
effect distillation based on energy conserva
tion or waste heat utilization.
If waste heat cannot be utilized to meet the
process heating requirements, it could be util
ized to save some power by using it in absorp
tion refrigeration, provided there is need for
refrigeration (see Figure 7). However, it
should be recognized that the power savings by
this method are comparatively low.

In order

to be economical, the absorption chiller units
will have to use only waste heat that cannot be
utilized anywhere else.

The presently avail

able units also need 240 °F minimum tempera
ture.

There are some development programs

which are trying to develop units that will be
capable of using 140-200 °F waste heat, but
commercialization is not expected soon.
It should be pointed out that even though
Figure 6A.

there is a very large amount of energy in flue

Direct utilization of waste
heat for increased production

gases at fairly high temperatures

(240-280 °F

depending upon the sulfur concentration in the
flue gas) this waste heat is virtually unre-

SINQLE EFFECT EVAPORATION

DOUBLE EFFECT EVAPORATION
WASTE 140°F

8000 LBS

Figure 6B.

8000 LBS

15,000 LBS

Example 1. Direct utilization of industrial waste heat. Making more products of
the same or different kinds.
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cycle which has intermediate fluid is called
"closed cycle heat pump".
Presently there are two methods that are
being used in industry.
Thermal compression

(thermocompressors,

ejectors) - This method uses a higher pressure
motive fluid in an ejector to compress the
waste heat laden vapors

(see Figure 8A).

In

order to be economical all of the motive
steam should be utilized.

Because of its

simplicity and low cost, whenever the condi
tions are right this method provides attrac
tive returns on investment.
recent projects,

In one of our

for example, we have reduced

steam use from 13 M Btu/hr 25 psig steam to 5
M Btu/hr 175 psig steam without reducing
the production rate

(see Figure 8B).

In that

project, part of the evaporated vapors were
recompressed to supply heat requirements of
the evaporator.
Figure 7.

In another project we are

evaluating the feasibility of reducing steam

Direct utilization of waste heat
for absorption refrigeration

use by 20 M Btu/hr by flashing a hot product
to a lower pressure and recompressing the

coverable, because flue gas under these temp
eratures becomes very corrosive.

Some compa

nies are trying to develop corrosion resistant
inexpensive materials and/or equipment for
flue gas contacting surfaces.
WASTE HEAT TEMPERATURE BOOSTING
Direct utilization of waste heat as discussed
above involves developing processes which are
capable of utilizing energy at available temp
eratures.

Another technique is to leave the

processes as they are, but boost the temper
ature of the waste heat to required levels.
In industry temperature boosting is normally
accomplished by compressing waste heat laden
vapors to a higher pressure thus increasing
its saturation temperature.

In some cases the

process vapors are not suitable for this
method.

In those cases, waste heat is trans

ferred to an intermediate medium such as one
of the refrigerants and then this medium is
compressed.

Direct vapor compression is

sometimes called "open cycle" heat pump.

Figure 8A.
The
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Waste heat utilization by boosting
saturation temperature with
th ermocompres sor s

(1) Waste heat available is 5 M Btu/hr

flashed vapors by thermocompressors to pro

or more.

vide part of the heating requirements (see

(2) Compression ratios are less than 2 to 1.

Figure 8C).

(3) Differential temperature
At this time, thermocompressors may be eco
nomically feasible for the following condi

(boosting)

is less than 50 °F.

tions :

For some applications it could be feasible
outside the above conditions as well.

Figure 8B.

Example 1; Application of waste heat utilization by boosting saturation
temperature with thermocompressor.

WITHOUT WASTE HEAT UTILIZATION

Figure 8C.

WITH WASTE HEAT UTILIZATION

Example 2 ; Application of waste heat utilization by boosting saturation
temperature with thermocompressors.
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Mechanical vapor compressors or heat pumps -

compressor in a process plant where there are

When conditions are not right for a thermo-

more constraints and design guidelines to meet

compressor, mechanical compressors or heat

than the vendors consider in their analysis.

pumps could be used to boost the waste heat

Nevertheless, where the conditions are not

temperature to desired levels

severe, the vapor compression is becoming

(see Figure 9A).

economically feasible for large scale appli
Unfortunately, due to high cost and maintenance

cations.

of rotating equipment, mechanical compression

are considering generating low pressure steam

for waste heat temperature boosting is not

with process wastes and compressing it to a

economically feasible for most applications at

useful level as shown in Fig. 9B.

this time.

For example, in one of our plants we

One widely considered application

is overhead vapor recompression in distilla

One of the main reasons that mechanical vapor

tion proccesses.

recompression has not been economical is that

It is reported that this

method has been used in Europe to some extent.

suitable standard compressors have not been

However, our analysis of cost versus savings

developed by the industry.

has shown that the cost of installation is

to look at practically custom built compressors

still twice as expensive as we can justify for

with very high initial cost.

10 M Btu/hr or more waste energy with 50 °F

cal recompressors and heat pumps are becoming

temperature boosting.

economically feasible,

trary to some of the

This seems to be con
claims that vapor

recompression vendors are making.

This has forced us
As the mechani

industry is starting to

develop low cost standard compressors which

The main

will help to widen their applications.

reason is that these vendors consistently
underestimate the installation cost of a

Heat pumps are already well standardized.
However, due to additional temperature boost
ing needed to provide the temperature differ
ential required at the heat exchangers, they
have not had wide use in industry.

They are

also limited at the high temperature end to
240 °F.

Since industry needs higher tempera

ture, the heat pumps are limited in scope of
application.
CONCLUSION
Industry, especially the petrochemical indus
try, has large amounts of waste heat at 130 to
300 °F temperature levels.

In the past, with

relatively low energy prices, it has not been
economically feasible to further utilize waste
heat at these temperatures.

As the energy

costs increase, we are finding out that some
techniques that require additional capital
are becoming economically feasible.

Utiliza

tion of waste heat at lower temperatures, and
temperature boosting are two of these impor
tant techniques that are becoming eocnomically
xgure 9A.

Waste heat utilization by boost
ing saturation temperatures with
mechanical compressors or heat
pumps.

feasible.

What we need to do now is to con

sider more of these techniques in our designs,
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WASTE HEAT TEMPERATURE BOOSTED
TO 267°F USEFUL LEVEL

WASTE HEAT CAN NOT BE
UTILIZED AT 240°F

Figure 9B.

Example: Proposed utilization of waste heat by boosting its saturation temperature
with mechanical compressor.

even if they were uneconomical just a few
years ago.
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FULL FOOD AND FIBER PRODUCTION
James D. Atwood
Farmland Industries, Inc.
Kansas City, Missouri

Abstract
Included in the Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978 is a section
which provides priority treatment for essential agricultural
users. The applicability and importance of this Act in
maintaining a viable agricultural base in this nation is
developed.
cost.
The high productivity of American
agriculture is mainly attributable to two
events:
the introduction of the gasoline
tractor at about the time of World War I
and, after World War II, the large scale
use of nitrogen fertilizer which is
manufactured from natural gas. Both of
these are dependent upon non-renewable
fossil fuels.

American agriculture is energy intensive.
The United States Department of Agriculture
estimates that twenty-two percent of this
country's energy is used in the production
of food and fiber.
Approximately one-half
of that energy is petroleum based and
approximately one-third is from natural
gas.
Although only two percent of all Americans
"work the land" this country's approximately
2.5 million farms constitute the third
largest industrial user of energy after the
steel manufacturing and petroleum refining
industries. The American farmer is
dependent upon natural gas and petroleum
products for fertilizer, fuel, irrigation,
pesticides, and crop drying.
The importance of American agriculture
should not be underestimated.
One American
farmer can produce enough to feed himself
and more than sixty others. The value of
United States farm exports for the year
beginning October, 1979, is estimated to
be between $35 and $40 billion, and paid
for almost one-half of the oil we bought.

The impact of the energy crisis on
agriculture is significant because it will
mean that the farmer will pay ever-increas
ing prices for his energy inputs as long as
energy is available.
The obvious impacts
will be higher food prices and in the end,
more seriously, the possibility of
insufficient food for our national policies
and even insufficient food for our
population. As a result of .these undesir
able consequences, the federal government
has initiated policies intended to insure
adequate energy inputs to members of the
agricultural community. A plentiful supply
of food has never been a problem in the
U.S. We more or less take our agricultural
abundance for granted.

In addition to its significant economic
role, American agriculture aids this
country's world-wide humanitarian efforts
and is a diplomatic weapon in our foreign
policy. More importantly, American
agriculture provides us with "adequate
nutritious food of acceptable variety to
feed the increasing population" at a low

Since 1971, federal curtailment policy has
focused on the proper method under the
Natural Gas Act of allocating diminishing
supplies of natural gas among consumers.
Curtailment has been difficult for the
regulator, the regulated, and the consumer.
Curtailment policy through use has become
acceptable and it was based upon "end-use"
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by statutorily determining a preference for
agricultural users of natural gas and
establishing an order of curtailment
priorities essentially based upon endproduct as distinguished from end-use
consideration.
Specifically, section 401
of title IV of the Natural Gas Policy Act
provides in pertinent part that:

considerations.
With the passage of
title IV of the Natural Gas Policy Act in
November, 1978, established curtailment
policies were impacted by a congressional
determination that a special class of
consumers - "essential agricultural users"
should receive a preference during periods
of natural gas curtailments. That
preference effectively rejected "end-use"
as the basis for the allocation of natural
gas by substituting an "end-product"
criteria.
This change has caused some
uncertainty and dissatisfaction.
Some of
this dissatisfaction has come as a result
of the federal rulemaking which has been
taken to enact a high level of protection
for agricultural users during periods of
natural gas curtailments.
Some of the
dissatisfaction comes from the distributors
and some from industries other than
agriculture.

To the maximum extent practicable,
no curtailment plan of an inter
state pipeline may provide for
curtailment of deliveries of natural
gas for any essential agricultural
use, unless such curtailment ... is
necessary in order to meet the
requirements of high priority users.

As background, the history of regulation
of natural gas curtailments can be traced
to an order which was issued as a policy
statement by the Federal Power Commission
in April, 1971.
The significance of this
order is that it established three
principles for allocating natural gas
service among classes of customers.
The
first principle distinguished between
firm and interruptible contracts. Customers
with interruptible contracts were deemed,
for the purposes of curtailment, to be of
a lower priority than customers purchasing
under firm contracts.

Thus, by this language, the Congress has
established two distinct curtailment
categories:
high priority users and
essential agricultural users. Moreover,
the next section of the Natural Gas Policy
Act establishes a third curtailment category:
"essential industrial process and feedstock
users" which are to be subordinated in any
priority scheme to both high priority and
essential agricultural users. As a
consequence, during periods of natural gas
curtailments, title IV of the Natural Gas
Policy Act mandates that all interstate
pipeline companies give protection in the
following descending order of priorities:
high priority users, essential agricultural
users, and essential industrial process
and feedstock users.

The second curtailment principle was that
"inferior" end-uses, such as boiler fuel,
should have less protection from curtail
ment than higher priority end-uses such as
natural gas used in residences.

The significant change to existing curtail
ment law compelled by section 401 is its
grant of special treatment to essential
agricultural users, which are defined as
those which use natural gas:

TTie third curtailment principle was that
if a user has an ability to use an
alternative fuel to natural gas, then that
user deserves less protection from natural
gas curtailments than a user without an
alternative fuel capability. With the
exception of the firm-interruptible
distinction, the remaining principles have
been recognized by the courts and retained
as valid criteria for establishing
curtailment priorities.
However, with the passage of title IV of
the Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978, a
® i c a n t new element was added by the
congressional determination that certain
consumers, described as "essential
agricultural" users, were to be given higl
priority treatment during periods of
natural gas curtailment.
Congress did nol
intend major disruptions of existing
curtailment plans because it perceived
that the volumes would be low and that
most already had high priority.

(a)

for agricultural production,
natural fiber production,
natural fiber processing,
food processing, food quality
maintenance, irrigation
pumping, crop drying, or

(b)

as a process fuel or feed
stock in the production of
fertilizer, agricultural
chemicals, animal feed, or
food.

which the Secretary of Agriculture
determines is necessary for full food and
fiber production.
The law seems clear enough, but it is at
this point that the agencies and depart
ments take over to implement the law.
To
make the law operative, the Secretary of
Energy was to prescribe and make effective
a rule which provides that no curtailment
plan of any interstate pipeline company
may provide for curtailment of deliveries
of natural gas for essential agricultural
use except to meet the requirements of

TiEle*.IV ? f fhe Nat^ral Gas Policy Act
affects the law of natural gas curtailmeni
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enumerated high priority users.
Prior to
the issuance of the Secretary of Energy's
rule, the Secretary of Agriculture shall
certify to both the Secretary of Energy
and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
"the natural gas quantity requirements for
essential agricultural uses in order to meet
the requirements of full food and fiber
production."

current requirements approach) to meet the
growing need for food and fiber -- was the
key issue.
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's
calculation of an essential agricultural
user's volumes was not the one-hundred
percent current requirements approach
proposed by the Secretary of Agriculture,
but was based upon an historical period.
As an added kicker in calculating an
essential agricultural user's base period
volumes, it not only utilized the base
period volumes included in the various
curtailment plans of the numerous inter
state pipelines, but adjusted it for the
user's alternate fuel capability.

Thus, the congressional legislation
contemplated at least three separate rulemaking proceedings by the United States
Department of Energy and Agriculture and
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission to
implement the essential agricultural user
priority.
In actuality, the administrative
proceedings which were triggered far
exceeded the three contemplated by section
401 of the Natural Gas Policy Act.

The USDA's final rule certified essential
agricultural requirements as one-hundred
percent of current requirements for small
users and for daily users of more than 300
MCF an historical period or the maximum
entitled by the gas company was ruled.
This formula was an attempted compromise
between the current requirements and
historical base period approaches.
The
only explanation for the Secretary of
Agriculture's new approach in defining
requirements was the following conclusion
ary rationalization that:
"A dual approach
is designed to combine the current and base
period approaches so as to achieve an
effective and practicable result."

First, the USDA issued its proposed rule for
public hearings.
The Secretary of Agricul
ture sought comments on the proposed
regulation. One of the two most significant
provisions of the Secretary of Agriculture's
proposed rule was its selection of Standard
Industrial Classification numbers to certify
"those classes of establishments... that are
carrying out essential agricultural
functions necessary for full food and fiber
production." One obvious advantage of
using SIC numbers was that it avoided a
case-by-case determination by the Secretary
of Agriculture as to which facilities
qualified as essential agricultural users.
Everyone liked this, and it stood through
all of the proposed, interim, interim final,
and final rulemaking steps.

The disparity between the Secretary of
Agriculture's and the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission's interim rules was
not resolved by the next federal action,
the ERA's final rule. The ERA's final rule
was probably the most significant in all
the section 401 rulemakings. "The curtail
ment plans of interstate pipelines protect,
to the maximum extent practicable,
deliveries of natural gas for essential
agricultural uses and for high-priority
uses."

The other significant and probably most
controversial aspect of the Secretary of
Agriculture's rule was its definition of
natural gas requirements for essential
agricultural users. The rule provided that:
"The natural gas requirements for...the
essential agricultural uses are certified to
be one-hundred percent of current natural
gas requirements of existing essential
agricultural use establishments."
Utilization of a one-hundred percent current
requirements approach means that essential
agricultural users were not only immunized
to a large extent from curtailment but
would be able to increase their natural gas
requirements at the possible expense of the
pipeline's existing lower priority customers.
As you could expect, this started a major
controversy, and without boring you with
the details, the USDA switched its position
several times before finally issuing its
final rule.

Specifically, the order requires interstate
pipelines to establish a high priority use
category designated as priority 1 and an
essential agricultural use category
designated as priority 2. Priority 1 is
required to include all high priority use
entitlements of direct and indirect customers
and related storage injection volumes.
Priority 2 must include all essential
agricultural use entitlements of its direct
and indirect customers and related storage
injection volumes. The method of curtail
ment requires that deliveries of natural
gas be curtailed sequentially beginning with
the lowest priority of service category.
All categories are to be fully curtailed
before priorities 1 and 2 are curtailed.
Priority 1 is to be curtailed last.
So,
after a year of regulatory gyrations, the
rules seem to do what Congress wanted.

During the course of the several rulemaking
proceedings, it became clear that disposi
tion of the growth question -- whether
essential agricultural users should be
limited to an historical base period or be
permitted to increase their base period
entitlements (the one-hundred percent
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presently enjoy.
I believe that it is a
little like S. I. Hayakawa remarked:

Federal natural gas curtailment policy has
not been fully successful in equitably
allocating what has been called "nature's
most perfect source of energy." The
reasons for the lack of success are attribu
table to the cumbersome nature of federal
regulation, which places the initiative for
curtailment allocations with interstate
pipelines and the inherent difficulties in
making an equitable, national system of
curtailment priorities.
Naturally, you get
a lot of controversy generated when one
customer feels that his rights are being
violated just to be given to another group.

We are people of plenty. We
have become so through our
energy, our inventiveness,
our encouragement of initiative.
Yet with the prevailing political
philosophy of rewarding the
unsuccessful and punishing the
creators of our national abundance,
there is no guarantee that we shall
continue to be people of plenty.
Washington is full of power-hungry
mandarins and bureaucrats who
distrust abundance, which gives
people freedom, and who love
scarcity and "zero growth," which
give them power to assign, allocate,
and control.
If they ever win out,
heaven help u s !

The congressional legislation in addition
to guaranteeing gas supplies for full food
and fiber production recognizes the need
for an alternate fuel rule. The Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission has had
rulemaking on this subject and the
definitions of economically practicable
and readily available with regard to
alternate fuel supplies have received
heated debate. A rulemaking has been
adopted which states that coal and
residual fuel oils are "economically
practicable and readily available" as an
alternate fuel source and anyone who ever
used these sources is defined to have
alternate fuel capability.
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"pie subject of incremental pricing, which
is title II of the Natural Gas Policy Act,
has not had to be resolved in its entirety.
The present abundance of natural gas
causes there to be little action on this
subject at the moment.
Phase I incremental
pricing is in effect and Phase II was vetoed
by Congress.

Prior to joining Farmland Industries he
was employed by Celanese Chemical Company
at various locations and in various
positions, including process engineering,
process design, and operations management.
With Farmland in January, 1973, responsi
bilities included the construction and
management of the Enid, Oklahoma ammonia
plants.

All the issues of the Natural Gas Policy Act
of 1978 are not yet totally resolved. Host
of the rulemakings which have been made have
been challenged in the federal courts.
There are some rulemakings which have not
been made.
The action initiated by title
IV of the Natural Gas Policy Act granting
essential agricultural users a preference
during periods of natural gas supply
shortages is positive and should not be
diminished by either subsequent federal or
state legislation or judicial action.I

In his present position as Vice President,
Nitrogen Manufacturing, which was assumed
in March, 1976, he is responsible for all
nitrogen fertilizer manufacturing,
including plants at Fort Dodge, Iowa;
Hastings, Nebraska; Dodge City and Lawrence,
Kansas; Enid, Oklahoma; and Pollock
Louisiana.
This responsibility includes
procurement of raw materials and other
energy related matters .

I am sure that it is imperative that we
do everything in our power to insure that
we can produce full food and fiber needed
by this nation for its own sustanance
and to provide an important element of our
balance of payments. We must do everything
we can to insure that the energy base
remains domestic. If we don't put
agriculture high on this totem pole, we
might find it eroding away like so many
other strengths of our life style.
We
must seek, before it's too late, an
adequate energy supply to effectively
operate our nation's industry on a domestic
basis or we must be content with a life
and standard of living much below that we
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ARKANSAS WOOD FUELS:
A FEASIBILITY STUDY
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Abstract
This report presents estimates of quantities and location of logging
residues in Arkansas. Six sites are determined as potential fuel use
sites for these residues.
Estimates of the demand for wood fuel at
these sites are made. The supply and demand for wood fuels are studied
to determine the feasibility of utilizing logging residue as a fuel at
these six locations in Arkansas.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The recent interest in wood as an energy
source represents a return to a fuel which
was once an important source of energy in the
United States. Wood fuel use reached its
peak in the late 1800's with total use esti
mated at 3 quadrillion BTU's.
This figure
accounted for approximately 75 percent of
total energy consumption. More recently,
energy use has risen to 75 quadrillion BTU's,
while wood fuel use has fallen to 1.1
quadrillion BTU's.1

price increased in oil and natural gas as well
as potential shortages of these fuels continue
to leave this industry in a precarious posi
tion, energy-wise.
For purpose of this report, the Arkansas pulp
and paper industry is identified as a candi
date for even greater use of wood residue
fuel.
There are six mill locations which are
studied.
Production capacity at these loca
tions ranee from 331 tons/day to 1,700 tons/day.
Current energy consumption patterns of natural
gas, oil, liquor fuel and hogged wood are used
to estimate the potential demand for wood
residue fuel at each site.

The Arkansas economy is sensitive to issues
of energy prices and fuel supply shortages
because the state's leading manufacturing
industry, the wood products industry, is very
energy intensive. This industry has already
begun to utilize greater quantities of wood
fuels. Large numbers of sawmills in Arkan
sas and elsewhere have shifted from oil and
natural gas to wood waste fuel in firing their
dry kilns.
Paper mills are currently using
their plant by-products as well as logged
wood fuel.
In 1979 only about ten percent of
sawmill residues remained unutilized in Ark
ansas. However, logging residues are virtu
ally untouched in the state.

Supplies of logging residues are subject to
widely varying densities.
Factors which
affect the quantity of logging residues which
exist at a particular point depend upon method
of harvest, terrain, species of tree, etc.
As a result there is little agreement among
industry spokesmen as to even the "average"
amount of residue which might remain after a
harvesting operation. Estimates of logging
residue quantities were assumed to be a
function of sawlog production. Sawlog prod
uction in each county of Arkansas was
determined by severance tax reports for 1979.
It was assumed that ten percent of forest
volume remained as logging residue after the
harvest.
It was assumed that four percent of
pulpwood forest volume remained on the forest
floor.

In this country, wood was the original fuel
used for industrial steam production.
It now
appears that the pulp and paper industry is
witnessing renewed interest in the burning of
wood wastes.
Individual mills in Arkansas
are currently burning up to 80,000 tons of
logged fuel annually.
However, the continued
27

2.

TABLE 1

HISTORICAL OVERVIEV7

FUEL AND ELECTRICITY PURCHASED BY THE
FOREST PRODUCTS INDUSTRY IN 19745
Wood
Pulp/Paper
Products
(Quads)
(Quads)
Fuel Oil
0.54
0.18
0.72
Natural Gas
0.51
0.08
0.59
Coal
0.29
0.01
0.30
Electricity
0.12
0.05
0.17
Total
1.46
0.32
1.78

The early emphasis on wood fuel in the
American economy stemmed, in part, from its
ready availability. The process of convert
ing woodland into cropland provided a large
energy source. With the exception of the
mechanical energy needs of some industries,
which were supplied by water and wind power,
wood provided nearly all of the economy's
energy needs.
The first important movement away from the
use of wood fuel occurred in. the steel
industry with increased demand for coal in
the mid-19th Century. The American Indus
trial Revolution in the last half of the
century coincided with the development of
two new energy forms— oil and gas. Three
factors contributed to the general decline
in importance of wood fuels from 1870-1920:
(1) the increase in the demand for timber by
the wood products industry, (2) the develop
ment of a national energy market with wood
remaining a regional energy source, and
(3) the continued increase in national energy
demand which surpassed the ability to harvest
sufficient quantities of wood for energy
purposes.''

4.

Wood was the fuel which fired all early boilers
in this country. More recently, increasing
attention,has been given to the use of wood
for boiler fuel. The pulp and paper industry
has become extensively involved in this recent
trend. The last 50 years has seen a gradual
development of wood burning boilers from prim
itive pile burners to units capable of produc
ing 500,000 pounds of steam per hour.6
The cost of fuelwood used to fire a boiler
depends on the price of the wood, the heating
value of the species collected, the moisture
content and the efficiency of the boiler.
The
price of the wood depends upon the stumpage
price as well as the cost of harvesting and
transporting the wood to the fuel use site.
(This aspect of cost will be discussed later
in the paper.) The heating value of a given
weight of softwood is higher than that for
hardwood species. This is due to the high
resin content of softwood. Wood fuel of mixed
species will typically average 8,500 BTU per
dry pound of wood. Typical moisture content
of harvested wood chips will vary from 40
to 60%. Moisture content is important because
it will affect the efficiency of the boiler.
The approximate relationship which exists
between residue moisture content and boiler
efficiency is shown in Figure 1.

Perhaps the most significant factor which
served to reduce the supplies of wood which
were available as fuel was the development
of the wood products industry and the alter
native uses for wood which it created.
It
is somewhat ironic that one of the major
industries which contributed to the decline
in wood fuel use now stand as one of the
industries best suited to reverse this
historical trend.
3.

WOOD FIRED BOILERS

FOREST PRODUCTS INDUSTRY

A large quantity of oil and natural gas
could be saved by expanding the industrial
use of wood fuel. The forest products
industry is especially suited to this task
for a number of reasons. This industry is
a very energy intensive industry,and it has
ready access to large quantities of wood
fu6l» In addition it has the technical
expertise and requisite level of technology
to use wood fuel.3

FIGURE 1
EFFECTS OF FUEL MOISTURE
ON BOILER EFFICIENCY^

The forest products industry consumed
approximately 1.3 quads of oil and natural
gas during 1974. The largest proportion of
this figure was used by the pulp and paper
sector (see Table 1). Nationwide, the pulp
and paper industry is approximately 40
percent self-sufficient and uses 1 . 1 quads
of fuel each year.4 This self-sufficiency
« x s e s from the use of black liquor fuel
which is a by-product of the pulping pro
cess. Southern mills have achieved above
average fuel self-sufficiency due to the
high portion of softwood feedstocks which
are used. The high resin content of soft
woods is the major source of the black
liquor.
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5.

LOGGING RESIDUE SUPPLY AREAS

Six locations were chosen as potential sites
for the utilization of logginq residue fuel.
These locations were picked because of the
existence of a pulp and paper mill at each
site. Several other candidate industries
such as sawmills and electric power plants
have been studied for their potential use
of logging residue.
However, the pulp and
paper industry in Arknasas is especially
vulnerable to curtailments of natural gas and
rapidly rising prices of fuel oil.
There are currently pulp and paper mill
operations in the following six locations;
Ashdown in Little River County: Morrilton in
Conway County; Pine Bluff in Jefferson
County; Crossett in Ashley County; Camden
in Ouachita County and McGehee in Desha
County. The following set of maps show the
logging residue supply markets which were
studied.
These maps show market radii
which range from 10 miles to 60 miles from
each mill site.
The quantities of logging residue which were
estimated to remain on the forest floor were
calculated on the basis of lumber production
as reported in the 1979 Severance Tax Report
for each county in Arkansas.
It is recog
nized that the quantity of logging residue
at a particular point depends upon several
factors including:
terrain, species, method
of harvest, etc. Previous studies which
have been conducted are very site-specific
and cannot be applied to this case.
In
addition, sufficient research funds for
carrying an extensive residue inventory were

not available.
Faced with these constraints,
percentage factors were used to determine
the quantity of logging residue in each
county.
It was assumed that 10 percent of
standing forest volume remained after sawlog
harvests and 4% of forest volume remained
after pulpwood harvesting operations.
These percentage factors were then combined
with each county's reported lumber produc
tion to determine the total residue remaining
in each county.
In order to calculate the
total logging residue within a given radius
of each use-site it was assumed that the
residues were evenly distributed throughout
each county. A planemiter was used to
estimate the area of each county that was
contained within the regions. For example,
if 25% of a county was included within a
given radius of the fuel use-site and there
were 100,000 tons total residue located in
that county, then 25,000 tons would be
included as part of the residue supply to
that use-site.
In instance where the wood
residue supply areas of two or more use-sites
overlapped, then the quantity of residue
was divided evenly between the competing
sites.
The estimates of the quantities of available
logging residue are presented in Figure 3.
It reveals that the Camden area contains
logginq residues in excess of the other five
regions especially for distances greater than
twenty miles. For a distance up to twenty
miles from the use-site approximately the
same quantity of residue is available at
Camden and Ashdown.
It is also shown that
for a distance up to thirty miles there is

FIGURE 2a
FUEL USE AREA
(10 Mile Radius)

FIGURE 2b
FUEL USE AREA
(20 Mile Radius)

1 2 3 -

Morrilton
Pine Bluff
Ashdown

4 - Camden
5 - McGehee
6 - Crossett

FIGUF-E 2d
FUEL USE AREA
(40 Mile Radius)

FIGURE 2c
FUEL USE AREA
(30 Mile Radius)

1 - Morrilton
2 - Pine Bluff
3 - Ashdown

4 - Camden
5 - McGehee
6 - Crossett

1
2

3

FIGURE 2e
FUEL USE AREA
(50 Mile Radius)

Morrilton
Pine Bluff
Ashdown

4 - Camden
5 - McGehee
6 - Crossett

FIGURE 2f
FUEL USE AREA
(60 Mile Radius)
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no sugnificant difference in the quantities
of residue available at Morrilton or McGehee.
One qualification should be noted in inter
preting the results shown in Figure 3. The
quantieies available at the Ashdown and
Crossett sites are understated due to the
fact that a significant portion of their
market area is contained outside of Arkansas.
Ashdown is located near a heavily forested
area of Texas and Crossett is located near
substantial forest land in Louisiana. While
the McGehee site is located near the state
of Mississippi, much of this land area is
cropland and does not seriously distort the
availability of residue at that site.
6.

The output level at each mill was determined
from published data. For example, annual
output at the Crossett mill is 431 million
tons. An industry average of 13,000 lb./steam
per ton of output was assumed. This yielded
an estimated annual steam production level of
5,603 million pounds. From this figure it
was determined that 2,521 million pounds of
steam were produced by purchased fuels.
Arkansas miils utilize a significant amount
of their by-products (black liquor) as a
recovery fuel. For purposes of this study
an industry average of 55 percent of total
steam production was produced from black
liquor fuel.

LOGGING RESIDUE DEMAND

Figure 4 illustrates the logging residue sup
ply for each location. This figure shows the
delivered cost of a ton of wood residue to
each fuel use-site. The cost of delivering
logging wood residue is the sum of stumpage
price, harvest cost and transport cost of the
wood. A range of alternative costs were con
sidered. Harvesting costs which were consid
ered ranged from $10/ton to $30/ton and
transportation rates studied varied from 15C
per ton/mile to 30C per ton/mile.
Stumpage
was assumed to be $l/ton.

The demand for logging residue fuel at each
mill is considered, equivalent to the amount
of wood fuel which v/ould be necessary to
replace currently purchased fossil fuels.
Table 2 shows the levels of energy demand
for each of the six locations in the state.
It should be pointed out that the that the
energy demand figures are based upon industry
averages due to the desire of individual
mills to maintain the confidentiality of
their productivity and costs of production.

FIGURE 3
AVAILABILITY OF LOGGING RESIDUE
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FIGURE 4
LOGGING RESIDUE SUPPLY

FIGURE 5
LOGGING RESIDUE MARKET (Morrilton)
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TABLE 2
ENFP.GY DEMAND
Assumed Output
(thousand tons)
Crossett
Camden
Pine Bluff
Ashdown
McGehee
Morrilton

Demand for
Potential Annual
Total Steam Production
Purchased Energy
Demand for Wood Fuels
(million lbs. )
(mission lbs. of steam)
(thousand tons)

431
221
612
538
142
340

5,603
2,873
7,956
6,994
1,846
4,420

2,521
1,292
3,580
3,147
830
1,989

Figure 4 is drawn on the basis of $15/ton
harvesting cost and 20£per ton/mile.
It
shows that for a delivered cost of $20/ton
(50% M.C.) less than 80,000 tons of logging
residue can be delivered to the McGehee mill.
This compares to approximately 100,000 tons
at Morrilton; 138,000 tons at Pine Bluff;
146.000 tons at Crossett; 240,000 tons at
Ashdown and over 400,000 tons at Camden.

290
148
412
362
95
229
8.

(1)

(2)
(3)

7. LOGGING RESIDUE MARKET
The market for logging residue at each of the
six locations can be determined by comparing
the availability of logging residue with the
demand for this fuel.
For example, Table 2
indicates a potential annual demand of
229.000 tons of wood fuel at Morrilton.
Figure 5 shows this level of residue fuel
demand relative to the quantity of residue
fuel which is available.
If 50% of the
total amount of residue lying on the forest
floor is economically accessible, then this
level of demand could be supplied by a radius
of approximately 5 8 miles from the mill.
Using the cost estimates shown in Figure 4,
this residue can be delivered to Morrilton
for an estimated $23 per ton.

(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)
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March, 1980, spot prices ranged from $6.50/
ton to nearly $14/ton for wood fuels.
As a
result the delivered cost of logging residue
is not competitive with market prices for
other w od fuels.
However, the price of
wood residue fuel is competitive with the
price other purchased fuels, especially
fuel oil. At a delivered price of $23/ton
and assuming a boiler efficiency of 73%
the cost of steam may be estimated at $4.50
per 1,000 pounds of steam. Fuel oil costing
$20/Bbl will produce steam at approximately
the same cost.
In summary, it appears that there are suf
ficient quantities of logging residues
physically available to satisify an im
portant portion of the total energy demand
of Arkansas paper mills.
However, the cost
of these residues currently exceed the price
of other wood fuels by a factor of 200-300
percent. However, the comparative advantage
of logging residue is related to the higher
price conventional fuels and their uncertain
supplies.
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WOOD FUELS IN POWER GENERATION

Dr. Yildirim Omurtag, Larry Wetzel, Michael McEvilly
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, Missouri
Abstract
In order for wood to be considered a feasible energy source for power
generation, it must prove to be economical, meet society's pollution
criteria, and provide sufficient energy to meet its regional demand
applications or requirements. This report looks at wood's availability,
its potential as a fuel source, the different methods of energy conver
sion, and lastly, submits conclusions and recommendations concerning
wood-fueled power generation.
The information and background was supplied and supported by actual
application, government publications and documentations, and other
sources. The availability report includes living biomass, wood residues,
and potential biomass expansion. Once availability was determined, the
portion of wood and wood waste that could serve as a fuel supply was
calculated. Then actual power generation techniques were studied to see
how gasification and direct combustion could be applicative. This led to
a comparative economic analysis of the systems and methods leading to
conclusions and recommendations.
In the six-county study region, yearly unused residues total 145 million
pounds of wood which could support a 10 MW power generation unit. It was
noted that wood chips have the lowest average cost per million Btu's when
compared to other common fuels. The study also broke the two major wood
conversion processes--combustion and gasification--into four wood systems,
a spreader-stoker system combined lowest capital cost with the lowest
operating cost, while retaining environmental advantages, to be chosen as
the best alternative. All of the mentioned wood systems are superior to
coal units when renewability, environmental considerations, and the ease
of meeting small municipal or rural demand are considered.
Wood in the south central Missouri region surrounding the city of Lebanon
is available and appears to be a feasible energy source for power generation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The era of inexpensive energy has past, replaced

fuels.

instead with current shortages that have led to sky

terms of unit costs for energy, reliability of supply,

Now that the real costs of fossil fuels in

rocketing prices, and a subsequent need to alleviate

and future depletion have become apparent, there has

the United States' dependence on foreign energy re

been a resurgence of interest in wood as an energy

sources.

The energy problems facing the nation have

source, because of its relatively low cost, abundance,

led to indepth rewiews of renewable resources, such
as biomass, for power generation.

and renewability.

This report will

In order for wood to be considered a feasible energy

deal specifically with wood as an energy source for

source, it must prove to be economical, meet society's

possible power generation.

pollution criteria, and provide sufficient energy to

Wood as an energy source on an industrial scale,

meet its demand application or requirements.

especially in developed countries, has almost been

wood as an energy source will be critiqued in terms of

completely replaced by the more convenient fossil

availability, potential as fuel source, different
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Therefore,

inodes of energy conversion, and lastly, the submis

The following facts should give a better indication

sion of conclusions and recommendations concerning

as to the amount of energy available from wood

the question at hand, power generation utilizing

residues.

In order to supply Lebanon's approximate

9000 people with a monthly amount of 1000 kw hours

wood.
II.

per person of power, it would require about 190

POTENTIAL WOOD RESOURCES

millions pounds (OD) of wood or equivalently
Fuel choices of the future will be governed by two

million kw hours of power.

fundamental considerations, cost and availability.

management, this potential power supply could

Therefore, these are the areas in which present
emphasis will be placed.
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With adequate forest

indefinetely serve Lebanon and its residents.

The primary industrial

fuels since the 1950's have been fuel oil and

All comparisons made in this text will hold true for

natural gas.

a 50 MW unit, since scaling up to present the worse

The major concern facing the world

now is how long will these finite resources last.

case while lowering incremental costs.

At the present time, using known consumption rates,

B.

these reserves would last approximately 50 and 90

At present, the biggest drawback to widespread use

years respectively.

of wood waste for power generation is the lack of a

(1)

Today with oil and natural

COST ANALYSIS

gas providing approximately 75 percent of our nation's

developed supply line.

energy, it becomes evident that alternative forms of

advances have been made in both harvesting and pack

energy must be developed and then utilized more hea

aging of wood fuel.

vily in order to avert the impending crisis.

As of late, tremendous

This
One way to increase feasible transportation distances

energy need has brought about the re-examination of
wood as a fuel.

is achieved by enriching the fuel wood through pel

A.

wood, therby compacting the fuel and increasing the

letization.
MATERIAL AVAILABILITY

Pelletizing removes the moisture from the

The supply picture for fuel wood is difficult to

energy yield per pound of fuel.

quantify since there are many competing end uses

of wood pellets eases fuel handling and could be the

for wood.

key to commercialization of wood-fired plants, since

Using the Aerospace Research Corporation's

(4)

The manufacturing

forests after lumber and pulpwood needs are met,

existing facilities can be easily converted to burn
wood pellets.

ther is an apparent yield of 308 million excess

Transportation is the key to pelletizing, since

acres of biomass for fuel.

within the 50-mile radius of a wood-fired plant it

approach to estimating the availability of these

(2)

Approximately 41

percent of the forest land or 308 million acres

results in an unneeded cost.

would be available for fuel use, because of ongoing

greater than 50 miles, pelletizing becomes necessary

needs for lumber and pulpwood.

The average elect

But for distances

for wood to complete economically with other conven

rical energy yield per acre of rough forest can be

tional fuels.

determined as being 2516 kw hours using the following
data: (2)

of fuels within a 50-mile radius, while Table III

Average higher heating value of wood, Btu/lb

7680

Average power plant thermal efficiency,%

32.5

Average biomass yield per acre, tons

1.72

Table II shows the comparative costs

emphasizes how pelletization increases effective
transport radii. (1)
C.

CONVERSION METHODS OF WOOD FOR ENERGY

Wood can be used directly for generation of energy

Since not every region throughout the United States

by direct combustion or gasification.

possesses the same potential for biomass production,

1•

this paper shall now pertain more specifically with
southern Missouri, the area of interest.

Direct Combustion. Direct combustion for

process steam or electricity is an old technology
that is commercially proven.

The initial step was to compile Table I, which has
In direct combustion, all organic wood components

wood residues by county, noting that 47 percent of
this region is wooded.

are combined with oxygen to form carbon dioxide and

This unsold wood residue

water byproducts.

amounts to 884.35 billion Btu's or 86.7 million
kw hours of energy that goes unutilized each year.

(3)
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It has been roughly estimated that

one oven-dry ton of wood is required for each 12,000

large-scale systems.

pounds of steam.

D.

SYSTEMS UTILIZING WOOD FOR ENERGY

Three basic approaches exist for complete combustion

The produced energy must now be coupled to useful

of wood:

purposes.

(1)

the Dutch oven, (2)

the spreader-

stoker, and (3) the fluidized bed combuster.

Each

Some of the most important systems for

the potential utilization of energy from wood shall

system seeks to maximize and achieve complete oxi

be discussed below.

dation of the volatiles and the fixed carbon of the
wood fuels, while providing:

1.

(1) the flexibility of

Process Steam. The direct combustion of wood

to produce process steam is a well-developed tech

furnace operation, (2) wet fuels handling, and (3)

nology, with manufacturers of hogged fuel boilers

pollution control from stack gas emissions.

remommending 300,000 pounds of steam per hour as a
In the first technique, the Dutch oven system, a

desirable size for a single large-capacity unit.

heavy bed of wood is placed on the combuster grate.

Boilers are an integral part of the conversion system.

Under fire air flows through the grate to the fuel

The boilers are in turn coupled to steam turbines

on the bed, where partial combustion occurs.

which produce electric power and lower-quality steam.

Volatiles are given off by heating the bed and
are combusted with overfire air.

2.

Either natural or

Gas Turbine. Gas turbines are one type of

system that does not use steam.

forced circulation can be used with ashes dropping

This system being

only applicable for wood gasifiers, receives and

through the grate into a cleanup area.

burns the gasifier's fuel gases to drive the turbine.
The second approach, the spreader-stoker system, is
3.

the most popular wood-burning system presently
employed.

ously generating electricity with process steam or

The fuel is fed into the fire box above

process heat by

the grate and begins to burn while falling to the

gains.

The depth of the

III.

fuel bed is proportional to the fuel's moisture
content.

Fluidized beds (Figure 1) have a large

highly desirable sources of energy if the correct

Air is forced by a blower through

conditions exist, such as:

flow nozzles into the air plenum and up through

(usually a 50-mile radius with a vehicle, or possibly
a 200-mile radius with rail), and (3) thermally

Gasification. Gasification is a major modi

fication of fundamental pyrolysis.

efficient conversion processes are employed.

This process

As an

added note, the radius boundaries can be kept small

produces fuel gases to meet fuel demands and burns

by utilizing the idea of co-conversion.

the remaining char to provide heat for gasification.

The basis

behind this principle is that wood and another fuel

Some of the potential advantages for gasifiers

substance such as coal, would be burned together,

are:
1. Energy conversion efficiency is quite high,

thus decreasing the overall dependance on one fuel
or another.

maximum about 80%.

A.

2. High water content wastes, including wet
wood and even sewage sludge, can be comp
3.

(1) extraction costs are

minimized, (2) transportation distances are held down

the sand bed.
2.

EVALUATION

It can be said that wood fuels can be efficient and

heat flux rate and can b u m wet, dirty and nonuniform fuels.

burning the same fuel, which is

usually accompanied by increased energy efficiency

grate. Moisture contained in the fuel is partially
driven off while in suspension.

Cogeneration. Cogeneration involves simultane

DIRECT COMBUSTION

All existing wood-based electric plants use direct

letely converted to a low Btu gas and ash.

combustion and most of them were built in the early

Char combustion eliminates the need for a

1930's.

treatment plant for the produced fuel gases.

with them is not representative of the current cost

Therefore, the level of investment associated

experience.

The major disadvantage of a gasifier is the low Btu

Thus, the cost of produced electricity

rating of the gas, only about 10 to 50 percent of

at these older plants is extremely low.

that of natural gas.

plant (1931 vintage) the annual operating cost is

Another potential disadvantage

In one

expected to be approximately 2.7 mills/kwh.

for wood gasification is its limited experience with
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(7)

B.

that of fossil plants.

GASIFICATION

wood's higher transportation costs combined with its

The largest wood gasification research unit in use in

lower heating value limits, which in turn economically

this country is the University of Missouri-Rolla's
GROW (Gasification Research on Wood) unit.

This is basically caused by

limits the feasible wood plant size to the 50 mega

GROW,

watt range.

which started operation in the fall of 1979, has
already achieved a low Btu gas production of approxi

In addition to the aforementioned problems, the wood

mately 200 Btu's per cubic foot using sawdust as

fuel supply line is still in the drawing board stages.

feedstock.

The GROW project uses a fluidized bed

Assurance of longterm wood supplies at reasonably

gasifier.

One major advantage of this unit is its

stable prices is a critical issue for commercializa

suitability of gasifying all types of biomass including

tion.

wood chips, sawdust, animal manure, com cobs, and

term supply contracts and by working jointly with

other agricultural by-products which would normally
result in waste.

prise.

C.

In all

This barrier can be overcome by issuing long

local entrepreneurs in establishing this new enter

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

probability, the decisions whether or not to

The increased use of wood for energy by the utility

use wood for energy for power generation will not be

sector can affect the environment in two general

based entirely on technical feasibility or classical

areas.

marketplace economics.

The first being the impact on the forest

resources with increased withdrawal of wood, specif
ically

if whole tree chipping is utilized.

Government incentives and

disincentives will influence these decisions.

An

incentive for wood energy would be the Energy Tax Act

The other

would be the environmental impact on both air and

of 1978 as it provides an additional 10 percent

water quality.

"energy percentage" business investment tax credit.

Since trees recycle most of their

nutrients through leaf fall, harvesting on a twenty-

This credit, which applies during the period of

year cycle for continous yield coupled with leaving

October 1, 1978 through December 31, 1982, may be

the foliage behind should minimize nutrient depletion.

claimed for investment in "alternative energy property"

As wood usage increases, forestry techniques concerning

(5)

soils, watersheds, wildlife, and other natural

whose primary fuel will be an "alternate substance",

phenonenas, will have to improve so yield can stay
abreast of demand. (6)

non- boiler burners for alternative fuels, and
equipment used for the unloading, transfer, storage,
reclaiming from storage, and preparation of an

Emission control for wood-fired systems is normally
limited to particulate control.

This is defined to be property such as boilers

alternative fuel for burning.

Particulate emis

IV.

sions can be controlled by either preventing the

CONCLUSION

formation of fire particulates or by actually

It has become appearent that fossil fuels will soon

collecting the particulates to meet environmental

be depleted at present consumption rates.

constranints.

mankind will have to learn to utilize renewable

Meanwhile, it appears as though

gas

ification of wood is probably the most satisfactory
process from an environmental point of view.

Therefore,

resources such as solar energy or fusion energy for
their future energy needs.

When

the product gas is cleansed by cyclone separators
Wood is a form of solar energy that, with proper

the tar and char content of the produced gas is
reduced by re-feeding into the fluidized bed.

forest management is both renewable and abundant.

Therefore, when the gas is burned it has very low

Another major advantage for wood is its energy has

emissions, well within EPA standards.

already been stored and does not require expensive
capital investment for storage facilities.

D.

ECONOMICS
When looking at Missouri's six-county region centered

Despite the escalation in fossil fuel prices which

around Lebanon, it is noted that annual unused wood

make the life-cycle economics of wood-fueled elect

residues total 145 million pounds, and annual growth

ricity production increasingly attractive, a major

totals 4.5 billion pounds.

financial constraint is the higher capital investment

This figure combined with

the fact that 47 percent of this region is wooded

per kilowatt required for wood plants compared to

insures a secure supply for power generation for
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years to come.

5.

Branch.

"Solid Fuels Technology Workshop."

Systems using direct combustion or gasification of

Paper prepared for Georgia Office of Energy

wood to generate electricity are technically ready,

Resources, May 15, 1979, Georgia Institute
of Technology.

although further research and development is warranted
to advance fluidized-bed technology.

6.

Wood technology

Pierce, Bill.

"Economic, Social, and Environ

mental Advantages of a Wood-Fired Electrical

would be most compatible with municipal and rural

Cogeneration Plant for the Laclede Electric

electric utilities' smaller power requirements.

Cooperative."
There are no real inherent barriers to the use of wood

Electric Cooperative, October, 1979, Elridge,

for energy, since all so-called constraints are only

Missouri.

relative in comparison to the cost or properties of
fossil fuels such as wood's

Paper prepared for Laclede

7.

low-density and high-

Gordon, Judith and others.

Commercialization

of Wood Combustion Systems. MITRE Corporation,

moisture content, making it more expensive to trans

1820 Dolly Madison Blvd., McLean, VA, August

port than fossil fuels. For economic reasons, the

1979.

cost of transportation combined with not exceeding
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TABLE I

SOUTH CENTRAL MISSOURI WOOD RESIDUES BY COUNTY
COUNTY

CAMDEN

AREA (thousand acres)
Total

Forest

409.6

230.9

ANNUAL PRODUCTION
OF WOOD RESIDUES
OVEN DRY BASIS
(millions of lbs)

VOLUME OF EXISTING
WOOD RESIDUES— OD
(millions of lbs)

15.54— total
6.90— unsold

121.43

USABLE HEAT
FROM ANNUAL
PRODUCTION
(billion Btu)
95.55— total
42.42— unsold

USABLE HEAT
FROM EXISTING
RESIDUES
(billion Btu)
746.66

DALLAS

343.7

131.2

5.58— total
2.75— unsold

0.10

34.03— total
16.78— unsold

0.61

LACLEDE

492.8

204.2

25.92— total
14.06— unsold

4.66

159.24— total
86.38— unsold

28.63

PULASKI

352.3

183.5

21.81— total
12.60— unsold

54.78

134.01— total
77.42— unsold

336.60

TEXAS

757.1

384.3

159.96— total
86.14— unsold

106.52

972.61— total
523.76— unsold

647.68

WRIGHT

437.7

166.9

44.30— total
22.39— unsold

43.86

272.23— total
137.59— unsold

269.53

TOTALS

2793.2

1301.0

273.11— total
144.79— unsold

331.35

1667.67— total
884.35— unsold

2029.71

TABLE II
AVERAGE FUEL COST PER MILLION BTU'S

No. 2 Fuel Oil

$2.95

No. 6 Fuel Oil

$2.30

Natural Gas

$1.75

Coal

$1.65

Wood Chips

$1.55

Pelletized Wood

$1.80

Reference (1)
These prices were estimated as average for Southeastern
United States, and represent costs to a typical industrial
customer, delivered within a 50-mile radius. While these
figures are simply rough averages that are dependent on
location and time, it still becomes apparent that wood can
compete with fossil fuels on a cost basis.
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TABLE III

EFFECTIVE TRANSPORTATION RADII FOR WOOD FUELS

Transport
Method

Fuel
Softwood
(45% moisture)

Energy Available
For a Transport
(as a % of total
energy content)

Effective
Transport
Radii
(in miles)

1.3
2.2
4.0
1.3
2.2
4.0
1.3
2.2
4.0
1.3
2.2
4.0
1.3
2.2
4.0
1.3
2.2
4.0
1.3
2.2
4.0
1.3
2.2
4.0

20
30
40
70
110
150
25
40
50
90
150
200
30
60
90
120
200
260
60
100
170
220
370
490

Truck
Rail

Hardwood
(35% moisture)

Truck
Rail

Softwood
Pellets
(15% moisture)

Truck
Rail
Truck

Charcoal

(1977)

Rail

Reference (1.)
Flue
Gas
Cyclone
Outlet

Stack

Figure I.

Schematic of a Fluidized-Bed Combustion Module.
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Flue
Gas

Fuel Supply

Figure II.

Schematic of a Gasification Unit.
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Cogeneration of Ethanol from I.C . Engine Powerplants:
An economical and convenient method to
supply process energy for ethanol production.
by Randall Noon, P.E.
Assistant Director, Kansas Energy Office

Abstract

I.C . engine power plants have significant and suitable waste heat for the
production of ethanol. Such power plants are often located in conjunction
with cattle and grain producing areas, two of the important ingredients for
ethanol production. Cogeneration of ethanol from I.C . engines will afford
significant production of ethanol without requiring more fuel than is
currently used.
1. IN TRODUCTION

2. I.C . ENGINE COGEN ERATION

Ethanol has been shown to be a useful fuel for spark

One way to get around the process energy problem is to

ignition engines. It can be used directly, or it can be used

cogenerate ethanol with existing power plants. Generally,

as an extender to gasoline in Gasohol blends.

cogeneration brings to mind large rankine, coal-fired,
steam systems.

However, the development of condensing

Ethanol can be produced in a variety of ways: from coal,

turbines has greatly reduced that kind of cogeneration

from petroleum, or from biomass resources. As a way of

opportunity.

reducing dependence upon imported oil, it has been

concept currently being applied to new construction,

proposed that the ability of the United States to grow

means that power plants will be more geographically

abundant food be partially used to provide feedstocks for

centralized than before.

the fermentation of ethanol. It is argued then that by this

system locations will be available for cogeneration.

Also the centralized

"energy centers"

This means that fewer steam

method some of our liquid fuel requirements can be made
from renewable resources.

In Kansas, one useful way to cogenerate ethanol is to use
internal combustion power plant engines.

How ever,
wheat

are often owned by local municipalities and provide

while the feedstocks themselves, such as corn,

electrical power to small towns or districts.

or sugarcane may be renewable, the process energy

used is often from nonrenewable resources.

These engines
They are

usually of the dual-fuel variety and principally use natural

The three

most commonly proposed fuel sources for ethanol process

gas.

They range in electrical output but do not usually

energy requirements have been natural gas, diesel fuel,

exceed 10 megawatts peak electrical ratings.

and coal. Diesel fuel is especially problematic because it

of engine provides an excellent source of process heat for

is presently in limited supply. Since most farm equipment

ethanol production.

utilizes diesel engines, the production of alcohol can

being used in rural areas, puts them in excellent proximity

possibly put more strain on diesel fuel, especially since

to grain and ca ttle , two of the chief ingredients to the

ethanol is not as readily usable in diesel engines as it is in
spark ignition engines.

ownership is also a plus when it comes to lessening

economics of
administrative
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Furthermore, their very nature of

ethanol
barriers

cogeneration rates.

This type

production.
and

Local

securing

municipal
low

cost

Generally speaking, an I.C . engine is only about 33%
thermally efficient in the production of electricity.

To facilitate "cooking", the process stage where starch

That

grains are ruptured for effective enzyme action, dry

leaves 67% waste energy of which about 50% could be

steam above atmospheric pressure at about 340° F can be

recovered for process heat. This means that roughly the

bled off from the exhaust gas heat exchanger.

same amount of energy can be obtained for cogeneration

warm

that is produced as electricity.

"soaking" the milled corn, warm water can be bled from

In I.C . engines, waste heat can come from four sources:

can also be used, it is assumed that efficient heat

the

recovery within the ethanol process system makes that

water

facilitates

the

first

the after cooler heat exchanger.
engine

lubrication

cooling
system,

jackets,

the

after coolers,

and the exhaust gas.

the

Roughly

process

Since

stage

of

While other bleed offs

measure unncessary.

speaking, the relative amounts of available cogeneratable
energy from these sources are show in table 1.

In some cases it may be advantageous to dry the wet
stillage into dried distillers grains (DDG).

The wet

stillage would first be concentrated using screens, filters
Table 1. Approximate I.C . Engine Distribution of

or centrifuges, and then the resulting damp bulk would be

Available Cogeneration Energy

dried. The heat for drying can be obtained by using an air
to exhaust gas heat exchanger placed downstream from

% of Cogeneration

Maximum

Heat Source

energy

temperature

Engine cooling jacket

20%

165-170° F

not

Aftercoolers

15%

105-115° F

condensation and subsequent corrossion in the stack.

Lubrication system

10%

140-150° F

Exhaust gas

55%

the steam producing heat exchanger. However, it should
be kept in mind that the exhaust gas temperature should

900-950° F

be

lowered below

400°

F.

This is

to

avoid

In figure 1 is shown a schematic of a hypothetical ethanol

(Supercharged)

cogeneration system.

550-650° F

The internal waste heat recovery

system of the ethanol production equipment is not shown

(Forced Air)

in order to simplify the schem atic.

It should be noted,

however, that in a well-engineered system, a signficant
3* ETHANOL PRODUCTION VIA COGENERATION

portion of the energy used in the ethanol distillation
equipment can be recovered and used in the lower

The waste heat can be recovered for ethanol process

temperature hydrolysis processes.

energy in the following way. Water can be passed through
heat exchangers with the aftercoolers, lubrication system,

In present ethanol production systems, the amount of

and the engine cooling jacket. After this water has been

process energy required per gallon of anhydrous ethanol*

preheated, it can be heated to dry steam conditions of up

ranges from as high as 185,700 BTU to a low of 72,584

to 850 F through a heat exchanger with the exhaust gas.

BTU using good heat recovery techniques within the

This steam is then put into the distillation columns of the
ethanol recovery portion of the system.

production system .**

These figures include drying the

by-product. Table 2 indicates the distribution of energy

* 1 gallon ethanol = 84,400 BTU HHV
Net Energy Analysisof Alcohol Fuels, Jenkins, McClure, and Reddy, API Pub. 4312, Nov. 1979.
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Figure 1. Schematic of Ethanol Cogeneration

Table 2. Ethanol Process Energy Requirements

With I.C. Engine Waste Heat Recovery

Utilizing Extensive Heat Recovery Techniques

Energy Required Energy Required
per Gallon of
as a Percent
Anhydrous Ethanol
of Total

Function
Hydrolysis, cooking
and fermentation

12,000 BTU

20%

Distillation

27,000 BTU

46%

Stillage drying

20,300 BTU

34%

TOTAL

59,300 BTU

100%

Table 3. Ethanol Process Energy Requirements
Utilizing Moderate Heat Recovery Techniques
Energy RequiredEnergy Requirements
per Gallon of
as a Percent
Anhydrous Ethanol
of Total

Function
Hydrolysis, cooking
and fermentation

12,000 BTU

14%

Distillation

32,000 BTU

38%

Stillage drying

40,502 BTU

48%

84,500 BTU

100%

TOTAL

For estimation purposes, it is assumed that if the by
product is used wet, about 44,000 BTU of process energy
is required.

If the by-product is dried, an additional

21,000 to 41,000 BTU of process energy would be needed.
Table 4 indicates
requirements of a hypothetic ethanol production system
utilizing extensive heat recovery techniques.
technology

to

accomplish

extensive

days per year.

of

potential

alcohol

Table 4 can be reasonably scaled up or

down linearly to estimate other engine sizes.

heat

recovery are well known and can be integrated into a
single system.

amount

various load factors, based upon 330 full-time operating

While no

such plant presently exists, the various components of
necessary

the

production from a 1,000 kilowatt rated I.C . engine at

Table 3 indicates the distribution of

energy requirements of an ethanol production system
utilizing moderate heat recovery techniques.
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4 . SUMMARY

Cogeneration of ethanol from I.C. engine waste heat
offers the potential of producing significant amounts of
ethanol without using any more fuel than is currently
used. I.C . engine power plants are often located in areas
adjacent to grain and livestock, two of the important
factors for ethanol production.

Cogeneration of ethanol

in this fashion may be one of the most convenient and
economical ways to produce fuel alcohol from grain.
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A g r i - F u e l P o t e n t i a ls o f B u t a n o l/ A c e t o n e P r o d u c t io n :

An Alternative to Ethanol for a
Gasoline Substitute
By Randall Noon, P.E.
Assistant Director, Kansas Energy Office

Abstract
Butanol and acetone can be produced via a fermentation process similar to
ethanol. Whereas ethanol fuels require strict observance of federal and state
alcohol laws, butanol and acetone are not so regulated. These and other
advantages may make the production of butanol/acetone fuels an alternative
choice for a gasoline substitute.
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the problems of

via the

Still another approach has been to make more efficient

fermentation method is that the resulting ethanol is in an

producing ethanol

use of the ethanol by-products. By improving the useful

aqueous solution. To be useful, the ethanol and water must

value of the by-products (usually used as a protein source

be separated.

for feeds) the distillation costs can be compensated.

This is usually done by distilling

off the

ethanol, which is an energy intensive process.

For

example, to distill one liter of ethanol suitable for gasohol

While all these approaches are useful and productive

requires 0.80 x 10^ joules of energy in a well engineered,

they serve only to minimize the costs of distillation:

efficient system. One liter of ethanol contains 2.35 x 10^

they do not eliminate them. This is because inherently

joules of combustible energy. Therefore for each resulting

water and ethanol are totally miscible in one another. In

100 units of energy inherent in the ethanol it takes 34 units

other words, they mix so well that distillation has been

of energy to separate it from the water.

the only practical way to separate them. This is a basic
limiting

To solve the problem of intensive energy requirements for

energy

constraint

of

the

present ethanol

production process of distillation.

separation, there have been several avenues of attack.
One has been to improve the efficiency of the distillation

Another important constraint on ethanol production is

Process.

that of regulation. The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and

However, there is a thermodynamic ‘ limit for

improving this efficiency.

As the theoretic limit of

Firearms, a Federal agency, is responsible for the

efficiency is approached, the subsequent costs in hardware

regulation and monitoring of all ethanol production in

will escalate rapidly.

the United States. There also exists a number of State
and local agencies which also regulate and monitor
ethanol production.

2. REGULATION

These various agencies have been

set up to basically monitor the production of beverage
approach to improve the ethanol production

grade ethanol. While some ethanol plants are now being

has been to use distillation in combination with

set up to produce fuel grade ethanol, which is not the

concentrating solar collectors, so that the distillation

same as beverage grade quality, nonetheless the same

Another

efficiency

energy

is

"free” .

regulations presently apply to both methods and can

However, this greatly increases the

initial equipment capital costs.

create administrative difficulties.

In order to maintain

The problems lie in

control of the distillation process, a large high temperature

the fact that beverage quality ethanol production and

thermal storage system is required.

distribution may differ significantly from fuel grade
ethanol.
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3. TRADITIONAL ETHANOL

different.

However, due to the increased molecular size,

acetone and n-butanol have respectively 11% and 24%
The choice of ethanol has been one of tradition, rather

more heats of combustion per liter than ethanol.

than one of optimization.

comparision, note that gasoline has a heat of combustion

The dual use of ethanol as

As a

beverage and fuel has allowed the convenience of a single

of 3.45 x 107 joules per liter.

technology to be used for both purposes, which is not

combustion value 32% lower than gasoline, acetone and n-

necessarily an optimized choice as far as energy production

butanol are only 24% lower and 15% lower respectively.

is concerned.

While ethanol has a

The economic constraints to optimize

ethanol production as a beverage are not used necessarily

TABLE 1. COMPARISIONS OF ETHANOL,

the same constraints that apply to ethanol as a fuel. While

BUTANOL & ACETONE

ethanol can be used as a fuel, it is not necessarily the
Ethanol

optimum fuel choice to be produced from agricultural
resources. There exists a number of combustible chemicals

n-Butanol

Specific gravity
(water = 1.000)
0.789
Boiling point
78.5 °C
Freezing point
-117.3°C
Molecular weight
46
Heat of combustion
(@ 20°C, 1
2.35 x
atm.)
107j/l*

which should be considered which can be produced via
fermentation that offer improved fuel characteristics over
ethanol and improved production character isitics over
ethanol.
The following is an examination of one of these other

Acetone

0.810
117.25°C
-8 9 .5 °C
74

0.790
5 6 .2 °C
-9 5 .4 °C
58

2.92 x

2.61 x
107 j/1

107 j/1

* joules per liter, 100% pure substance

choices, namely the production of n-butanol and acetone
from agricultural resources.

In Table 2 are shown the fuel products of ethanol
fermentation and n-butanol/acetone production.

N-BUTANOL FERMENTATION

produces only 6% more liquid fuel value.

The organism called Clostridium acetobutylicum converts

However when

the energy of the hydrogen gas is included into this energy

hexose sugars into n-butanol, acetone, and ethanol in ratios

ledger we find the fuel

of 6:3:1 respectively. This is done in a process similar to

energy output

of ethanol

production and the total fuel energy output of butanol

methane digestion in that Clostridium acetobutylicum is an

production are nearly identical.

anaerobic bacterium. This means that it lives in the
absense of free oxygen.

While

ethanol production produces 25% more liquid volume, it

Other by-products of this

anaerobic digestion are carbon dioxide gas, hydrogen gas,

It is important to note the quality of the fuels produced in

and protein enriched stillage, more or less identical to the
stillage obtained from ethanol production.

the two different fermentation processes. According to a

In

have fuel characteristics in the middle ground between

number of tests performed by the National Bureau of
Standards in 1945, butanol/acetone fuel combinations

Table

1

are

shown

the

comparative

physical

characteristics of ethanol, acetone, and n-butanol.

ethanol and gasoline.** This would make butanol/acetone

The

fuels a more reasonable alternative fuel choice for

specific gravities of all three are very close, less than 3%

engines originally designed for gasoline consumption.

* * Journal of Research of the National Bureau of Standards, Volume 35 December lqas
Automotive Engines”, by Jesse Duck and Clarence Bruce
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'Utilization of Non-Petroleum Fuels

TABLE 2. RELATIVE ENERGY PRODUCTION FROM

TABLE 3. SOLUBILITY

1 BUSHEL O F CORN

ETHANOL FERMENTATION

Substances

Miscibility

Ethanol in water

in all proportions

Acetone in water

in all proportions

n-butanol in water (20°C)

Water layer - 92.2% water

Combustable products of

7.8% n-butanol

fermentation

11.4 liters ethanol

Alcohol layer -

Combustion value

26.79 x 107 joules

20% water
80% n-butanol

n-BUTANOL FERMENTATION
At 160 proof (80% n-butanol, 20% water) n-butanol has an
Combustable products of fermentation

approximate combustion value of 2.41 x 107 joules per

5.47 liters n-butanol

liter and a specific gravity of 0.842. In other words, the

2.74 liters acetone

heat of combustion for 160 proof n-butanol is about equal

0.91 liters ethanol

to 200 proof ethanol.

In an internal combustion engine

9.12 liters liquid fuel

this water may be useful to help minimize temperatures

0.27 kilograms of

to help reduce NC>x emissions.

hydrogen gas
The bacterium that accomplishes this conversion is often
Combustion v a lu e

TOTAL

15.97 x 107 joules n-butanol

found in farmyard soils. Clostridium acetobutylicum (and

7.15 x 107 joules acetone

also Clostridium sacchrobutyl acetonicum liquefaciens) is

2.13 x 107 joules ethanol

closely related to Clostridium botuli, the "bug" that

0.85 x 107 joules hydrogen

causes botulism poisoning in improperly canned foods.
The acetobutylicum is anerobic, grows optimumly at 37°

26.10 x 107 joules

C , and belongs to the family of rod-shaped motile
bacteria.
In Table 3 are shown the solubilities of acetone, ethanol, and
n-butanol in water.

O f the three substances, ethanol and

acetone are completely miscible in water.

To ferment starchs to n-butanol, the corn is prepared up

However, n-

to the point of yeast innoculation identical to ethanol

butanol is only slightly soluble in water. Once the water has

production

become saturated with n-butanol, the remainder will layer

containing starches are used, the starches have to be

out and float on the top.

This e ffe ct can be enhanced by

hydrolized

halting out" the alcohol.

That is, by adding salt, sodium

complete, the acetobutylicum is added to the mash with

chloride, the solubility of butanol in water is further

ammonia nitrogen, and the mash is covered to prevent

decreased. When this happens, the butanol will layer out at

oxygen

methods.
into

poisoning,

In other

sugars.

much

After

like

a

words,

if

materials

saccharification

methane

is

generator.

Fermentation then proceeds while the mash is maintained

160 proof and float on top of the solution.

at proper temperature and ph for approximately 48 hours.
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5. RECOVERY OF PRODUCTS

important because a significant fraction of the fuel
produced by the fermentation process might not require

Recovery

of

the

fermentation

products

can

be

distillation to be recovered.

accomplished in severed ways. The traditional technique is
by fractional distillation. However, for fuel purposes, the

After the butanol layer is decanted, the remaining mash

fractional distillation need not proceed along conventional

will be made up of acetone, ethanol, water, salt and wet

lines. In other words, it is not necessary to produce pure n-

stillage. The acetone then can be distilled out at a very

butanol, pure acetone, or pure ethanol thru an extensive

modest energy cost due to the fact that the vapor point of

fractional distillation process.

As long as most of the

acetone is at 56.2° C . Much less energy is required to

water is removed, the relative impurities are unimportant.

distill out acetone as, say for example,

vapor point is 78.5°C. The remaining ethanol would be

Another method of recovery which may be utilized is that
of the molecular sieve.

Zeolite,

left in solution due to the small amount available for

and other similar

recovery.

materials, allow the smaller water molecules to pass
through, but not the larger molecules of butanol, acetone
and ethanol.

They would be left behind in a

6. HYDROGEN BY-PRO DU CT

liquid

mixture, which is fine for fuel purposes.

One of the interesting facets of butanol production is the
hydrogen gas by-product.

A third way to recover the products of fermentation is to

method.

As was mentioned before, in a binary system,

Hydrogen will represent approximately 40% of

this by-product gas by volume.

water will absorb n-butanol until it is saturated with about

the

7 - 8 % n-butanol. After the water is saturated, any excess

hydrogen that

economics. Reference (6) in the bibliography cites these
tests.

and ethanol, and a small amount of salt, n-butanol will
layer out before saturating the water at the 8% n-butanol
Thus, a stripper still or pot still could concentrate

7. HISTORY

the n-butanol in solution enough to take advantage of its
partial solubility characteristics. This layer of butanol will
160

proof

n-butanol

with

acetone

and

Prior to WWII n-butanol was produced on a large scale in

ethanol

the United States specifically in Terra Haute, Indiana and

impurities. For fuel purposes, this impure condition of the

Peoria, Illinois. However at that time it was not valued

n-butanol is not a major concern. Thus the n-butanol layer
could be decanted off the top of the mash.

is given off could be useful in

could be separated out and sold, depending on the

butanol combination. However, in the presence of acetone

be

The energy available in

supplementing the energy required to run the system or it

butanol will layer out at the top in a 20% water, 80% n-

level.

Both hydrogen and carbon

dioxide are gaseous by-products of this fermentation

take advantage of the fact of n-butanol's limited solubility
in water.

ethanol whose

as a fuel, but rather as a chemical feed stock for rubber

This is

production.

Prior to that, it was the main source of

acetone for explosives for England during WWI.

After

WWII, petroleum became cheap and plentiful, and the
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production of butanol/acetone via fermentation dropped
dramatically.

4.

So while the production of butanol via

Society of Chemical Industry Journal, Volume 38,
pages

fermentation has been a known process since about 1910,

271-273T,

1919

"The

Manufacture

of

Acetone", Nathan.

the production of butanol as a fuel is a relatively new
concept for chemical plant designers.

5.

Organic Chemistry, Desha, 1952, pages 1^2 & 153.
McGraw-Hill

8. SUMMARY
6.

Journal of

Research of the National Bureau of

While all the elements of butanol production have worked

Standards, Volume 35, December 19^5, "Utilization

in and of themselves at various tim es, they have not yet

of Nonpetroleum Fuels in Automotive Engines,"

been melded together into a small scale fuel production

Duck and Bruce.

system.

As as been shown, butanol/acetone fuels offer

advantages over ethanol based fuels.

Furthermore, there

7.

Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, Volume 4 4 ,

appears to be some system advantages in the recovery of

pages

butanol that could be capitalized on in such a fuel

Fermentation of Sugars", Beesch.

1677

-1682,

1952,

"Acetone-Butanol

production system.
8.
The preceding has been only a general outline of the
potentials

of

n-butanol/acetone

agricultural resources.

production

Science, Volume 206, October 5, 1979, "Lowering
the Cost of Alcohol," Hartline.

from
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THE OIL INDUSTRY
AND ANTITRUST MERGER POLICY
Pauline Weber
Southeast Missouri State University
Cape Girardeau, Missouri

Abstract

1.

Unis paper examines the trends in merger activity
in the petroleum industry in light of over-all
merger activity and of the Justice Department's
merger guidelines. Supreme Court precedents and
economic conditions within the petroleum area are
discussed. Some conclusions concerning the Jus
tice Department's merger policy are included.
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
Between 1960 and 1977 firms in the oil industry were
involved in approximately 130 large mergers (involving
$10 million or more in assets).5 The Justice Depart
ment and the Federal Trade CccimLssicn have been criti
cized for not challenging these mergers. The basis
of the criticism has been that this merger activity
has had a negative effect on competition in the energy
area. Not only have the mergers been criticized, but
the industry has been threatened with federal legisla
tion which would require some divestiture.

1.3

Outline of the Paper

Section 2 of this paper examines merger trends in the
petroleum industry in relation to other mergers. Sec
tion 3 discusses the Justice Department merger guide
lines and compares the conditions in the petroleum in
dustry with the guidelines. Section 4 deals with seme
questions of difficulties in predicting the outcome of
hypothetical cases and with some special conditions in
die petroleum industry. Section 5 simnarizes the
findings of the paper and contains some comments on
public policy precedents.

1.2 Purpose
Ihe purpose of this paper is to examine merger activi
ty in the petroleum industry, comparing it with over
all merger activity in the economy, and analyzing
those mergers which have been completed in light of
the Justice Department's merger guidelines and of SuPterae Court decisions concerning mergers in other in
dustries.

2. MERGER TRENDS
2.1 The Effects of Mergers^
The severity of policy questions dealing with mergers
hinges on the effect of mergers on the industries in
which the merging firms are involved. In the case of
horizontal mergers, the obvious problem is one of in
creased concentration. However, in markets with low
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levels of concentration, the effect of a few mergers
may be negligible.

Table I contains an estimate of the nunber of non-en
ergy related companies which acquired petroleun com
panies during 1960-1977. This type of situation de
finitely increased during the later part of the peri
od, indicating a possibility of increased competition
within the petroleum industry.___________________

Of more Interest is the case of possible elimination
of potential competition through merger. This situa
tion can exist with either a vertical or conglomerate
merger. Before the merger, one firm believed that the
other firm stood ready to enter its market. This
threat of ccqpetition is often as effective as actual
competition. The merger of the two firms, then, re
duces the ccqpetitiveness of the market as far as firm
behavior is concerned, although concentration indices
will shew no effect on competition. A complicating
factor is that if an outsider buys up an existing
small firm within an industry, the effect may be the
same as if a new firm had entered the industry with an
increase in competition among the larger firms in the
industry.

Table I
Petroleun Firms Acquired by
Non-Petroleum Firm
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968

Another possibility which exists with any type of mer
ger is increased opportunity for predatory pricing.
The term "predatory" is not clearly defined, but gen
erally refers to a situation where a large firm can,
because of available resources, force a smaller firm
out of business, or force smaller firms to conform to
certain practices, such as pricing policies or marke
ting policies. This situation is sometimes referred
to as the "deep pockets" case.

1
0
1
1
3
2
5
1
5

1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

0
3
1
1
5
3
4
3
9

2.2 Nuiber of Mergers
Table II shews the nunber of petroleum-related mer
gers and of all mergers. Petroleun related mergers
vary as a percentage of all mergers from a low of
1.7% of all mergers in 1971 to a high of 22.270 of all
mergers in 1963. During the first third of the peri
od under investigation (1960-1965) petroleum mergers
averaged 13.3% of all mergers. This was the highest
percentage for the three sub-periods. During the
second third (1966-1971), the percentage fell to an
average of 7.38%, and rose again during the last
third to 11.88%. This trend by itself, is an indica
tion that merger activity in the petroleun area has
not grown drastically throughout the period.______

Finally, particularly in the case of vertical mergers,
reciprocity may be increased as a result of a merger.
Reciprocity is the practice of a firm buying only from
those wrtio buy from it. A merger between the two firms
formalizes the arrangement, and cuts off any possibil
ity of a future decline in reciprocity.
Not all merger activity results in a negative effect
on ccnpetiticn. The legal system in doe United States
has looked at each merger on an individual case basis,
using a rule of reason approach to questions of which
mergers should be allowed. By far the majority of
attempted mergers are left unchallenged.

Table II
Petroleun Mergers and Total Mergers

2.1 Data
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

Tables I-V provide some information on the nunber and
types of mergers vbich took place during 1960-1977
both in the economy as a vhole and in the petroleum
intustry. The data for these tables was taken from
the Federal Trade Conmission's Statistical Report on
Merger's and Acquisitions ,5 which contains a listing of
mergers for the period 1949 to the present,
list was searched for mergers which involved petroleun-related companies at any stage of the produc
ts*1 process, either as acquiring or acquired firms.
this reason, the data here overstates the mpryr
^tivity of petroleun firms. Many of the acquisitions
included are of, and not by, petroleum firms. In some
cases a merger may actually result in increased ccnpetiaLon in the energy area because of the entry of a
large outside firm through acquisition of a small firm.
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No. of Petro
leun Mergers
4
8
9
12
10
3
11
7
11
7
8
1
5
9
8
5
9
14

% of Total
Mergers
8
17.4
13.8
22.2
13.7
4.8
16.9
5.1
6.4
5.3
8.9
1.7
8.6
16.1
12.9
8.5
11.1
14.1

No. of Total
Mergers
50
46
65
54
73
62
65
138
173
133
90
58
58
56
62
59
81
99

2.3 Types of Mergers

Table EV

Tables III, IV and V shew the nurbers and percentages
of petroleum-related mergers and of all mergers over
this period. The ETC classifies mergers as horizontal,
vertical, product extension, market extension, or con
glomerate. Horizontal mergers are between two compe
ting firms at die same stage in a production process.
Vertical mergers are between two firms at different
stages in a production process. A market extension
merger is between two firms selling the same product
in different geographic areas. A product extension
merger is between two firms which produce related, but
not identical, products. A conglomerate merger is one
between two firms which produce unrelated products.

Over-All Mergers By Type
Year
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

Table III
Petroleum Mergers by Type
Year
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

1*
3(75)*
3(37.5)
4(44.4)
1(8.3)
4(40)
0(0)
1(9.1)
1(14.3)
0(0)
2(28.6)
2(25)
1(100)
4(80)
5(55.6)
7(87.5)
0(0)
5(55.6)
3(21.4)

Type
2
3
1(25)
0(0)
0(0)
4(50)
3(33.3) 0(0)
3(25)
5(41.7)
2(20)
3(30)
0(0)
1(33)
3(27.3) 2(18.2)
1(14.3) 3(43.5)
2(18.2) 6(54.5)
2(28.6) 2(28.6)
1(12.5) 0(0)
0(0)
0(0)
1(20)
0(0)
2(22.2)
0(0)
0(0)
1(12.5)
0(0)
1(20)
1(11.1) 2(22.2)
0(0)
9(64.3)

4
0(0)
1(12.5)
1(11.1)
2(16.6)
0(0)
1(33)
1(9.1)
0(0)
1(9.1)
1(14.3)
3(37.5)
0(0)
0(0)
2(22.2)
0(0)
0(0)
0(0)
0(0)

5
Total
0(0)
4
0(0)
8
1(11.1) 9
1(8.3) 12
10
1(10)
1(33)
3
4(36.4) 11
2(28.6) 7
2(18.2) 11
0(0)
7
2(25)
8
0(0)
1
0(0)
5
0(0)
9
0(0)
8
4(80)
5
1(11.1) 9
2(14.3) 14

1
9(18)**
8(17)
11(17)
6(11)
10(14)
7(11)
8(12)
7(5)
8(5)
11(8)
8(9)
6(10)
13(22)
13(23)
21(34)
4(8)
14(17)
26(26)

2
5(10)
8(17)
10(15)
8(15)
12(16)
8(13)
8(12)
13(9)
13(8)
11(8)
3(3)
2(3)
10(17)
7(13)
3(5)
3(5)
4(5)
4(4)

Type*
3
23(46)
17(37)
28(43)
26(48)
42(58)
31(50)
40(62)
83(60)
102(59)
61(46)
36(40)
24(41)
21(36)
10(18)
15(24)
25(42)
26(32)
38(38)

4
5(10)
4(9)
4(6)
3(6)

KD

4(6)
1(2)

KD
KD

6(5)
7(8)
3(5)
0(0)
6(11)
3(5)
1(2)
8(10)
0(0)

5
Total
8(16)
50
9(20)
46
12(18) 65
11(20) 54
73
8(11)
12(19) 62
8(12)
65
34(25) 138
49(28) 173
44(33) 133
36(40) 90
23(40) 58
14(24) 58
20 (3£) 56
20(32) 62
26(44) 59
29(36) 81
31(31) 99

* Types are: 1-horizontal, 2-vertical, 3-product
extension, 4-market extension, and 5-purely con
glomerate.
** Numbers in parentheses are percentages of the
total.____________________________
Table V
Percentage of Over-All Mergers Accounted
for by Petroleum Mergers By Type
Year
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

*lftnbers in parentheses are percentages of total.

Tables III, IV and V give some indication that hori

zontal and vertical mergers declined somewhat in impor
tance in the petroleum area in the latter half of the
period. This is in contrast to all mergers, vhich fell
o ff during the middle part of the period, but picked
ip again in importance in the last few years examined.
It i s possible that the public opinion pressure put on
the o i l industry reduced their reliance on vertical
and h o rizo n ta l mergers, and turned their merger activi
tie s in more diversified directions. Conglomerate
mergers have not been of great inportance in petroleun,
with the e x ce p tio n of in 1975, when they made up 80%
of all petroleun related mergers. In contrast, conglmwflt-g mergers in the eccncny in general increased
as a perctfntflgg of all mergers throughout the period.
None o f these trends, however, stands out as signifi
cant.
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1
33.3%
37.5
36.4
16.7
40
0
12.5
14.3
0
18.2
25
16.7
30.8
38.5
33.3
0
35.7
11.5

2
20%
50
30
37.5
25
12.5
37.5
7.7
15.4
18.2
33
0
10
0
0
0
25
0

Type
3
0%
0
0
19.2
4.8
0
5
3.6
5.9
3.3
0
0
0
20
6.7
4
7.7
23.7

4
0%
25
25
66.7
0
25
100
0
100
16.7
42.9
0
0
33.3
0
0
0
0

5
0%
0
8.3
9.1
12.5
8.3
22.2
5.9
4.1
0
5.6
0
0
0
0
15.4
3.4
6.5

Total
8%
17.4
13.8
22.2
13.7
4.8
16.9
5.1
6.4
5.3
8.9
1.7
8.6
16.1
12.9
8.5
11.1
14.1

Cue factor which complicates this analysis needs to be
discussed. The FTC has classified mergers according
to merger type in the Statistical Report on Mergers.5
Along with the listing of the firms involved ana the
type classification, the Standard Industrial Classifi
cation code nunber for the firms involved in the merg
ers are provided. In many cases, there is some dis
crepancy between the classification of the merger and
the SIC code numbers given. A merger between two firms
with closely related SIC code numbers may be listed as
a conglomerate merger, or, more often, a merger between
two firms with very different SIC code numbers may be
listed as horizontal or vertical. Most likely, this
occurrence can be explained by mergers between highly
diversified companies, where seme overlap does exist
in activities, but the major part of their business is
not related. The SIC code nunbers refer to the major
ity of their productive output, while the merger class
ification refers to the overlapping activities.

Table VI3
Justice Department Guidelines
for Horizontal Mergers
Concentration Ratio Over 75%
Acquiring Firm
Acquired Firm
47.

10%
15%

Concentration Ratio Less Ilian 75%
Acquiring Firm
Acquired Firm
57.

10%
15%

20%
257. or more

In general, no surprising trends in merger activity in
petroleum either as to nunbers or types shows up in
this data. The nunber of mergers loosely follows the
pattern for mergers as a whole. No dramatic change
can be seen in the make-up of petroleum mergers.
3.

4% or more
27. or more
IT, or more

57. or
4% or
37. or
27. or
1% or

more
more
more
more
more

For vertical mergers, a distinction is made between
die purchasing firm’s and the supplying firm's market.
Mergers will be challenged where a supplying firm ac
counts for 10% or more of sales in its market, and a
purchasing firm accounts for 67. or more of the pur
chases in that market. Also, mergers will be challen
ged where a supplying firm accounts for 207. or more of
sales in its market, and the purchasing firm accounts
for 10% or more of die sales in the market in which it
sells its product.

JUSTICE DEPARTMENT GUIDELINES
AND PETROLEUM MERGERS

3.1 Summary of Guidelines
The Justice Department issued a set of merger guide
lines in 1968 in response to business managers' com
plaints that they had no idea of vhat was and was not
legal. J In a sense, these guidelines are negative in
nature, with the Justice Department premising to pro
secute mergers which fall outside the guidelines but
reserving the right to prosecute mergers even if they
fall within the guidelines.

Three major situations are outlined in the case of
conglomerate mergers where such mergers will be chal
lenged. First is die category where potential en
trants are involved:
".. (T)he Department will ordinarily challenge
any merger between one of the most likely entrants in
to the market and:
"(1) any firm with approximately 257. or more of
die market;
"(2) one of the two largest firms in a market in
which die shares of the two largest firms amount to
approximately 50% or more;
"(3) one of the four largest firms in a market in
which the shares of the eight largest firms amount to
approximately 75% or more, provided the merging firm's
share of the market amounts to approximately 107. or
more; or
"(4) one of die eight largest firms in a market
in which the shares of diese firms amount to approxi
mately 75% or more, provided either (A) the merging
firm's share of the market is not insubstantial and
there are no more than one or two likely entrants into
the market. or $ ) the merging firm is a rapidly grow*
ing firm. "J

guidelines b x e divided according to type of merger.
For horizontal mergers, the major points are summar
ized in Table VI, which lists acceptable market shares
for acquiring and acquired firms, by concentration
ratios. In addition, stricter standards will be ap
plied in cases where a trend toward increased concen
tration is apparent. Such a trend is evidenced by an
increase in the total market share of 7% or more over
any time period covering up to ten years prior to the
merger among any of the two to eight largest firms in
the industry.

The second circumstance cited for challenging conglo
merate mergers is die threat of reciprocity. A situ
ation where 15% or more of the purchases in a market
are accounted for by the seller and buyer is consi-
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among the top few firms would be challenged under the
g u i d e l i n e s . ____________________________

dered Co be dangerous. A merger which appears Co have
prospecCs of creaCing such a reciprocal buying siCuaCion will also be challenged.

Table VII#
Finally, conglomerate mergers will be challenged where
the firms are in highly concenCraCed or rapidly concen
trating markeCs, and such a merger ".. .may serve Co
enCrench or increase the market power of thaC firm or
raise barriers Co entry in that market."3

Market Share of Largest 10 Firms in
Production, Refining, and Gasoline

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

3.2 Petroleum Industry Conditions
In order to see hew the petroleum industry fits into
these guidelines, some information on levels of concen
tration is necessary. Concentration ratios (four firm
and eight firm) for production, refining, refined.pro
ducts, and gasoline are given in Table VII. The high
est four-firm ratio for 1974 is the refined products
market, with a CR of 31.2%. This is in contrast to an
average four-firm concentration ratio for all U.S. man
ufacturing in 1970 of 40%. Clearly, in the case of
horizontal and conglomerate mergers, such mergers es
cape the stricter guidelines set out by the Justice
Department.______________________________________

Concentration in the U.S. Oil Industry
1970
CRa
2675%
31.8
33.8

CR*
42:3%
56.7
57.0

CRg
25^9% 4271%
29.8
53.0
31.2
52.3

30.8

55.0

29.9

9.76%
8.47
6.78
6.08
5.31
5.11
5.09
3.94
3.38
2.88

Gasoline
Texaco
Exxon
Shell
Indiana st.
Gulf
Mobil
Socal
ARCO
Phillips
Sun

Table VII2

1965
CRa
CRa
Production 2476% 39%
Refining
30.4
53.5
Refined
34.8
61.7
products
Gasoline

Production
Exxon U.S.A.
Texaco
Gulf
Shell
Socal
ARCO
St.of Ind.
Mobil
Getty
Union

1974

Refining
Exxon U.S.A.
Texaco
St. of Indiana
Shell
Socal
Gulf
Mobil
ARCO
Sun
Phillips

9.22
9.19
7.94
7.69
6.72
6.47
6.30
6.25
4.54
4.24

7.97
7.64
7.47
6.90
6.75
6.49
4.78
4.37
3.92
3.67

Finally, none of the rules seem to apply to the con
glomerate merger involving a petroleum company, al
though the market into which the company is buying
would play a part in making that determination.
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To see vrfiere petroleum mergers fit in, one must also
examine individual firms' market shares. Table VIII
lists the top ten firms in each of the production, re
fining, and gasoline markets. In no case does a single
firm have 10% or more of a market. According to the
figures presented in Table VIII, any of the firms in
ninth place or lower could merge with any of the smal
ler firms without stepping outside of the horizontal
merger guidelines. In addition, there has been no
large change in concentration, as defined by the guide
lines, which would cause stricter standards to be ap
plied.

3.3 Sane Specific Cases
The Justice Department and the FTC investigated many
of the mergers in which petroleum firms were involved
over the 1960-1977 period. In most of those cases,
as Section 3.2 would suggest, no basis for a challenge
was found. A series of mergers between firms in the
petroleum and agricultural chemicals industries in
1963, including Continental Oil-American Agriculture
Chemical, Cities Service-Tennessee Corporation, and
Socony Mobil Oil-Virginia Carolina Chemical, brought
forth sane warning rumblings from the Justice Depart
ment, but no formal challenges were filed.
(2/19/63-4, 3/29/63-32, 8/21/63-7, 8/26/63-20)
(All information on cases in Section 3.3 can be
found in the Wall Street Journal.° Numbers in paren
theses refer to dates and pages of relevant articles.)
Two mergers were allowed as a part of attempts to
reach a settlement in previous antitrust cases. Stan
dard Oil of California was allowed to acquire Stan
dard Oil of Kentucky in 1961 and Atlantic Refining
acquired Richfield Oil in 1966. In both cases, the
government was convinced that the competitive situa
tion had actually inprcrved as a result of the agree-

In case of vertical mergers, again, there is little
evidence that mergers in the petroleum industry have
violated the merger guidelines. Since no one firm ac
counts for more than 10% of the sales in its market,
the second rule is not applicable. Without evidence
on amount of inter-firm purchases, no final conclusions
can be reached concerning the first rule. However, if
die assumption is made that a refiner does not purchase
a higher percentage of the producing market output than
it sells in its market (with similar assumptions for
gasoline and refined products), then only mergers
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ments which included permission for the merger.
(6/6/61-2, 6/7/1-9, 1/15/65-5)

merger.
examples from 1964 decisions will illustrate the
problem of defining the relevant product market or
line. First, Alcoa attempted to acquire Rone Cable
Corporation. Alcoa produced aluninun electrical con
ductor cable and wire, while Rome produced mainly cop
per conductor cable and wire, but also produced same
aluminun products. A number of possible market defi
nitions were possible in the case. Are aluminum and
copper cable the same product? Are bare cable and in
sulated cable the same product? For reasons which do
not seem to follow economic logic, the Court chose to
accept a definition of the market which separated cop
per and aluminum cable and which also put the merger
in a bad light. (377 U.S. 271-1964).

In two situations, the Justice Department pursued chal
lenges which were unsuccessful. In order to understand
tiie actions of the Justice Department, it is necessary
to ’
nave some understanding of the way in which cases
are chosen for prosecution.
The antitrust Division does not have sufficient resour
ces to pursue all possible cases. As a result, seme
method for choosing cases is necessary, wheter or not
suen a rule is formally stated. Although seme attempts
nave been made to choose cases along the 1irua.Q of grea
test effect on the economy either in terms of size of
firms and industries involved or in terms of precedent
value, the rule seems to be most often used is to
choose cases with the highest probability of a govern
ment victory./

Similarly, in the Continental Can - Hazel Atlas Glass
Coupany merger, the Court defined the product market
in such a way as to necessitate striking down the mer
ger. (378 U.S. 441-1964). In this case mpt-al cans
and glass bottles were defined as being in the same
market, even though there seems to be less substitu
tion between metal cans and glass bottles than be twee
copper and aluminum cable.

In 1961 a proposed merger between Standard Oil of Indi
ana and Honolulu Oil was challenged. A petition for an
injunction was filed by the Justice Department, but the
injunction was denied on the grounds that cause for
preventing the merger liad not been shown by the govern
ment, and the case was dropped. (7/5/61-24, 9/20/6126, 10/12/61-3).
A similar situation took place in 1969 when AtlanticRichfield began to make merger overtures to Sinclair
Oil. Atlantic Richfield's market share in the north
eastern states was 7.527. and 2.277. in the southeast.
Sinclair had market shares of 4.807. and 4.797. respec
tively in the two areas. This size of overlap seemed
promising for a merger cnallenge, and an injunction to
stop the merger was sought. The injunction was denied.
An agreement was later readied, in which some of the
overlapping assets were sold to Britich Petroleun, re
ducing the possible negative effects of the merger.
(1/6/69-8, 1/16/69-2, 1/23/69-14, 2/28/69-8, 3/4/69-3)

Geographic market definitions have varied as much
throughout this period as did product definitions,
usually to the benefit of the prosecution. In the
Brown Shoe - Kinney case, both a national and a singli
city definition were accepted for different parts of
the case. (370 U.S. 294-1962)
Because of this trend, it is possible that many of &
petroleun merger cases which the Justice Department
failed to pursue could have resulted in government
victories, depending on market definitions.
4.2 Competition or Concentration

These denials of injunction put the wisdom of pursuing
these two cases in question for two reasons. First,
the inability to obtain an injunction to postpone the
mergers indicated a lack of solid government case and
signalled to the coqpanies a higher probability of win
ning. Second, courts are reluctant to force the break
ing up of a merger after the merger has been completed.
Unscrambling eggs is considered to be a difficult job.
4.
4.1

The rule of reason approach which the Supreme Court
uses in deciding on merger cases is based on a clause
in die Cellar-Kefauver Act which states that a m erger
is banned where ".. .the effect of such acquisition of
be substantially to lessen competition, or tend to
create a monopoly."
This ccncem with competition leads to a question
which has never clearly been settled in antitrust lar
or in economics. Which should be the deciding factor
in classifying markets, concentration or behavior?
In basic microeconomic theory, one of the most inpartant industry characteristics used in making industry
classification decisions is the nuiber of firms in tbt
industry. Yet, in determining the difference between
a few firms and a large nunber of firms a behavioral
standard (the firms' interdependence in decision ma
king) is used.

SCME OCMPLICATICNS

Market Definitions

Second-guessing Supreme Court decisions is not as easy
a matter as may have been inplied in Section 3 above.
Many precedent-setting merger decisions have turned on
the definition of the market, either product or geo
graphic, and economists sometimes have difficulty in
following the Court's logic in making market determina
tions. IXiring the period being discussed here, the
Court 8 tendency was to accept whatever definitions
would most easily lead to a decision to disallow the

In the Supreme Court cases referred to in Section 4.1,
levels and trends in concentration played an important
part in decisions to disallow mergers. Behavior did
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not seem to be as heavily weighed. It is possible
then that rather than, being biased against mergers in
general, the Court has been biased against mergers in
industries with high levels of concentration or with
increasing levels of concentration. No such concentra
tion conditions appear in the petroleun industry.

surprising that few petroleum mergers have been stop
ped. In fact, die Justice Department made some at
tempts (mostly unsuccessful) at stopping these mergers.
Without special legislation applying only to the petro-1leum industry, little action can be expected against
petroleum mergers. The two main watchwords of the raicroeconcmist are efficiency and equity. The resources
wasted and the confusion which would result from indu
stry by industry antitrust legislation leads to doubts
about efficiency of special legislation. Even more
important, the equity of such legislation must be
strongly questioned.

No mention has been made of the behavior of the firms
in the petroleun industry. If, in spite of relatively
lew levels of concentration, the firms in an industry
are behaving anticompetitively, one interpretation of
the meaning of the Cellar Kefauver Act would provide
a strong case for striking down mergers in that indu
stry. The Supreme Court, though, does not seem to
have followed this line of reasoning concerning the
term competition. Concentration ratios and changes in
concentration ratios appear to have held sway over a
behavioral interpretation of concentration.
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An exaninaticn of the Justice Department's merger
guidelin es indicates that, given concentration levels
in p etroleu n and the importance which the Supreme Court
has p laced on those nurbers, most petroleum mergers
f a ll w e ll within the guidelines. Seme questions of
market definitions remain unanswered. In addition,
questions of behavior within the industry have not
been considered here.
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5.2 Conclusions
The major conclusion which can be reached from the
find ings presented here is that the criticism of the
Ju s tic e Department and of the FTC concerning merger ac
tiv ity in the petroleum industry is unfounded. Given
the Ju s t ic e Department guidelines, Supreme Court pre
cedents, and the conditions in the industry, it is not
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PIPELINE GATHERING SYSTEM OPERATIONS MODEL
Mark E, Ryan
Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Company
Kansas City, Missouri

ABSTRACT
A computer model to aid in the analysis of pipeline gathering system operations has been
developed. The model simulates the actual daily operation of the gathering system, on a
task by task basis, taking into account terrain, climate, and facility breakdowns. The
model can be used to project operating requirements for new systems or analyze problems
in existing systems.

INTRODUCTION
In the past, petroleum and natural gas companies had

terrain, and climatic conditions, to name a few.

few major problems in gathering and transporting their

Therefore, a procedure must be developed to project

products to market.

operating and maintenance costs and requirements for

Reservoirs were large and in most

cases conveniently located in the continental United

these areas as well as existing gathering systems in

States. Reservoir pressures were high so that com

order to adequately evaluate new production opportun

pression requirements were minimal, pipeline friction

ities on a timely basis.

losses were not critical, and the number of operation
THE PROBLEM

and maintenance problems were few.

The evaluation of operating requirements for a new

However, in recent times this picture has changed
dramatically.

system or an existing system expansion should be

Existing reservoirs are being depleted

included in the initial project feasibility study. The

at an increasing rate, lowering reservoir pressures,

continual addition of marginal fields with intensive

and expanding compression, pipeline and treatment
facility requirements.

operating characteristics will eventually result in

These facilities are not only

burdensome operating costs and leave a firm without

more abundant but also must function under more severe

the production flexibility needed to react in today's
dynamic energy environment.

operating conditions such as higher compression ratios,
lower pipeline pressures, and more associated liquids
and sulphur production.

Estimating operating resource requirements by extrapo

It is readily apparent that

these two factors, more facilities and harsher oper

lating from an existing system will often produce

ating conditions, spell an alarming increase in man

unsound estimates due to the inherent differences

power, equipment, and capital to maintain and operate

between any two gathering systems, especially in new

a gathering system at production levels at or even

or proposed areas.

below those of the past.

pany may have no choice but to use their own algorithms

Various departments within a com

for estimating operating requirements due to the amount
Furthermore, the increasing value of petroleum and

of detail needed and lead time available.

aatural gas due to scarcity and demand has spurred
exploration in remote areas.

Furthermore,

the analysis and improvement of existing system opera
tions is a constant concern.

Many firms are realizing

that not only are capital costs higher for facilities
in these areas, but operation and maintenance costs can

In response, the Pipeline Gathering System Operations

greatly exceed those of conventional production areas.
Brio higher cost is often due to such things as lower
quality reservoirs, geographic location, surface

Model has been constructed to aid thei
(l) Identification of system components and parameters
having a significant effect on gathering system
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operation and maintenance requirements,

MODEL COMPUTERIZATION

(2) Prediction of manpower, vehicle, and equipment
After checking for reasonableness and completeness,

requirements for new or expanding gathering system^

making sure all important components and relationships

(3 ) Estimation of operating costs for a proposed or

were accounted for, the model was put on the computer.

expanding gathering system,

Computerization allows multiple alternatives to be

(4) Prediction of the seasonal variation in work
backlog,

investigated with a minimum of lead time, summariza
tion of desired information, and the use of existing

(5 ) Evaluation of the effects of changes in crew size
and make-up on system operations and overtime

data bases reducing the time required to ’code in*

requirements,

the system under study.

(6) Determination of the feasibility of automating
certain types of field facilities,

Before using the computer model for the analysis of

(7) Evaluation of alternative task scheduling
techniques.

using actual historical data and comparing the results
to actual figures.

an existing system, the model should be validated

Accordingly, the model may be set-up to function in a

All random events are handled vising the Monte Carlo

new system operating requirements mode or an existing
system analysis mode.

simulation technique and the proper statistical
distribution from historical data.*

MODEL CONSTHUCTION

The program was

written using FORTRAN and the GESS V simulation

The model was constructed vising a micro-analysis

language, and set up to run on an IBM 370 series

approach, one that begins at the basic man-machine

computer system.

interaction level in building an overall system
model.1 * 3

DATA REQUIREMENTS

The construction of this model was based

on Mize and Cox’s premise that most man-machine

In order to describe the gathering system and satisfy

systems can be described in terms of the following
features t

the data requirements of the model, the following
information is needed.

(l) Components,
(2j Variables (external and internal),
(3 ) Parameters,
(bj Relationships (among the above).^

(1) All operation and maintenance tasks to be
performed (See Figure l)
(A) Scheduling instructions
(B) Task priority to be used in scheduling

Components can be individually identified and their
performance determines the requirements of the system.

(2) Field descriptions for each task (See Figure 2)
(A) Field number and location

In this study they consist of the operating office,
personnel, vehicles, measuring stations, and the like.

(B) Number of facilities in the field requiring
the service

Variables are attributes of the system which may take

(C) Field priority to be used in scheduling

on different values as the state of the system changes.
Of most importance will be the time to perform

(D) Standard time for the task by field

specific tasks, ’windshield time* of personnel,
and work backlog levels.

(E) Average distance between facilities
(F) Percent of paved roads

Parameters are system attributes which do not change

(3) Crew, equipment, and vehicle requirements for
each task

because of anything which has happened within the
system. These include the distribution of perform
ance times, the number of well connects, and the
geographical area.

(*0 Crew profile (See Figure 3 )
(a ) Number of each skill type

(B) Cross-training schedule for each crew member

Relationships tie the components, variables, and

(C) Proficiency of each crew member at main skill

parameters together and ultimately determine how the
system will operate.

and cross-trained skills

Relationships are physical

(D) Vacation time of each crew member

(e.g., distance), functional (e.g., machine reliabil
ity), and/or time dependent.
♦George S. Fishman, Concepts and Methods in Discrete
Event Simulation (New York, I9 7 3 ) p. 1 7 .
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(5) Time period to be included in the study

the gathering system has been constructed and brought

(a ) One month to three years

on-line,

(B) Indicate company holidays

The model also enables the evaluation of the effects

(6) Climate description by month for the area (From

on operations and savings due to new technologies,

the United States Climate Atlas)

such as facility automation and facilities with
reduced maintenance requirements.

(7) Performance factor adjustments based on the
weather

And finally, crew scheduling techniques, an area of
continuing research, may be tested without the inter

(8) Special instructions

ruption of existing system operations.
The bulk of this information should be available from
the firm's operation and maintenance manuals and from
the area operating offices.
FUNCTIONS OF THE MODEL
The computer model compiles the input data and performs
the following general steps in simulating the actual
operation of the gathering system.

(See Figure 4)

(1) Produces a calendar of available work days with
each days weather and associated work performance
factors. (See Figure 5)
(2) Produces a monthly task schedule using the
provided instructions. (See Figure 6)
(3) Produces a daily schedule for each field from the
monthly schedule and the work backlog.
W Schedules and sends crews to perform tasks from
the daily schedule based on task priority and
crew and equipment availability.
(5) Accumulates and summarizes ail relevant statistics
associated with the gathering system operation.
(6) Presents statistics in a form desired by the user.
gathered statistics may be broken out by specific
field, type of task, or crew skill group, as well as
total system figures. This information is also
available in graphical and tabular form as specified
the user. (See Figure 7)
SUMMARY AND COMMENTS
The Pipeline Gathering System Operations Model was
developed as a tool to help analysts Identify and
quantify critical factors in pipeline operations.
At a time when gathering systems sire becoming more
complex and
summarize

labor intensive, the model seeks to

system information and expose areas of

weakness.
The

model allows the evaluation of operating costs

and requirements of a proposed system at the time
the

facility requirements are estimated, and not after
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THE PRICE OF OIL
R. W. Clack
Kansas State University
Manhattan, Kansas

Abstract
An examination of major forces in the petroleum market
with primary emphasis on the decade of the 1970s. The
market force (s) responsible for the factor-of-ten increase
in the price of crude oil is isolated, if not identified.
The market's "message" is set forth for energy policy planners.
1.

INTRODUCTION

3.

The world petroleum market experienced

MARKET FORCES

Major market forces in commodities, whether

generally unanticipated price discontinuities

grain, mineral or livestock, are recognizable

in 1973 and again in 1979.

without elaborate definition or scholarly

(Fig. 1)

market was, and is, rational,

If the

it should be

background in economics.

These forces are

possible to identify the cause(s) of these

listed here with no signficance to their

price discontinuities as something other than

order:

fear or speculative greed.

If the market is

rational, any attempt to force the sale of oil
at levels substantially removed from the
market-clearing price will unnecessarily

(1)

Marginal cost of production

(2)

Fully allocated cost of production

(3)

Cost of an available substitute

(4)

Probable cost of an anticipated

punish the economy and the citizens of the

substitute

country in which prices are so regulated.
2.

(5)

An anticipated production-comsumption

(6)

An actual production-consumption

(7)

The cost of doing without.

imbalance

MARKET DEFINITION

As used here, "the market" is the weighted

imbalance

sum of the collective judgement of all parti
cipants to the commercial traffic in a given
commodity at any given moment.

This list is not inclusive.

We impute

are unlisted subsets.

wisdom or prescience to the market even know

Moreover there

Nevertheless, an exam

ing that many participants are motivated by

ination of the market forces listed here is

nothing more than the hope of making an extra

adequate to reveal significant insight

quick buck.

regarding the dramatic price changes in crude

Stability of inertia of the

market is enhanced by major long-range com

oil in the 1970s.

mittments.

precision definition of these forces, we cite

In the competitive market economic

Rather than attempt

error is generally borne by the author of the

homely examples which convey meaning suffic

error, whether personal or corporate.

ient for the purpose of this paper.

By

contrast, bureaucratic market makers rarely

(1)

admit and, therefore, rarely correct their
errors.

Marginal cost of production.

The incre

mental or extra cost associated with producing

The cost of bureaucratic market

one extra unit of a commodity in question.

error is "passed through" to the taxpayer or

The marginal cost of producing an extra bushel

consumer.

of corn,

for example, may be the cost of

purchase and application of an extra 3 pounds
of nitrogen fertilizer.^
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Fig. 2 T'Jorld oil reserves

BARRELS PER YEAR x

1QT

Fig. 1 Price of Arab Light crude

PER YEAR x 1CT

YEAR
Fig. 3 U.S. oil production-oonsurrption

(All graph data frcm API
Basic Petroleum Data Book)

Fig. 5 Oil production trend
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(2)

Fully allocated cost of production.

This

(6)

Actual production-consumption imbalance.

is equal to the sum of the marginal cost plus

This is an illusory force, analogous to that

the fixed cost allocated to each unit of pro

of centripetal force.

duction.

perpetual production-consumption imbalance.

Fixed costs would generally include

capital depreciation, taxes,

insurance,

service, base wages and salaries.

debt

There cannot exist a

That which we perceive as an imbalance is

In the case

generally associated with a measurable

of crude oil, the fully allocated cost also

departure from historic production and con

includes the cost of lifting the product and

sumption trends and by unusual inventory

the allocated cost of drilling and equipping

levels.

the well. Moreover, the allocated cost of all
drilling failures must be borne by successful

(7)

choice of paying the asking price for a pro

ountants cannot assess the cost of failure.

duct or doing without the product or its us

Somehow, the market knows the cost of failure.

able substitute.

If losers' losses exceed winners' gains, the

ventory is being exhausted.

4.

facility, burn oil or natural gas, the least

(1)

Even if the

TESTING MARKET FORCES

Marginal cost of production.

Marginal

cost of production tends to establish a floor

alternate fuel is never used, its mere exis

or lower price limit for a commodity.

tence in the market will have significant

To

sell below one's marginal cost of production

impact on the price of the fuel which is

is, in effect, to give away money.

burned.4
5
(4)

Food in a block

aded city would be an example.

If the

operator of a steam boiler can, with equal
expensive fuel will be burned.

This factor is rarely pre

sent in a market unless an irreplacable in

industry will shrink and ultimately die.
Cost of an available substitute.

In the ex

treme, a prospective consumer may have the

production even if producers and their acc

(3)

The cost of doing without.

Marginal

costs in oil production exhibit great diver
sity.

Probable cost of anticipated substitute.

Persian Gulf oil wells are typically

a thousand times as productive as U.S. on

During the time interval commencing about
1955 and ending about 1975, the market price

shore wells.

of coal was significantly depressed by the

marginal costs are measured in pennies per

anticipated cost of nuclear energy.

barrel whereas U.S. marginal costs are meas

For

Accordingly, Persian Gulf

reasons beyond the scope of this paper,

ured in dollars per barrel.

In an unre

nuclear energy has not become a generally

strained oil market in which world-wide

available substitute for coal but the anti

newly proven reserves exceeded world con

cipation of cheap nuclear energy did never

sumption, market prices would tend to decline

theless, significantly depress the market

to the marginal cost of production of the

price of coal for nearly 20 years.

largest producer.

In such an hypothetical

circumstance, the market price for oil would
(5)

Anticipated consumption-production

imbalance.

decline below the marginal cost of production

Since it is difficult to quantify

in the U.S. and U. S. production would cease.

anticipation, there does not seem to be any

This, in fact, would have occurred in the

objective way to measure the impact of this

decade of the 1950s and 1960s had not the U.S.

factor on the market.

government imposed import quotas on foreign

is real enough.

No matter.

The impact

If one correlates weather

oil during these two decades when world

forecasts in the citrus belt with prices in

reserves increased by about 450 billion

the orange juice futures market one can read

barrels while world consumption increased

ily discern the impact of an anticipated

from about 6 billion barrels per year to 16

freeze. If the forecast freeze does not
materialize, however, futures prices generally return to their pre-forecast level.

billion barrels per year.
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As long as world oil reserves were rising,

station power plants are equipped to burn

i.e., prior to 1970.

either coal or oil in which case coal, with

(Fig. 2) it was possi

ble for the U.S. to sustain a two-tier market

the sufferance of EPA, would be an available

to the major disadvantage of Persian Gulf

substitute for oil.

producers.

costs about six times as much as coal on an

As late as 1968, Persian Gulf

Although free-marlcet oil

residual oil was delivered on the U.S.

energy-equivalent basis, there has been no

east coast for less than $1 per barrel, a

overwhelming rush to convert to coal.

price far below the cost of replacing either

price disparity between coal and oil reflects

our domestic gas or oil reserves.

the limited degree to which coal can be sub

(By con

The

trast, we now pay about 27 times that price,

stituted for oil.

on an energy equivalent basis, for imported

Natural gas is a potential substitute for

natural gas.)

oil.

Once world oil reserves sta

Because U.S. reserves and production

both peaked within two years of 1970, natural

bilized around 1970, in the face of rising
world demand, world oil prices commenced to
rise such that marginal production costs

gas can be substituted for oil only in quite
2
limited circumstances.
Economic and tech

were no longer a limiting factor in oil

nical factors would permit the expanded use

markets.
Hence it is apparent that marginal
cost of production was not a significant

reserves and production of oil but political

of coal and nuclear to offset our declining

factor during the price discontinuities of
the 1970s.

factors have prevented such substitutions

(2)

continued to grow.

such that our reliance upon imported oil has

Fully allocated cost of production.

(Fig. 3) Of the many ex

Fully allocated costs of oil production in

otic sources of energy--fuel wood, tar sand,

clude the allocated costs of geology serv

shale oil, alcohol, wind and solar--none are

ices, drilling and equipping wells and any

available now in quantity sufficient to match

associated dry hole costs in addition to the

our declining domestic reserves.

marginal costs.

(4)

Prior to 1973, many mature

(Fig. 4)

Probable cost of an anticipated substi

oil reservoirs in the U.S. operated between

tute .

the marginal cost of production and the fully
allocated cost of production.

must find energy sources to substitute for

As with marginal costs, fully allocated costs

we may hope for some technical development

of oil production tend to establish a lower

that will make solar or fusion energy prac

market limit.

Sooner or later, it appears that we

our finite oil and gas resources.

Since the price discontinu

Although

tical and economic, prudence demands that we

ities of 1973 and 1979 involved rising

address our attention to synthetic fuels

prices, it is apparent that this factor,

from coal and/or shale because the necessary

fully allocated costs, was not a significant

technology is at hand and our domestic re

contributor in the discontinuities.

serves of coal and shale are large.

(3)

the U.S. is addressing the matter of syn

Cost of an available substitute.

Al

Indeed

though there are many potential substitutes

thetic fuel production as reflected in the

for oil, there are relatively few available

table following:

now in commercial quantities.
TABLE 1.

Some central

COSTS OR PROJECTED COSTS OF SELECTED U.S. SYNFUEL PROJECTS

Identity
SRC-1
SRC-II
Exxon D o n . S .
W. R. Grace
Am. Nat. Res.

Location

Est. Cost($)

Cap, (bbl/day)
1.5 billion
2 0 ,0 0 0 **
1.4 billion
20,000
350 million
600
3.0 billion
55,000
1.4 billion
2 1 ,000**
*0ne barrel per day production capacity is on< daily-barrel.
arrel-equivalent for non-liquid fuel.
Newman, KY
Morgantown, WV
Baytown, TX
Baskett, KY
Mercer C o , ND
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Cost ($/daily-barrel*I
75,000?,

77

70,000^3
580,000^?
54,500*bld
66,000

The weighted average of these costs
barrel) is 65,000.

^/daily-

■multi-billion dollar engineering projects

Conventional oil, by con-

have a way of escalating from 2 to 10 times

contrast sells for about $35,000/d-b, although

if the Trans Alaska Pipeline and various

that figure is difficult to draw into focus

nuclear projects are any guide.

There is

because of the several categories of o i l ,

little doubt however but that the free-

arbitrary oil pricing and varying tax lia

market is, by trial and error, pushing the

bilities under U.S. "energy policy".

price of natural crude toward the estimated

To a

first approximation, production, measured in

cost of synthetic fuel substitutes.

daily-barrels, sells for about 1000 times the
market value of a barrel of oil.

(5)

(This r e 

imbalance.

lationship implies a 2.8 year payout or 36%

Just as a freeze forecast will

drive up the price of orange juice, the

return on investment if there were no pro

threat of an oil supply interruption will

duction decline, no taxes, no insurance and

drive up the price of oil.

no production costs.)

Fig. 1 illus

trates the relationship between the price of

Although a synthetic oil plant should not be

Arab Light crude and two major political

subject to the characteristic time-rate of

events which threatened world oil supplies.

decline in production of a natural oil reser

(Spot oil prices were somewhat more volatile

voir, operating costs can be expected to be

than the prices reflected in Fig. 1 but these

much higher than for production from a n a t 
ural oil reservoir.

An anticipated production-consumption

prices have, nevertheless, tended to stabi

To a first approximation,

these factors will balance out.

lize near the the price of Arab Light.

Hence we can
Anticipation undoubtedly accounts for the

expect a barrel of synthetic oil to cost about
l/1000th of the daily-barrel capacity cost.

sharp runup in oil prices in 1973 and 1979

If, then, synthetic capacity costs $65,000 per

but it does not explain what held oil prices

daily-barrel, synthetic oil will cost about

at these lofty levels.

(It is worth recall

$65 per barrel as compared to about $35 per

ing that Saudi Arabia embargoed oil to the

barrel for the current free-market price of

U.S. during the Arab-Israel war of 1967 also

natural oil.

but that embargo was ineffective because U.S.

Other people may also have

drawn that same conclusion.

production was rising as fast in 1967 as it

Consider the

statement of OPEC deputy secretary-general,

was falling in 1973 and we were not importing

Fadhil al-Chalabi,

enough Arab oil to make much of an impact in

". . .world prices should

the U.S. oil market.)

eventually double to $60/bbl to bring them
(°il prices) in line with synfuel prices."^

(6)

For the record, there are studies by repu

ance .

table authorities projecting shale oil costs

plies drove the price of oil up in 1973 and

38 ^ow as $15/bbl.^

1979, did subsequent events confirm the anti

If such a price proves

An actual production-consumption imbal
If the anticipation of shortened sup

cipation to account for the quasi-stable

ut and if such shale production capacity can
be expanded at a rate to offset the decline

newly higher prices?

toiU.S. conventional oil production commencing

world oil production was scarcely perturbed

Table 2 indicates that

^ 1970 then the world price of oil will

during either the 1973-74 Arab oil embargo

decline to match the price of shale oil.

or the 1979 turmoil in Iran.

The

question remains, however, if shale oil can
be produced for $15/bbl, why are we paying,
on the margin, $30 to $40/bbl for the natural
product?
Unfortunately, no one knows what synfuel is
going to cost.

Even the highest estimate

cited here may be far off the mark because
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SELECTED OIL PRODUCTION DATA,

TABLE

(x 1(T BBL/YEAR)7

REGION
FREE WORLD

TOTAL WORLD

6.63

16.35

18.60

1973

7.45

16.76

20.37

1974

7.99

16.54

20.54

1978

7.88

17.20

22.16

7.80

17.64

22.77

MIDDLE EAST

YEAR
1972

1979

I

It is true that Iranian production of oil
has fallen from nearly 6 million barrels per

cited here suggests that the absolute bound

sent time but increased production rom other

aries for oil prices are: marginal cost of

countries or regions more than made up for
(Fig. 5)

production on the low side and cost of doing

Hence we

without on the high side.

must look elsewhere for the cause of the

Cost of doing w i t h o u t .

The more practical

boundaries are the fully allocated cost of

sustained high prices for oil in the 1970s.
(7)

CONCLUSIONS

Examination of the market forces or limits

day in 1974 to essentially zero at the pre

the loss of Iranian oil.

5.

production (lower limit) and the probable cost
of an anticipated substitute (upper limit).

The cost of an

abrupt loss of liquid fuel supply would be

As it turns out,

the collapse of western industrial society.

latter limits is quite wide for most oil

the spread between these

In the short run, if we lose our liquid fuel

production today.

The actual price of crude

supply, we lose all of our engineered energy.

oil today lies in the middle of that spread

Without liquid fuel we cannot mine or trans

but trending upward until, 1) world reserves

port coal, operate nuclear power plants,

stabilize or 2) large-scale commercial pro

transport fertilizer, cultivate the land or

duction of snythetic oil is demonstrated at

transport and process human food.

or below the current price of oil.

We would

What

be forced to decentralize and resort to a

should U.S. government energy policy be to

subsistence type society such as characteriz-1

assure a continued economic supply of liquid

ed by the frontier settlers in North America

fuel?

150 years ago.

has done too much already.

The cost,

to the extent it

The answer:

NOTHING, the government
Without intending

to condemn everything government has done in

could be measured in dollars might be the
collapse of the GNP (gross national product)

the energy field, there follows a short list

from $2.2 trillion to perhaps $0.2 trillion

of some of our government's achievements in

(still leaving us affluent compared to the

energy:

really poor societies of the world).

--Subsidized oil when it was cheap and

Thus

plentiful

the loss of the 6 billion barrels of oil we,

--Discriminatorily taxed oil when it is

in the U.S., consume each year would cost us

scare and dear

$2 trillion or about $330 per barrel.
Man is adaptive and ingenious.

--Killed a negotiated deal for $2.60/Mcf

Given the a-

natural gas from Mexico

brupt loss of liquid fuel, we would undoubt

--Negotiated a substitute contract for

edly suffer greviously in the short run but

Mexican natural gas at $4.47 plus

we would surely learn to accommodate to the

escalators

new life if we could avoid major civil
strife while adapting.

--Mandated the sale of domestic natural

Meanwhile, $330 per

gas at less than its replacement cost

barrel for oil represents an hypothetical
upper limit on oil price.

thus
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-Encouraging the construction of 30

duct will cost $10/Mcf.

To speak of energy

million dwellings with uneconomic

costs in $/d-b or Mcf may seem abstract but

insulation

we can make the case in "real world" terms:

-Encouraged burning of natural gas for

suppose your home heating bill was $150 last

boiler fuel

January, and suppose further that some winter

-Beggared the domestic coal industry

soon you must use synthetic gas from the

by forcing competition with cheap

Mercer Co. plant at $10/Mcf.

gas
-Drove U.S. oil exploration efforts

Your monthly

gas bill will have gone to $750.
Whether a few of us pay a lot or many of us

abroad

pay a little, we will somehow have to pay for

— Generated panic and long lines by in

the Mercer Co. plant by paying a fantastic

truding in the administration of

premium for its gas over what free-market do

gasoline distribution

mestic gas would cost or contracted imported

In short, the governmental itch to regulate

gas from Mexico or Canada would cost

has turned an energy supply challenge into an

($4.47/Mcf).

energy supply crisis and greatly heightened
the risk of war in the bargain.

The market,

Whatever the

in its wisdom,

is trying to price

petroleum at a level matched to the cost of

defects of the competitive free market and

developing our future energy supplies, whether

capricious though it is, the free market will

natural or synthetic.

ultimately recognize and correct its mistakes

Our government, in the

name of consumer protection, is trying to tax

while bureaucratic administrators will ride

away that pool of capital represented by the

them to the grave.

"windfall" on unproduced but proven reserves.

Scholars and observers have been predicting

For both strategic and economic reasons, our

oil and natural gas shortages for more than

government should be trying to stimulate the

100 years.

expansion of economic fuel reserves.

No one doubts that world reserves

In fact,

and production will ultimately peak and then

the government is suppressing the expansion

commence an inevitable decline but in fact

of economic reserves and encouraging the ex

no one knows when this peak will come if the

pansion of uneconomic

free market is given rein.

the questionable belief that there is no more

By contrast, ad

ministered markets have already induced an
artifical peak in reserves and production.

oil or gas to be found at any price.

A

If we are "out" of natural oil and gas re

recent response to more realistic oil and

serves, a profit-driven industry will dis

natural gas prices has slightly strengthened

cover that fact soon enough, the price of

fluid fuel reserves and production but what

remaining natural reserves will rise to the

the government giveth the government taketh
away.

synthetic replacement cost and industry will

The "windfall profits" tax means that

make the timely transition.

some of our most successful oil producers re

them.

consequence of government coerced, premature

We are punishing successful

oil producers when we should be

transition will be privation for all.

rewarding

If government forces premature conver

sion to synthetic fuel we will be greviously
punished.

1.

Doane's Agricultural Report, 148.2

2.

API (American Petroleum Institute) Basic
Petroleum Data Bo o k , Section XIII

Consider, for example, the Mercer

Co., ND Synthetic gas plant.

If, on the other

hand, we are not out of natural reserves, the

mit nearly 907o of a barrel of oil revenue to
the government.

(synthetic) reserves in

3 .

The forecast

Barron1s National Business and Financial
Weekly, Aug. 11, 1980

capital cost is $66,000 per daily-barrel4.

Fortune, Oct. 6, 1980, pg. 48-49

Pfice and capacity price set forth in para

5.

Oil & Gas Journal, Sept. 8, 1980, pg. 3

graph 4.(4) is valid, it means that the pro

6.

Oil & Gas Journal, June 16, 1980, pg. 56

7.

API Basic Petroleum Data Book, Section IV

equivalent.

If the relationship between fuel
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MANAGING IN AN ENERGY SCARCE ENVIRONMENT
John M. Annos
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, Missouri
Abstract
Present engineering management principles, operations research
techniques, and economic theories were mainly developed dealing
with only one scarce resource — capital.
Today, the engineer
manager must consider another scarce resource — energy.
In
the past, energy was never considered a major factor; i.e.,
equipment was considered a good investment if labor was reduced,
regardless of energy cost.
Many other managerial decisions are
similar; therefore, the engineer manager must understand why
many decisions based on traditional techniques may be misleading.
The engineer manager must now utilize more complex engineering
management techniques instead of evaluating only one factor or
using rules of thumb.
Fundamental technological energy decisions

occur when they are misapplied.

are being made and are in the process of

cially occurs when the engineer manager does

being made that are going to have 30, 50 and

not have correct data and ignores basic

100 year impact on the organization of in

assumptions of the technique.

dustry society.

These decisions are tradi

This espe

This requires

the engineer manager to carefully consider

tionally being made by a very small group

each technique, assumption, and obtain cor

relying on rather narrow criteria techniques.

rect data inputs before results can be mean

In almost all cases these are inadequate

ingful .

criteria.

During the fifties and sixties changes occur

Engineering management concepts, principles,

red and recessions occurred, but these were

techniques and theories were developed during

solved by government economic policies -

the era when energy was not considered a

mainly monetary policies.

scarce resource.

problems cannot be solved in this fashion.

In that time only capital

appeared as a scarce resource.

Also, many

However, energy

Past government policies have not worked for

concepts were directed toward solving "people

energy problems.

Problems" related to labor inputs.

agencies' attempts to grapple with energy

For ex-

As a result governmental

a®Ple, most cost data is designed around and

seem to have no direction and seem unable to

^Phasize the cost of labor inputs.

detect the deeper effects of the problem.

The

term "productivity" is mainly directed to-

The engineer manager cannot overemphasize the

Ward the measurement of labor inputs not the

crucial role that effective energy management

Productive utilization of energy.

must play in an organization and in its vari

Many common engineering management techniques

ous activities; especially since in the past

that the engineer manager uses daily provide

energy policy and decisions have not been a

reasonable solutions to problems when used

significant part of the managerial design

properly, but often misleading conclusions

process.
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It sometimes seems impossible to

change this attitude of engineer managers

If he examines a given product line, the

and make them more sensitive to this part of

engineer manager might be shocked to realize

the organizational decision-making process.

that it is energy inefficient.

Even though

the production operations he is directly

MANAGEMENT OF ENERGY

responsible for are very energy efficient,

Energy must be considered unique compared to

the design or parts furnished by suppliers

other resources in terms of its management.

may be manufactured in a very energy ineffi

Capital and labor have well developed con

cient method.

cepts and principals making problem analysis
rather straightforward.

The engineer manager must

examine the entire product and process, i.e.,

The requirements

raw materials, designs, supplier's opera

for most energy components are not well
represented by traditional engineering

tions, production, wastes, packaging and

management concepts and principals.

shipping.

The

The goal is efficient energy

energy resource not only has a cost, but at

utilization for all activities, not for one

times, it has scarce supply limitations.

particular activity.

Also, energy affects production schedules of

operation for a particular manufacturing

both and primary and secondary manufacturing

operation may take on a different and fuller

phases, and, because of this dependence, the

character to the engineer manager.

usual techniques are inappropriate.

Then the production

Although

at first energy problems seem simple and

The

determination of optimum energy management

direct, generally they are more complex.

must be achieved by separate methods.

Energy in general is directly related to many

In

addition, the engineer managers often reject

factors.

solutions to energy problems because they do

must be coordinated carefully with all opera

not trust the techniques or they legitimate
ly feel that the techniques do not take into

tions .
We must remember that many of the techniques

account other important factors that enter

must be more than problem solving procedures.

the problem.

More important, one of the functions of

This causes the engineer man

To be effectively managed, energy

ager to have reservations about all results

energy management must be to help the engi

of energy management analysis.

neer manager understand the nature of the

Many times

these negative conclusions are the result of

problems with which he is dealing.

the inappropriate application of engineering
management concepts.

understands these, he is able to make excel

Energy management must provide means of

affect the system.

managing energy, since many kinds of energy

complex relationships he can understand why

problems occur in an organization which must

traditional management concepts and princi

be solved by the engineer manager.

These

pals often provide misleading information.

interrelated problems require a different

Most concepts lack the context of specific

approach than those applicable to more in

energy situations.

dependent problems.

If he

lent judgements about how these activities

It is not valid for the

When he understands these

They may be, in fact,

inputs to a broader problem solving process,

engineer manager to consider energy in iso

and can only be used in this manner as they

lation because energy depends in part on

are subject to, or dominated by, factors that

output fluctuations.

are not even included.

Energy management re

quires that the engineer manager gives order
Energy management is complex because it deals

and structure to these complex problems be

with complex and multiple activities.

cause of the complex relationships and
interactions among these components.

For

example, a solution that minimizes cost or

As

maximizes profits is guided by the criteria

Knowledge of energy management concepts ex

of cost or profit.

pands, we will be able to determine the

However, the engineer

manager must always be aware of other complex

effects of the interactions of other vari
ables and activities.

factors as availability, government actions,
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and present and future energy situations.

referred to as the "unadjusted" rate of re

This becomes more difficult when we realize

turn.

This only requires the engineer manager

that the engineer manager invariably is con

to determine the net operating advantage from

sidering future actions of politicians,

the new equipment after subtracting change in

and

unfortunately these are often in conflict
or impossible to predict.

maintenance cost and labor cost.

These conflicts

Another common method used is the "payoff",

must be reconciled to the extent the engi

the time required for an investment to pay

neer manager is able, and this depends on

for itself through the net operating advantage

his level of knowledge and the complexity of

that would result from its installation.

the problem.

It

is calculated as follows:

The engineer manager must realize that not

Payoff in years -

all factors are included in any analysis
and often assumptions must be made which re
quire judgement to be used.

net investment

In energy

net annual operating advantage

management, the engineer manager must recog

Both of these techniques are commonly used by

nize that he has temporarily narrowed the

engineer managers and firms in determining

problem so he can direct his attention more

which projects should be undertaken.

directly on specific variables.

However,

when energy projects are evaluated most are
not undertaken because they offer less profit

MISUSE OF TECHNIQUES
Several examples will illustrate the complex

than other alternative projects such as ac

nature of energy management and the weakness

quiring manufacturing equipment.

of some common engineer manager techniques.

A piece of equipment costs $6,000, have a

In energy management one of the first deci

4-year life, depreciated on a straight-line

sions that the engineer manager must make

basis,

is whether to make an investment in energy
efficient equipment.

and generate earnings before deprecia

tion as shown below:

This requires the
Year

engineer manager to evaluate the investment
with the same investment criteria used for

1

other investments.

Income
$

1,000

2

2,000

criteria used by engineer managers, the most

3

3.000

common information that must be developed
is:

4

2. 000

(1 )
(2 )

In any of the many

value of equipment at the end of

What will be the pay-back period and average

period

rate of return?

annual cost of operating and main

Solution:

tenances
(3)

total investments

(4)

life of investment.

To accumulate $6,000 the time required is
3 years
($1,000 + $2,000 + $3,000)
payback period = 3 years.

One common method of evaluating new pro
jects or comparing alternative courses of

Average rate of return (depreciation =

action is to calculate a "rate of return."

$1,500 per year)

It is computed as follows:

is:

($1,000-$l,500 = ($2,000-$l,500) +

Unadjusted average rate of return % =
100

Therefore the

($3,000-$l,500)

+ ($2,000-$1,500)

(net monetary operation

grofit - depreciation)_____
average investment

= average
net income

x 100
$6,000 + $4,500 + $3,000 + $1,500 + 0

because no attempt is made to consider

+ 16-2/3%

1nterest costs, the resulting figure is
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Financially considered,

can become unavailable to the firm's opera

this might not seem

to be a very good investment for many com

tion, but this is not even considered in

panies that look for two or fewer years of

these analyses.

payback period.

It seems necessary that any analyses consid

However, if it is energy

related equipment that can be operated on an

ers the important aspect of availability of

available energy source when present equip

supplies.

ment energy sources may be unavailable, then
such an investment is worth making.

or return on investment analysis is impossi

Down

ble .

deep in the engineer manager's mind he knows

This makes these impractical for the

evaluation of energy projects.

that other factors must be considered but the

But it is a

very common practice to use these or similar

standard evaluation techniques don't accomo
date them.

To include such a factor in payoff

techniques in evaluating the feasibility of

But now it is impossible to put

all projects including those concerning ener

a realistic economic value on these intangi
ble factors.

gy-

It has been well established

ALTERNATIVES

that alcohol and gasohol are uneconomical in
terms of both costs and BTU's.

Successful energy management depends on

The total

plans, information systems concerning what

costs are greater than those of other alter
native energy sources, even petroleum;

is actually happening and how they respond to

and

the total BTU's needed to produce gasohol

changes.

are greater than the BTU's it yields which

hopeless, there are techniques which the

make it energy inefficient.

Fortunately, the situation is not

engineer manager can use.

However, there

Two of these are

is still a lot of interest and many enter-

Linear Programming and Simulation Techniques.

preneurs are undertaking the production of

These provide the engineer manager with the

alcohol.

ability to include a greater number of varia

This indicates something is wrong

with the analysis.

bles such as possible shortages or current

One defect in the analy

sis was the exclusion of the factor of avail

supplies.

ability when regular energy supplies are in

neer manager to collect additional data which
requires the use of computers.

short supply or unavailable.

Each of these

has certain requirements which are even more

One problem is that both of these techniques

important and critical than for the rate of

work well for projects having an approximate

return and payoff techniques; otherwise, the

future operating cost by an average period.

engineer manager will reach conclusions which

This is a reasonable assumption, but for a

may be more misleading than by using these

complex project future costs have a pattern

less complex engineering management tech
niques .

in relation to time which is not well repre
sented by an average figure.

However, these require the engi

Both of these

ignore the timing of expenditures by using

CONCLUSIONS

an average investment.

In general, engineering management concepts

These methods repre

sent an approximation and idealization of the

were not designed for energy management, and

general investment problems.

for many of the concepts and techniques they

But there are

many less obvious conceptual factors such as

do not provide the engineer manager with

energy which are unaccounted for in these
analyses.

results that are meaningful and useful.

These criteria are not all equiva

does not imply that these concepts and tech

lent nor interchangeable but are determined

niques should be ignored; in fact, these con

by projected life, future expenditures, and

cepts and techniques deserved the full atten

the standard schedule for decline in value
of assets.

tion of the engineer manager as in many sit

Other examples of the overlooking

uations they are very useful decision-making

of energy concerns include the design of

techniques.

operation, plant location analysis, and as
sembly charts.

This

However, for decision making

concerning energy, most of these common ones

Energy now as in the past

do not consider the unique characteristics of
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this resource; therefore, conclusions reach
ed are unrealistic and often misleading to
the engineer manager.
To overcome this situation, it is necessary
to use more complex techniques and analysis,
for example, Linear Programming and Simula
tion in which the special characterists of
energy can be included in the analysis.
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RATEPAYER FINANCING OF SOLAR THERMAL ELECTRIC
COMMERCIAL DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS
Mark D. Jarmie
International Research and Technology Corporation
and
Jeff V. Conopask, Ph.D.*
Science Applications Incorporated

INTRODUCTION
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A survey of nine southwestern utilities concluded that large-scale
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reliability
data
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Fish, M.J. , "Utilitv
commitment to the concept receiver svstems.
Views on Solar
Thermal
Central
Receivers,"
Sandia
Laboratories,
Livermore, for the U.S. Department of Enerqv, April, 198f).
Recent empirical work in the market diffusion of photovoltaic enerqv
systems suggests that the likelihood of product adoption in a given
end-use sector is increased as the number of successful installations
increase.
Conversely,
almost
two-thirds of the market surveyed
indicated that between one and
ten demonstration
projects
were
necessary before the system could be considered.
Lilien, Cary L. ,
‘Wie Diffusion of Photovoltaics:
Background, Modeling, and Initial
Reaction of the Agricultural-Irriqation Sector," Energy Laboratory of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass., for the
U.S. Department of Energy, March 1978.
‘ Work on this subject was begun while the authors were affiliated with
the PRC Enerqy Analysis Company under DOE Contract No. E6-77-C-014024.
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The terms, "Federal Enerqv Regulatory Commission" (FERC), "Federal
Power
Commission"
(FPC),
and
"Commission"
have
been
used
interchangeably throughout this report.
Jurisdiction over electric
utility rate regulation had originally been conferred on the Federal
Power Commission bv the Federal Power Act, 16 USC 791a et seq.
The
FPC's authority with respect to electricity rates and charges was
expressly transferred to FERC by the DOE Organization Act, Pub Law 9 5 . •. 5401(a),
91 Stat
565,
582.
Relevant amendments
to FERC
jurisdiction occurred under the Public Utilitv Requlatorv Policies Act
of 1978 (PURPA), a part of the National Enerqv Act, Pub. Law 95-617,
92 Stat 3117 et seq. See especially 92 Stat at 3140.
Great Plains Coal Gasification, successor in interest to ANR Gasifi
cation Properties Company and PGC Coal Gasification Company et al. ,
Opinion No. 69, issued November 21, 1979, and Opinion No. 69-A,
issued January 21, 1980.
Opinion No. 69 is hereinafter cited as
"Great Plains."

GJ ew t /.lains Gasification Associates are a general partnership
formed by five corporations that are affiliates of certain pipeline
companies under the jurisdiction of the Commission.
The partners
are:
Columbia Coal Gasification Corp., an affiliate of Columbia Gas
Transmission Corp.; ANR Gasification Properties Co., an affiliate of
Michigan Wisconsin Pipe Line Co.; PGC Coal Gasification Properties
c£ ; r Tan afflliat®. ,°.f Natural Gas Pipeline Company of America; Tenneco
SNG Inc., an affiliate of Tennessee Gas Pipeline Co., a division of
-• n C '-? i an<i . Transco
Coal
r’as
Co.,
an
affiliate
of
Transcontinental as Pipe Line Co.
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This has been true even for nuclear nower where military experience
(i.e., submarines) was qained even before the Shippinqport commercial
demonstration plant.
Moreover, utilities have never really had to
consider a radically new technoloqy before 3 3 the solar technoloqies
are now forcinq them to do.
^The utility manaqer's investment decision is colored bv his need to
attract new financial capital.
As a class, investors in utilities
tend to be interested in secure, low-risk investment opoortunities
that will
provide
a steady,
if comparatively reduced,
current
return.
Manaqement decision makinq is thus under heavy pressure to
adopt only the most risk-free technoloqies, a practice which serves
the utility and coincidently provides a reliable quality of service to
customers.
Such amplified risk aversion could also prolonq solar
commercialization.
For a far-reachinq
discussion of potential
investor influence in a utility's decisions reqardinq nuclear power,
see Ferrar, Terry A., "Three Mile Island — The Requlatory Challenqe
of 1979," Public Utilities Fortnightly, July 19, 1979, p. IS.
7Por an excellent discussion of utility rate makinq procedures, see
G a r fie ld , Paul J. and Wallace F. Love-joy, Public Utilitv Economics,
(Enqlewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964).
For a current
discussion of rate reform see Aman, Alfred C., Jr., and Glen S.
Howard, "Natural Gas and Utility Rate Reform:
Taxation Throuqh Rate
Making," Hastings Law Journal, May 1977.
Two measures to partially
“litigating these risks are the Adjustment for Funds Used During
Construction and Construction Work in Progress surcharges.
Both are
discussed further infra.
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9
A graphic illustration of the potential for disasterous economic
consequences of project failure is provided by the Three Mile Island
incident, where monthly replacement power costs were estimated to be
$24 million (to be reduced to $10 million if Unit 1 resumed operation)
and monthly capital costs to be $8 million.
Testimony of W.E. Kuhns,
Chairman of GPU Corp. , Subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation of the
Senate Committee on Environmental and Public Works (April 23, 1979).
Actual withdrawal of a facility from the ratebase qenerally demands
not only that the Plant be currently unused but also that it not be
useful during the period in which the rates are to be in effect.
There is considerable latitude in which a utilitv can argue that a
plant is experiencing an unscheduled outaqe and is includable in the
ratebase, rather than withdrawn from service.
The broad general
standard is that the length of time which a facility may be out of
se rv ice and not removed from the ratebase depends upon the nature of
the plant, the deqree to which the outaqe can be expected to occur
durinq normal operation, and the certaintv with which resumption of
serv ice can be predicted.
Decision and Order of the Pennsylvania
Public Utilitv Comn. Concerning TMI, Docket No. 1-79040308, issued
June 15, 1979.
See also, Evansville v. Southern Indiana Gas &
E le c t r i c C o . , Ind. App. C t ., 33$ NE2d 562 (1975).
Such a withdrawal
should be distinguished from rate treatment of casualty losses, which
is usually done by amortizing the loss over some period of years
rather than reflecting the costs in a sinqle year's rates.
See e.g.,
Pennsylvania Public Utility Comn. v. Pennsylvania Gas & Water Co.
(pa., 1975) 12 PUR 4th 165, (amortization of the costs of flood damaqe
to utility plant as the result of Hurricane Agnes allowed).
The request for requlatory quarantees conjures up another risk, that
°f the fickle nature of the regulatory body.
The possibility of
subsequent disapproval of a project is more distinct at the state
*®vel, particularly in those states with elected officials, than at
the federal level.
For a discussion of the constantly changing the
Ju le s of the qame see, Lee, Charles H., and Thomas J. Healey, "Project
inancinq
of
Large Scale
Energy
Programs,"
Public
Utilities
E o r tn ig h t lv . April 14, 1977.
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■*•2 - The clear intent of the Federal Power Act (16 USC $805 a) is to
ensure that the Commission protects consumers aqainst excessive
prices, thouqh those interests must be balanced aqainst the legitimate
investor concern with the financial integrity of the company, Federal
Power Comn. v. Hope Natural Gas Co., 320 U.S. 591, 603 (1974).*
4
1
^ H i e participants included:
Columbia LNG Corp., a division of
Columbia Gas System, Inc? Consolidated System LNG Corp., a division of
Consolidated Natural Gas Co.; and Southern Enerqy Company, a division
of Southern Natural Gas Company.
14According to the findings of fact of the Administrative Law Judqe,
Algerian liquefied natural qas was a more desirable supplement than
natural qas from Canada, Alaska, Mexico, Nigeria, Trinidad, Venezuela
or other domestic sources, gasified coal, reformed naphtha, or other
feedstocks such as methanol or oil shale, or nuclear stimulated gas
for a number of reasons— cost, supply, availability, etc.
Footnote
by the Court, Columbia LNG Coro. v. Federal Power Comn.
491 F.2d 651,
652, n .2,(5th Cir., 1974).
1^Actual contractual arranqements were made bv the conglomerate with
the El Paso Alqeria Corp., a susidiarv of El Paso Natural Gas Co.,
to have El Paso Alqeria purchase and transport the required amount
of LNG from Societe National Sonatarch, an Algerian state-owned
company.
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l7In re. Columbia LNG Corp., et al. Pocket No. CP71-68, F.P.C. Opinion
Number 622, 57 Federal Power Comn. Reports 1624, 1639-1640, issued
June 28, 1972.
18 , .
Id. at 1640.
^Id, citinq F.P.C. v. Louisiana
«1~(1972).
-------------- -
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2°In re. Columbia LNG Corp. et al. , Docket No. CP71-68, F.P.C. Opinion
No* 622-A, 48 Federal Power Conin'. 'Reports 723, 729-730, issued October
5* 1972.
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much

of

the

wind
of

from

the

sails of

the proponents

incremental

pricinq.

Gas prices increased, and LNG

became no lonqer an exotic energy supply
The

battle

lines

had

thus

been

for low priority consumers, but a signi

drawn on an issue that the Commission is
only

now

beginning

to

resolve

—

ficant

who

of

a project

desiqned

to suoplv

enerqy by nonconventional means?
side

lined

traditional

and

21 Id at 740.
22
1974).

LNG CorP t v * Federal Power Comn.
-------- "
-------

the

conglomerate's

conventional gas and a critical supply
source for even the highest priority

On one

economists

of

gas reserves . 23 Suddenly LNG was closer
to being economically competitive with

should bear the technical and financial
risks

fraction

491 F.2d651,

(5th Cir,

2 3
During the first year of operation, Columbia estimated that LNG
would represent 9.7% of total supply, Consolidated estimated it as
18.3% of its supply, and Southern estimated it as 16.9% of its total
supply.
Re. Columbia LNG Corp et al.. Docket Nos. CP71-6R et al. ,
Opinion Noi 7R6, 18 PUR 4th 359, 3d<S, issued January 21, 1977.
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decided

Commission

light,

this

In

consumers.

proper

that

the

Federal

allo-

to cost required
of benefits
rolled-in pricinn at both the wholesale

cation

almost

group of

the

of

roll-in

the

the

same

time,

nition

turned

Trunkline
prices

down

LNG

on

Co.

its

need

nies

inconsis

forms of supplemental

cal

supplies

shortaqes.

The

arqument,

in times

that

sibility of consumer protection were

mix

within

its

innovations

jects

it

research

can

risk-free

readiness

last

face

the

severe

several

jurisdiction
or

vears,

to

under

alternative

energy

It has recognized that

be

to

supplement natural qas supply bv the use
of LNG . 2 7

24

Id.
The
Commission's
opinion
cited
both
increased
system
rey^®kility and consumer equity as reasons
to employ
rolled-in
Pricinq.
"[The] use of rolled-in pricing ensures that two otherwise
similar customers will
not
pav
radically
different prices
for
commingled gas, merely because one happens to have been receiving the
service longer than the other.
Use of the rolled-in method thus
serves the interest of equal treatment for customers receiving equal
service."
id at 368, Citing Mr. Justice Reed in Battle Creek Gas Co.
^Fede r a l Power Comn.,
281 F . 2d 42, 46.
“
25

re.
Trunkline LNG Co., Docket Nos. CP74-138 et al., Opinion No.
I » CCH Utilities Law Reports - Federal - New Matters at nil,942,
ssued April
29,
1977.
The original Trunkline LNG hearinq was
ermmated five weeks before the Columbia LNG petition was granted,
„ , fche Trunkline decision was handed down three months after
iumbia.
in re Trunkline LNG Co., Docket Nos. CP75-138 et al., Opinion No.
6 -A, CCH Utilities law Reports - Federal - New Matters at 1111,970.
27..

e ’^ ’ R e * Tennessee Natural Gas Lines, Inc., Docket No. RP76-99,
NoT 8 ; 24 PUR 4tfh 381, issued February 21, 1978.
in
Pricing granted utilitv on the basis that it permitted
auth63^6^ operating flexibility which
allowed
utility to safely
•b l ° ri2e talces bv direct customers when
it might not otherwise be
pr ®
do so if the LNG facility were not available to provide
section to high nrioritv customers).
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development

furthered,

it

(Roll 0pi;ni(^

and

technologies

there has been little waver
Commission's

could

that

in the mid- to lonq-

the

to, in effect, "kill the project bv
usinq incremental pricinq."2^
Since
the

realization

structure

During

private

would be inconsistent with their respon

in

the

without some regulatory vehicle by which

Commission

statinq

generic

supply sources.

reversed its initial rulinq and accepted

ing

encouraqe

take Projects which develop technologi

contrary to the qoal of encouraqinq all

that time,

to

progressive stance in encouraging compa

tent with the Columbia LNG decision and

Trunkline's

Research

the Commission has taken an increasinqlv

a rehear inn,

the decision was

more

term.

LNG

Commission

enerqy

the

supply constraints

to

tioned the

of

of

enerqv

the

The Trunkline LNG Co. peti
for

a

another

imports.2 ^
statinq that

of

develooment of existinq qas supplies was

Commissioners

petition

Support

Paralleling the Commission's recog

and pipeline level . 24
At

RegiIatorv

and Development

only
will

the
be

pro
most

adopted

Order

The Commission's recognition of t h *

No.

cant

enerqv research and develonment has been

orders.

enunciated

the reasonableness of RD&D projects was

and

series

administrative

Commission
in

a

the

orders

uniform

of

regulations

rulings.
provided

svstem

for

of

to

Earlv

The

examine

ther

for

electric utility and natural qas compa
nies
for

R&D

a specific

amount

reasonable

allowed

amorti

ratepayer.

expenditures,

the

it met

research

by establishing

Commission

technical

of

testinq

structure

of

a orescribed definition of

and

develonment

chance
The

of

and

had

benefiting

Commission

a
the

recognized

zation of approved research and develop

that

ment expenditures over a period of up to

technical

five years, and allowed rate base treat

limited Commission staff for that of the

ment for unamortized b a l a n c e s . ^

utility's technical personnel, with the

Later

such

a

procedure

and

substituted

research

judqment

of

the
a

assurance of advance rate treatment and

potential for causing a long and costly

continued tracking
was approved.30

delay.

of

R&D expenditures

The method adopted in Order No. 566

In 1976, the Commission proposed an
important
It

addition

recoqnized

technoloqies
on

to

that

were

its

while

known

a laboratory scale,

considerable
mic

Because

precluded

the

struction of
cial

scale

is to establish a set of criteria based

regulations.

on the planninq process itself.

many

enerqv

an approach, an individual RD&D expendi

feasible

ture would be reasonable if it supported

to be

there was often

a

concern as to their econo

feasibility

level.

at
this

the

the

commercial

first

facilities,

for

the

several
the

and

portion

project

which

of

a

commer

Commission

unique demonstration

would

be

precluded

from

complete financing as a normal business
investment.31

28

The most recent regulation on rate treatment of p n m _ c c _,
propounded by the Commission announced that its requlatorv nhii f0 r!iS
was to ensure that its regulation prescribe the ' ™ s t 7 direct
o P ^ ' T " ! it 0 stt.
imulate RDSD effort.
Federal Power Comn., Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking, Advanced Approval of Rate Treatment
25914^
Development, issued June 23, 1976, 41 Federal Register
29Federal Power Comn. Order No. 40B, issued August 26, 1970.
Federal

Power Comn. Order No.
°nd ReDOrtinq'" Docket NO.4 R-«2,te4 9 appc 1054, ilsued'to^U

i^c o u n t M q t^ d r RaCten iret? t ^ :ntNO;

ni*us j m£2xrr't

development

56„6' "°rder

ju-e

enerqy

ultimate pur

payers and the general public.

con

advance rate approval as RD&D expense to
that

integrated
the

In such

pose of the company to serve the rate

uncertainty often

financing

comprehensive

RD&D program meeting

adopted a rule, Order No. 566, qrantinq

30

previous

initial method

each proposed project to determine whe

changes

accounts

from

signifi

need for significantly expanded national
in

progress

566 represents

Prescribing

«
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Chances

pe. R.p’? o iV n .anj „

in

"ss;

The Commission

Under the provisions of Order 56 v,

exoressed

a

stronq

the Commission will judqe RD&D projects

preference in Order 566 that larqe scale

or

demonstration

proqrams

by

evidence

of

the

tion

or

research

have

been

orqaniza-

clearlv

That

the

plan

estab

evolves

companies

While

quatelv utilizes the viewpoints

central

of

the

enqineerinq,

economic,

That

an

consumer

effective

exists and
natinq

mechanism

is used for coordi-

the

proposed

a

number

of

receivers,

its

of

yet

policy

towards
enerqy

been

liquefied

natural

articulated

qas

proqression

with

qasification

of

(LNG).
the

clear.

Financial

uncertainty

That the project

is well con

technical

ceived

a

and

However,

Commission's

Financial

LNG development

technical

of national scope.

not

nonconventional
coal

is

has

thermal

proved.

has

supported

solar

to

decisions

with

use of

efforts

and

larqe

Commission

has

ral

and

the

sources

hindered

proqrams

jointlv

utilitv

use

and development plan with fede
RD&D

havinq

respect
the

research

other relevant nrivate

but

risks

risks

were

coupled

were

ap
with

encountered

in the coal qasification decision.
reasonable

risk

of

solar

thermal

The
as

an

untested supplv source will cause simi

chance of benefitinq the rate-

lar financial constraints.

paver in a reasonable period of

of

time, havinq due reqard to the

Commission will rule on a proposed solar

basic,

exploratorv

thermal facilitv.

nature

of

each

or

applied

submitted

RD&D

the

That whatever
result,
qained

and

knowledqe

RD&D effort,

will

accrue

the

sponsorinq

companv(ies)

to

if any,

clear

nonconventional

policv

of

and
fur-

energy research

stronqly

will

parallel

qasification and LNG.

jurisdictional
its/their

customers.

^Federal Power Comn., Order No. 566, 41 F.R.

issues to be decided,

development

projects

the benefit of
and

However, the similar

suqgest

that

treatment of solar thermal demonstration

or technoloqy developed

from the

the

Neither line

is dispositive of how the

Commission's

therinq

achievements mav

includinq

decisions

ities of

project.
5.

by

from

and environmental interests.

4.

RD&D orqanization

addressed

industrv,
3.

an

these RD&D objectives and adescientific,

for

ratenavers so that the impact on indivi
dual consumers would be minimized.

lished .
2.

applvinq

soecial ratebase treatment be funded by

followinn:
1. That the RD&D objectives of the
comnanv

projects

25914, 25916.
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that

of

coal

the

Great Plains Co al (ias i fieat ion _T>cc Ls ion
The

most

Commission's

dramatic
RD&D

exemplar of

policy

is

the

the

approved

a

project

designed

to demonstrate the technical and commer
cial feasibility of convertinq coal into
pipeline quality qas.
the

Great

fully

Plains

demonstrates

eagerness

to

development
sources.33
granted

is

the

encouraqe
of
full

that

The

Tftis

section

Great
the

the

of

energy

the

project
of

paper

had

credit

package

risk of

project.

the

lending

directly

to the

This can often be accomplished

been

with minimum impact to the sponsor's or

financial

owner's debt capability through indirect

will

credit

first

reasoning

requested

arrangements.

This

approach

is

quit*-' common in the non-regulated indus
tries specializing in mineral extractive
operations.
OnLy recently has the con

in

Plains that substantially granted

financing

segregate

project's cash flows from the sponsor's

private

Commission's

to

other operations allows appraisal of the

incentives to further RD&D efforts that
the
Great
Plains
facilitv
received.
explore

opportunity

Commission's
the

range

is

it

alternative

No other

the

The imnortance of

decision

financing

"financing of a particular economic
unit in which a lender is satisfied
to look initially to the cash flows
and earnings of that economic unit
as the source of funds from which a
loan will be repaid and to the
assets of the economic unit as
collateral for the loan."34

Great

Plains Coal Gasification case, where the
Commission

Project

facility,

defined as,

cept been proposed
try investments. 35

bv the

for regulated

indus

sponsors, and second, lay the groundwork
However, since project financing is

for applying similar standards for solar

generally

thermal field experiments.

used

established
The
Plains
sought

project
Coal

sponsors,

Gasification

to employ

project

the

Great

self-sufficiency of

Associates,
financing

only

risk.

for

with

technologies,
the

proven
the

project

It was essential

and

economic
was at

to demonstrate

to the potential investors a history of
reliable performance based on use of the
technology
Since

that

33

at

the

was

The Office of Consumer Counsel for the State of Ohio, the Public
Service Commission for the State of New York, the State of Michigan
and General Motors have filed an appeal of the Great Plains decision
in the United States Court of Appeals for the d TC^ Circuit.
No
decision on that appeal has been rendered.
However, the Commission
has denied the appellant's application for rehearing in Great Plains,
FERC Opinion No. 69-A, Docket CP78-391 et al., i ssued~ Jahuarv 21.
1980.
------34
Kevitt,
Peter K . , Project Financing,
California, 1978.
--- ----------------

AMR

35

International.

.
.
.
Project financing, using non-traditional utility financing
sources, also has the added benefit of accessing investors
who may be able to use the tax creidts available for recent
federal energy legislation which prohibits utilities from
doing so.
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scale
not

contemplated.

possible,

Great

iv-i. ier'.

Plains

nt-r icq

.3

(1)

revenue

Is

if

1 :<f-1v*

that

a

large-

In order to demon

scale? coal qasi t ication indus

strate the credit worthiness for a pro
ject financinq, the sponsors souqht to

try will he needed in the near

assurance auarantee.

future?
(2)

develop economic and leqal linkaqo amonq
the project financinq entitv,
sors

themselves

project.

and

Thus

the

the

users

sponsors

of

posed

the

souqht

to

allow

the

to

allow

Commission

and

then

to

(3)

rateoavers

^o

the

(4)

planks

Commission

of

the

anoro'-^d

Great

Plains

the

trackinq

provision

major

recovery

of

charqe

to

all

project

ratepayers

coverinq

and

debt

(CWIP).^

Commission reduced

However,

Commission demanded

decision

fi

the

and

in

the

for

customers
companies

cost

to

the

of

rate
of

the

to

nav

the

project

financial

quaran

investors

in the

advanced,

the

Great

the

Plains

for a solar utility is

Commission's
will

be

response

analyzed

in

in

some

detail below.
the

Is

it

likely

scale
will

. 58.

^Great Plains at Opinion P. 53. With respect to the charqe
coverinq debt financing of costs during the construction
Period, the Commission departed from its standard practice
of capitalizing such costs and addinq them to the rate bas ,
recoverinq them over the life of the Project a,
for funds used during construction
or
*
f .
tfODC concept, the customers who receive the benefits of the
qas supply project pay for the entire cost of the project,
with benefits proportional to the amounts of gas; consumed.
However, because the Commission found that the information
generated about the commercial, technical, institutional,
2nd environmental feasibility of coal gasification would
Snef T t bothcurrent and future ratepayers, a CWIP surcharge
was allowed
CWIP also would have the advantage of
•preadinq the costs of the project over a longer period of
wea-unq
number of ratepayers. Great Plains at
{wTlsJ" __
co-fin
For a discussion of the advantages of
« P °nsePe Comtois,
Wilfred
R.. -Construction Work
in
fcoqress in the Rate Base:
A Benefit to the Consumer,"
Public i i h i i H p s
Fortnightly, Mav 8, 1980, p. 19.
See also
t ion
Wotrlc
in
Progress:
Planning for the Rate Case," Public Utilities Fortnightly,
Awqust 2, 1979, P. 15.
18-19.
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that

qasification
be

future?

^Great Plains at Opinion pp.

and

reasonable
and

when a proposal

tion of four conditions:

p

finance

Because similar questions will be asked

affirmative resolu

36,Great Plains at Opinion

the

proiect?J

a

the requested return

their

of

oo

(1 )

reachinq

it

tees

on equity from 15 to 13 percent.
In

reasonable

and provide

nancinq of costs durinq the construction
period

Is

for

automatic

costs,

specific

sponsoring

proposal,

rolled-in pricinq, a
allowinq

the

payers

which included a ratepayer quarantee of
all debt services,

cost

public interest?

investment. 0
The

Are
sors

them

nuarantee

the

tariff proposals of the spon

exercise

to persuade

worth

facility pro

project?

to

structure the Great Plains project so as
jurisdiction

Are the demonstration benefits
of the specific

the spon

needed

in

a

larqe-

industry
the

near

The Commission examined the current

to the Great

Plains project

is that it

would

the

community,

national enerqv situation in answering
this question.
It found that it was in

government planners, and the gas

the national interest "to shift from our

try

extensive

technical feasibility of producing high-

and

qas

abundant

dependence
sources

on

depletinq

towards

that

(and)

development

...

(to)

transit

the

industry,
be

that

while

demonstration

obviously

not

solve

project

all

would

of our

enerqv

Commission's
RD&D status.
(2)

nical

for

data

project:

improvement of our
satisfied
the

standards

and

facing

coal

through

a

project.

the

qasification
construction
could onlv

commercialized
It

anticipated

that at least three kinds of novel tech

problems, its limited qoal of evaluatinq
the potential role, if anv, of coal
gasification in the
enerqv
situation

a

and Plant efficiency,

resolved

indus

economic

particularly

solar
fuel
based
enerqv
OQ
economy."
The Commission recoqnized

costs

the

The Commission found

of

a

proposed

assess

uncertainties

to

the

financial

Btu qas from coal.

waste and renewable resources ...
lonqer run

such

mor^*
coal,

in the

sources

of

to better

as

...

enerqy

use

oil

allow

would

be obtained

from

the

the various components of the

plant were to be assembled in a particu
lar

achievinq

sequence

technologv
manner;

Are the demonstration benefits

and

components

of the specific facility worth

been

for

was

the

first

to be used

the

sizes

were

used

to

of

be

time;

the

in a unique
some

larger

of

the

than

had

commercial!

elsewhere.^

the cost of the project?
(3)

Are

the

specific

finance

and

The

found

that

the

second advantage to the project was that

sors reasonable
public interest?

information

about

governmental

approval

and

in

the

These two questions should be con
sidered together,

federal,

for a properly struc

state,

be gleaned.

the

and

regulatory

processes
local

levels

Institutional

and

on

the

could

barriers to

tured proposal which elicits a favorable

commercialization

response

for future sponsors, and a predicate for

from

the

Commission

to

the

second question will serve to provide a
favorable

answer

to

the

Finally,

stration
three

Commission
benefits

categories.

qrouped

of

the

The

the

into

first advantage

Great Plains at Opinion PP. 19-20.

a.nalysis was used in Zipp, Joel
5*5®*
Plains
Coal
Gasification
Decisi
Industry, Public Utilities Fortnightly, m ,

chanqe

the

environmental

demon

project

be

identified
would

project

be

was

anticipated to provide a wealth of data
on

The

would

possible
requlatorv
established.42

third

question.
it will also create the set
ting for an affirmative response to the
fourth question.40

39

Commission

tariff proposals of the spon

"Impact of the
on
a Coal
Gas
8, 1980, p. 33.

Great Plains at Opinion pp. 25-30.
42Great Plains at Opinion pp. 30-31.
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and

socioeconomic

impacts of coal qasification facilities,

costs of the pr oj ect ,

aqain

of

clearinq

sponsors.4^
found

In

that

project

the

the

was

way

sum,

for

the

primary

future

Commission

benefit

information,

of

not

learninq

the

feasibility

the

marketing

simply

of

coal

while the benefits

economic

and

technical

manufacturinq

qas

or

and

solar-qenerated

electricitv would inure to the nation as

additional amounts of enerqv.

As such,

a whole.

the Commission

concluded

the pro

mitted, should be paid for from national

ject

as

qualified

stration

a

facility

that

commercial

under

demon

FERC

it

reasonable

for

The

the

ratepayers and customers of the
cost

of

the

project

to the

investors

final

resolution of
first:

if

necessary

a more

an

to

enerqy

policy

payers

or

RD&D
fulfill

the

qoals,

project

The answer

iscritical

to

the

is

certain
should

taxpayers

facility?

to the rateDavers by advocatinq

disputed
pricinq

matching

to

by the

national

mer,

the

of

that question

future

of

initial

should

of

be

benefits

found

Neither

premise

of

to

to

achieve

cost.4^

a
The

that consumers receive

nation as

and
gas

a whole:

2) because
available

increased,

central

is

1)

the qas

the
to

total
the

system operating

enhanced

by allowing

quantity

system

is

reliability

customer

takes

at times it miqht not otherwise be able

Roth sides offered persuasive arquConsumer qroups

the

Plains

produced would go directlv to the consu

rate

finance

Great

transcend the indirect benefits received

deemed

the

the

distinct benefits from the facility that

issue

receiver field experiments.

ments.

project

torv

in

demands

fundamental

of

passinq

the

Commission

question

costs

justified

the Commission, that the goal of requla

the project?
The

Commission

throuqh

group

and

provide the requisite financial
quarantees

they sub

two complementary philosophies.

sponsorinq companies to pav for
the

benefits,

coffers.

Order

566.44
(4)Is

National

arqued

that

to

it

because

supplies

of

of

the

need

to protect

high-priority

the

customers.46

would be inequitable to have a minority

The

of natural

stance that more avenues of research are

qas

consumers

pav

all

the

Commission

likely

to

be

also

explored

reiterated
if

research

its
is

decentralized and innovations undertaken
by many firms.4^

^Great Plains at Opinion p. 31.
^Great Plains at Opinion p. 48.
^Great Plains at Opinion p. 41.
Garfield and Lovejov, oo.
citT That policy was derived in a major part from the Supreme"
court's rulinq in Federal Power Comn. v. Hope Natural Gas Co.,
320 U.S. 591 (1944T- An extensive discussion of similar policy
Questions relating to the Three Mile Island incident can be
found in Avery, Georqe A., "The Costs of Nuclear Accidents and
Abandonments in Rate Making," Public Utilities Fortnightly,
Member 8, 1979, p. 17.
See also Ferrar, Terry A., op. cit.
46-

Great Plains at Opinion p. 41.

4V

Great Plains

at Opinion p.

44.
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The

specific question

addressed

the Commission of whether
able

to have

the

by

restructuring to encnuraqe solar thermal

it is reason

ratepayers and

RD&D efforts.

custo

In this section we will

pose redundant questions to those deter

mers of the sponsorinq companies pay for

mining

and quarantee an RD&D project can now be

analyze

the

discussed.

approach

for utility use of

Rather

idealistic
to

than

requiring

sort of equity bv attemptinq

quantify

the

indirect

received bv non-purchasers,
sion established
rateoaver
is

a

of

sufficient

and

Great

potential

the Commis

RD&D

solar thermal

of

the

that

no

concluded

unreasonable costs or risks?

offers

numerous

been

of

the

preferable,

proposed

allocation

Althouqh
that

project
it

would

costs

included

consumers

of

The

oil

the

cen

industry will be

tions

were

enerqv

inter

critical

increase in the cost of

and

enerqy

advantages
amonq them

environmental

Solar thermal applica

given

three

demand

solar

important

displacement

supplying

approxi

that

technoloqies,

compatibility.-0

the

a qroup

mately one-third of the nation's
state qas.

have

amonq

customers of the five sponsors,
which

over competing

wider

approved

of

similar

The Domestic Policy Review of solar
enerqv

sponsorship

a

solar

needed in the near future?

projects:

sharing

stated

of

to

(1) Is it likely that a large-scale

test for

responsibilities

Commission

decision

tral receivers.

sinqle customer will be required to bear
the

Plains

benefits

the followinq

financinq

there

risks

an

the

the

quads

objective

of

the

by the year

of

national

2000.51

The

nature of solar thermal enerqv

to achieving

the nation's energy objec

qas of 2.6 cents per Mcf (and as much as

tives

certainly meets the criteria sug

6.0-8.5

gested

by the Commission for furthering

cents

failed

per

Mcf

if

immediately

construction)

was

onerous burden
suraer. 49’

on

project

after

found
the

the

not

to

its
lav

individual

proposed demonstration projects.

an
(2) Are

con-

of

the demonstration
the specific

benefits

facility worth

the cost of the project?
Potential

Application

For Solar

(3) Are

Thermal

Field Experiments
While
necessarily

the

previous

focused

applied

similar
to

the

specific

finance

and

on

in the public interest?

discussion
Commission

The need for a solar thermal demon

rulinqs on other sources of alternative
energies,

the

tariff proposals reasonable and

reasoning
potential

can
for

stration

be

future

rate*

of

* 8Great Plains at Opinion p. 18.
*9Great Plains at Opinion pp. 46-47.
^ D o m e s t i c Policy Review of Solar Energy, a Response Memorandum
to the President of the United States, printed 5v
U.S.
Department of Energy, February 1979, p. iii.
■^Solar thermal qoals for the year 2000 are:
4 quads thermal
electric
and
2.6 quads
for
industrial
process
heat
and
agriculture.
U.S. Department of Enerqy, Division of Central
Solar Technology, Solar TTiermal Branch, Solar Thermal Program
Multiyear Plan, August 28, 1979, Washington, D.C.
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project
the

is

critical

industry.

A

to

the

survey of

utilitv

vi'w-'

on

the

m-*'-d

for

(4; Is

~ol.ir

it reasonable

for the rate

demonstration projects comnleted earlier

payers

this

sponsoring companies to pay for

vear

concluded

that

operatinq

and

necessarv

nrerenuisites

large-scale

reliability

data

for

the

are

utilitv

and

cost

customers

of

the

of

project

the
and

provide the requisite financial

commitment to the solar central receiver

quarantees

concept as a viable alternative.

the solar thermal project?

The

to

the

investor

in

studv found that demonstration at 50 MWe
or

larqer

for

two

or

four

vears

largely satisfy those needs.
the

utilities

felt

stration

projects

operated

rather

that

ought
than

would

electric

Moreover,
the

to

be

tured
as

demon

need

experiments

for

solar

havinq

similar analysis

been

as

to

ness of the specific

thermal

a customer
actual

nrouo

customers

from

its

city

available

are

installation.

increased,

fits

for

and

of

than

central

Total

electri

the

and

Such

foursquare

in

an

To

the

the

who

facility

benefit

The

received

the

power

produced

installation

by

would

the
go

meet

the

Commission's

test

of

having sufficient risk sharing such that
no

customer

costs,

bene

would

utility's

allocation

distinct

receiver

fits

Commission's

definition of allowable RD&D rate treat

have

bear

companies

require

interconnect
receiver

wheeled

or

52Fish, M.J. , op_. cit.
The utilities viewed the successful
operation of the Barstow pilot plant as essential to the devel
opment and acceptance of the solar central receiver concept.
Extended d e la y or cancellation of the Barstow project was seen
as very detrimental because:
1) the availability of desiqn,
Perform ance, and operating information required for a utilitv
to c o n s id e r the technology would be postponed, and 2) more
s i g n i f i c a n t l y , Barstow would become a highly visible example of
the la c k
of a clear government commitment
in developing
renew ables,
and
particularly
solar,
as
a
viable
power
°roduction option.

unreasonable

field experiment

to be broadly sponsored.
of

central

ment.5
2
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would

a solar thermal

consortium
customers.

from

those

to the consumers and system reliability

reliability

^roindini

is,

would consequently be increased.

the

benefits

that

benefits

customers:

Clearlv,

plant

system

thereby

all

larqer

the

gas;

ities parallel those of the Great Plains

finance and tariff

far
of

struc

bv the customers of the sponsoring util

field

reasonable

proposals can not be applied.

for
the

separate

demonstrated,
the

are

ought to bear its financial burden.

con

trolled to insure project credibility.
The

rates

under the same general philosophy

those

receive

utilitv

government

utilitv

direct)

would

A

probablv

capability

to

facility

(either

in

order

the
to

demonstrate rntenf-j.il. hem.-t i t
to their
co
customers.
Then, so lonq as no single
customer

hears

and

receives

each

fit,

a

an

oroiect

unreasonable
some
is

the

r

-t,

o r

ft ic i

o a t

ion

in solar RDs, • iforts

burden

potential bene

meetinn

addressed
above
approved.*
54

nos', )'.'■>le fo* »•

CONCLUSION

criteria

likely

to

The

be

harriers

to

the

commercial

isation of solar thermal systems

in the

utilitv market are acute; the perceived
Non-oarti
interconnect
facility

the

time,

thereby

situation,

to

the

some

solar
and

increase.

it would

not

solar

is extraordinary.
feasibility

demonstrated.

during

system

must

he

The vehicle for privatelv

available, at minimal risk to the utili

such

a

ties under FERC jurisdiction.

seem unreason

With the

commitment to allavinq the

between

non-participatinq

concerns of utilities wishinq to emplov

However, the Commission does

alternative enerqy supolv sources, full-

contracted
and

rates

jurisdiction

ratepayers

of

to

scale qovernment participation

compel

thermal

non-participatinn

utilities to insure an RD&D oroiect.55
We

the

In

cost

have

of

financial and, apparently, the technical

participatinq
not

is

financed field experiments is apparently

Commission's

utilities.

If solar thermal

reliability

able to include some portion of the RD&D
in

in an untested system

to come of aqe, the technical and econo
mic

be able

plant

pool

with

not^ntial

utilities would

from

down

would

receive

Such

draw

their

utilities

capability

also

benefit.
to

lnatinn

risk in investinq

advance

the

suqqestion

tion

made

above for rate restructurinq to aid the
development

of

solar

experiments

not

as

alternative

rate

structures,

the

thermal
onlv

electric

projects

In

fact,

mav

be

the
in

future

the

cu<- toners.

field

potential
b

as one

5
discussion of electric utilitv coordination can be found in
Resource
Planninq Associates,
"The Florida
Electric
Power
Coordinatinq Group:
An Evolvinq Power Pool," for the U.S.
Department of Enerqy, Economic Requlatory Administration, October
1979, and in the follow-up to that report, "Power Poolinq:
Issues and
Approaches," DOE/ERA, January 1980.
The deqree of utility inteqration
proposed here is substantially qreater than exists in most poolinq
arranqements, thouqh increasinq coordination is becominq prevalent.
The authors concur with the Resource Planninq Associates that the
state public utilitv commissions will play a critical role
in
stimulatinq coordination between the utilities.
54Great Plains at Opinion p. 42.
The Commission in so ruling extended
thie holdinq of Public Service Comn. for the State of New York v.
Federal Power Comn., 516 F2d 746 (C.A.b.C. , 1975), on remand 417 l)S
964, 94 SCt 3T6T7 41 LEd2d 1136 (1974), with instructions, citinq
Mobil Oil Corp. v. Federal Power Comn. 417 US 287, 94 SCt 2378, 41
LED M ITJWfWi
A e New York Public Service Commission had objected
to the FPC's extension of the rate base to include expenditures arqued
not to be used and useful in providinq utility service.
In rejecting
the New York Public Service Commission's claim, the D.C. Court of
Appeals held that "An increase in the base rate made in order to
encouraqe exploration by producers
in a time of extreme supply
shortages may be valid, assuming the ultimate rate is within the zone
of cost data, even thouqh the amount of increased supply ascribable to
the rate increase cannot be precisely quantified".
516 F.2d at 749.
5<5See Great Plains at Opinion pp. 41-45.
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becomes
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RATE OF RETURN REGULATORY POLICY THE BANE OF ELECTRIC UTILITIES?
Charles David Laderoute
Senior Consultant
Rate and Financial Services Department
Energy Planning and Economic Services Group
Chas. T. Main, Inc.
Boston, Massachusetts

Abstract
In the past,rate of return regulation served to the ad
vantage of electric utility stockholders.
Today this is
no longer the case.
Furthermore, owners cannot assume
that utility management can or will work totally in their
behalf.
As a result, this paper presents as its main
thesis that utility stockholders should band together in
to advocacy groups to support their right to a fair rate
of return.
During the 1950's and much of the 1960's most,

was no longer as usual.

if not all, electric utilities,

1973-74 with the oil embargo

investors in

electric utility stocks, and consumers of

Change accelerated in
(and the subse

quent quadrupling of oil prices), the precipi

electricity enjoyed considerable economic and

tous increases in the cost of capital, and

financial benefits.

general uncertainties overall in the stability

A significant number of

electric utilities were considered as growth

of the United States economy.

companies and their common stock was treated

ities were captured by this second phase of

*8 an investment medium with the best of all

financial problems.

Possible worlds:

was a third phase in which capital costs re

a low level of risk (a

table investment for widows and orphans) ,

Many more util

The balance of the 1970's

mained high, inflation remained high,

fuel

s competitive yield with a satisfactory re

costs continued to escalate, and utilities in

turn on investment and a substantial poten

creasingly ran into construction problems for

tial for capital appreciation.

all of the reasons just listed as well as the

This came

*bout for three reasons:

impact of price elasticity.

Loads and energy

economies of scale^

sales no longer grew at 5-8%, but now were

(2)

low inflation

growing, if at all, at only a few percent for

(3)

rate of return regulation

most utilities.

(1)

The decade of the 1960's was one of change
and the electric utility industry did not es
cape from its impact. The late 1 9 6 0 's saw
the first phase of financial problems for

Thus,

■any utilities - a phase in which business

risk.

from the mid-1960's to the mid-1970's a

reversal took place.

Investors began shying

away from electric utility common stocks.
longer were they a safe haven with little
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Indeed, quite the contrary was true.

No

When the Consolidated Edison company passed,

on stock holders' equity causes stock to sell

rather than issued, its dividend in early

at below book value and brings about a confis

1974, its stock dropped rapidly from about

cation of stockholders' equity.

$21.50 per share to below $10.00 per share.
The rest of the industry was soon to follow.

In essence,

this is a transfer from the owners of the
2
utility to the consumers of the utility.

Thus, electric utility common stock became an

Since the return to the owners is considered

investment which could no longer be consider

a cost in regulatory matters, by holding down

ed as low risk.

return the regulator is holding down the cost

Yields, corresponding to the

lower prices for stock, increased signifi

to the consumer.

cantly to be competitive with bond yields.3

there is a transfer from the owner to the con

Finally,

the prices for common stock have

If the return is not fair

sumer since the consumer is not paying all of

continued in a general decline since the late

the cost.

1960's; they are currently at historical lows

sumer over the long run.

vis-a-vis the past fifteen years with the ex

sitions and inadequate rate of return cause

ception of the 1974-75 period.

utility financial risk to increase.

Today, there

This becomes a problem for the con
Diluted equity po
As a re

are few individuals that would expound on the

sult, financial instruments get downgraded by

possibility of electric utility common stocks
as an area with a potential capital apprecia

rating agencies and the cost of new financing

tion.
sons :

goes up.

All of this came about for three rea

So, sooner or later and one way or

the other the consumers pay.
Though there are those who would debate the

(1)

diseconomies of scale^

point, it is this author's belief that regu

(2)

high inflation

latory commissions have been lax in their

(3)

rate of return regulation

challenge to allow electric utilities to earn

Regulation can do little, if anything, to al

a "fair rate of return".

leviate the problems of economies/disecono-

caused this.

mies of scale.

economic problems previously cited.

Regulation can do nothing to

alleviate the problems of inflation.

Many problems have

Prominent among them are the
But

there are two additional closely-related as

Whereas

rate of return regulation served, in a sense,

pects.

as a boon to utility common stock investors

consumer groups who allegedly speak for and

up until the late 1960's, it has now perhaps

represent residential customers.

become the bane.

tional problem is the role of the public

A major problem brought

utility commissioner.

forth by rate of return regulation is, most
notably, regulatory lag.

First is the growing influence of
An addi

Many are elected.

such they hold a political position.

This, combined with

As

But,

the problems of high interest rates, escalat

even where appointed> rather than elected,

ing fuel prices, heavy construction expendi

their position is still very political in na

tures, and diseconomies of scale has led to

ture.

This is very simply explained for two

the problem of dilution of stockholders'

reasons.

equity.

of the customers of a utility are residen

Today the average electric utility

First, and foremost, the majority

stock sells with an average market-to-book-

tial.

ratio of approximately 75%.** Whose problem is

of numbers, probably tends to influence regu

this?

lators to lower rates of return.

Unfortunately,

it is everyone's - at

Thus, a great deal of weight, in terms
The second

least it is a problem for those who matter;

problem comes about because of a dichotomy.

the utility's consumers and the utility's

While utility investments are for the long

owners.

term utility commissioners usually hold posi

When a regulatory commission does

not allow an adequate rate of return, a

tions for a short term.^ A decision which

utility stock tends to drop in price to cor

could hold costs down in the short run at the

rect for this.

expense of the long run could be made to pla"

New stock issues tend to

cate the desires of residential customers.

drive the price down further unless an ade
quate return is allowed.

Inadequate return
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TABLE 1

A final problem needs to be briefly address
ed.

When a public service commission issues

Us

Them

o XYZ Utility

a revenue related order it will make a glow

o Regulatory Commission

ing statement that XYZ utility is authorized,

o Regulatory Commission
Staff

based upon its finding of fact and opinion,
to an allowed return of A % .
utilities will earn A % .

o Attorney General

However, few

o Public Advocate

Recently, many util

o Public Interest Re
search Group

ities have been authorized returns to stock
holders of 13-15%.

However, actual return

has only been about 11-12%.

On many occasions industrial intervenors are

In this type of
g

parties to a rate proceeding.

game there's no playing catchup.

Generally,

their position tends to be sympathetic to the
What then can be done to alleviate these pro
blems?

utility's in terms of the utility's requested

The balance of this paper will ad

dress a recommendation.

return on common equity.

In order for utility

Their main concern

is with cost allocations and rate structures.

shareholders to insure that their property is
not confiscated, that is in order for them to

Because of the pragmatic push-pull of regula

get adequate compensation for their invest

tion, a utility may sometimes compromise its

ment through a "fair rate of return", this
group needs to get organized.

desires just to get a rate increase into ef

Shareholders

fect.

should form advocacy groups and become an acq
five party in regulatory matters.
In the

is the issue of the allowable return on com
mon equity.

past, the utility's owners have not been ac

Since, in most cases, the actual

owners of the utility are not participants in

tive participants in the regulatory process.

a rate case they have no voice.11 SHARE would

Rather, they have left such matters in the
hands of utility managers.

One of the major areas of compromise

help to alleviate this problem and more even

As will be seen

ly distribute the input to a rate proceeding

in the balance of this paper it is, in my

by adding another player to the "US" side of
12
the regulatory game.
Shareholder advocacy

opinion, time for this to change.

groups have been formed in several areas of
Shareholders Advocacy Group for Regulatory
Expediency:

the United States; Table 2 presents a summary

SHARE

of some of these groups.
these organizations?

Until

the late 1960's to early 1970's many

How effective are

Since they are such a

new phenomenon it is hard to judge their

Vilifies faced rate decreases as opposed to

overall impact.

r*te increases.

known.

Regulation was simpler then.

Stockholders were pleased with their invest®ent and its return. Management of utili
ses were happy since as they sold more
energy,the price to everyone tended to de
cease.
As a result, there was little in
v e st, in general, in regulatory matters.
Rate cases were less sophisticated than today

However, a few examples are

The original group (to this author's

knowledge) was the Stockholders Committee of
Utah Power and Light Company.

This group was

instrumental in a 1976 Utah Power and Light
rate case in which the Utah Public Service
Commission granted the utility a 16% return
on common equity - a decision which was un
precedented for Utah Power and Light and the

Wlth regulatory commission induced rate de

electric utility industry in general at the

ceases

(occas ionally requested by utili-

time.13 This group subsequently disbanded and

^ies) .

Today is a different story indeed.

a state-wide utility stockholder group which

Current rate cases involve many parties and
kring

about

a great deal of interest.

includes owners of shares of Utah Power and

From

Light,

utility's view point it may look like

Intermountain Fuel and Rocky Mountain

Bell has since been formed.

this:

This present

group was instrumental in Utah Power and
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TABLE 2

Utility Shareholder Advocacy Groups
Organization:
Statewide (S)
or Utility Specific (U)

Name or Affiliation

Current
Status

Activity
Level

Association Concerned for Utility Stock
holders Equity (Illinois Power)

U

Disbanded

Active 1
case

Association of Detroit Edison Shareholders
(Detroit Edison)

U

Inactive

Unknown

Association of South Carolina E & G Company
Investors (South Carolina E & G Company)

U

Active

Unknown

Association of Utility Investors

S

Active

Unknown

California Association of Utility Shareholders
(California)

S

Active

Very
Active

Louisiana Utility Shareholders (Louisiana)

S

Inactive

Unknown

Madison G & E Company

U

Unknown

Unknown

New York

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Oklahoma Natural Gas Company (Oklahoma)

U

Concept
Under
Study

Southern Company

U

Being Con
sidered

Stockholders Committee of Utah P & L Company
(Utah and Idaho)

U

Disbanded

Active 1
case

Utility Shareholders Association of Utah

S

Active

Very
Active

(Ohio)
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-

Light being authorized a 16.8% return on com.. in a recent. case.
1 4
mon equity
In

general,

not earning returns equal to the going market
rate."

the management of a corporation

seeks to maximize stockholders'
among

buyers to invest in the companies, which were

other corporate goals.

equity,

Have utilities shrugged off their responsibi

In the regula

lities to their owners?

tory climate this converts to a goal of at
taining the authorized rate of return allow
able by a public service commission.

A recent Wall Street Journal article stated

However,

that in "this year's first six months, 86

a public utility is also charged with a re

utilities filed for 108 rate hikes totaling

sponsibility, usually referred to as a public
service commitment or obligation,

$5.75 billion... By contrast, in all of last

to provide

year, 61 utilities asked for $5.74 billion of
17
increases."
During April of this year the

service at the lowest possible cost given a
certain level of reliability.

Because of

prime rate hit 20%.

this bifurcated responsibility and in view of

Currently the prime is at

13.5%, corporate AAA bonds are 12.34%, and
18
corporate BAA bonds are 14.11%.
Yet at the

the problems portrayed at the beginning of
this paper, utility shareholders have simply
not been treated fairly.

Recent activity would

seem to indicate that this is not the case.

end of the second quarter return on common

Lucien Smartt, Edi

equity stands as follows for electric utili-

tor of Public Utilities Fortnightly, in an
editorial entitled, "A Problem in Equity and
ROCE - %

a Proposed Solution" stated that:1
"Of the sixty-six electric utility stock of
ferings nationwide in 1979...all but six were
sold below book value and all sales to date
in 1980 have involved dilution.

None of the

one hundred largest investor-owned electric

This situation has not caused

16.2

2.8

10.9

Utilities that Flow
Thru

14.5

6.0

11.2

rates on long term debt instruments - espe

utilities to suspend sales of new common

cially in view of the fact that utility common
stock is the most risky of all financial in

stock, however."
Mr. Smartt's statement discusses in detail

struments included in a utility's capital
structure.

certain activities of the California Associa
Regarding di

Thus in this author's view there is only one

lution he goes on to state that:1^
While this phenomenon is national,

Composite

flects the fact that utility stockholders are
not earning an adequate return vis-a-vis the

without diluting existing shareholders' in

tion of Utility Shareholders.

Low

Yet,rate increase requests aside,this data re

utility companies can presently sell shares
vestment.

High
Utilities that
Normalize

resort for utility stockholders - form advo
the

shareholders of the major utilities operating

cacy groups; intervene in rate cases and be an
active participant; and if a public service

ln California have been particularly hard

commission does not allow an adequate return,

*t*

20

Since 1972, the five largest public

Ut^-llties in that state have sold over 115

take it to court.
The corporation serving in
a regulated environment must wear two hats si

®lUion shares

multaneously - serving its owners and its cus-

of new common stock.

Every

8lugle share has been sold below book value.

At*

tormers. Because of this and the other eco
nomic, financial, and regulatory problems im

no time in the last seven years has a

^lifornia utility sold stock above book va-

pacting electric utilities, its owner cannot
sit idly - they must take action to ensure
fair treatment and a fair rate of return.

lue- The 115 million shares were sold at an
a9gregate of $850 million below their book
Value.

This means that existing shareholders

V,ere forced to give up that amount of their
lnvestment in the utilities to entice new
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that as the cost of plant is spread over

Also see: William H. Shaker and Wilbert

more customers through their increasing
consumption, the average cost for that

Steffy, Electric Power Reform:

plant decreases over a large range.

is simply due to spreading the capital

Industrial Development Division, Institute
of Science and Technology, The University

costs (overhead) to a greater amount of

of Michigan, 1976) especially Parts 2,3,4

consumption.

and 6.

Consolidated Edison's not issuing its di

article by a well respected individual in

vidend, and its subsequent stock price

the financial field:

Ballinger Publishing Company,

The Alter

natives for Michigan (Ann Arbor, Michigan:

This

For similar views, see the recent
Leonard S. Hyman,

decline, did not cause the price of the

"Should Electric Utilities Be Deregulat

stock of other utilities to plummet.

ed"?, Public Utilities Fortnightly, August

The

14, 1980, pp. 43-44.

situation can be viewed as similar to the
6.

1929 stock market crash/depression cor-

For two different views of how to alle
viate this problem see:

respondance; the Con Ed situation was
very visible.
3.

In the past few years, there has been a
great deal written about the potential

Irwin M. Stelzer,

"An Adaptive Strategy for the 1980's" and
Leonard S. Hyman, "What's Happening to

Based on Value Line data the following

Electric Utilities" both of which were

are illustrative:

published in "The Electric Utility Observ
Average Annual
Dividend Yield
1973

1974

(%)
1979

American Electric
Power

7.1

10.3

10.6

Boston Edison

7.7

12.9

11.4

Duke Power

7.0

10.1

9.9

Southern Company

7.5

10.9

11.9

Consumers Power

7.6

13.1

10.7

Kansas Gas & Electric 7.5
Arizona Public
Service
5.9
Southern California
Edison
6.8

10.5

10.8

4.

er 's Forum", Public Utilities Fortnightly,
June 19, 1980, pp. 101-106 (Stelzer) and
pp. 117-118

9.0

7.

(Hyman).

Larry J. Wallace, Chairman of the Indiana
Public Service Commission, recently stated
that he finds himself "chairman of a hoary
commission..., the members of which have
remained in office together for longer
than all but a very, very few other
states.

10.0

And how long have we "old timers"

served together?
9.3

10.1

Only five years!" See:

Larry J. Wallace, "Regulation Then and

For an excellent study regarding econo

Now", Public Utilities Fortnightly, June

mies/ diseconomies of scale see:

19, 1980, pp. 88-90.

Bruce

Electric Power Generation 1950-1970,
(East Lansing, Michigan:

(Included in the Ob

server's Forum cited in Note 6 above.)

A. Smith, Technological Innovation in
8.

Division of Re

For the reader unfamiliar with cost of
capital determination or for those needing

search, Graduate School of Business Ad

to brush-up their skills, the following

ministration, Michigan State University,
1977).

sources may be reviewed.

See:

Robert

Rachlin, Return on Investment (Englewood
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Cliffs, N.J.:

Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1976)

Edison Electric Institute).

for a very concise and readable treatise.

11. Much has been said of the difference of

For a work specifically directed to the
regulatory field, see:

the "owners" and the "managers" of a

Russell C.

firm.

Cherry, "A Survey of the Estimation and

Thus, in a sense, when the utility

management compromises on rate of return

Use of Capital Cost in Rate of Return Re

issues for expediency purposes, they are

gulation" in Studies in Electric Utility

compromising the position of the owners.

Regulation , e d . Charles J. Cicchetti and
12. See:

John Jurewitz (Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Ballinger Publishing Company,
217-267.

Charles J. Cicchetti,

Price Regulation:

1975) pp.

Critical Crossroads or

New Group Participation Sport", Public

A superb text useful to the

theoretician and/or practitioner is:

Utilities Fortnightly, August 29, 1974,

Myron J. Gordon, The Cost of Capital to

pp. 13-17.

a Public Utility

Dr. Cicchetti, while a facul

ty member at the University of Wisconsin,

(East Lansing, Michigan:

Division of Research, Graduate School of

served as expert economic counsel in many

Business Administration, Michigan State

rate cases in which he avidly advocated

University,

the use of marginal cost pricing by elec

1974.)

tric utilities.
9.

"Electricity

The idea of stockholder advocacy groups

as Chairman of the Wisconsin Public Ser

for regulated utilities is not new; how
ever, it is in its infancy.
ground information see:

He subsequently served

vice Commission and has recently rejoined

For back

the academic community at the University

"Stockholders

of Wisconsin.

Win as Utah Power and Light Gets 16%
Equity Return:

13. See:

Move May Spread", Elec-

"Stockholders Win as Utah Power and

tricai W e e k , March 8, 1976, p. 3; "Share

Light Gets 16% Equity:

holders of California Utilities Trying to

Electrical We e k , March 8, 1976, p. 3.

Organize Pressure Group", Electrical

14. See:

Move May Spread",

"Utility Shareholders Association

Week, May 10, 1976, p. 3; "Shareholders

of Utah is Fastest Growing and May Be the

Intervention Helped Illinois Power Get

Largest", Electrical W e e k , June 30, 1980,

Rate-of-Return Hike", Electrical W e e k,

p. 8.

In the state of Illinois, the Il

December 3, 1979, p. 2; "What Utility

linois shareholder group, Association

Shareholders are Looking For", Electrical

Concerned for Utility Stockholders Equity

Week, April 15, 1980, p. 2; "utility In

(ACUSE) was instrumental in that utili

vestors Battle Dilution", Business W e e k ,

ty's gaining a 13.5% return on common

April 21, 1980, p. 136; "A Problem in

equity, up from the previously allowed

Equity and a Proposed Solution", Public

13.0%, in a recent rate case.

Utilities Fortnightly, July 17, 1980,

Shareholder Intervention Helped Illinois

PP- 4-5 (Editorial by Lucien E. Smartt in

Power Get Rate-of-Return Hike", Electri

Pages With the Editor).

cal World, December 3, 1979, p. 2.

10. In general, the price of electricity de

See:

15. Lucien Smartt, "A Problem in Equity and a

clined for forty years prior to 1970.

Proposed Solution", Public Utilities

The national average price per kWh of

Fortnightly, July 17, 1980, p. 4.

electricity for a residential customer

16. Ibid.

declined from approximately 7C/kWh in
17. John Curley,

1927 until it reached a price of about
2.1C/kWh in 1970.

In 1979 the average

value was about 4.3C/kWh.
various issues of:
stitute:

"Utilities Try to Fend Off

Inflation With Repeated Pleas for Rate
Boosts", The Wall Street Journal, Thurs

Data source -

day, August 29, 1980, p. 21.

Edison Electric In

Statistical Year Book of the

18. U.S. Financial Data, Federal Reserve Bank

Electric Utility Industry (New York:

of St. Louis, Week Ending: October 1, 1980, p. 6.
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19.

See:

Economics Association, the Association for

"Financing - Special Report - 2nd

Quarter Per-Share Earnings Hit by Reces

20.

Evalutionary Economics, the National Associa

sion; Flow Throughs Down 7%", Electrical

tion of Business Economists, the National So

Week, September 8, 1980, pp. 10-14.

ciety of Rate of Return Analysts, the World

Data

based on an analysis of 111 utilities by

Future Society, the International Association

Standard and Poor's Compustat Services.

of Energy Economists (Charter Member), the

For similar points of view see:

"Light

American Society for Engineering Management

and Heat - Utilities, Urges an Industry

(Charter Member), and Omicron Delta Epsilon

Leader, Should Fight Back",

(the International Honorary Society in Econo

(an inter

mics) .

view with Richard Rosenthal, Chief Execu
tive Officer of Citizens Utilities) Bar
ron 1s , August 18, 1980, p. 4.
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THE REGULATORY NEMESIS

The environmental decade of the 70's began with the
enactment of NEPA. Many are familiar with NEPA's
goal to ensure the environment is given due consid
eration by the federal government.
To meet this
goal, NEPA in §102(2)(c) requires an Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) for every "major federal ac
tion significantly affecting the quality of the
human environment." Through the enactment of "lit
tle NEPA's", many states have placed this same re
quirement upon themselves. We are all aware that
the EIS takes time and money to prepare and is gen
erally fertile ground for litigation. It is inter
esting to note that the courts have interpreted the
language of §102(2)(c) in such a manner that an EIS
is required whenever the government becomes involved
in a project. The word "major" should now be read
"any" federal action.
The term "federal action"
encompasses everything from government's granting of
a right-of-way up to international activities.
Lastly, the word "significantly" should be deleted
from the reading of the §102(2)(c) trigger
mechan ism.

K. Daniel Hinkle*
Anchoraqe Division Attorney
Marathon OiI Company
Anchorage, Alaska
1. INTRODUCTION
"Qu is custodiet ipsos custodes?"
Juvenal, Roman poet
(Who will watch the watchers?")
"As the result of environmentally related
plant closures, 105 workers lost their jobs
during the first quarter of fiscal 1980, the
Environmental Protection Agency reported ...
since 1971 EPA has identified 167 plants that
claimed environmentally related actual or
threatened job losses of which actual closings
or curtailments by 141 plants dislocated
25,31 I workers."^ (Emphasis added.)

The three major problems associated with NEPA— time
delays, increased costs with questionable benefits
and resulting litigation— have been recognized by
the Council on Environmental Quality and the Presi
The Council on Environmental Quality has
d e n t.6
implemented new regulations in an attempt to: (I)
reduce paperwork, (2) reduce delays, and (3) produce
better decisions which further the national policy
to protect and enhance the quality of the human en
v ir o n m e n t . ^ The Council should be applauded for
its efforts, but these regulations now offer new
ground for court battles. Under the new regula
tions, an agency will do an environmental assessment
to determine if an EIS is required. If the agency's
answer is in the negative, litigation will surely
follow. A second area in the regulation directs the
government to eliminate trivial matters from an EIS.
There is some speculation by industry that the
elimination of EIS trivia like the snail darter,
will provide fertile ground for litigation. Third,
there is greater emphasis on the agencies' decisions
regarding alternatives to the project. The agency
head is required to rank the alternative projects in
the EIS. Why an administrative head selected one
project over another will be second-guessed by a
judge.

Energy sources are truly regulated from the bowels
of the earth to the flame tip.
Local, state and
federal governments, whether by design or blind in
eptitude, have created a maze of administrative reg
ulations that affect the development of both current
and fu tu re energy sources.
Rather than discuss
regulatory horror stories, it is the purpose of this
paper to discuss the impacts of this maze of regula
tions on current and alternate energy sources.
The f i r s t section will review 16 federal acts that
make up the regulatory nemesis. The second section
w ill review an example of the maze in action on a
current energy source. The third section will exam
ine the effect of the maze on the alternate energy
sources of solar, oil shale and geothermal.
The
final section will discuss the political and econom
ic impacts of the regulations.

2. THE 16 FEDERAL ACTS
In this section of the paper it is the intent of the
author to provide an overview of the more relevant
federal
legislation affecting current and future
energy sources.
The discussion on the particular
act as proposed and amended will outline the rele
vant offensive provisions and their effects on
energy development. This review is not intended to
be d e fin itiv e , but more of an eye-opening excursion.
By the end of this section you should have some idea
°f the hurdles the United States must overcome to
achieve some facsimile of energy independence.

2*1

National Environmental

NEPA is admirable in concept, but has it been a pos
itive tool in development?
The time delays and
costs associated with the EIS plus the fertile
ground the EIS serves for litigation leads one to
wonder whether these costs justify the questionable
benefits. Now we face a new decade of litigation
over new regulations supposedly implemented to alle
viate old problems.

Policy Act of 1969

2.2 Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977®

(NEPA)3

The views and positions discussed herein are
Purely those of the author and in no manner
should they be construed as those of Marathon
OiI Company.
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Congress f i r s t became concerned with a i r q u a lity in
1955.9
i t was not u n til the Clean A ir Act of 1970
and the 1977 amendments th e re to th a t an impact was
f e l t on the American way of l i f e .
The 1977 amend
ments go beyond th e re g u la tio n o f a i r q u a lity , in
th a t,
they
re g u la te
the
c o u n try ’ s
economic
g ro w th .I®
Congress d ivided the country into' areas
where th e n a tio n a l ambient a ir q u a lit y standards
have been a tta in e d and areas where the a i r standards
a re exceeded.
To ensure the a tta in m e n t areas are
p reserved , new p ro je c ts or sources of a i r p o llu ta n ts
in these areas a re req u ired to demonstrate th e ir
a b i l i t y to P revent S ig n ific a n t D e te rio ra tio n (PSD)
o f th e a i r q u a lity and to obtain a perm it s ta tin g
such.
Seventeen p o llu ta n ts are covered by th e a c t
and each one must make it s way through the re g u la 
to r y maze.
2 .2 .1

On a p o s itiv e note, Congress has mandated that the
a i r w ill be clean by 1987.
On the side of the
c y n ic , the 1977 Amendments were enacted in response
to the fa c t the a ir was not clean in 1977, as man
dated by Congress in the 1970 A c t.
2 .3

1978

(CWA)13

Congress has been p a r tic u la r ly a c tiv e in th is area
over the la s t decade, in t h a t , i t passed the Federal
Water
Control
Act
Amendments
of
197214, the
Clean Water Act of 197713 and the CWA. As the
m atter has f i lt e r e d through the y ears, Congress has
f i n a l l y decided via CWA §301 (a ) th a t any discharge
in to p ub lic waters is p ro h ib ited unless a National
P o llu ta n t Discharge E lim in a tio n System (NPDES)
perm it provided fo r in §402 is o b ta in ed .
EPA has
re s p o n s ib ility for the issuance of the NPDES permit
unless the a ffe c te d s ta te has an approved program.
I f the s ta te does not have an approved program, but
does have s ta te water q u a lity standards, then EPA is
re q u ire d to take these standards into consideration
in the issuance of a NPDES p e rm it.

A ttainm ent Areas

The Environmental P ro te c tio n Agency (EPA) has fu r
th e r d ivid ed th e atta in m e n t areas into th ree c la s 
s ific a tio n s .
Of th e s e , Class I is by and large the
b ig g est hindrance to energy development and opera
t io n s .
Class I areas include g e n e ra lly those areas
u n in hab ited by man, e . g . , w ilderness a re a s , scenic
r iv e r s , e t c .1'
To ensure th a t Class I areas are
p ro te c te d , EPA re q u ire s an a i r b e lt or b u ffe r zone
around them.
One can be o u tsid e of a C lass I a re a ,
y e t be shut down due to a ir cu rren ts ta k in g p o llu 
ta n ts in to a Class I a re a .
The impact o f the Class
I area approach is most f e l t in the west, where the
v a s t m a jo rity o f our c u rre n t and a lte r n a te energy
resources l i e .
2 .2 . 2

Clean Water Act Amendments of

The NPDES s p e c ifie s the p e rm itte e ’ s e ff lu e n t limita
tio n s and m onitoring requirem ents.
G en erally, the
NPDES w ill also re q u ire the p e rm itte e to study pol
lu ta n ts EPA is considering fo r re g u la tio n in the
fu tu r e .
Depending upon the p o llu tio n to be dis
charged, the p erm ittee is required to use the best
conventional technology (BCT) or the best available
technology economically achievable (BAT).
In all
cases, the perm ittee is required to use best manage
ment p ractices (BMP).

Nonattainment Areas

I f any discharge of f i l l or dredged m aterial into
publ ic water wi I I occur, then a perm it to do so must
be obtained under §404 from the Corps of Engineers.
A recent General Accounting O ffic e study found that
the average tim e to process a dredge perm it during
fis c a l 1979 ranged from 4 to 10 months with some ap
p lic a tio n s in review for over two y e a r s .1®

To c o n s tru c t a new f a c i l i t y in a nonattainment a re a ,
one must demonstrate th a t it s emissions are e ith e r
o f f s e t by others in th e a re a , or th a t the new f a c i l 
it y w i ll e ith e r lower or e lim in a te c e rta in p o llu ta n t
le v e ls in the a re a .
T ra d e -o ffs with o th e r sources
can be o btain ed ; however, areas in need of energy
sources, such as c i t i e s , g e n e ra lly have l i t t l e room
fo r these trades to occur.

I t is d i f f i c u l t to th in k of a c u rre n t or alternate
energy source unaffected by water demands.
There
fo r e , the delays and costs associated with the CWA
are major hurdles to energy development.

EPA, to o , has recognized some of the above d i f f i c u l 
t ie s and it s most re c e n t re s o lu tio n of them comes in
th e form o f its "bubble p o lic y " .
The bubble p o lic y
allo w s an area to be tre a te d as i f i t were enclosed
by a bubble and emissions may flow up to th e p oin t
o f th e bubble. Under t h is p o lic y one avoids some of
the re g u la to ry steps o u tlin e d above, but th e posi
t i v e e ff e c t s o f th e bubble on increased development
o f energy are yet to be seen.
The 1977 Amendments
re q u ire th e s ta te s to develop "S ta te Implementation
Plans"
(S IP s) to a t t a in
the a i r q u a lity stan
dards.
Under
t h is
req u irem ent,
permission
fo r a f a c i l i t y must be obtained from both th e s ta te
and
fe d e ra l
governments
in
regards
to
a ir
p o lIu ta n ts . *

2 .4

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of
1976 (RCRA) 17

Having cleaned the a ir and w a te r, the pollutants
th erefro m must be disposed.
RCRA's main th ru s t is
the re g u la tio n of the disposal pro cess.” I t is con
sid ered by many to be the newest environmental
s le e p e r1® and w ill
be an expensive undertaking
by both industry and government.
The O ffic e of
Management and Budget is so concerned over RCRA’ s
re p o rtin g and record keeping impact on business that
EPA's funds fo r the program have been authorized for
o nly one y e a r .19
*The inch th ic k implementing re g u la tio n s cover
everyth in g from the d e fin itio n of hazardous waste
to waste g eneratio n to the waste management process.
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Two other areas of RCRA are of concern. First RCRA
is duplicative of many statutes already in place.
For instance, RCRA overlaps the Clean Air Act and
the Safe Drinking Water Act in an open dump situa
tion. Secondly, few have been able to determine
what RCRA does cover. Therefore, in an abundance of
caution, all waste activities are assumed to be
covered.
RCRA may have a "positive" effect by
making resource recovery from waste economical
albeit at government's artificial creation.

is, once again, postponed.
inconsistent criteria are
"consistency" decision.
2.7

It is ironic that
used to make a

Ou+er Continental Shelf Lands Act Amendments
of 1978 (OCS)24

The 1978 amendments codified the government's par
ticipation in the development of the OCS, an off
shore oil spill protection fund, the assessment pro
cedures for the Fisherman's Contingency Fund and
amended the Coastal Zone Management Act to increase
funding for state programs.
The Secretary of
Interior now has the authority to cancel OCS leases
whenever he determines there is a threatened harm or
damage to the environment. In an effort to protect
the air quality onshore, the 1978 amendments now
apply the Clean Air Act to offshore facilities
regardless of whether the facilities are within the
territorial waters of the United States.
Lastly,
the amendments have created a number of bidding
systems, many of which encourage inefficient prac
tices for the development of resources in the OCS.
The 1978 amendments will probably postpone the leas
ing, exploration and production of energy sources in
the Outer Continental Shelf. Some say, this conclu
sion follows from an increased participation by gov
ernment in the development of energy sources.

2.5 Safe Drinking Water Act2^
Congress mandated the Act in order to improve the
public water system and to regulate the underground
injections of materials.21
It is the under
ground injection impetus of the Act that causes the
greatest concern to energy development. The Act in
§300(h) and §300(h)(1) pays lip service to allowing
underground injection for secondary or tertiary
recovery - such is not the case in the real world.
In reality, secondary recovery operations are re
viewed by the particular state to determine what ef
fects, if any, those operations will have on groundwater. In the case of tertiary recovery projects
strict controls are placed upon the materials injec
ted to increase the recovery of oil. These restric
tions have all been placed on the oil industry with
out demonstrating injection wells have a detrimental
effect on groundwater. As a bottom line, these re
strictions stand as a road block to the recovery of
the hydrocarbons left in the ground following pri
mary producton.

2.8 Deep Water Port Act of 197423
The Deep Water Port Act was enacted in response to
the United States' lack of a supertanker port.
Given the country's current oil import rate, a deep
water port is a must. The Act regulates the licens
ing and construction of deep water ports and therein
Iies the probIem.

2.6 Coastal Zone Management Act Amendments of 1976
(CZMA)22
The CZMA, through its funding mechanisms and "con
sistency" provisions, enables the coastal states to
control development in the coastal zone.23
The
states are first given funds to develop a coastal
zone program. Once the program is developed and ap
proved by the Secretary of Commerce, the state is
entitled to receive federaI compensation for impacts
within the coastal zone. "Consistency" is best de
scribed as a process by which the state ensures a
federal activity is consistent with the state's
coastal zone program. Energy development's major
problem with CZMA lies with "consistency".

In §§ 1502(1) and 1503(c)(9) of the Act, any "adja
cent coastal state" has absolute veto power over the
licensing and construction of a deep water port.
From the experience of Sea Dock, Inc., it is clear
the licensing procedures are horrendus, at best.*
The Loop, Inc. project, however, is ongoing in the
offshore of Louisiana. It will be the first deep
water port in the United States for supertankers - 6
years following the Act.

Three government entities determine whether a devel

Based upon environmental, recreational, or aesthetic
value, the Secretary of Commerce has the authority
under this Act to designate areas out to the edge of
the Outer Continental Shelf as marine sanctuaries.
Prior to the designation of a marine sanctuary, the
Secretary of Commerce must consult with the Depart
ment of Defense, Interior, Transportation and any
other interested federal agencies for input on the
sanctuary. Following these consultations and with
the approval of the President, a marine sanctuary

2.9 The Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries
Act26

opment is "consistent".
The Secretary of Commerce
under th e CZMA, the Secretary of Interior under the
Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act and the Director
°f the s ta te coastal zone program all sit in judg"^ht as t o whether the particular development is
^ompatible with the coastal zone program.
Under

heir respective authorities, each uses different
to make this judgment.
It follows that
elaYS result from such a process and development*

c r ite r ia

*Sea Dock, Inc. was a proposed supertanker facility
offshore Texas. It has been shelved by its pro
posers .
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may be desig n ated .
o f Commerce, each
re g u la tio n s .

As determined by the S ecretary
sanctuary w i ll
have it s own

see above the water is no guarantee of what you have
underneath.
There is only one way to find out
whether resources li e beneath the surface and that
is by e x p lo ra tio n .
Under the c u rre n t program
m illio n s
of
acres
are
being
withdrawn
from
reasonable e x p lo ra tio n . Once the land is locked up
th e re are no provisions
for
fu tu re exploratory
a c t i v i t i e s given fu tu re technology — unless you
have an act of Congress.

Review of the Flower Garden Sanctuary in the G ulf of
Mexico demonstrates the energy in d u s try 's concern
over
the
sanctuary
program.2^
As o rig .in a lly
nominated, th e area included approxim ately 10 to 16
square m ile s .
As designated by the S e c re ta ry , the
sanctuary includes 260 square m ile s . M o nitoring and
assessment o f environmental impacts from OCS opera
tio n s w ith in one n a u tic a l m ile of the sanctuary is
re q u ire d .
Those unsold lease tr a c ts w ith in th e
c o ra l banks sanctuary have now been placed under a
f i v e year m oratorium.
Based upon th is example, one
wonders whether th e S ecretary of Commerce is a c tin g
w ith in th e scope of the A c t.
2 .1 0

One need only review the S ecretary of Interior's
a c tio n in Alaska via P ub lic Land Order 5653 to see
th a t the S e c re ta ry 's power in t h is area is easily
abused.
The S e c re ta ry , by th is o rd e r, withdrew
approxim ately 110 m illio n acres of unexplored land
in A laska.
The fo llo w in g day the S ecretary amended
th e order to r e f le c t an "emergency" s itu a tio n and
a u th o riz a tio n fo r the withdrawal under §204(e) of
th e FLPMA.

Endangered Species A ct28

The Endangered Species A ct, as amended in 1978, re 
q u ire s fe d e ra l agencies to determ ine whether th e ir
a c tio n s je o p a rd iz e the "continued e xisten ce of any
endangered species or threatened s p e c ie s ." The 1978
amendments to th e Act were in response to the Snail
D a rte r d ecision in Tennessee V a lle y A u th o rity v .
y
These amendments were d ire c te d to
in
creasin g interagency co op eratio n , s tre a m lin in g the
lis t in g s o f th reate n e d and endangered species and
ensuring an economic a n a ly s is occurred as to the
b e n e fits /c o s ts o f endangered species versus proposed
p ro je c ts .

2 .1 2

This Act permits the P re s id e n t of the United States
th e d is c re tio n to preserve h is to r ic landmarks and
o th e r subjects of h is to r ic or s c i e n t i f i c interest
found upon the lands of th e United S ta te s .
In
s h o r t, i t allows the P resid en t to make major land
w ith d raw als in the name of "n atio n al monuments''.
FLPMA, supra, supposedly consolidated the land with
drawal power of the government.
I t did not repeal
th e A n tiq u itie s A c t. On December I , 1978, President
C a rte r created 17 n atio n a l monuments in the State of
A la s k a .32
These monuments cover approximately
56 m illio n acre s , which equates to the s iz e of the
New England a re a .
Under the A n tiq u itie s Act energy
e x p lo ra tio n and production are p ro h ib ite d .
Ironi
c a l l y , §2 o f the A n tiq u itie s Act states th at the
lim its on the areas withdrawn shall be in a ll cases
confined to the sm allest area compatible with the
proper care and management of the o bjects to be pro
te c te d .

The sheer number o f endangered species and the re 
quirem ent to p ro te c t the species' e n tir e ecosystem
are major c o n s tra in ts to energy developm ent.”
A
g re a t deal of tim e and money is necessary to d e te r
mine whether a p ro je c t area is fre e of th e l i s t of
th reaten ed and endangered sp ecies.
P ro te c tio n of
th e e n t ir e ecosystem causes g re a t amounts of land,
p o t e n t ia lly ric h in resources, to be w ithheld from
development.
2.11

Federal Land P o lic y
(FLPMA)30

Management Act

of

2 .1 3

1976

Is

s im ila r

to an

iceberg.

The Wilderness Act of 196433

The W ilderness Act creates a system of areas, af
le a s t 5,000 acres in s iz e , " re ta in in g ( t h e i r ) prime
val ch a ra c te r
and in flu e n c e , w ithout permanent
im
provements or human h a b ita tio n " .
Mineral develop
ment may continue in these areas u n til 1984.” Under
FLPMA the Wilderness Act is now a p p licab le to Bureau
o f Land Management lands. The S ecretary of Interior
may now use his withdrawal powers under FLPMA to
p ro te c t lands
he may recommend to Congress for
in clu sio n in the w ilderness system.
The d if f ic u l
t i e s w ith th is Act are s im ila r to those with the
FLPMA and the reader is re fe rre d to th a t sectio n .

The U nited S tates is our la rg e s t landholder and the
FLPMA deta i Is how th a t
land
w ill
be managed.
FLPMA's management process c a lls for an inventory of
the lands and a p re s e rv a tio n of a ll lands u n til the
inventory is concluded. The preservatio n is re q u ir
ed to ensure th e la n d 's a v a i l a b i l i t y as w ilderness
a t a la te r d a te .
Under §204, the inventory is to
include an en viro n m en tal, s o c io lo g ic a l and g e o lo g i
cal (s u rfa c e o n ly ) assessment o f the government's
land and th e ad jacen t p riv a te lands.
The S ecre ta ry
o f In t e r io r under §603, is to manage the land in
such a manner as to preserve it s w ilderness s u it 
a b i l i t y , su b ject to p re -e x is tin g uses.
The In ven to ry

A n tiq u ity Act of 190631

2 .1 4

Alaska N ative Claims Settlem ent Act34

Though th ere
rounding the

What you

In clud ing f lo r a and fauna, th e re are in excess of
1700 endangered sp ecies.
Each p ro je c t s it e must
be checked fo r endangered species p r io r to i n i t i a 
tio n o f th e p r o je c t.

are numerous legal questions
sur
A ct, its most d etrim en tal e ff e c t to

*Any connection between th is date and th e book of +1*
same t i t l e appears to be purely c o in c id e n ta l.
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energy development is 517(d)(2).
Subsection d-2
authorizes the Secretary of Interior to withdraw up
to 80 million acres of land for preservation.
Congress is currently considering legislation in
this area and it appears it may withdraw 106 to 120
million acres of land from energy development.
Subsection d-2 legislation will override President
Carter’s 17 national monuments, but the end result
will be the same. The proponents of the bi II note
that energy sources have been excluded from the
"wilderness" areas. Opponents to the bill note that
the only access for removal of these resources have
been included in the wilderness zones.

will provide an example of how these Acts can be
used to postpone energy development.
3. THE NEMESIS AT WORK
The example set out below was selected in an effort
fo continue the overview demonstration.
Special
attention should be given to the delays, increased
costs and how the various Acts feed upon each other.
3.1

Exxon - Santa Ynez Unit40

Eleven years after acquiring federal leases in the
San+a Barbara Channel, ten years after the discovery
of oil and eight years after making the application
for development of the Santa Ynez Unit, Exxon was
given the go-ahead for oil development.* Over $800
million have been invested thus far in the Unit.
The regulatory score card reads as follows: three
Environmental Impact Statements have been prepared,
twenty-one major public hearings held, ten major
governmental approvals given, an area voter approval
of the development plan obtained and twelve lawsuits
filed.

2.15 Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of
197735

Though the Act deals with strip mining and various
aggregate operations, its more offensive provisions
go beyond these points, in that, the surface effects
of underground mining and in situ gasification are
also covered.3®
Many question whether the
Department of Interior’s implementing regulations
have gone beyond the scope of the Act.
The Act, as implemented, places harsh design cri
teria on the mining industry and fails to take into
consideration specific site situations.
For in
stance, in Alaska, the Us ibe IIi Coal Company has
operated a strip mine operation for a number of
years. Prior to the Act, Us ibe IIi used specially
designed grass seed to reclaim disturbed areas.
Under the present regulations, Us ibe IIi is required
to use the grass specified by the government, even
though it fails in comparison to that used by
UsibeIIi in the past.32

After acquiring the oil and gas leases in 1968 and
drilling 50 exploratory wells, the area making up
the Santa Ynez Unit was determined to be productive
of oil and gas. A plan of operations was submitted
in early 1971 to the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS).
Though a six month approval was expected, the USGS
requested further detailed plans and a 7-volume
report was submitted. From the 7-volume report, an
1800 page federal EIS was drafted and 3 public hear
ings conducted on the development of the Santa Ynez
Unit.** The Secretary of Interior, however, took 3
years to review the documentation and to approve the
plan of operation.

2.16 Federal Coal Leasinq Act Amendments of
19763®

During this time, permits were being sought from the
on-shore governments.
Santa Barbara prepared its
EIS and approved the project in May, 1975. Voters
in the local area approved the project by referen
dum. The local government and the regional coastal
zone commission imposed 76 stipulations on the pro
ject. Exxon agreed to all 76. Approximately one
year later, the state coastal zone commission rejec
ted the decisions made at the local and regional
level.
The Department of Interior in July, 1976,
again approved the offshore project. At this point,
state and local authorities sued to enjoin the
Secretary's decision. The court denied the suit and
the local government attempted to have the new
Secretary of Interior revoke his predecessor's
decision. Interior, 8 months later, affirmed its
decision for the third time.

These amendments call for an inventory of the gov
ernment's lands for coal prospects, specified plan
ning criteria for coal development, a leasing sched
ule and a process for a new leasing schedule. How
ever, th e case of Natural Resource Defense Council
jNRDC)
v. Hughes,39 placed the Un ited States
coal policy in a light unintended by Congress. Via
NRDC few, if any, new leases are being issued and
the United States, a virtual Saudi Arabia of coal,
stands still in coal development.
The above Acts have a synergistic effect.
Just as
an ©cosystem, each of the above is interrelated to
The o th e r.
A view of the forest has been presented
by looking at the trees.
In this case, the forest
■s composed of thorn trees. As a final caveat, the
above gives but a glimpse of the hindrances to
energy development.

Even though the operation was beyond the jurisdic
tion of EPA, a National Pollutant Discharge Elimina
tion System permit was being required by the EPA.
Interestingly, all of the discharges were found to

Prom this point, the reader has a stepping stone to
the maze of regulations.
The next section

enter

* Natural gas from the Santa Ynez Unit is still run
ning the regulatory guantlet and, at this time, is
being reinjected into the reservoir.
**The EIS received one of EPA's highest ratings.
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be e it h e r equal to or b e tte r than water q u a lity
stan d ard s.
In regards to a i r , the fe d e ra l EIS con
sid ered p o te n tia l problems in the area and concluded
th e proposed design to be a p p r o p ria te .* Three years
l a t e r , September 1977, EPA determined fo r the f i r s t
tim e in OCS h is to ry th a t a Clean A ir perm it would be
req u ired fo r th e f a c i l i t y .
A law su it followed from
t h is req u irem ent.
Exxon's p o s itio n was upheld, but
during th a t tim e the Outer C on tinen tal S h e lf Lands
Act Amendments gave the Department of In te r io r the
a u th o r ity to re g u la te a ir emissions on the OCS.
Follow ing re s o lu tio n of th is p o in t, the green lig h t
was given on November 30, 1979, fo r the o i l portion
of th e p ro je c t to commence.
4.

Whether a p ro je c t of th is nature and magnitude can
s u rv iv e the nemesis is another question.
In e ith e r case, NEPA would apply and an EIS would be
re q u ire d .
I f brackish water was used, then a dis
t i l l a t i o n process would be needed to remove salts
and other im p u ritie s w ith in the w ater.
The air
emissions from d i s t i l l a t i o n would probably trigger
th e Clean A ir A c t.
In the case of an offshore
f a c i l i t y , any a ir emission problems would come under
th e control of the Department of In t e r io r .
D istil
la tio n may re q u ire discharges in to p ub lic waters
and, th ereb y, re q u ire a NPDES
perm it under the
Clean Water A ct. RCRA would be involved in the gen
e r a t io n , transm ission and disposal of the impurities
in the brackish water d is t i l l a t i o n or desalination
process.

AFFECT ON ALTERNATE ENERGY DEVELOPMENT

The a f f e c t of th e 16 Acts wi I I now be examined in
regards to the a lt e r n a te energy sources o f s o la r,
o il shale and geotherm al.
Unbeknownst or perhaps
u n re a lize d
by th e
proponents
of
these
energy
sources, each source is subject to the nemesis. The
major reason why these sources have not come on lin e
may w ell r e s t w ith the nemesis.
4.1

The Coastal Zone Management Act would regulate any
o ffs h o re f a c i l i t y and it s onshore support fa c ili
tie s .
A hydrogen p ip e lin e in th e Coastal Zone would
re c e iv e in-depth s c ru tin y .
The e ffe c ts on the or
ganisms w ith in the Coastal Zone or any marine sanc
tu a ry nearby would also re q u ire review .
The estab
lishm ent o f a s tru c tu re on the OCS would once again
in v o lv e the Department of I n t e r io r . *

S o la r41

This sectio n
exp lo res the
process in conjunction with
the 16 A c ts .
For the sake
g eneratio n f a c i l i t y , ra th e r
u n it is assumed.

s o la r energy g eneratin g
the hurdles provided by
of b r e v it y , a mass s o la r
than an in d iv id u a l home

With an onshore f a c i l i t y , the FLPMA would regulate
th e a c q u is itio n of the land and the determ ination of
th e e ffe c ts on the surrounding fed eral lands. The
S urface Mining RecIamation Act and the Safe Drinking
Water Act would impact any development of a brackish
water source.

Most o f us are f a m ilia r with s o la r energy generation
processes.
The most common process uses s o la r c o l
le c to rs w ith w ater f i l l e d
p ip e s .
As th e water
passes through, i t is heated and the b u ild in g is
then supplied w ith heat and hot w a te r. Another pro
cess involves th e c re a tio n of hydrogen.
V ia heat
o r e l e c t r i c i t y , th e components o f w a te r, hydrogen
and oxygen, are d iv id e d and th e hydrogen is then
used as an
energy source.
Present technology
re q u ire s th e w ater source to have few, i f any,
im p u ritie s .
The hydrogen would then be p ip e lin e d
throughout th e U nited
S ta te s .
Hydrogen
is a
v o l a t i l e gas and some te c h n ic a l problems remain to
be overcome in th is a re a .

S peculation based upon past experience indicates a
s o la r p ro je c t would take fiv e to ten years to over
come th e re g u la to ry morass.
4 .2

O il Shale42

A t a cost of approxim ately $16 m illio n , including
$3 m illio n fo r environmental s tu d ie s . Colony Deve
lopment O p eratio n , a jo i n t venture of Tosco Corpora
tio n and A tla n tic R ic h fie ld Company (Exxon recently
purchased A tla n tic R ic h fie ld 's in t e r e s t ) , performed
a 1000 to n /d a y o il shale demonstration p ro ject in
western Colorado from 1969 to 1972.
The demonstra
tio n p ro je c t provided the design data base for a
4 7.000 b a rre l/d a y re fin e d o il shale f a c i l i t y . After
4 00.000 engineering manhours, the p ro je c t was sus
pended due to in fla tio n and changes based upon en
vironm ental requ irem ents. The cost of the fac i I •ty
j umped from an i n i t i a l est i mate of $450 m illio n to
$1.5 b illio n .
Though the Colony p ro je c t is current
l y suspended, its proponents hope to re -a c tiv a te it
and are working toward th a t g o a l.* *

The s o la r g eneration s it e must have two basic ingre
d ie n ts .
The f i r s t , and most obvious, is sunshine.
The second, and probably the most d i f f i c u l t , is a
w ater
supply in s u f f i c ie n t q u a n tity and q u a lity to
make th e p ro je c t fe a s ib le .
The Southwest and the
O uter C o n tin en tal S h e lf appear to be prime candi
d a te s . Each, however, does have it s drawbacks. The
Southwest lacks the surface water fo r the p r o je c t.
T h is problem could p o s s ib ly be overcome by th e use
o f non p aIatable underground w a te r, otherw ise known
as brackish w a te r.
A fa c ility
on the Outer
C o n tin e n ta l
S h elf
would
re q u ire
d e s a lin a tio n .
T e c h n o lo g ic a lly , these problems can be overcome.

The demonstration p r o je c t's environmental studies
were provided to the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM), in 1973 fo r the preparation of the EIS.
was not u n til mid-1977 th a t BLM completed the El$

*AI I a ffe c te d government ag encies, EPA included,
p a r tic ip a te d in th e development o f the o riq in a l
E IS .

* A s tru c tu re on the OCS also n ecessitates contact
w ith th e Corps of Engineers and Coast Guard with
regard to n avig ation hazards.
** H o p e fu !ly , the government's recent in te re s t 'n
synfuel s , e . g . , Synfuel C orp., e t c . , w ill be 3
boon ra th e r than a detrim ent to synfuel f a c i I i t i
l i k e Colony.
C olorado's re c e n tly
implemented
J o in t Review Process, if used during reactivation#
may a lle v ia t e a number of the concerns set out
here i n .
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and submitted it to fhe Council on Env ironnenta I

Unknown to most, there are four types of geothermal
sources. The first is commonly referred to as dry
steam.
With this type of geothermal source the
magma rests next to a geologic zone containing
water.
On top of the water geologic zone is a
permeability barrier trapping the water zone between
the barrier and the magma. The water zone can be
drilled and produced similar to an oil well. The
next type is wet steam. With this type, greater
amounts of water are produced due to lower tempera
tures in the water zone. The water tends to contain
salts. The salts and additional water must be dis
posed. The third type is called geopressure. The
geology is similar to the wet steam source, but the
permeability barrier is structured such that it
places pressure on the water bearing rock.
The
waters produced generally contain methane and salts
along with other pollutants. Disposal of these pol
lutants is again a problem. An additional problem
with hhe geopressured source is subsidence. Due to
the geologic structure, removal of the water may
cause the surface to drop.
The last geothermal
source is hot rock. There is only a heated rock
structure. This type necessitates an injection of
fluids into the structure. It is then produced in
the same manner as dry steam. As was discussed in
the solar section, the injection process brings
additional regulatory authorities into the develop
ment process.

Quality.
BLM now holds the position that it is
within its prerogative to require a supplemental EIS

if the project is reactivated.

A supplemental EIS

would delay reactivation of the project, due to a

second series of public input sessions
reorganization of the EIS technical team.

and

As to air, a Prevention of Significant Deterioration
(PDS) permit was obtained in July 1979 and will
expire in January, 1981. The inbred delays, set out
herein, should make the expiration of this permit a
reality. Therefore, it appears a second PSD permit
ting process will have to be run.
Colony reached an agreement with the Bureau of
Reclamation for water rights in 1973, however, the
Bureau of Reclamation took the position in 1977
following the EIS that all agreements were off and
that another reservoir was preferable.
Following
Colony’s request for water from the new reservoir,
the Bureau did another switch by turning the admin
istration of the reservoir over to the Colorado
River Water Conservation District. The status of
Colony's negotiations with the Conservation District
are unclear at this time.
The Colony project included isolated parcels of
federal land totaling 300 acres. In 1973 a request
was made for an exchange of these federal lands for
like lands on the boundaries of the Colony project.
The exchange was finally consumated in February 1980
following a modification of Executive Order 5327
under the Federal Land Policy and Management Act and
two years of discussion with the Department of
Interior solicitor’s office.

One can see regulatory problems associated with each
geothermal source. This point is ironic when you
consider the economic incentives that the federal
government has provided through the Geothermal
Energy Research, Development and Demonstration Act
of 197444* and the Geothermal Steam Act of
1970.45
|n addition to these points, many
states have enacted similar legislation and the
affected states' statutes should be consulted prior
to any activity.

Colony estimates that of the approximately 85 per
mits needed for the project, 35 state and local per
mits have yet to be obtained.
The recent RCRA
regulations will increase the number of permits and
’•ill, no doubt, cause greater delays. A question
has arisen whether the Surface Mining and RecIamaTion Act is applicable to oi I shale. If it is, then
a11 oil shale projects will be under the same re
straints and impediments the western coal industry
now faces. Given Colony's above-described problems,
an oil shale facility faces at least a 10 year regu
latory delay in coming on stream.

Permits will trigger the EIS requirement of NEPA or
an applicable "little NEPA". The Clean Air Act will
most likely come into play with a geopressured
source due to the methane, boron, ammonia and
arsenic associated with this source.
The other
sources involve steam andit appears safe to assume
that no pollutants would be associated with such.
In line with EPA's goal of zero pollution, however,
one should expect a monitoring program on the steam
to ensure that the assumption is correct.

*•3 Geothermal 43
Technologically, certain types of geothermal sources
capable of production today.
The geothermal
Source is easily connected to existing generation
Systems and, thereby, can be used on a mass scale.
Further, there are government induced economic incentives for its development.
Depending upon the
type o f geothermal source, however, the regulatory
nemesis may once again turn an apparent good thing
into a long-awaited development.

The Clean Water Act would have its greatest impact
on wet steam and geopressured sources.
These
sources require disposal of excess produced water
and associated pollutants. If the disposal includes
a discharge into public waters, then a NPDES permit
would be required. The salts and various "hazardous
wastes" produced by these sources would come under
RCRA's "womb to the tomb" approach on waste.

are

"Under § 1141 of the Act, the U.S. will guarantee
75^ of a project's loan up to $100 mi IIion.
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p riv a te landholder, the federal government receives
not
only
r o y a lty ,
bonus
and
renta I
for jts
reso u rces, but also ta x e s .
From th is p o s itio n , the
fe d e ra l government stands to re c e iv e the greatest
gain from higher energy p ric e s .*
If energy sup
p lie s are withheld from the m arket, it follows the
p ric e w ill increase assuming demand increases. As
we have seen from the above, the nemesis delays
energy sources from coming on stream.
Therefore,
th e government receives as a side b e n e fit from the
nemesis, a g re a te r re tu rn for its energy resources.
Many may question whether th is r e s u lt is factually
based, but th e re is support fo r the th eo ry.
Under
th e FLPMA, we have seen th a t the government is with
drawing large amounts of its unexplored lands. The
OCS amendments increased the governments' royalty
and the government's re tu rn v ia it s lease bidding
systems.
I f the government was in te re s te d in only
b a rre ls of o il produced in an environm entally sound
manner, why is i t taking these actions?

The Safe D rin kin g Water Act would impact the "hot
rock" source, since th is
source re q u ire s
flu id
in je c t io n .
Even assuming the use of fresh water as
th e sole in je c tio n f l u i d , e ffe c ts of th e in je c tio n
process on the local water supplies would need to be
determ ined.
On f i r s t blush, one would not consider
th e Coastal Zone Management Act to come into p la y ,
however, th e G u lf o f Mexico and Southern C a lifo r n ia
areas have p o te n tia l sources w ith in th e Coastal
Zone. These sources must proceed through the lo c a l,
s ta te
and
fe d e ra l
coastal
zone
consistency
d e te rm in a tio n s .
The BLM's lands, under FLPMA, are o ff base at pres
en t fo r geothermal development.
It
is. unclear
whether th e BLM’ s mineral survey takes an in-depth
review of the lands fo r t h e ir geothermal p o te n tia l,
since
these
surveys
are
su rface
o n ly .
The
W ilderness Act may place v a lu a b le geothermal sources
o ff lim its to development.
H o p efu lly, geothermal
source p o te n tia l is considered by the p o lit ic ia n s in
t h e i r w ilderness c la s s if ic a t io n d e c is io n .
A second
e f f e c t o f the W ilderness Act is th e a i r q u a lity
b u ffe r zone around a w ilderness are a .
5.

Can p ortio n s of the nemesis be used by the state
governments to increase t h e ir share of the economic
pie?
P o s s ib ly , yes.
For in stan ce, i t is in a
s t a t e 's best economic in te r e s t to postpone offshore
leasing and, th e re b y , fo rce the fed eral government
to lease onshore f i r s t .
The r a tio n a le in support of
th is p o s itio n is found in the fa c t th a t a state is
e n t it le d to 50$ o f whatever the federal government
re c e iv e s fo r an onshore lease, but the state re
c eives nothing fo r a fed eral o ffsh o re
le a s e .^ *
T h e re fo re , i f some legal basis can be found within
th e nemesis to postpone the offsh o re s a le , i t would
appear to be in the best economic in te re s t of those
s ta te s with fed eral lands w ith in th e ir boundaries to
c o n te s t the o ffs h o re s a le . With the nemesis as the
means, the end r e s u lt is , once a g a in , delayed energy
development.

GOVERNMENT’ S POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC INCENTIVES

A fte r reading and d ig e s tin g the above, many are pro
bably wondering why the government has such a com
p lic a te d , d elay o rie n te d system.
The answer, much
lik e th e system, has many in te r r e la te d p a r ts .
This
sectio n h ig h lig h ts but a few of government’ s p o l i t i 
cal and economic in c e n tiv e s fo r such a system.
It
would be sophomoric to say these in cen tives are the
so le c u lp r its fo r th e p erp etu atio n o f the nemesis.
In most instances the p a rtie s advocating a d d itio n a l
government in te rv e n tio n in energy development do so
w ith good in te n tio n .
Like the medical p a tie n t o f
o ld , however, the d o c to r’ s weI I intended leeches do
more harm than good.

An a d d itio n a l economic in c e n tiv e fo r the states lies
w ith the fe d e ra l
funds supplied to finance the
s t a t e 's portion of the re g u la to ry process.
There
fo r e , the s ta te s re c e iv e a d ir e c t economic benefit
from th e re te n tio n of the nemesis.

Many o f the p o l it ic a l b e n e fits from the nemesis are
w ell reco g nized .
One example is where Act "X"
appeases sp ecial in te r e s t group "Y ". A vote fo r Act
"X" thereby enhances Congressman "Z 's " re -e le c tio n
p ro sp ects.
A second example includes the p o l i t i 
c ia n ’ s d e s ire to avoid d i f f i c u l t or c o n tro v e rs ia l
d e c is io n s .
T h e re fo re , I t is p o l i t i c a l l y advanta
geous to deleg ate broad decisionmaking powers to
a d m in is tra tiv e ag encies.
The agency must then make
th e d ecision and face the Ir e of the co n s titu e n c y .
An in h eren t problem w ith th is broad d e le g a tio n is
t h a t th e agency has few, i f any, lim ita tio n s on it s
a u th o r ity and may go beyond Congress' tr u e in te n t in
th e a r e a .* Some a d d itio n a l p o l it ic a l in c e n tiv e s are
d ir e c t ly re la te d to th e economic incen tives noted
below.

CONCLUSION
A d d itio n a l c u rre n t and a lte rn a te energy sources have
many problems to overcome for them to come on
stream .
The te c h n ic a l problems they face pale in
comparison to the problems associated w ith the regu
la to r y nemesis.
In a zealous d e sire to regulate
c u rre n t energy sources, the a lte r n a tiv e s to these
sources now face g re a te r burdens. Removal o f these
impediments may be impossible due to the p o litical
and economic b e n e fits derived by government from the
nemesis.

As noted before the fe d e ra l government is th e coun
t r y ' s la rg e s t landholder and, th e re b y , th e c o u n try's
la rg e s t h old er of energy reso u rces.
U n lik e the
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nearly two years have passed since the Unit

of PURPA dealing with cogeneration are Sec

ed States Congress enacted and the President

tions 201 and 210.

signed into law the so-called National Energy

rulemakings and orders in early 1980.

The FERC issued its final
This

Act which was actually comprised of five se

treatise addresses economics, rate, regulatory

parate acts:

and policy aspects of the rules promulgated by
the FERC.

(1) Public Utility Regulatory Policies
Act

upon the substantive areas of PURPA require

(PURPA)

ments from which the FERC's rules emanate.1

(2) Powerplant and Industrial Fuel Use
Act

(FUA)

2. BRIEF SUMMARY OF PURPA REQUIREMENTS

(3) Natural Gas Policy Act

(NGPA)

PURPA Section 201 deals with definitions and

(4) Energy Tax Act (ETA)

provides amendments to Section 3 of the Feder

(5) National Energy Conservation Policy
Act
Title

I I

al Power Act.

(NECPA)

PURPA therein defines cogenera

tion facility as a facility which produces:

of PURPA addresses, inter alia, the

issue of cogeneration:

Additionally, it briefly touches

(1) electric energy, and

a technology that in

(2) steam or forms of useful energy

r®cent years has received increasing atten-

(such as heat) which are used for

tion as a method of utilizing our energy
Purees more efficiently.

industrial, commercial, heating,

The first four of

or cooling purposes^

the above listed acts affect cogeneration ei
ther directly or indirectly.

The law also defines a qualifying cogeneration

Additionally,

facility (QF) to mean a facility which the FERC:

the recently enacted Crude Oil Windfall Protit Tax Act and the Energy Security Act also

(1) determines, by rule, meets such

have certain direct and indirect impacts on
g e n e r a t i o n

.

requirements (including require

This paper deals strictly with

ments respecting minimum size,

p0RPA.

fuel use, and fuel efficiency)

the Commission may, by rule pre
scribe, and

with much of today's legislation, PURPA
Undated a regulatory agency, namely the Fed-

(2) is owned by a person not primarily

eral Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), to

engaged in the generation or sale

describe rules and regulations to implement
ertain sections of the law.

as

of electric power

Those sections
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(other than

3. SUMMARY OF FERC REQUIREMENTS

electric power solely from cogener3
ation facilities)

In order to carry out its mandate to prescribe

Finally, Section 201 defines a qualifying co

regulations to implement PURPA, the FERC ini

generator as:

tiated Docket Number RM79-54 for Section 201
and Docket Number RM79-55 for Section 210.

(1) the owner or operator of a qualify4
ing cogeneration facility

g

Final rules were issued as follows:

PURPA Section 210 - Cogeneration and Small
Power Production - provides the substantive
requirements regarding cogeneration.

In or

der to encourage cogeneration, electric

PURPA
SECTION

FERC
DOCKET
NO.

ORDER
NUMBER

ISSUE
DATE

EFFECCFR
TIVE
PARTS
DATE CREATED

201

RM79-54

70

3/13/80

3/20/80 292.201-7

210

RM79-55

69

2/19/80

3/20/80 292.101&
292.301292.403&
292.601-2

utilities must offer:
(1) to sell energy to Q F 's
(2) to purchase energy from such QF's^
The FERC's rules regarding such purchases and
sales must include the following items:
PURPA SECTION 201

(1) provisions respecting minimum reli
ability of Q F 's

The FERC in its capability of and responsibi

(2) rules respecting reliability of

lity for prescribing the regulations and rules
to implement this section developed in Order

electric utilities serving QF's dur
ing emergencies

Number 70 definitions, requirements for quali
fication as a QF and ownership criteria. This

(3) QF's cannot make sales other than
for resale

section summarizes the substantive items in9
eluded, delineated by CFR section.

(4) rates for purchases must be:
- just and reasonable to the elec

CFR 292.202 Definitions. Provides definitions

tric utility's electric consumers
- in the public interest

of the following terms:
(1) Biomass

- non-discriminatory against QF's

(2) Waste

- no greater than the incremental
cost to the utility of alternative

(3) Cogeneration facility

electric energy defined as the

(4) Topping-cycle cogeneration facili

cost to the electric utility of

ty
(5) Bottoming-cycle cogeneration fa

the electric energy which, but for

cility

the purchase from such QF such
utility would generate or purchase

(6) Supplementary firing

from another source0

(7) Useful power output
(8) Useful thermal energy output

(5) rates for sales to QF's must be:
- just and reasonable

(9) Total energy output

- in the public interest

(10) Total energy input

- non-discriminatory against QF's

(11) Natural gas
(12) Oil

Section 210 also allows FERC to prescribe
CFR 292.203 General requirements for qualifi

rules which exempt QF's in whole or in part
from:

cation.

The major issue here is (CFR 292.203

(1) Federal Power Act

(c)(l)&(2)) that any cogeneration facility

(2) Public Utility Holding Company Act

which derives its useful power output from a

(3) State laws regarding State regula
tion^

diesel engine and installation began on or af
ter March 13, 1980 is excluded on an interim
basis as a Q F .
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CFR 292.205 Criteria for qualifying cogenera

Wholly or partially owned subsidiaries of

tion facilities.

electric utilities or public utility holding
companies are considered as electric utilities

(1) Topping-cycle facility
Operating standard:

and public utility holding companies.

Useful thermal

energy output during any calendar

CFR 292.207 Procedures for obtaining qualify

year may be no less than 5% of the

ing status.

total energy output

CFR 292.205 operating and efficiency standards

Efficiency standard:

If any energy

If a cogeneration facility meets

and the ownership test, it is a Q F .

However,

input is natural gas or oil and in

an owner of a facility may file with the FERC

stallation began on or after March

and request a commission certification.

13, 1980 the useful power output

PURPA SECTION 210

plus one-half the useful thermal
energy output during any calendar

The FERC's rules for Section 210 implement,

year must:

among other things, regulations regarding:

- Be no less than 42.5% of the total

cost data that must be supplied by electric
utilities, obligations of electric utilities,

energy input of natural gas or oil.
- If the useful thermal energy out

requirements for rates for purchases and sales

put is less than 15% of the total

by electric utilities, standards for operating

energy output of the facility, be

reliability,

no less than 45% of the total en

state regulatory agencies and nonregulated

ergy input of natural gas and oil.

utilities and exemptions from certain Federal

implementation procedures by

If the underlined portion immediate

and State laws.

ly above is not met, there is no ef

substantive items included, delineated by CFR

ficiency standard.

section.

(2) Bottoming-cycle facility
Efficiency standard:

This section summarizes the

CFR 292.101 Definitions.

If any of the

Provides definitions

of a number of terms some of which, as noted,

energy input as supplementary firing

are presented in detail in Table 1.

is natural gas or oil, and the in

(1) Purchase
(2) Sale

stallation began on or after March
13, 1980 the useful power output

(3) System emergency
(4) Rate

must, during any calendar year, be
no less than 45% of the energy input

(5) Avoided costs - See Table 1

of natural gas or oil for supplemen

(6) Interconnection costs - See Table

tary firing.
If underlined portion immediately

(7) Supplementary power - See Table 1
(8) Back-up power - See Table 1
(9) Interruptible power - See Table 1
(10) Maintenance power - See Table 1

above is not met, there is no effi
ciency standard.
(3) Certain exemptions from incremental
pricing provisions of the NGPA

TABLE 1

(4) Waivers - The FERC may waive any of
the requirements of CFR 292.205 upon

Avoided costs

The incremental costs to an
electric utility of electric
energy or capacity or both
which, but for the purchase
from the qualifying facili
ties, such utility would
generate itself or purchase
from another source.

Interconnection
costs

The reasonable costs of connection, switching, meter
ing, transmission, distribu
tion, safety provisions and

a showing that the facility will
produce significant savings of ener
gy
292.206 Ownership criteria.

No greater

50% of the equity interest in the faciUtV Way be held by an electric utility or
uti l i t i e s , a public utility holding company
°r companies, or any combination thereof.
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administrative costs incur
red by the electric utility
directly related to the in
stallation and maintenance
of the physical facilities
necessary to permit inter
connected operations with a
qualifying facility, to the
extent such costs are in ex
cess of the corresponding
costs which the electric
utility would have incurred
if it had not engaged in in
terconnection operations,but
instead generated an equiva
lent amount of electric
energy itself or purchased
an equivalent amount of
electric energy or capacity
from other sources.
Inter
connection costs do not in
clude any costs included in
the calculation of avoided
costs.
Supplementary
power

Back-up power

Interruptible
power

Maintenance
power

(2) Implies that cost data utilized for
these requirements shall be that
data utilized to meet the PURPA Sec
tion 133 requirements1*^
(3) Generally, if kWh sales other than
resale are greater than 1 billion
kWh/year data must be mobilized by
November 1, 1980
(4) Generally, if kWh sales other than
resale are greater than 500 million
but less than 1 billion kWh/year
data must be mobilized by June 30,
1982
(5) Regulated utilities must file data
with state regulatory authority regulated and non-regulated utili
ties must have data available for

Electric energy or capacity
supplied by an electric
utility, regularly used by
a qualifying facility in
addition to that which the
facility generated itself.

public inspection
(6) Data that must be prepared:
- Avoided energy cost stated in
C/kWh delineated on the basis of
seasonal on/off peak and daily

Electric energy or capacity
supplied by an electric
utility to replace energy
ordinarily generated by a
facility's own generation
equipment during an unsche
duled outage of the facili
ty.

on/off peak periods by year for
the current calendar year and
each of the next five years
- For systems with peak demands of
greater than or equal to 1,000 ^:
Such cost is to be shown in

Electric energy or capacity
supplied by an electric
utility subject to interrup
tion by the electric utility
under specified conditions.

blocks of 100 MW:
- For systems with peak demand of
less than 1,000 MW: Such cost is
to be shown in blocks less than

Electric energy or capa
city supplied by an elec
tric utility during sche
duled outages of the qua
lifying facility.

or equal to 10% of system peak
demand
(7) Special rule:
If kWh are less than or equal to
500 million kWh or the utility buys

CFR 292. 301 Scope.

Electric utilities and

all its requirements, the above

QF's may negotiate rates, terms, and condi

data must be provided on request

tions and enter into valid contracts which may

(8) Alternative method:

from any rates, terms, or conditions

A state regulatory authority or

otherwise required by CFR 292.301-292.308.

non-regulated utility may after a

CFR 292. 302 Availability of electric utility
system cost data.

public hearing, determine that an
alternative method to the above may
be used if avoided costs can be de

(1) Each utility must make available,

rived from the data

as provided below, data from which
avoided costs can be derived

CFR 292.303 Electric utility obligations un
der this part. This section establishes the
following obligations on the part of elec-
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trie utilities:

- System cost data

(1) Purchases of energy and capacity
which is made available from a QF

ergy differentiated by seasonal

(2) Sales to any QF of any capacity

and daily peak periods

and energy requested by the QF

- Ability of utility to dispatch

(3) Interconnections with QF's to ac

QF

complish purchases or sales

- Reliability of QF

(4) Operation in parallel with QF

- Contract terms

CFR 292.304 Rates for purchases.

- Scheduling of QF outages
- System emergencies

(1) Rate precepts:

- Individual and aggregate value

- Just and reasonable to electric

of energy and capacity from QF's

utility's consumers

on the utility system

- In the public interest

- Impact of smaller capacity in

- No discrimination toward QF's

crements and shorter lead times

- No utility is required to pay more

by utility from using QF's

than the avoided costs

- Potential deferral of capacity

(2) If rate is set equal to avoided

- Reduction of fossil fuel use

costs it meets requirements

- Effect of line losses in terms

(3) Rates from facilities construction

of costs or savings

of which commences on or after No
vember 9, 1978 must be set equal to

CFR 292.305 Rates for sales.

avoided cost even if utility is si

(1) Rate precepts:

multaneously making sales to the QF

- Just and reasonable

(4) Rates from other facilities may be

- In the public interest

less than avoided cost if they meet

- No discrimination against QF

the rate precepts and if they are

vis-a-vis sales to other custom
ers

sufficient to encourage cogeneration
(5) Standard rates must be offered for

(2) Utility must offer to QF's:

QF's less than or equal to 100 kw

- Supplementary power

(6) Standard rates may be offered for

- Back-up power

QF's greater than or equal to 100 kw

- .Maintenance power

(7) Rates may differentiate between QF's

- Interruptible power

based on supply characteristics of
different technologies

(CFR 292.302)

- Availability of QF capacity or en

- Any or all of these may be waiv

(e.g. relia

ed if complying with these re

bility, coincidence with system
needs, etc.)

quirements impairs the utility's
ability to render adequate ser

(8) Each QF may opt to either:

vice to its customers or it

- Provide energy as the QF deter

places an undue burden on the

mines it to be available with

electric utility

rates based on avoided cost at

(3) Rates for back-up and maintenance

time of delivery

power cannot assume, unless sup

- Provide energy and capacity con

ported by factual data, that forc

tractually with QF option of sell

ed outages or other output reduc

ing at rate based on avoided cost

tions by all QF's will occur si

at time of delivery or avoided

multaneously, during the system

cost calculated at time contract
is signed

peak, or both.

These rates must

also take into account the ability

(9) Factors affecting rates for pur

of the QF's to schedule and coor
dinate their outages with the

chases :
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CFR 292.602 Exemptions

utilities scheduled outages.
CFR 292.306 Interconnection costs.

to qualifying facilities

from the Public Utility Holding Company Act

Intercon

and certain state laws and regulations.

nection costs must be borne by the QF and may

(1) QF's shall not be considered to be

be spread over a reasonable time.

an "electric utility company" as

CFR 292.307 System emergencies.

defined in Section 2(a)(3) of the
(1) QF must provide capacity or energy

Public Utility Holding Company Act

to utility during a system emergen

of 1935, 15 USC 79b(a)(3)

cy:

(2) QF's are exempt from state law or

- If agreed to in a contract or

regulation respecting:

- if ordered under Section 202(c) of
the Federal Power Act

- The rates of electric utilities
- Financial and organizational re

(2) Electric utility may discontinue

gulation of electric utilities

purchases and/or sales if purchases
4.

contribute to the system emergency.
Discontinuance of sales must not be
discriminatory.

DISCUSSION OF REGULATIONS

It should be quite clear from the summaries
presented above that both the PURPA law and

CFR 292.308 Standards for operating reliabi

the regulations promulgated by the FERC were

lity.

established to encourage cogeneration.

A state regulatory authority or non-

Why

regulated utility may establish reasonable

such interest in cogeneration?

standards to ensure system safety and relia

is a use of existing technology in such a man

bility of interconnected operations.

ner that for a given input of some energy
source or sources we extract more useful ener

CFR 292.401 Implementation by state regula

gy output; i.e. we attain a more optimal use

tory authorities and nonregulated electric
utilities.

of our resources.

No later than March 20, 1981

cogeneration and small power production could

regulated utility must, after notice and an

save the United States approximately 1.75 mil"

opportunity for public hearing, commence im

lion barrels of oil per day.

plementation of these requirements and report

Such a develop-

ment would not be something "new".

to the FERC the manner in which it will im

contrary,

plement these requirements.

On the

in 1920 approximately 25% of the to

tal u.S. electrical energy generation was on13
site.
During its heyday, cogeneration ac

CFR 292.402 Implementation of certain report
Any utility which fails to

counted for approximately 30% of the U.S.

comply with the cost data reporting require
ments of Section 292.302(b)

It has been estimated by

the FERC that a concerted effort to develop

each state regulatory authority and each non-

ing requirements.

Cogeneration

electrical output while today it is less than
14
5%.
Will the passage of PURPA and the imple*

is subject to the

same penalties as non-compliance with the

mentation of the FERC regulations turn this

FERC's regulations regarding PURPA Section
133.11

trend around?

CFR 292.403 Waivers.

There is little doubt that the

regulations which the FERC prescribed will encourage cogeneration.

Any state regulatory

The balance of this pa'

authority or nonregulated utility may apply

per will address these regulations.

to the FERC for a waiver of any of these re
quirements.

It has been stated that there has been, in the
recent past, three major impediments to cogen
eration: 15

CFR 292.601 Exemptions to qualifying facili
ties from the Federal Power A c t .

QF's are

(1) There was no general requirement

exempt from all sections of the Federal Power
Act except Section:
212,

by utilities to purchase the elec

1-30, 202(c), 210, 211,

trical output of cogenerators

305(c) and any necessary enforcement

(2) Some utilities allegedly sold

provisions regarding these sections.

back-up power to cogenerators at
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rates which were excessively high

on avoided cost.

and discriminatory

CFR 292.301(b)(1),
304(b) (3)).

(3) There was fear on the part of co
generators

(See the regulations at
292.304(b)(2), and 292.

Additionally, and probably of

more importance, the regulations allow for a

that if they sold

utility and a cogenerator to enter into con

electricity to a utility they might
become subject to State and Federal

tractual arrangements that differ from the

regulations pertaining to utility

terms and conditions required by the regula

operations

tions.

potential for cogeneration.

The regulations as developed by FERC has al
leviated these impediments.

Therein lies the
Subject to cer

tain specific requirements of the regulations,

In fact, during

it can be mutually beneficial for the utility

the development of the FERC regulations many

and the cogenerator to negotiate.

electric utilities complained that the rules

Naturally,

it will not always be possible to negotiate.

were so slanted toward the cogenerator that
they would cause impediments

(See CFR 292.301).

For example, in the case of a small cogenera

to utilities 1

tor who will have little power available to

The most substantive issues in the FERC's re

sell to the utility the costs of negotiating

gulations are as follows:

will probably exceed the benefits.

(1) Obligation to interconnect with co

In this

case, a standard rate should be utilized.
However,

generator
(2) Obligation to purchase power from

in those cases involving a rather

large cogenerator, the benefits of negotiating
will probably exceed the costs.

cogenerator

What are the

boundaries for a negotiated rate?

(3) Obligation to sell power to cogener
ator at just and reasonable rates

To answer this we must look from both sides of

(4) Establishment of the avoided cost

the arrangement.

concept as the basis on which pur

From the utility side, the

upper boundary of the price that it will be

chase price is determined

willing to pay is the full avoided cost for

(5) Exemption for qualifying facilities

the power that it will get from the cogenera

from treatment as a utility under

tor.

various Federal and State law

This value can be determined rather sim

ply using standard analyses typically used by

Of these issues, the key factor that will de

electric utilities.

The value for the cogen

termine how much cogeneration actually comes

erator is a bit more complex yet easily ascer

on line is the concept of avoided costs.

tained.

This area was in fact the issue that electric

what the cost would be for its facility if it

utilities most vociferously complained about.
Naturally, it is to the utility's advantage

were not going to generate electricity to sell

to make purchases at the lowest possible

total cost of building the facility and opera

Price.

ting it such that it will sell electricity to

First, the cogenerator must determine

to the utility.

But it is to the cogenerators advan-

Next, it must determine the

^9© to sell at the highest possible price.

the utility.

The FERC rules, though controversial, are

and variable) plus a portion of the general

logical and reasonable.

overhead costs of the facility (comparable to

They simply say that

The incremental cost (both fixed

utility administrative and general expenses)

utility must, in general, offer to pay
the cogenerator the same amount that it would

divided by the sales to the utility is the

c°8t for the utility to secure the power

value to the cogenerator of the power sold.

elsewhere (whether generated by the utility
0r Purchased from another utility).
d id ,

however, allow some leeway.

These values, as calculated, can be used for

The

negotiation purposes as upper and lower boun

First,

daries.

lt did not strictly mandate that the rate for
PUrchases had to be set exactly equal to
avoid ed cost - the rate must merely be based

In general, the value determined by

the utility will probably be higher than the
value determined for the cogenerator.

If that

is the case and the utility and cogenerator
120

negotiate a rate somewhere between the two

legal language of the act itself.

See:

values, the result is similar to the commonl

95th Congress, 2nd Session, House of

used split-the-savings approach used in many

Representatives, Report No. 95-1750, Pu

bulk power transactions.
However, this need
not be the case.
For example, if a utility

blic Utility Regulatory Policies Act,
Conference Report.

has excess capacity over the term of the con

2.

tract with the cogenerator then its avoided

1978 - PL95-617-November 9, 1978 - 92

cost will merely be comprised of an energy

Stat. 3117 et seq (hereinafter cited as

component and will not include any capacity
costs.

Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of

PURPA or PL95-617) Section 201.

In such a case, sales to the utility

may or may not be beneficial to the cogenera

Much of this paper is annotated.

tor.

reader is cautioned to refer to the law

This would probably be the case for a

and FERC rules for exact wording.

utility which has excess capacity and a large
component of nuclear and coal fired base-load
units.

The

3.

Nevertheless, even in cases where ex

Ibid.

Qualifying cogeneration facility

is henceforth cited as QF.

cess capacity exists and a large portion of
the generation mix is oil, the avoided cost
from not burning expensive oil may provide a
rate adequate to the cogenerator.

4.

Ibid.

5.

For purposes of Title II, an electric
utility means any person or State agency
which sell electric energy; such term in

It is my conclusion that, in order to opti

cludes the Tennessee Valley Authority, but

mize the use of resources, cogeneration can

does not include any Federal power mar

have a significant impact.

keting agency.

But, in order to

optimize the use of cogeneration, both par

PL95-617 Section 201.

6.

PURPA Section 210.

7.

Ibid.

ties must either benefit in reality or at
least think that they are benefiting.

As the

8.

FERC's cogeneration regulations stand, many
ed fairly.

These final rules may be found in the Fed
eral Register as follows:

utilities feel that they are not being treat

RM79-55, Order

No. 69 - Federal Register/Vol. 45, No. 38/

However, by negotiations many of

Monday, February 25, 198 0/pp. 12214- 12337;

the problem areas can probably be worked out.
Much of the activity in the field of regula

RM79-54, Order No. 70 - Federal Register/

tion comes about because of compromise.

Vol. 45, No. 56/Thursday, March 20, 1980/

If

pp. 17959-17976.

a utility encourages cogeneration, is willing
to negotiate, and encounters cogenerators

9.

willing to negotiate cogeneration will proba

CFR references refer to the Code of Fed
eral Regulations, Title 18, Chapter I,
Part 292.

bly make a significant contribution to our
nation's energy problems; if not then this

10. The FERC was required by PURPA Section 133

simply will not be the case.

to promulgate rules, for certain electric
REFERENCES
1.

utilities, dealing with "gathering infor

In order to gain a better understanding

mation on costs of service"

of the intent of Congress - that is to
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understand better what Congress means in
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AMORPHOUS SILICON SOLAR CELLS:

A REVIEW

Robert D. Engelken, Department of Electrical Engineering,
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paign.

ABSTRACT
Recent developments in the production and study of the properties of
amorphous silicon containing hydrogen and fluorine impurities are r e 
viewed.
Especially emphasized are the properties of the material in
regard to its photovoltaic potential and the roles of hydrogen and
fluorine in modifying such properties as band gap and mobility from
those of the pure amorphous and crystalline material.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The hydrogenated form of amorphous silicon

Substrates used have included Cr, Ti, V, N b ,
5
6
7
Ta, Mo,
fused quartz,
glass,
and stainless

(a-Si:H) was first studied by Chittick and

steel .

collaborators in 1969.'*’ Later work was per-

2.

formed by Spear, and LeComber

EFFICIENT ENERGY CONVERSION CRITERIA
q
Boone, Van Doren, and coworkers
have outlined

who noted that

glow discharge deposited a-Si had a much high
er resistivity than evaporated or sputtered aSi.

the parameters which characterize a solar cell
material candidate.

Subsequently, these workers succeeded in

These may be summarized

as follows.

substitutional doping of glow discharge a-Si,
with a corresponding increase in conductivity.

(1) The absorption coefficient must be large

Although the advent of substitutional doping

for the solar spectrum,

promoted the possibility of manufacturing a

for a thin film device.

photovoltaic device, Adler, in a 1977 Scienti

ficient generation and collection of free

fic American article about amorphous materials

charge.

®ade no mention of a-Si other than to express

be small.

the notion that it differs little from its
crystalline counterpart.^

large enough to ensure a useful output vol
tage.

In 1978, Stanford Ovshinsky, President of En-

The absorption coefficient criterion is satis

ergy Conversion Devices

fied only for those materials with the proper

(ECD), reported that

typically > 1 0 ^ cm"'*'
(2) There must be e f 

(3) The total device resistance must
(4) The built-in potential must be

anew material, an amorphous silicon fluorine-

energy band gap.

hydrogen (a-Si:F) alloy, had been produced by

tical determinant in the magnitude of the open

the glow discharge method.^

circuit voltage mentioned above.

This material is

The band gap is also a cri
It turns out

apparently superior to other forms of a-Si for

that the optimum band gap for solar cell oper

the fabrication of photovoltaic (PV)

ation is near 1.5 eV.

devices.

Efficient generation

and collection of carriers and a low device
This paper deals exclusively with a-Si:H and

resistance demand a long diffusion length

a*Si:F materials made by the glow discharge

through large carrier mobilities and life

technique because these materials exhibit the

times.

best PV properties to date.

Also, a large output voltage requires

that either a p-n junction,

through material

The glow discharge process itself is fairly

doping,

Sl*ple.
Constituent gases (SiH., BH, , and
Sic •
4
^
r4 in the proper combination and ratio) are

barrier be produced in the material.

,

r

'

into a plasma region over a substrate.
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or a metal

- semiconductor

(Schottky)

3.

THE ROLE OF HYDROGEN AND FLUORINE

Conversion Devices (ECD) stresses the simi

Samples prepared by the glow discharge of si

larity between a-Si alloys and the multicom

lane (SiH^) are not composed entirely of sili

ponent amorphous chalcogenides.

con.

that the reason a-Si:F alloys have a band gap

Substantial amounts of hydrogen (and

He proposes

density of states an order of- magnitude less

fluorine if injected into the source stream)
are incorporated into the films, which are

than that of the a-Si:H material is that the

properly described as alloys.

a-Si:H is not "multi" enough.^

The respective

The F content

roles of H and F in the alloys are of inter

of ECD a-Si:F is approximately 4 at! and the

est in developing techniques for producing

hydrogen content of this material is approxi

devices with more desirable performance char

mately 0.5 at!.
The a-Si:H material contains
typically 5-50 at! H.^

acteristics .

4.

There are several means of hydrogen detection
available:

nuclear resonance10, absorption

ANALYSIS OF TRANSPORT

Transport results for amorphous materials are

peaks of the Si-H vibrational spectrum , 1 1 *1 2

interpreted on the basis of a band model of

thermal evolution . 1 1 »1 3 »14

the solid.

The amount of H

The relevant energy levels of con

incorporated into a-Si:H films is dependent

ducting and nonconducting states are identi

on deposition parameters . 1 5 *16

fied, as well as the source of the states,

The H content

of capacitively coupled systems is smaller

e.g. donors, acceptors, defects, traps and

than that of inductively coupled systems.1^

vacancies.

Hydrogen content,

thermal stimuli are used to piece together

in general, will decrease

with increasing substrate temperature, and

Various optical, electrical, and

the puzzle of the band model.

increase with power in inductively coupled
systems . 6

An important technique for determining the

The idea that the H is desirable

density of states at the Fermi level is the

for saturating dangling bonds has been inves

field effect technique.

tigated with spin resonance techniques .1 ^>1 %20

One displaces the

localized state distribution with respect to
Glow discharge a-Si specimens deposited near

the Fermi level in small increments by means

250°C show a spin desity of about 101 5 /cm3 .

of an externally applied electric field.

When the H is driven off by heating, the spin

cess charge is induced and the change in sur

Ex

density reaches a maximum value of 1 0 1 0 /cm3 .

face energy is deduced from measured conduc-

If one associates 10 dangling bonds with each

tivity changes.

Early work on a-Si:H iden

unpaired spin2 1 , then with 5 x 1022 Si atoms

tified the effect of deposition temperature

in the film, 0.1 - 0.2 at! H is required to

on the tail states and the position of the
Fermi level . 25

saturate all of the dangling bonds.

The

question arises whether the excess of H is
In the past, there have been two problems in

essential for the desired electrical proper
ties , 16

the interpretation of field effect measure
ments:

For deposition temperatures greater than

1 ) There are shifts in the reference

energies with respect to the state distribu

200°C, H appears to exist only in the monohy

tion as temperature is varied.

dride form, that is, in Si-H groups . 1 1

results from different specimens did not lend

There

2) Transport

is no evidence for interstitial or molecular
species . 22

appear to have been recently resolved.2^

The Carnegie group believes that addition of

A group at Stanford has used field effect and

^

themselves to comparison.

These difficulties

a~Si causes the valence band to move

thermoelectric power measurements to deter

increasing the band g a p . 23

mine conduction mechanisms in boron and ar

downward,

The

role of F in a-Si:F alloys may be the same as

senic doped a-Si:H . 22

that of H, to reduce the density of states in

conduction occurs in both extended states and

the band gap by controlling the number of

in acceptor states 0.42 eV above E .

dangling bonds.

results were found in As doped a-Si:H.2®

Stanford Ovshinsky of Energy
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In B-doped material,
Sim ilar

With low As concentrations, conduction occurs

ters lying just above E

in extended states and also through localized

men.

states at 0.5 eV below E .

these states and produced a factor of twenty

For a high As

concentration, conduction is entirely through
extended states.

in the updoped speci

Slight n-type doping moved E p through

increase in a

as a result of an increase in
PC
the recombination lifetimes of excess elec

The path for hopping con

duction in doped a-Si is associated directly

trons.

with impurities.

ton exciting an electron from the valence band

The Dundee group of Spear,

LeComber, and others, has performed studies

Transitions involving an absorbed pho

to a donor band have been studied with the
17
observation of cr .
The value of a
obserpc
pc
ved for updoped and lightly doped a-Si:F is
“3
~1637
10
(9-cm)
. ’
The radiation damage suf

of transport in doped a-Si:H by means of
drift mobility, Hall mobility, and photocon17
ductivity.
A difference in the sign of
charge carriers indicated by Hall effect and
thermoelectric power has been observed for

fered by ion-implanted doping can be studied
3 8
with observation of a
pc

both p and n type materials and a possible
,
•
29
explanation was given by Emin.

The index of refraction of a-Si:H is nearly

5.

the same as that of crystalline S i . 5

OPTICAL PROPERTIES

Carrier

generation efficiency of a-Si:F can exceed 951
J

The absorption coefficients for both a-Si:H

for illumination in the visible range.

and a-Si:F are both reported to be greater

The concern was raised that rapid,

than 10
range.

cm 1 in the visible wavelength

level-as

sisted, recombination might dominate in amor

Thus, a 1 micron thick device will

absorb most of the incident illumination.

phous alloys and severely limit the perfor39
mance of a solar cell.
Evidence has been

The absorption spectrum of a-Si:H has been
30
studied
and the results show that broad

presented that this process does not occur in
a-Si:F . 7

ening of the crystal spectrum due to disorder

6.

is insufficient to explain the shape and

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES

The electrical properties of interest for the

position of the spectrum observed for a-Si:H.

production of a solar cell include the life
Photoluminescence

(PL) experiments have gen

time,

erated more questions than they have an
swered.

conductivity, photoconductivity, drift

mobility,and conductivity activation energy.

Presently the temperature dependence

The table below lists some of the best

of the PL, and the role of the electron-

achieved values to date.

phonon coupling in PL are little understood ? 1
TABLE 1
The optical band gap, Eq , is determined pri
marily by the ratio of constituents

in the
a-Si:H

alloy.

A higher H or F content results in a

higher band gap energy.*’

The band gap is

o (D -cm) 1

larger for a-Si:F than for a-Si:H because of
Ihe greater Si-F bond energy . 5 2

AE(eV)

The optical

a

vity data, plotting [i hv/eN (l-R)H '5 versus
t,,. 33
P
0
34
Ilv*
A more conventional method
is to
0 s
Plot (ahv) * versus hv. This method assumes

(ft-cm) 1

uhole

10-2

5

0 .2

34

1 0 -;3

(undoped)

To ’ 1

Ref.

6

40

( ™ 2 /Vs)

parabolic band edges and optical matrix ele3 5
®ents independent of energy.
Anderson and Spear3^ show that o

P type

10"2
0 .2

pc
2
Uel (cm /Vs)

band gap can be deduced from photoconducti

n type

10~3

40

P type

Ref.

a - S i :F
n type
a(n-cm)

, the pho-

1

AE(eV)

t o c o n d u c t i v i t y , is critically dependent on

(0 - cm) 1

the Fermi energy position and the density of

a

e®Pty, positively charged recombination cen

uel (cm2/Vs )
uhole (C™ 2/V s )
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10

<0.05
10"3

1
0.2

(undoped)

34,37
39
37

The diffusion length of minority carriers in

o
Next, a 5000 A layer of undoged material was

these materials is very small and the diffu

deposited, followed by a 20 A thick oxide

sion current contribution in PV devices is

layer (Nb20^).

usually neglected.

high work function Au:Pd (90:10) metal, and a

7

This assumes that only

Contact was made with 70 A of

those carriers generated in the depletion re

ZnS layer (350 A) served as an anti-reflection

gion and, hence, transported under influence

coating. This device has achieved a 6.3% ef
ficiency.

of the built-in field contribute to the pho7
7
tocurrent.
Electron lifetimes between 10 s
_7

and 10

The a-Si:F material made into a gold Schottky

s have been observed in undoped a-Si:H

films.9

barrier device has demonstrated nearly unity

Minority carrier lifetimes have not

(>95%) carrier generation efficiency in the

been measured, but an indirect estimate has

visible region of the spectrum.

been given for holes in n-type a-Si:H as
m
10 ‘ 8s .5

tion efficiencies have been reported for both
a-Si:H and a-Si:F and may be attributed to
42
Poole-Frenkel
field assisted ionization froi
traps.

Excitons play a substantial role in thin film
7

amorphous solar cells.

High collec

Many photons gener

ate excitons and the large field in the de
8. CONCLUSION

pletion region is able to split (or ionize)

Because PV devices on a-Si:F and a-Si:H exhi

the excitons into electron-hole pairs.
7.

bit desirable performance and can be manufac

DEVICES

tured at a low cost, it is expected that de
There are three basic types of device struc

vices, especially a-Si:F solar cells, will

tures which have been successful for the fa
brication of a-Si solar cells:
junction,

ergy conversion devices.

(2) the Schottky barrier, and (3)

metal-insulator-semiconductor
rations.

eventually serve as competitive, low cost en-

(1) the p-n
(MIS) configu

exhibits different properties, depending on

More exotic structures such as the

deposition conditions and impurities.

reflection-enhanced cell and the tandem junc
tion cell
have been proposed for a-Si.32

Thus,

it may be possible to optimize both the depos
ition method and material properties in regard

g
Dey

It appears the a-Si

may be produced by a variety of procedures and

to an efficient, low cost solar cell.

recently examined the performance of p+n

and Schottky barrier cells made with a-Si:H.

9.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

current-voltage characteristics are properly

a

described by the diffusion theory rather than

at%

atomic percent

the thermionic emission theory of metal-semi

A

angstrom, 10~8 cm

conductor rectification.

eV

electron volt

guration consisted of a stainless steel sub

No

photon flux

strate, a 300 A thick n layer, a 1 micron

ip
R

photocurrent

hv

photon energy

0

dark conductivity

a
pc

photoconductivity
ohm

AE

conductivity activation energy
mobility

The device confi

thick undoped layer, and a thin Pt metalliza
tion. The maximum efficiency^ achieved with a
Schottky barrier cell on a-Si:H is 5.5%.37
The most efficient device made from a-Si is
a MIS structure on a-Si:F.37

ft

A Mo substrate

was covered with a thin (800 A) n + layer.

y
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optical absorption coefficient

reflectivity

11.
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PHOTOVOLTAIC

By:

PERFORMANCE

WITH

CONCENTRATION

M. H. Cobble, R. M. Wabrek, and E

THEORY

AND

EXPERIM ENT

Lumsdaine, New Mexico State University

ABSTRACT

If we define a cell parameter as

A model of a photovoltaic cell having a
resistance in series with the load, for use
with solar concentration, has been analyzed
and tested over a range of concentrations.

Then, we ob tain
I

Analysis
Figure 1 shows a schematic view of the
cell. Using Kirchhoff's law of currents, in
Figure 1 , gives
I

s

= 1 + 1
J

(3)

* - h

s

+ I
o

- I = I e
o

AV

(4)

and
V =

j

A

In : l l

+ I - I
___ o____

(5)

L
*«,
Using Equation (5), when 1=0, we get the
open circuit voltage as

( 1)

=■ X In (Is. + 1 .

V

(6 )

°C
vIc
1
Additionally, we get the maximum current
(short circuit current) when V=0, so from
Equation (5), we get
I

s

+ I

o

- I
m

= 1

Im = I (s h o r t circuit)
Fij. I

(7)

(8 )

Photovoltaic Model

Also, the source current is given by
h
where
is

1 JT - Io

(9)

[2 ]
is the collection efficiency
nc

Siven by

i Hi
kT

* \ % h (£g ><1-r ) [1-e"oL]

N ph
, is

(2 )

•here

to the p-n junction of sufficient
energy to generate a hole-electron
pair

is the source current

r is the reflection coefficient

is the junction current

a is the fraction of radiation absorbed

I is the load current

L is the thickness of the absorbing
semi conductor (p-type layer)

is the dark current
£

o

q is the electrical charge

is the energy gap

Using Equation

V is the voltage

(6 )in Equation (4), we obtain

+ I |1 - e
I ='
lI
s
oj

k is the Boltzmann constant

A (V-Voc)

(

10)

From Figure 1, it is seen that,

T is the temperature

V = vL + V SER
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(ID

Figure 3
Theoretical and Experimental
C R -10

(12)
VL (I> ' V -VSER ’

ln

I

-IR SER

■L O

Response

The series resistance is given by
1

SER

_

A ( I S+ I 0 )

dVT,(0 )

(1.3)

dl

The external work of the cell is
W

= IVT
^

_X 2 R

In

t,

A

!

I o

(14)
SER

The thermal efficiency of the cell is given
by
H
t

= J1 L
$An

(15)

where
$ is the light intensity on the cell
is the area (normal)
r ad ia tion

receiving
Figure U
Theoretical and Experimental Response
CR-36

Experiment and Results
Experiments were made using Solarex
cell //42512A , at solar concentrations of
1, 10 and 36.
In the figures following,
the experimental data is shown as dots.
The theoretical curves are shown as solid
lines.
Two types of theoretical curves
are given:
(1 ) the cell with resistance
in series with the load, called the resis
tance model; and (2 ) the cell with no
resistance in series with the load, called
the simple model. The simple model is
shown for comparison to show that it does
not represent the performance of the cell
very well.
Figures 2-4 show the current plotted
against V for the theory (resistance and
simple models) and experiment at concen
trations of 1, 10, and 36 respectively.
Figure 5 shows the current plotted
against V for the resistance model and
experiment for all three concentrations.

Figure 5
Overall Theoretical end Experimental Reeponae

Figures 6 - 8 show the efficiency
plotted against V for the theory (resis
tance and simple models) and experiment
at concentrations of 1 , 1 0 and 36 respec
tively .
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Figure 6
CK-1

Efficiency of Cell

Figure 7
Efficiency of Cell
CR= 10

0J8

r

Figure 8
F.f f lc l e n c y of
CR-36

Cell

V l ~VOLTAGE (volt*)
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The results of the analysis and the
experiments are listed in tabular form in
Table I.
Table I
Solarex Cell #42512A (CR=40)
n

CR

oc
Volts

s
Amps r> (exp .)

1

1

0.582

0.1016

2

10

0.659

1.038

0.074
0.064

3

36

0.67

3.78

0.061

n (resist.)
0 . 0 82

0.062
0 . 0 67

Conclusions
The series resistance model predicts
the performance of a photovoltaic cell over
a wide range of concentration reasonably
well.
The simple model is a very poor pre
dictor of the performance of a photo
voltaic cell.
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ri (s imp le )

c
o
K
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0.154
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301.3
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SOLAR ENERGY TEACHING LAB
WITH LARGE SCALE WORKING MODEL

Dr. Jim Pearson

Mr. Tom Cook

John Brown University

Daisy Mfg. Co.

Siloam Springs, Arkansas 72761

Rogers, Arkansas 72756

Abstract
An active solar energy retrofit has been added to an engineering
building at John prown University.
A new system dependent
evaluation procedure incorporating the f-chart method was used
for panel selection.
The system is designed and instrumented
in order to provide various laboaratory experiences and data
collection capability.
Data collection and system control are
provided by a microcomputer.

1.

strate the availability of "off-the-

INTRODUCTION

shelf" solar energy conversion and stor
An active solar energy retrofit has

age components,

been added to an engineering build-

data, performance data,

ing at John Brown University to

design specifications available to local

supplement the space heating require

engineers, architects, builders,

ments.

educators,

This project included the

(6) make the insolation
and system
and

(7) conserve a signficant

amount of space heating energy, and

design and installation of a solar
flat-plate collection and water storage

(8) increase energy awareness in the

system and the design and installation

community.

°f a microcomputer based control and
*l®ta collection system.

The objectives

Six students and four faculty members

°f this project are to (1) provide design

have been involved in the design and

°Pportunities for engineering students,

installation of this system.

(2 ) provide thermodynamic and alternate

of the project is $70,000, of which

energy laboratory experiences for courses

$50,000 is equipment and $20,000 is

the JBU engineering unit,

(3) accumu-

labor, space,

and materials.

The cost

The U.S.

(4 ) demon

Department of Energy Small Scale Appro

strate the application of a micro-com-

priate Energy Technology Grants Program

late local insolation data,

Puter-based control system,

(5 ) demon

provided $38,690.
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This p a p e r is divided into seven sec

t h a t it would be difficult to br i n g

tions.

the building to R Q =5.4.

T h e y are:

(1) evaluation of

By adding

the heat loss for the existing build

interior window units,

ing,

inches of ceiling insulation,

adding

2 inches of floor insulation,

reinsulat

(2) evaluation of the energy con 

servation and solar h e ating potential
for the existing building,

(3) evalu

ing the heating ducts and eliminating

ation m e t h o d for commercially available

two window units,

flat-plate solar collectors,

c o u l d be achieved.

design,

(4) system

(5) laboratory potential,

system cost,

adding 12

(6)

an R q value of 5
It was determined

that an R Q value o f at least 4 was

and (7) conclusions.

r e q uired to provide a worthy base for
the addition o f the solar component.

2.

EVALU A T I O N OF THE H E A T LOSS

E n e r g y conservation improvements could

FOR T H E EXISTING BUILDING

conceivably save 600 million BTU
annually.

The existing building is 62 feet by 109
feet; has two floors,

a partial basement,

The preliminary d esign of the solar

and a large attic; is made o f concrete

collector and storage system was b a s e d

block,

o n t h e following design parameters:

and has steel-framed,

windows.

single-glazed

T h e heated usable space is

Lo c a t i o n — Benton County, Northwest

13,800 square feet.

Arkansas.
Lat i t u d e — 36° 24'

The building,

before retrofit,

required

H e a t i n g season— October through April.

365,000 B T U/degree day for space heating.

D egree days for heating season— 3830

Based on a 1 2 °F winter outside design

Tilt angle— 41°

temperature a n d an inside temperature of

(the existing roof
a n g l e ).

72°F, the p r e s e n t steam/air handling system

O rientation— SSE

was designed to provide 910,000 BTU/hr.

Overall building resistance— 4
Available roof a r e a — 3,200 ft2

For an annual heating season o f 4,034
degree days,

the total energy demand is

1,470 x 106 BTU.

Using instantaneous collector p e rfor

At a cost of $2.00/MCF

mance,

1,800 ft2 o f collector area,

for natural gas and an overall conver

120°F operating temperature and 3,300

sion and t ransmission efficiency of

gallons of water storage,

approximately fifty percent,

mined t h a t 238 x 1 0 6 B T U could be p r o 

the cost of

energy delivered to the bui l d i n g distri
bu t ion system is $4.40/106 BTU.

it was de t e r 

vided b y solar collection.

Thus,

the energy c o s t for a 4,034 degree day

Energy conservation and solar collection

wi n ter is $6,468.

could save approximately 838 x 106 BTU
annually or 47 percent o f the existing

T h e overall b u i l d i n g resistance,

Ro, was

space hea t i n g energy.

determined to b e 3.2 hr-ft2 °F/BTU.
4.
3.

EVALUATION O F ENERGY CONSERVATION

E VALUATION METHOD F O R COMMERCIALLY
AVAILABLE FLAT PLATE SOLAR COLLECTORS

AND SOLAR HEATING POTENTIAL
An evaluation criteria m u s t be estab
B a s e d on Arkansas standards for n e w

lished b efore proceeding with the

b u i lding construction1 , the m i n i m u m

selection o f commercially available

overall building resistance should be
5.4 hr-ft2°F/BTU.

solar collectors.

Analysis showed

U n l i k e conventional

heating plants that are rated in terms
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(4) Use the procedure in 1 or 2 above,

of heat input per unit time with a

but with "clear day" insolation

reasonably constant thermal efficiency,

values.

solar collectors are rated in terms of

(5) Assume an inlet temperature, ambient

instantaneous efficiency as a function
ambient tempera2
ture, and insolation rate . In the

temperature, and insolation rate

case of the conventional heating plant,

and from that and the ASHRAE 93-77

of inlet temperature,

that is representative of the season

cost, reliability, and maintainability

test data, calculate an amount of

comparisons are made on units of iden

heat available from the array.

tical output ratings.

(6 ) Use a panel output rating such as

This is not the

cost per unit of useful heat delivered

that made by the Solar Energy Indus4
tries Association or the California

to the building under consideration is

Energy Commission5 .

case with solar collectors.

If the

to be calculated such things as panel
efficiency, ambient temperature,

There are many computer programs avail£
able
for use in complete system simu

sto

rage temperature (if there is to be

lation and temperature data for selected

thermal storage), heat exchanger
efficiency, and most importantly,

the

rate of insolation must be known.

If

cities in the U.S.

In general,

though,

they are too time consuming or expensive

all of these parameters were known as

for the one-time designer of solar

a function of time and their inter-

heating systems.

relationshps were known an integration

is a good alternative to an actual

over the heating season would produce

simulation.

the total useful heat delivered.

function,

Thus,

The f-chart method

It is based on an empirical

f (the fraction of monthly

heat load provided by a solar collection/

the goal for an evaluation criteria is
to find a method of determining the

storage system),

total useful heat delivered for an array

with many full-scale simulations.

found by correlation

of solar panels when used at a particular
4.1 EVALUATION METHOD

site in a particular heat storage,
exchange, and delivery system.

A panel

comparison can then be made on the basis

Method 3 was used in the selection of

of cost per unit of useful heat delivered

solar panels for this project.

for the annual heating season.

procedure follows:

Methods

The

of achieving this goal are listed in

(1) Determine the building heating load.

order of decreasing accuracy below:

(2) Determine the amount of solar energy
available per day for each month of

(1) Using the instantaneous efficiency

the heating season.

vs. solar parameter rating as given

(3) Determine the daily average tempera

by the ASHRAE 93-77 test, simulate

ture for each month of the heating

the panel and system minute-by-

season.

minute over the heating season with

(4) Set the storage to panel area ratio

actual insolation and ambient tem

and cost per gallon of storage.

perature data as inputs.

(5) Collect performance data, costs,

(2) Follow the above procedure with
hourly averages, daily averages,

and area of various solar panels

or

from the manufacturer.

monthly averages.

(6 ) Simulate panel performance using

(3) Use a procedure such as the f-chart
method

with "realistic" insolation

the f-chart analysis.

values for the site.
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(7) Rank panels by total cost of panels,
of the panel array, and storage for

Table 2

a selected percentage of heat loss
provided by solar.

Insolation Model with^Clear-day Components
BTU/ftVday
Clear--day
Beam Rad.
Direct
Total rad.
Total
Mont-h Normal
on Roof
on Roof
Model

4.2 INSOLATION MODEL

Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.

The project site is not in or near one
of the cities for which insolation and
temperature data is recorded by the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin
istration (N O A A ).

2580
2280
2160
2350
2700
2930
3050

1770
1550
1460
1610
1850
2030
1960

1940
1690
1570
1730
2000
2210
2220

1160
840
690
675
820
930
930

Several models for

solar radiation are described in the
NOAA SOLMET 2 Manual7 .

Several of
4.3 RANKING PROCEDURE

these models depend on cloudiness
factors or cloud cover data for their

Performance and cost data was available

application.
No such data is available
for the site.

for over 130 panel types made by over
40 manufacturers.

Clear-day radiation,

In order to reduce

the task of calculating monthly solar

availability, both

energy delivered (SED) for various

direct-normal and diffuse, availability
can be calculated for any site by a

array areas for each panel,

method given in ASHRAE Handbook of

program was written.

Fundamentals,

load, ambient temperature,

1977.

However, the use

a computer

Monthly heating
and inso

lation were stored in memory.

of clear-day insolation without regard

Only

to cloudiness would lead to incorrect

four parameters for each panel are

rank evaluations of particular solar

required for input.

panels.

intercept and slope of the first-order

As a means of creating a more

They are:

the

realistic model, a correction factor

efficiency curve that results from the

was applied to the ASHRAE clear-day

ASHRAE 93-77 test, the gross area of

prediction.

the panel, and the cost of the panel.

The correction is based

A fixed ratio of storage volume to array

on the average number of days of full
and partial cloudiness for the nearest

area was used and the cost of storage

reporting station available(Fort Smith,

was added to the cost of the array

AR).

to arrive at a total cost factor for

The factors, by month, are given

in Table 1.

each panel as a function of SED as a

The model used for ranking

percent of total heat load.

the candidate panels is shown in Column
5 of Table 2.

A sample

computer output is shown in Figure 1.
The system cost was then plotted against
percent SED.

Table 1
The top eight vendors were then studied

Clear-day Insolation Modification
Factors to Account for Periods of
Cloudiness

more carefully.

These were contacted by

telephone and asked to submit current,
October
November
December
January
February
March
April

.60
.50
.44
.39
.41
.42
.42

written verification of the technical
data and prices used in the evaluation
program.
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The top three were then requested to

used in a very high insolation area its

submit a written quotation, written

low cost per square foot overcomes its

warranty information, a certified test

low effieciency and it ranks high in

report, and installation information.

cost effectiveness.

Using clear-day

One of these three fell out because of

insolation,

the inability to supply the test report.

other factors being equal, be the proper

The fourth position was brought up.

choice.

the Sunway panel would,

However,

all

if that panel were

chosen for the design site and the
These three were reevaluated using the

array size based on clear-day data,

computer program and a study was made

the system would fall short of pro

°f the stability of the vendor.

viding the predicted percent SED.

A comparison of rankings using four

different methods of evaluating solar
Panels is shown in Table 3.

Table

Although

3

R a n king b y Vari ous

Criteria

the differences in ranking for most
°f the panels is not great, there is
Manufacturer

f-chart simulation
Clear-day
Modified
Insol. M o d e l
Insol. Model

Cost per
sq. ft.

Method*
No. 5

0ne panel that is ranked number one
Ametek
Gulf Thermal
Solergy
American
Ileliotherm
Colt
Sunway

by three of the four criteria and
last by the criteria used in this
Analysis.

This panel (Sunway) is a

comparatively low efficiency panel
^ t h a low cost per square foot.

When

1

2
3

4
5
6

2
6
3

G
2
4

3
2
4

5
4
1

3
5
1

5
6
1

*Ir.let t e m p e r a t u r e ilO°F, a m b i e n t t e m p e r a t u r e 3 0 oF, S o l a r
r a d i a t i o n 30G B T J / h r / f t . S t o r a g e c o s t n o t c o n s i d e r e d .
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The manifolds are preinsulated copper
5.

SYSTEM DESIGN

by Insultek.

Diameter change in the

100 foot length (2 1 / 2 " to 2 " to 1 1/2")
The final design has 52 flat plate

provides pressure balance.

collectors, Model D-222 made by Ametek
Power Systems Group.
Collector speci
fications are given in Table 4.

The collection and exchange system
involves three circuits as shown in
Figure 3.

Table 4

Grundfos series 6000 boosters were

Collector Specifications

selected for their multi-speed capa
bilities.

Size:
99 3/4 in. x 37 3/4 in,
Gross surface area: 26.15 ft2
Weight:
160 lb. empty, 165 lb. full
Efficiency: 0.76-0.75 &.T/I
Incident angle modifier:
1-0.09 [1/COS 6 -1]

Two UMS 80-80 models are

used in the collector circuit to
provide charging capability and flow
balance.

The pressure drop is 47

feet and the volume of 50/50 ethylene
glycol and water is 95 gallons.

These collectors are mounted on a SSE
roof with a 41° tilt. The total area
.
o
is 1,360 ft . Budget constraints on

The heat exchanger is American Standard,

the total expenditure for collectors

4 pass with 6 inch baffle spacing and

and collector layout on the roof pre

82 ft

Type BGF counter flow tube and shell,

2

of surface area.

scribed the 1,360 ft2 rather than 1,800
ft

2

as in the preliminary design.

The assumptions used in heat exchanger
selection were:

(1 ) a 15° approach

The collectors are mounted in a series-

temperature,

parallel arrangement in groups of four

of 270,000 BTU/hr,

as shown in Figure 2.

on the shell side with a flow rate of

They are mounted

(2 ) a heat transfer rate
(3) ethylene glycol

on rails of pressure treated yellow

39 to 78 gpm and water from storage

pine.

on the tube side at a variable rate.

Spacing between groups was

provided for mounting and maintenance
activity.
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There are 2,000 gallons of underground

Figure 3 also shows the sensor points.

water storage provided by two concrete

The temperature sensors are integrated

septic tanks.

circuits (LM 234 or LM 235) which

Four inches of Insulbead

insulation is used on the outside of the

operate over the range -25°C to 125°C.

tanks.

The flow meter is of the paddle wheel

Each tank has an electric heater

type, Model MK 315 by Signet Scientific.

for energy input during off-peak hours
during periods of low insolation.

The
Global radiation will be measured with

storage system is designed so that the
tanks may be operated in series, parallel

an Eppley Model 8-48 black and white

or separately.

pyranometer.

Temperatures at various

Diffuse radiation will be

levels may be measured at three locations

measured by the Hollis MR-5 pyranometer

in each tank.

with a shadow band.

The storage circuit uses a Grundfos UMS

Wind velocity and direction will also

65-40 model booster.

be measured.

The pressure drop

is 7 feet.
The microcomputer will control the system
The air handler circuit uses a Grundfos

and accumulate monthly and seasonal data.

UMS 65-80 model booster.

The microcomputer selected is an Intel
SBC 80/30 with 16K of dynamic random
access memory.

This board also includes

one serial and three parallel I/O ports,
a programmable timer, priority interrupt
logic,

and Multibus control logic.

A

Datel ST-732 analog I/O board will be
used.

This board has 32 single ended

or 16 differential A/D channels and
includes two D/A channels plus current
loop outputs.

A TRS-80 16K Level II

computer with a dual disk drive will
be used as an intelligent terminal for
the Intel computer.

The software that

has been developed for this control
system includes a machine language
monitor to control the SBC from the
terminal and various programs to per
form the data accumulation, data
analysis, and control functions for
the solar collection system.

6 . LABORATORY POTENTIAL

The system was designed to provide
experimental opportunities for a
course in thermofluid dynamics and a
course in energy alternatives as well
as to provide demonstration possibili
ties for courses in engineering concepts
and mechanical equipment of buildings.
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8. CONCLUSIONS

In thermofluid dynamics, the experi
ments planned are:
1. Heat transfer film coefficients.

The f-chart simulation with appropriate

2. Net head loss coefficient and

insolation model was used to determine

friction factor for the piping

the annual delivery of a given solar

system.

system for a given collector.

3. Thermal stratification of storage

The pur

pose of the simulation was to determine
the performance of the collector over

ta nks.

the entire heating season.

Solar panels

4. Accounting for long-term heat col
lection.

were ranked based on a system evaluation

5. Thermal model for computer control.

rather than upon instantaneous perfor

6. Collector efficiencies.

mance as reported in the standard per
formance test.

In energy alternatives, the experiments

The conclusions of this analysis are:

planned are:
1. Comparison of actual to predicted
collector array performance using

1. Solar panels should be evaluated as
part of a system.

the Hottel-Whillier-Bliss equation.

2. The choice of an insolaton model will

2. LMDT behavior of heat exchanger.

influence the choice of a panel.

3. Comparison of solar insolation

3. The cost of an optimum size storage

models.

system must be included in overall

4. Efficiency versus flow rates.

costs for ranking purposes.

5. Storage losses.

4. A decision based on clear day inso

6. Economic analysis.

lation would lead to buying a panel
that would not perform well under
actual insolation conditions.

7. SYSTEM COST

This system should deliver 86 x 106 BTU
for the heating season with a panel and

The total cost for equipment and materi

storage cost of $22,000.

als for this project will be approxi

10

mately $50,000.

percent of the heating load of the
building.

Particular items in

this amount are (1) collector panels—
$20,400,

This is $255/

BTU and represents approximately 20

(2) storage system— $1,600,

(3) piping— $2,000,

(4) computer sys

Storage cost is approximately $.75/gal.

tem— $3,600 (dual disk drive and some

and the system uses 1.5 gallons of stor

software were donated),

age for each square foot of collector
area.

(5) retrofit

windows— $10,000, (6) insulation—
$4,300 (estimate).

The flexibility and instrumentation
The total cost for labor including

incorporated into this system pro

design and administration for the

vide the means for interesting

project will be approximately $15,000.

energy studies for undergraduate
engineering students.
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USE OF AILERONS TO IMPROVE CONTROL
OF LARGE WIND TURBINES
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Wichita, Kansas
and
John T. Calhoun
Consulting Engineer
Renton, Washington

Abstract
Studies have been conducted to determine feasibility of using
aileron or spoiler controls as alternates to pitch control
for large horizontal axis wind turbines. Results of the
study show that either ailerons or spoilers can provide con
trol necessary to limit turbine power in high wind condi
tions. An aileron system is recommended for the present
application, based upon the ability of ailerons to provide
self-starting and added power at low wind speed conditions.
INTRODUCTION

SYMBOLS
a

induced wind slowdown factor; velocity in plane
o f r o t o r = (1 - a)V

c

chord o f local airfoil or blade sections

cd

s e c tio n drag coefficient

ch

h in g e moment coefficient

cl

s e c tio n

Most large scale horizontal-axis wind turbines utilize
variable pitch of the blades or of a portion of the
blade span for starting, stopping, and modulation of
speed.

blades of large sizes pose several structural and

lift coefficient

mechanical problems.

r o t o r power coefficient, (Power)/UpV2-nrR3 )
^

maximum blade radius

^

wind velocity

x

spanwise distance from center of rotor

X

tip

a

rotors in large wind turbine design.

producing cyclic gravity loads are in the direction of
the greatest dimension (section chordwise direction).

s e c tio n angle of attack

M

r o t o r angular speed

Blades of a

fixed-pitch rotor are oriented so that the fatigue-

This minimizing of cyclic stresses results in weight

a ile r o n deflection angle, positive down (upwind)
s p o i le r deflection angle, positive up (downwind)

Fixed-pitch rotors offer many

advantages over fully-pitchable or tip-controlled

speed ratio, wR/V

fis

However, design of variable-pitch turbine

and cost savings.

A fixed-pitch rotor does not re

quire blade pitch bearings or the complex bearing as
semblies and linkages needed for pitch control.
factors contribute to significant cost savings of
fixed-pitch rotors over variable-pitch rotors.
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These

The fixed-pitch rotor, however, has two inherent con

to the Mod-0 wooden inboard blade (shown in. Figure 2),

trol problems:

The length of the spoilers and ailerons is 30% of

(1) starting and stopping rotation,

and (2) prevention of overspeed.

Setting fixed-pitch

radius.

blades at an angle to maximize annual energy may re

WIND uses a subroutine in which aerodynamic character

sult in near-zero starting torques when the rotor

istics of the NACA 23024 airfoil are stored as a set of

axis is aligned with the wind, since the blades are
completely stalled.

algebraic equations, each equation for a particular

It has been demonstrated that

angle of attack range.

yaw control may be used to start fixed-pitch wind
turbines.

However, yaw control is not fast enough

to prevent overspeed.

surface geometry, such as control chord and deflection,

Yaw systems operate slowly; as

as well as airfoil angle of attack.

much as one minute may be required to yaw sufficient
ly to prevent overspeed.

To analyze an airfoil with a

control surface, it is necessary to identify control
It was decided

that control surface data should be treated as incre

Typical overpseed rates are

ments to be applied to the basic airfoil characteris

so high that the rotor speed can double in half that
time.

tics.

There were two reasons for adopting this proce

dure:

first, no data were available for the NACA 23021

Although yaw control might be used to provide starting

section with spoilers and ailerons; and second, a con

and to terminate rotation at low wind speeds, other

trol surface incremental subroutine would have applica

means are required for overspeed control.

tion to a variety of airfoils with minimal change.

One pos

sible concept is the use of retractable spoilers on

Subroutine INCREM. A new subroutine, INCREM, which

the outboard portion of the blades to reduce rotor

receives control surface type, chord, and deflection

speed by decreasing section lift and by increasing
drag.

angle as input information, was added to WIND.

An alternative concept is the use of hinged

information is incremental lift coefficient, increment

trai1ing-edge surfaces (ailerons) which can act simi

al drag coefficient, and control surface hinge moment

larly to spoilers in preventing overspeed, and can

coefficient.

also act to improve rotor torque at 1ess-than-design

Incremental data used were obtained

from wind tunnel experiments conducted at WSU on the

wind speeds, with the possibility of improving annual
output.

Output

21% thick LS(1)-0421 airfoil as documented in refer

Typical spoiler and aileron designs are shown

ence 2.

in Figure 1.

Figures 3 and 4 show, from reference 2, incre

ments of lift and drag coefficients resulting from

Spoiler and aileron control systems were studied under
a grant from NASA Lewis Research Center.

60 degree deflections over a wide range of angles of

This paper

attack.

presents results of these studies which include aero

Equations used to model the control surface

data are given in reference 1.

dynamic performance of aileron and spoiler controls

While the incremental subroutine has been arranged so

and their effects on turbine performance, selection

that control surface chord is an input variable, the

of a control system sized for the NASA Mod-0 125 ft

data were obtained from experiments with 20% chord

diameter wind turbine, and preliminary design of

aileron and 10% chord spoiler.

mechanical systems for control surface actuation and

The resulting equations

are applicable to control surfaces with chord lengths

fail-safe operation.

differing by as much as 50% from the source data val
ANALYSIS

ues, but can lead to serious errors for larger chord
differences.

Computer Program
The effects of spoilers and ailerons on turbine per

Further, the spoiler data were from experiments with a

formance were analyzed using computer simulation.

spoiler hingeline location of 70% chord.

The well-known computer code, PROP, was supplied by

using the present data base to approximate spoiler

NASA.

characteristics for hingelines from 60%to 90% chord

This program was modified extensively for the

would probably not result in large errors, hingeline

purposes of this analysis and is now maintained at
Wichita State University under the name WIND.

Although

locations forward of 50% would be expected to produce

One of

the modifications was addition of a subroutine which

large errors, since it is known that spoilers are much

supplies lift and drag increments and hinge moments

more effective at forward locations.

resulting from spoiler or aileron deflection.

To determine the overall hinge moment required to ac

Blade

planform geometry used in all calculations corresponds

tuate a control surface, local section hinge moments
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are integrated across the span of the control in par

experimental data for airfoils with ailerons at ex

allel with other spanwise integrations of blade torque

treme angles of attack are available, a model was de

and thrust loads.

veloped for the present study based on theoretical re

Expanded

Output Modifications.

sults from potential flow analysis of flat plates

In order to facilitate

analysis of effects of spoiler or aileron deflections

using free streamline techniques modified by correct

on wind turbine performance, the output of the com

ing to a more realistic base pressure.

puter program was modified to provide two alternative

Hinge moments for spoiler studies were obtained direct

types of display of the performance results.

ly from wind tunnel data of reference 2.

The

"long print-out" shows local values of velocity, angle

Control Systems Studied

of pitch, angle of attack, coefficients of lift and
drag,and the resulting local contributions to torque,

Geometric variables considered are:

thrust, and a.

Integrated results are also printed

type (aileron or spoiler), spanwise extent of control

including torque, thrust, power, Cp , average a, and

surface, control surface chord, and spoiler hingeline

hinge moment.

location.

The "short print-out" displays only

Most of the torque produced by a horizontal

axis wind turbine is produced by the outer portion of

the integrated values.

the blade, and torque modulation devices should be lo

The reason for the long print-out is that it permits

cated outboard.

an investigator to examine local wind angles and

Con

trol surface span for the aileron and spoiler studies

the resulting blade loading, and the induced effects.

was selected as the outer 30%.

An additional optional print-out was added to the pro
gram during the present research.

The Mod-0 turbine presently uses

pitch control over the outer 35% of the blade.

angles of attack across the radius from hub to tip,

Ailerons. Ailerons are suitable for wind turbine aero

At each radial

dynamic control.

station, the computer seeks to satisfy continuity and

They produce nearly the same aero

dynamic effects as spoilers of the same chord and de

"omentum relationships by an iterative procedure in

flection angle.

volving a, the induced velocity factor, net angle of

Ailerons may be used to provide posi

tive or negative increments in lift, and downward de

attack on the blade section, and the resulting section
lift and drag coefficients.

control surface

flection of ailerons will increase maximum lift coef

In order to examine this

ficient in the manner of flaps.

Iterative process, an optional command causes the
Printer to list each successive estimate of local a,

Spoilers.

ct» Cd, and the factor a.

tion of the spoilers is moved forward,

If a does not converge in

Spoiler effectiveness increases as the loca
but forward

spoiler locations result in time lag between actuation

50 iterations a warning is printed on the output

and change in lift.

sheet.

Although such a lag is undesir

able for airplane control systems, in the case of the
Post-Stall Behavior

wind turbine, time response requirements are not so

P o st-stall characteristics of airfoils have been in

severe.

s t i g a t e d for only a few section shapes (e.g. refer

within the time required to travel a few chord lengths

e e 3 ).

Thi s lack of data is unfortunate, since

Wind turbines, such as Mod-0, have blades which travel

fix e d -p itc h wind turbines operate over an angle of
*ttack range from approximately 0° to 90°.

In aircraft, control response must occur

many chord lengths per revolution (more than 100 chord

Charac-

lengths at mid-control position), and control response

krlstlcs of the NACA 23024 airfoil for angles of at-

within one revolution is satisfactory.

tock beyond stall were based on wind tunnel tests of

sideration for spoiler location is the effect on the

symmetric 12% thick NACA 0012 section.

A second con

structure of cutting into the airfoil, and a third

For post-

stall an gles of attack with spoiler, it is assumed

consideration affecting choice of spoiler type and

***** the basic section data apply, since at high

location is the effect of "mis-rigged" spoilers on

an9les o f attack, the airfoil will separate in front

drag at conditions for which spoiler deflection should

the spoiler, rendering it nearly ineffective.

be zero.

Fo
»»
or an airfoil with ai leron deflected, however, the

ciated with the spoiler or actuating mechanism will
add to the basic section drag, and the penalty asso

lower surface shape is changed and lift and drag will
k d i f f e r e n t , even for 90° angle of attack.

In addition, any gap or protuberance asso

ciated with drag of this type is much more severe for

Since no

forward locations than for aft positions.
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Based upon

these considerations and on availability of data, the

For the present study a hurricane wind speed of 54 m/s

present design studies were conducted for spoilers with

(120 mph) was selected as maximum wind speed.

hingeline locations at 70% chord.

ing requirements of generator failure along with hurri

Analysis of turbine performance was conducted by

cane wind results in a design requirement of zero

single point analysis (chiefly to check limiting con

torque at wind velocity of 54 m/s.

trol conditions) and more complete performance analy

Computer studies with full-up aileron were conducted

sis using the computer model.

at the hurricane wind speed (54 m/s) for rotational

Results of Computer Studies and Aileron and Spoiler
Control

speeds ranging from 10 to 30 rpm.

Power Modulation at High Wind Speeds.

Combin

These runs show

that the zero torque "runaway condition" occurs at 19
rpm.

For wind speeds

Analysis shows that this 19 rpm condition is

greater than that for which the electrical generator

stable.

is rated, it is necessary to either take the wind tur

operating speed of 33 rpm, it does not pose a hazard

bine off the line or to limit power developed using

in terms of centrifugal blade loads.

aerodynamic or other means.

ing must be used to bring the rotor to rest.

With an aileron or spoil

Since this rotational speed is well below the
Mechanical brak

er control system this limitation is accomplished by

Aerodynamic Starting.

deflecting the control upward to reduce lift and

are started by decreasing blade pitch from feathered

torque.

position to an unstalled angle.

Figure 5 shows power coefficient versus tip

Variable-pitch wind turbines
Then, as rpm increases,

speed ratio for the basic rotor, the rotor with full-

pitch angle is further decreased.

up aileron and with full-up spoiler.

rotor, very little starting torque is developed and

These results

show that either the aileron or spoiler can provide

other means for starting must be employed.

the control necessary to reduce power to zero over the
normal range of tip speed ratios.

Recent tests by NASA with the Mod-0 turbine have dem

Because of the po

onstrated that starting can be effected in a fixed-

tential of the aileron to provide starting torque and

pitch mode by yawing the rotor away from the wind.

to provide increased power at low wind speeds, the

While this mode of operation is possible for a large

aileron was selected for further studies.

scale machine, it is inconvenient that yaw rates must

Figure 6 shows how power modulation would be accom

be low to prevent over-stressing the rotor system.

plished with the 20% aileron control system for a
synchronous generator operating at 33 rpm.

With an aileron control system it is possible to gen

For wind

erate starting torque without yawing the rotor away

speeds lower than 8.2 m/s (18 mph) with zero control

from the wind.

deflection, the power developed is lower than the

blade will be fully stalled, and torque will be nearly

For wind speeds in excess

zero.

of 8.2 m/s (18 mph), the turbine is capable of produc
ing more power than the generator can absorb.

The computer code used for per

formance studies is not capable of calculation at zero

flecting the control surface upward, power can be

rotational speed, so runs were made at very low rpm
values, and the results were extrapolated to zero.

For speeds greater than this

This study shows that optimum aileron angle for start

value, it will be possible to provide 120 kW by using

ing is -60°, and that a starting torque of 778 N-m

down aileron deflection, an option not possible with
spoilers.

With up aileron, however, a larger starting

torque is provided.

By de

modulated to provide the required 120 kW at speeds up
to 12.9 m/s (29 mph).

With the rotor stopped, the effective

angle of attack is 90°, which means that the basic

rated value of 120 kW shaft power, corresponding to
100 kW of electrical power.

With a fixed-pitch

(574 ft-lb) is available at a wind speed of 3.6 m/s

The aileron system can provide rated power

(8 mph).

up to 15.6 m/s (35 mph).

Because of the dynamic pressure effect, this

torque will be proportional to the square of the wind
Overspeed Control.

In the event of electrical failure

speed.

of a wind-powered generator, it is necessary to pro
vide means for preventing overspeed which would result
in overstressing of the rotor structure.

Table 1 shows starting torque for several wind

speeds.
Table 1 - Starting Torque with 60° Up Aileron

It is pre

Wind Speed

ferred to use aerodynamic braking which must be cap

2.2 m/s ( 5 mph)
3.6 m/s ( 8 mph)
4.5 m/s (10 mph)

able of functioning, not only at the rated wind speed,
but also at the highest wind likely to be encountered.
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Torque
304 N-m
778 N-m
1216 N-m

Whether starting by use of ailerons can actually be

The aileron structure consists of aluminum hinge, ribs,

accomplished depends upon two factors which have not

and skin.

yet been determined.

such that actuation loads can be introduced at the

First, the friction of the gen

erator and gear train must be overcome.

Second, once

Torsional stiffness of the structure is

aileron root, eliminating the need for providing ac

starting is achieved, rpm must be increased to the

tuators at mid-span or other locations.

point that the blades become unstailed so that the

to the forward portion of the blade are minimal, con

operating speed of 33 rpm can be achieved.

sisting primarily of cutting off the aft portion and

Acceler

Modifications

ating the rotor to an unstalled state cannot be sim

installing a trailing spar and the aircraft-type piano

ulated with the present computer code.

hinge to accommodate the aileron.

Full-scale

rotor tests will be required to evaluate the practic
ality of this starting method.

CONCLUSIONS

Power Increase at Low Wind Speed. Another control op
tion is possible with the aileron system.

(1) Either ailerons or spoilers could be used to pre

At wind

vent runaway and to modulate power at higher

speeds lower than rated, positive aileron deflection
can be utilized to increase power available.

than rated wind speeds.

Annual

(2) An aileron system was selected as prime candi

energy output for competitive control schemes was cal
culated using a Rayleigh wind distribution.

date for the present application, based upon

Table 2

considerations of providing power output gains

shows, results of a study comparing zero control with
optimum aileron deflections.

Details of the pre

liminary design are presented in reference 1.

at low wind speeds, and the possibility of

Optimum ailerons de

starting without yawing the rotor away from the

flections are 5° or lower.

wi nd.

Table 2 - Use of Ailerons to Increase Annual Energy

(3) Preliminary loads analysis including hinge mo
ments have been developed for a 20% chord, 30%

5.36 m/s
(12 mph)
Increase in
Annual Energy

1.8%

5.81 m/s
(13 mph)
1.6%

span aileron control system for the Mod-0 tur

6.26 m/s
(ILmph)

bine.
(4) The system, as designed, provides overspeed pro

1.3%

tection at hurricane wind speeds, low wind speed
starting torque of 778 N-m at 3.6 m/s, and 1.3
to 1.5% increase in annual energy compared to

CONTROL SYSTEM HARDWARE
The aileron system is shown in Figure 7.

a fixed-pitch rotor.
The control
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Figure 3. Coefficient of Lift, NACA 23024 with deflected controls
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Figure 5. Limitation of Power Coefficient
by Control Deflection.

Figure 7.

a il e r o n

root
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Abstract

Thi s p a p e r w i l l d i s c u s s t h e d e s i g n o f a m i c r o p r o c e s s o r based
c o n t r o l s y s t e m f o r a V e r t i c a l A x i s Wi nd T u r b i n e ( VAWT) .
A control
p h i l o s o p h y i s d e v e l o p e d and t h e r e a s o n s f o r a m i c r o p r o c e s s o r c o n 
t r o l are discussed.
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f r om

= k V3 ( t ).

the

wind,
(1-1 )

Wh er e

k is a c o n s t a n t d e p e n d i n g on

sity of ai r and the s w e p t area
and V (t ) 1s the

instantaneous

in

the d e n 

by the blades,

Figures

4 and 5.

.

The wind r e c o r d

v e l o c i t y of

in Figure

are wide v a r i a t i o n s

wind.

values.
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SPEED
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Components

VAWT
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GEAR

TORQUE

BOX
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In s t r u m e n t s

ROTOR
SPEED
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INDUCTION
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Figure 9.

Control System Block Diagram
1 7-o VAWT SPECIFICATIONS

Dlaaetcr

17 meter

Nunber of blades

2

Turbine swept area

180 m *

Induction Hachlne (I.M .) power

3-phase 75-HP

Turbine RPM

45.5

I.M. RPM

1800

Brakes type

Hydraulic

Cear box ra tlo

1:40

Table I.

Turbine Specifications
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ENTROPY BASED ANALYTIC TECHNIQUES
John O. Dow
Department of Civil, Environmental, and
Architectural Engineering
University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado
Abstract
The study of energy supply futures is simplified when the end use of this energy is included
in the analyses.
The various supply and end use opportunities can be evaluated against a
standard basis with the analytic techniques discussed here.
A simplified theoretical back
ground for these techniques is given and a wide range of energy supply and end use situations
to which the techniques apply is presented.
1.

INTRODUCTION

price controls and other policies.

There are many difficult issues that arise

When the magnitude of the economic factors

when the problem of supplying energy for the

involved with the energy supply problem is

future is addressed without considering the

brought forth and the political problems of

ultimate use of this energy.

determining how the enormous costs and bene

These issues

were first generally recognized when the

fits will be distributed are considered, the

1973-74 oil embargo brought an end to the

virtual paralysis in government energy policy

era of cheap, reliably supplied oil.

that has existed for the seven years since

Its

replacement, an era characterized by expen

the embargo is not surprising.

sive oil and tentative supplies, has created

and political issues seem to have put the

a period of unprecedented political and

questions concerning replacement energy

economic instability and uncertainty for the

sources a distant second in terms of actual

United States.

government priorities.

These conditions exist

because dependence on imported oil has made

These economic

It is apparently taken as a matter of faith

the United States vulnerable to unpredict

that technology will come to the rescue.

able supply interruptions and price increases.

Thus such possibilities as a coal based

Thus, the nation's foreign policy is con

future, the nuclear option, and synthetic

strained, war is a continual threat, and the

fuels are bandied about without a great deal

cost of imported oil has caused a drop in

of thought.

sational income and high internal inflation.

The immense economic and environ

mental costs which threaten the very exis
tence of the present culture are only con

In the seven years since the embargo, the
amount of oil imported by the United States

sidered superficially.

has almost doubled and it now accounts for

might not be feasible is unthinkable.

approximately 50% of the country's oil sup
ply.

And that these options

Many of these issues can be ameliorated or

If the growth of oil imports continues

eliminated by including the end use of energy

it has until the mid-1980's, an addi

supplies in the study of the energy future.

tional 5 million barrels of oil a day will

The resultant reduction in the scope of the

be imported which will add an additional $38

energy supply problem occurs when the end use

billion per year cost for imported oil.

of the energy is included because a simple

On the positive side, the value of known

analysis shows that energy is used ineffi

national reserves has increased by $400

ciently in end use applications.

billion.

By increas

ing the end use efficiency, the future energy

The economic issue is further

supply requirements can be substantially

complicated by the fact that there is an

reduced.

existin g subsidy of approximately $15 bil

data.

lion a year to oil users in the form of
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This is illustrated by the following

Approximately 27 percent of the energy used

There follows, in turn, a discussion of the

in the United States goes to residential

second law of thermodynamics and the quality

space conditioning and water heating.

of energy, entropy based analytic techniques,

This

energy is used with an average efficiency of

and results of analyses using these tech

6 percent when analyzed using an entropy

niques .

based analytic technique.

A similar analy

2.

THE SECOND LAW AND THE QUALITY OF ENERGY

sis of the approximately 36 percent on the
energy supplied to the industrial sector

The features of the second law of thermo

shows that this energy is used with an

dynamics, the entropy law, that are germain

average efficiency of 2 8 percent.

to the understanding of entropy based analy

Thus

approximately 63 percent of the energy sup

tic techniques are presented in this section.

plied in the United States is used with an

The second law is often considered obscure

average efficiency of slightly over 17 per

or difficult to understand because it can be

cent.

stated in so many forms.

This situation provides a wide open,

The first state

relatively inexpensive opportunity to sub

ment of the second law was made by Sadi

stantially reduce the energy supply require

Carnot in about 1820 when he showed that the

ments for the future.

maximum theoretical efficiency of a steam
engine is determined by the temperature of

It is estimated that approximately 40 per

its boiler and the temperature of its con

cent of the energy used in the United States

denser.

could be saved with substantially no change
in current styles of life.

More generally, this says that the

theoretical efficiency with which heat enerqy

This prediction

can be converted to work depends on the tem

is supported by the fact that energy conser

perature at which the heat is transferred.

vation efforts have repeatedly demonstrated
savings of the predicted level.

The generalized modern form of the second

For in

stance, savings of 20 percent are routine

law was stated in 1850 by Clausius as fol

through the use of simple housekeeping modi

lows :

fications.

system undergoing a process

The achievement of the 40 per

tion)

cent savings requires modest capitol invest
ments.

zero.

The predicted level of energy

The total change in the entropy of a
(a transforma

is always greater than or equal to
The "equal to zero" constraint on the

savings would eliminate or substantially

second law allows the theoretical upper

reduce the level of oil imports for decades

limit for ideal thermodynamic processes to

to come and the techniques and modifications

be determined.

required are virtually nonpolluting, inex

later to demonstrate the concept of the

pensive, require little or no development,

quality of energy.

This constraint will be used

and are readily available on short notice.

In order to compactly illustrate the use of

The entropy based analytic technqiues men

the second law and to define the meaning of

tioned above and the source of the predic

the change in entropy, the second law will be

tions concerning the opportunities provided

stated in equation form for the case of con

by energy conservation are valuable tools

stant temperature or infinite capacity reser

for analyzing energy supply and utilization

voirs.

situations at every level.

a body with such a large heat capacity that

The major sig

A constant temperature reservoir is

nificance of these techniques is that they

the addition or subtraction of a small quan

allow the energy requirements for both

tity of heat will not change its temperature.

supply and end use to be made commensurable.

For example, the temperature of the Pacific

That is to say, the quality as well as the

Ocean would not be measurably changed by the

quantity requirements at both ends of the

addition of 100 gallons of boiling water.

energy cycle can be dealt with through the

For the case of a constant temperature reser

common measure of available work or free
energy.

voir, the second law of thermodynamics can be
written in equation form as,
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AS^ + AS2 +

+ AS n = 0

AS^ is the change in entropy due to

(1 )

the heat transferred to the low

where

temperature reservoir.
AS^ is the change in entropy of one
This equation can be written in terms of Eq.

step in a process.

2 and then rearranged as follows,
The term AS. can be defined as follows:
1
AQ.
ASi =
i
where

0
(2)
or
(4)

AQ^ is the amount of heat energy
added to the reservoir.
added is positive.

where

Energy

Energy sub

Qh is the quantity of heat transferred

tracted is negative, and

from the high temperature reservoir,
is the quantity of heat transferred

Tt is the absolute temperature of
the reservoir.

to the low temperature reservoir,

Absolute tempera

ture is measured from the point

T^ is the absolute temperature of the

where a body has no more heat

high temperature reservoir, and

available to give up for conver
sion to work.

T^ is the absolute temperature of the

In general, it is

low temperature reservoir.

not the case that there is no
The meaning of Eq. 4 is quite clear.

molecular motion at absolute zero.

If the

change in entropy is to be zero, the quantity
As can be seen in Eqs. 1 and 2, the change

of heat transferred to the low temperature

in entropy depends on the quantity of heat

reservoir is smaller than the quantity of heat

transferred and the temperature at which
this transfer takes place.

transferred from the high temperature reser

To illustrate

voir.

the use of the second law of thermodynamics

Since the conservation of energy law,

the first law of thermodynamics, must hold,

in this form, the maximum amount of work

the difference between the heat leaving the

that can theoretically be extracted from

high temperature reservoir and heat entering

heat being transferred from a high tempera

the low temperature reservoir must have been

ture to a low temperature reservoir will be

converted to mechanical work.

determined.

This can be

written in terms of Eq. 4 as,

Since a thermodynamic limit is desired, Eq.
1 will be used with the right hand side
e<luated to zero as previously discussed.
That is to say, the total change in entropy
Bust be zero.

where

Thus the change in entropy

W is the theoretical maximum amount of

due to the heat transferred from the high

mechanical work that can be extracted

temperature reservoir must equal the change

from the quantity of heat, Q^, by a

ln entropy added to the low temperature
reservoir.

thermodynamically ideal process

in equation form this can be

operating between two reservoirs of

Written as

different temperature.
ASh + AS^ = 0

(3)

There is an important observation that can

*here

be made at this point.

If the low tempera

ture reservoir is taken as a specific con

AS^ is the change in entropy due to

stant temperature, as would be the case if

the heat transferred from the

the condenser of a steam engine was cooled by

high temperature reservoir, and

the ambient air.

The theoretical maximum

amount of work that can be extracted from a
157

given quantity of heat depends only on the

lost cannot be recovered.

It is irreversibly

temperature of the high temperature reser

lost.

voir.

not decreased by the combustion of the oil,

It can be seen that the higher the

The quantity of energy in the system is

temperature, the larger the quantity of work

but the quality of energy is forever reduced.

that can be extracted from a quantity of

As can be seen, energy in the form of oil is

heat.

Because, in general, the desired

far more valuable than the same quantity of

objective is mechanical work, the higher the

energy in a tank of water heated a few degrees

temperature of the heat, the more valuable

above ambient temperature.

it is.

more mechanical work can be extracted from a

That is to say, heat at a high tem

That is to say,

perature contains more available mechanical

gallon of oil than can be extracted from a

work than does heat at a lower temperature.

quantity of water heated a few degrees by

Thus, various states or kinds of energy can

this oil.

be ordered according to the amounts of
available work they contain.

Thus the energy crisis is connected with the

Mechanical

consumption of energy quality, not energy

work has the highest value and is the most

quantity.

desirable because it can directly provide
shaft works.

Electrical energy is almost as

the same level and in the same thought when

valuable as mechanical work because it can

considering future sources of energy.

provide shaft work with little loss in an
efficient electric motor.

The

concept of available work or availability

High temperature

provides a measure that aids in this process

heat is more valuable than low temperature

since various energy sources and energy uses

heat because more mechanical work can be

can be directly compared in terms of the

extracted from a given quantity of high tem
perature heat.

Since this is the case, the manner

in which energy is used must be considered on

amount of available work they consume or

Thus a fuel is as valuable

supply.

as the amount of electricity or the amount
The next section illustrates the use of the

of high temperature heat it can produce.

availability concept in the development of
The major accomplishment of this application

the entropy based analytic techniques.

of the laws of thermodynamics has been to
3.

show that the quality or value of a parti

ENTROPY BASED ANALYSES TECHNIQUES

cular form of energy can be determined in

Although the use of available work for the

terms of its capacity to do mechanical work.

analyses of supply and end use of energy has

This capacity is commonly referred to as the

only recently come to the attention of a wide

"availability"
the energy.

(to do mechanical work) of

and diverse audience, the concept has its

The availability or available

origin primarily in the work performed at the

mechanical work in a quantity of energy can

end of the last century by J. Willard Gibbs.

be partially or totally consumed when it

Development and use of the concept has con

undergoes a transformation.

The value of

tinued steadily over the years.

In recent,

this measure is illustrated by the following

years, the Europeans and Russians have done

example.

more work on the subject than have the

Suppose a gallon of oil, which can

produce a flame of several hundred degrees,

Americans.

The Russians have been particu

is used to heat a large tank of water to a

larly active in applying the concept to

few degrees above the ambient temperature.

cryogenic problems

(1).

The recent populari"

Although the quantity of energy added to the

zation in the United States of the concept

water can be nearly equal to the quantity of

in terms of what is currently called second

energy contained in the oil before it was

law efficiency analysis is attributed by

burned, the quality of the energy (the

many to an article by Charles A. Berg and

availability to do mechanical work) in the

a book published in 1975 by the American

oil has been largely degraded by combustion

Physical Society entitled,

in heating the water.

of Energy

The quality of energy
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(2,3,4).

The Efficient

by

V SA

An extensive history of

the availability concept is contained in a

ideal amount of available work

letter to the editor of Mechanical Engineer

that is required to perform a

in October, 19 7 7 (5) .

task, and
B

The concept of available work supplies the
heart of entropy based analytic techniques

. . i s the amount of available work
actual
that is actually consumed in
performing a task.

by providing a yardstick to measure the
amount of unrecoverable energy quality con

References 2, 3, and 4 contain the required

sumed by a process.

background for the understanding and applica

This common measure of

performance allows methods unrelated by any

tion of second law efficiency analysis.

other quantity to be compared by their

slightly different definition of second law

ability to improve a process.

For example,

A

efficiency is presented in a recent paper by

the improvement in a process resulting from

Rotty and Van Artsdalen

the installation of a more efficient heat

(6).

This paper

redefines second law efficiency in terms of

exchanger can be compared to the improvement

the commonly used definition of efficiency

resulting from more precise control of the

and presents a good argument for replacing

process.

the term, second law efficiency, by the term
thermodynamic efficiency.

It is this feature that gives these methods
the versatility to determine the efficiency

The second law efficiency

of processes, provide guidance in determining

oriented concept.

policy, and to define fertile research areas.

(Eff2 ) is a task

It measures how closely

the performance of a device accomplishing a

Two widely used entropy based analytic tech

specific task compares to the optimal per

niques are exergy analyses, which are also

formance permitted by the laws of thermo

known as essergy or availability analyses,

dynamics .

and second law of thermodynamics analyses.

Second law efficiency focuses on the funda

In the first of these techniques, the avail

mental laws of thermodynamics instead of on

able work consumed in each step of an over

the details of a specific device.

all process is determined and an attempt is
made to improve the efficiency of the pro

tists and engineers by defining the minimum

cess by focusing on the areas consuming
large amounts of available work.

energy path required to perform a specific

A recent

task by highlighting areas where excessive

book entitled, Exergy Analyses and Applica

amounts of available work are actually con

tions . provides a good overview of the

sumed.

development and application of this method
” )•

These are areas where positive scien

tific and technological contributions can be

It contains 82 references.

made to improve energy consumption patterns.

The second technique is similar to the first
but for the addition of one step.
This step
requires the determination of the available

A list of 73 research opportunities deter
mined by this process is contained in refer
ence 4.

work consumed by the ideal thermodynamic

The guidance provided by this type of analy

Process performing the same task. The
actual consumption is compared to the theoretical consumption to give what is called
the second law efficiency. In equation form
the second law of thermodynamic efficiency
(Eff2) can be written as

ses shows that the negative paths of focusing
only on use curtailment and energy supply can
be replaced with positive contributions by
scientific and technical developments in
matching supply and end use requirements.

Or

as stated in The Efficient Use of Energy (4),
p. 8:

Eff2 ~ B ideal//0actual

’♦ here
R

The infor

mation provided by this approach aids scien

We believe that the use of
second law efficiencies and avail
able work, ..., offers new and

. i s the minimum thermodynamic
ideal
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powerful tools for seeking areas
where research payoffs can be
large.
At present our energy
resources are being consumed with
an overall average second law
efficiency of only 10 to 15 per
cent.
It is not only wasteful,
but inelegant; there is much room
for improvement, for designing
our machines to be technically
excellent and to reflect the
powerful insights of modern
science and technology.

schools of under 75,000 sq.ft.) through the
use of automated energy management systems has
been performed (9,10).

The purpose of this

study was to determine the market potential
for a small automated control system for such
buildings.

The presently available automated

control systems are designed for much larger
and complex buildings and are therefore too
expensive to justify for these small buildings.
Single function controls are not adequate for

Examples of the results of applying entropy
based analytic techniques and other areas to

the job.

which they have been successfully applied

buildings consume approximately 10.2 percent

It was found that these types of

are presented in the next section.

of the nation's energy.

It was estimated

that 20 percent of the energy consumed in
4.

RESULTS AND AREAS OF APPLICATION

these buildings could be saved with automated

Entropy based analyses techniques have been

control systems.

applied with good results to the study and

exist for small automated control systems for

solution of energy supply and end use pat

these types of buildings.

terns and problems at all levels.

where existing technology is available for

The

results of a wide range of such applications

Thus a good market seems to
This is a case

new and retrofit applications.

is presented next.

The actual possibility of reaching these pre

The end use efficiency of the major con

dicted levels of saving has been repeatedly

sumers of energy in the United States have

demonstrated.

been assessed and the condensed results are

oil embargo, Los Angeles experienced a cut off

as follows

of a major proportion of its low sulphur oil

(4).

Approximately 26.5 percent

of the total energy of the nation is used in

supply.

As a consequence of the 1973-74

Mandatory levels of reduction were

residential heating and cooling applications.

set for various energy consuming sectors with

This energy is used with an end use effi

penalties for not meeting the goals.

ciency of approximately 5.3 percent.

tion of 18 percent in electrical demand

Approx

imately 36.0 percent of the energy budget of

A reduc

resulted, primarily through better control of

the country is used in industrial applica

lighting and air conditioning (7).

tions with an average end use efficiency of
27.6 percent.

savings (19.1 percent) in steam usage has been

It has been estimated that the technically

with virtually no capitol expenditures (11).

and economically feasible savings presently

The savings are primarily due to better

available are equal to approximately 40 per

maintenance and operating procedures.

cent of the total energy usage for the

other similar results have been reported.

country (7).

The example of Dow Chemical Corporation is

A similar

accomplished at the University of Colorado

Savings of this magnitude

Many

would greatly reduce if not eliminate the

often cited as a classic example of the suc

need for imported oil.

cess of energy conservation.

Methods for accomp

Through careful

lishing these goals which were identified

energy management, high level management

using second law efficiency analyses range

interest and capitol expenditures, this corpo

from the installation of weatherstripping to

ration

the use of simultaneous generation of heat
and electricity (4,8).

per pound of product by 40 percent (7,12).

has reduced its energy consumption

In another application, the end use matching
A similar type of study concerning the

technique was used to determine the possible

energy savings possible in small commercial

market for solar energy in industrial process

type buildings

heat applications.

(offices, apartments, and
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Briefly, it was found that

presently available solar technology was

5 . OVERALL PERSPECTIVE AND SUMMARY

capable of being applied to 5 3 percent of

The question arises as to why the government

the nation's industrial process heat require
ments (13).

which is seemingly in search of a coherent

This isn't to say that solar

and workable energy policy has not embraced

energy can feasibly supply all of this

energy conservation wholeheartedly and given

energy, but the replacement of a large frac

it full support.

tion of this energy by solar energy is tech
nically possible.

energy conservation does not lend itself to

It is at this point where

the typical government support program such

the conflicts between the cost of new energy

as the Apollo project or the development of

supplies, the cost of subsidized current

nuclear power and synthetic fuels.

energy supplies, and the cost of energy con
servation techniques arise.

Solar energy

nature.
solution.

subsidized energy, but as is usually the

It will require millions of iso

people to accomplish the desired level of

Thus, in a totally

savings.

free market situation, the reduction of the

A large scale conservation effort

will require decisions by the President con

energy requirements due to conservation

cerning national policy and decisions by the

would have to be determined in order to

homeowner concerning whether to invest in

estimate the actual solar potential.

window quilts or a heat pump.

Entropy based analyses techniques have been

In spite of the obstacles, interest in the

used to analyze many specific technological

(1)

It is not amenable to the ONE big

lated decisions by millions of different

case the cost of conservation is less than

applications.

The major

characteristic of conservation is its diffuse

would be much more competitive against un

any new source of supply.

A possible answer is that

conservation or energy efficiency option is

A few examples follow:

growing and will continue to grow as the

Analysis of solar energy systems

costs, both direct and indirect, of not con

(14,15)

serving become more apparent.

The major

educational effort required to successfully

(2)

Heat exchanger design

(16,17,18)

(3)

Power consuming and power producing

implement a massive conservation program will
be assisted by the unification provided by

processes (19,20,21,22)
(4)

the entropy based analytic techniques with

Cogeneration of heat and electricity

their ability to make supply and end use

(4,8,23)

requirements commensurable through the mea
sure of available work.

(5)

Cryogenics applications

(1)

(6)

Ocean thermal energy conversion (24)
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Abstract
Mathematical modeling as a tool in energy policy and
planning is discussed.
Examples of coal mine produc
tion and natural gas reservoir recovery are used to
illustrate the kinds of results obtainable from sim
ple and understandable models.

1.

INTRODUCTION

plus limited well data.

As civilization becomes more complex the

For our purposes we shall refer to these

role of planning and decision making becomes

large, elaborate models as "engineering" or

more crucial.

"accounting" models.

It is increasingly important

to anticipate the outcomes of decisions be
fore they are made.

They represent state-of-

the-art knowledge of the particular systems,

This has inevitably led

represent large investments of time and money,

to the construction of models, which in some

and are expensive to operate, particularly for

sense represent the systems in question.

policy and planning purposes where many "runs"

The availability of computers to relieve the

may be needed in order to explore alterna
tives .

drudgery of computation has stimulated the
growth of mathematical models and has hasten

Instead, we turn our attention to what we

ed th e spread of modeling into the social
s c ie n c e s , particularly economics.

call "policy and planning" models, in which

It is now

we attempt to reduce the model to one involv

not uncommon to find models of such size and

ing, insofar as possible, only the variables

co m p lexity that their behavior is" almost as

of concern to the planner or policy maker.

difficult to comprehend as the original sys
tems.

Basic physical and economic laws must be ob

Nonetheless, many such models are

high ly useful, if not invaluable.

served, but only at their most primitive

For exam

levels.

ple, m o st modern aircraft are "flown" for
®any h o u r s on the computer long before a
P ro to typ e is built.

For example, in modeling a natural

gas reservoir, the ideal gas equation of
state behaves qualitatively the same way as

Likewise, large petro

the real gas equation of state; the real gas

leum reservoir models are used to determine

equation of state is needed in the engineer

8^ch m a t t e r s as future well spacing and pro

ing model, but not in the simple one.

m o tio n rates for reservoir development on
The loss of accuracy and of detail in such a

the b a s i s of geological and seismic data,

model has important compensations:
163

gain in

comprehension and economy in use.

The model

Given a discount rate i, the discounted value

becomes more transparent to the user, more

Vd of the net cash flow before taxes is:

understandable, and therefore more useful.

-10

The loss in accuracy may be of relatively

V

= - B - Cdqpe

little importance if the user gains the in
+

sight to know what happens when parameters
are changed.

(1+d-R-c)qp - C
P

The precise amount of change,

- )

h

T

Eliminating q from equation (1) by using

or the precise point at which a maximum oc

equation Q = qx we obtain

curs can always be determined, if necessary,
from an elaborate model.

Usually, policy

questions do not demand quantitative answers;
rather, the answers indicate alternatives to
be followed or directions in which to move.
The investor is free to choose any value of

In this paper we present two examples of

x (or equivalently q) that he wishes.

simple models applied to hydrocarbon re
sources.

We

assume that the investor will choose the

The first one is mainly an econom

value of x which maximizes Vd .

ic model of coal mine operations, while the

We find this

value of x mathematically by solving

second is a physical model of a natural gas
reservoir with water drive and gas entrap

(3)

ment coupled to a very simple economic
model involving royalty rates.

The resulting equation after simplification
is

2. AN ECONOMIC MODEL FOR A COAL MINE

i

The coal source is assumed to be a uniform
0 = iC.0

'd

horizontal seam which contains an amount Q
of recoverable resource.

If the coal source

+ ix

is financially attractive, the total amount
of recoverable resource is assumed to be ex

1

(0.-0.)
-lx
d -(1+d-R-c)(1-e

x C -j -lx
(1+d-R-c) _ _°_o p

(4)

where

tracted at a constant production rate q
tq

chosen by the investor to maximize the dis
counted value of the mining operation.

= the value of x which maximizes Vd .

Equation (4) can then be solved for xQ by a
process of iteration.

A

simple deterministic investment model, which
assumes that the investor knows all future

Equation (2) and Equation (4) together simu

costs and financial conditions, is used to

late the basic version of the investment

simulate the discounted cash flow for mining

model.

the coal source.
The basic version of the
investment model is:

been constructed which include the effects

Enhanced versions of the model have

of taxes, price changes, dipping coal seams,
sliding scale royalty, lease rental fees,

(1)

At 0 = 0 the investor acquires a coal
lease by paying a bonus B.

(2)

At 6 = 9 ^ the investor develops the

In each case a closed form mathematical

property at a cost C^qp where p is

equation is obtained for V a which is then

the unit price and Cd is the devel

differentiated with respect to x to obtain

opment cost divided by the annual
gross revenue.

an expression for x .

deferred investments, development cost
scaling and variable profit share schemes.

j

Several examples are now given to demon
(3)

At 0 = 0^ , production is started at a

strate the use of the model.

rate q and continues for a period r

values for the model parameters are

during which all the recoverable re
source Q is extracted.

p = $10/ton, R = .05, c = .50, d = .10,

Realistic

CQ = $800,000/yr., Q = 20 X 106 tons,
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Cd = 1.75 yr. ,

0 1

= o, 0d = o and B = O1 .

15 years for a 14% discount rate.

Similarly

Osing these parameters in equation (2) re

an increase of .10 in either R or c would

sults in the curves shown in Figure 1 for

cause the same increase in x .
o

vs t parametric in i.

Generally, the

Most of the more realistic and interesting

higher discount rates have smaller associat

problems that can be studied using this

ed values of Vd and the internal rate of re
turn is about 27.5%.

model involves simultaneous changes in sev

Figure 1 also shows

eral parameters.

that the value of t associated with the max
imum value of V d ,
rate.

t

, changes with discount

bidding studies or incremental resource re

Using Equation (4) one can obtain the

curve for x q vs i shown in Figure 2.

covery versus associated incremental cost

This

trade off studies.

curve shows that the value of xq changes

In all of these studies

we can examine changes in both Va and x
o
as the model parameters change.

with discount rate and therefore with time
and economic conditions.

For example,the model is

well suited for royalty versus bonus lease

The curve shows

that an investor with a 15% discount rate

Enhanced versions of the model

will produce the mine significantly faster

dipping seam version)

(e.g. the

than investors with discount rates of 5% or

covery and production rate as variables.

25%.

These enhancements as well as others make

include ultimate re

the model very flexible and applicable to
Additional examples demonstrating changes in
tq

with changes in

a wide variety of policy and economic trade

and (1+d-R-c) are

shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 .
coal mines 1.2 5 year <_

off studies.

For most
3.

A GAS RESERVOIR ROYALTY RATE MODEL
2
The gas reservoir physical model assumes

<_ 3.00 year.

Figure 3 contains plots of x vs i for this
o
range of
values where the curves terminate

that the reservoir consists of a volume of

at a discount rate equal to the internal rate

ideal gas in contact with an infinite aqui

of return.

fer, and that the reservoir is isothermal.

These curves show that a Vd max

imizing investor will produce a coal source

As gas is withdrawn from the reservoir the

with Cd = 3.00 year much slower than he will

reduction in pressure causes the water to

produce the same coal source if C. = 1.25
d
year. Changes in
can be caused by

invade the reservoir, trapping gas in the
porous rock in the process.

changes in geographical locations, time,

to be trapped at the pressure which is pres

mine conditions or tax incentives.

ent at the gas-water boundary^and^after en

Invest

Gas is assumed

ment tax credits, which in effect reduce de

trapment, the gas no longer influences the

velopment costs, tend to reduce x and lead
.
o
to more rapid production of coal source.

cycled, as in a storage reservoir).

Figure 4 contains plots of x q vs i for three

The basic equations are:

d i f f e r e n t values of

active reservoir (unless the reservoir is

(1+d-R-c) which show
vw = dV d0 = C *(PQ-P) '
(water drive, Schilthuis model"*)

(5)

(6)

in the model only the value of the overall

V T = F gVw and NT = PV
(entrapment mechanism)

unit affects the results.

N q = N + N t + Q,

(7)

that r0 decreases with increasing value of
(1+d-R-c).

Since the three parameters d,

Rand c always appear together as (1+d-R-c)
Hence, decreas

ing d has exactly the same effect as in
creasing c by the same amount.

(material balance)

If (1+d-R-c) =

•45 for d = .10, the overall unit becomes
•35 with no depletion allowance.

o

(8)

PV = NR T ,
g o
(equation of state)

(9)

Figure 4

shows that loss of depletion allowance
causes x

V o = V + V t + Vw'
(volume balance)

to change from about 12 years to
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procedures allow us to incorporate more so

Commerce, Bureau of Mines, February 1975,

phisticated economic models, such as those

2.

involving both fixed and variable costs.
4.

P.F. Hultquist, E.A. Monash, and K.D.
Norman,

CONCLUSIONS

voir:

"Simulating a Gas-Water Reser
Mathematical Model and Phase Plane

The kinds of conclusions that can be drawn

Solutions," Chapter 18 of Simulation of

from models such as those we have shown here

Energy Systems, Part 2, Society of Com

are generally in themselves qualitative

puter Simulation, La Jolla, California,

rather than quantitative.

183-191, 1978.

Certainly the re

sults help us answer "what if" kinds of

3.

R.J. Schilthuis, "Active Oil and Reser

questions, such as, "If interest rates go

voir Energy," Trans. AIME 18, 25-30,

down will this tend to speed up or slow down

1936.

coal production?”

In many cases simple

4.

models can also indicate the sensitivity to

J. Lohrenz and E.A. Monash, "Production
'Lost' from Oil/Gas Reservoirs Due to

such effects, thus answering "A little or a

Operating Costs and Royalty:

lot?" kinds of questions with reasonable
confidence.

Rate Sen

sitive Gas Reservoirs," Appl. Res, and
Anal. Rept. No. 78-26, Conservation Divi

The more serious problem in modeling is not

sion, U.S. Geological Survey, DFC Bldg.

so much confidence in the model, but confi

85, Denver, Colorado, June, 1978.

dence on the part of the end user of policy
and planning models.

6.

Often such a person is

NOMENCLATURE

not by training or experience as technically

B

Bonus bid paid for the coal lease

oriented as the creator of the model and may

c

Variable operating costs as a fraction

have difficulty with some of the concepts
with which the modeler deals.

of each unit of revenue

This puts a

heavy burden of responsibility on the model
er to communicate effectively those concepts

C*

Schilthuis water drive constant

C^

Development cost divided by the annual
gross revenue

and results that are vital to the policy
maker's or planner's task.

The creation

and operation of the model may, in fact, be
the least difficult of the modeler's tasks.

CQ

Fixed operating costs per year

d

Depletion as a fraction of each unit of
revenue

The more difficult tasks may be to strip
Fq

away the unimportant parts of the system to

Ratio of the incremental operating costs

be modeled in order to reduce it to essen

which would not be incurred by stopping

tials, and to interpret the results with
clarity.

production to the product of the initial
production rate rQ and the gross price
per unit of production

It is our feeling that not enough attention
is being paid to developing simple, useful

Fg

Gas entrapment factor

models.

i

Discount rate

kQ

Initial normalized production rate =
r R T
o g o
—
C* P o

k

Normalized production rate

Nq

Initial number of moles of gas in the

With substantially less investment,

these models can give great insight into
system behavior which may be obscured by the
overwhelming detail offered by the large
models.
5.
1.

REFERENCES

The Skelly and Loy Staff, "Economic
Engineering Analysis of U.S. Surface

reservoir

Coal Mines and Effective Land Reclama
N

tion," PB-254 315, U.S. Department of

Instantaneous number of moles of gas
in the reservoir
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These basic equations can be combined to

initial rate kQ .

produce a small set of ordinary differential

until the rate drops to the point where it

equations.

When we replace P/P q by y, V/V q

Production will continue

is no longer profitable to continue.

by x, and (C*Po /Vq)6 by t, we have

This

occurs when r , the rate at cutoff, times
c
the unit price p, times (1 - R) where R is

ff = “ (1+Fg)(1-y)

(10)

d£ _ (l-y)y ~ k
dt
x

(11 )

*3 = k
dt

(12 )

the royalty rate, equals the total cost C ,
o
or
rcP(l-R) = Cq .

(14)

where q = Q/Nq , and where k = kQ f(y,t) is

2
Since k = k y , we can find the cutoff pres°
i,
sure as y = (k /k ) ?.
J c
c o

the normalized production rate.

For the simplest case, C

(Note that

initially y = 1 at t = 0; f(l,0) = 1 ,

= constant, we
o
show typical results for a range of values

and

thus kQ is the initial normalized rate.)

of F o = C o /pr o ranging from 0.05 to 0.75,
which likely bounds the real world values.

If f(y,t) = f (y) , a function of pressure
only, which is often a reasonable assump

In the graphs we have the ratio of U, the

tion, the set of nonlinear differential
equations can be solved by dividing dy/dt

ultimate recovery, to Uoo, the ultimate
recovery obtainable at complete exhaustion.

by dx/dt and separating variables.

Royalty rate is the abscissa and U/U^ is

This

technique, known as phase plane analysis,

the ordinate.

allows us to produce diagrams such as those

In Figure 7 the reservoir has low water

of Figures 5 and 6 which are for constant

drive, low entrapment, and a reasonably

production rate and for production rate

high initial production rate.

Note that al

declining as the square of the average res

though ultimate recovery is highly sensitive

ervoir pressure.

to "costs," changing the royalty rate does

The phase plane type of

procedure also permits us to derive a rela

not have a severe effect if the royalty rate

tively simple equation for ultimate recovery,

is already low, but as the royalty rate in

the fraction of the gas initially in place

creases more and more production is "lost"

produced up to the time of cutoff of pro

that would otherwise be obtained.

duction:
In Figure 8 the reservoir has a higher water
l

F

u

1 “ XcJc
V
_____
g
+
1 + F_
1 + F
g

where x = x(y)

/y

X(y)dy

drive with low entrapment and a lower ini
(13)

tial rate.

c
is the appropriate phase

Note that now, however, the

effects of changing the royalty rate may be
negligible or calamitous, depending on cir

Plane

solution, and (x ,y ) is the cutoff
c c
P ° m t , i.e., the normalized volume and

cumstances.

In some cases a change of a

few percent in the royalty rate can change

P ressu re when production ceases.

the amount of gas left in the ground by 25

The existence of simple solution methods

or 50 percent.

Perr o it us to investigate economic phenomena

not a model artifact.

rath er easily.

As an example we might look

This is a real effect and
It occurs whenever

the production rate function yields phase

at th e effects of royalty rates on ultimate

plane curves that have a very shallow

r e c o v e r y , using

slope in the region of interest.

P h y s ic a l model^.
^ ftt w ith

rate decline in our
Such a choice is consis-

Very

slight changes in the economic rate cutoff

the behavior of a mature reser-

level can cause dramatic jumps in the loca

v°lr in which additional wells are not

tion of (x ,y ) with consequent dramatic

drilled.

changes in the ultimate recovery.

Assume that reservoir life begins with

Only minor modifications of the above
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Nt

Cumulative number of moles trapped be-

y

hind the encroaching water front
p
P

Unit price of coal
Average gas reservoir pressure

PQ

Initial gas reservoir pressure

q

Production rate for coal or dimension
less cumulative production for natural
gas

Q

Cumulative production for coal or
natural gas

p

Molar gas density

rQ

Initial production rate for natural gas

rc

Terminal or cutoff production rate for
natural gas

R

Royalty as a fraction of each unit of
revenue

Rg

Universal gas constant

9

Real time

0d

Time period over which coal lease is
developed

0^

Time production of coal starts

x

Tq

Time during which all recoverable coal
is extracted
C* P
Dimensionless time = (— — -) 0
o
Isothermal temperature of gas reservoir

u

Dimensionless ultimate recovery =

U

No
Ultimate recovery of gas at economic
limit

t

zr~

UM

Ultimate recovery of gas at reservoir
exhaustion

Vo

Initial reservoir volume of natural gas

V

Instantaneous reservoir volume of
natural gas

VT

Cumulative volume of trapped gas behind
the invading water front

Vw

Cumulative amount of water influx into
the gas reservoir

V

X

d

Discounted value of profit stream
before taxes

v/vo
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p/pQ

20

15

10

5

0

i (yr- 1 )
Fig. 2 Optimal

X

vs. Discount Rate.
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25

i ( yr**1)
Fig. 4 Optimal T vs. Discount Rate for three
values of (1+d-R-c)
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P/Po

O

Fig. 5

Phaser Plane Curves for Constant

Production Rate.

F

6

=1.0

o

Fig. 6

Phase Plane Curves for P - Squared

Production Rate.
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F

= 1.0

Ffc ~

0.10

C -

Fig. 7

to 7

Pc =

1000.

Ro =

1.0000

U / U ^ versus Royalty Rate Curves for

High Initial Rate and Low water Drive

C = to 3
Fig. 8

Pc

=

1000.

Ro = 0.1000

U / U ^ versus Royalty Rate Curves for

Low Initial Rate and High Water Drive
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THE ENERGY CONSERVATION AND SAFETY DILEMMA
Burns E. Hegler
Electrical Engineering Department
University of Missouri-Rolla

Abstract
Since the beginning of the energy crisis, efforts to
conserve energy often have seemed to be diametrically
opposed to the precepts of safety.
This is true if
conservation is not planned and conducted properly.
However, energy and safety can be quite compatible and
may work to their mutual advantage if effectively
managed.

1.

Introduction

need to conserve.

Since the enactment of the Occupational

It has been estimated that 30 to 40 per

Safety and Health Act in 1970 and the ex

cent of the country’s energy could be con

perience of an oil embargo in 1973,

served if rigid measures were to be instituted

industry

has been confronted with two opposing re

in all sectors of the economy.

quirem ents:

doubt the safety movement would suffer if con

E ffo r ts

energy conservation and safety.

to conserve energy in the engagement

There is no

servation were accomplished rapidly and with

°f an activity may increase the number of

out finesse.

However, as noted earlier,

it

safety hazards, and efforts to improve the

has been shown that these two requirements are

sa fe ty of an activity may not conserve ener

compatible and can be made to work together

gy.

It is obvious that means need to be

to provide a better product or process.

This

found to accomplish one without hurting the

can be accomplished through the use of effec

other, but there are many who say this can-

tive engineering and management practices

n°t be done and predict a dubious future.

which have been developed in recent years in

They believe that efforts to conserve energy

response to the energy crisis.

W1H

result in drastic changes in the n a

t io n 's life style,
and environment.

2.

Energy Conservation and Safety Measures

industrial productivity
According to an article that appeared in

With typical ingenuity,

tndustry often has come up with a system,

the May 1980 issue of Civil Engineering, the

Pro ce ss or product t h a t fulfills the needs

84 million dwelling units

° f both energy conservation and safety

for 20 percent of the total energy expended

better than before.

in the country*.

All of this activity

in the U.S. account

About 60 percent of this

has occurred in the last few years, because

residential energy is for space heating and

co n s e r v a t i o n has been considered to be the

cooling;

^ rst step toward solving the energy crisis,

of residences accounts for about 12 percent

therefore, space heating and cooling

of the total energy used in the U.S.

the past, cheap energy discouraged the

Because

of the past slow-down in housing construction
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and the pent-up demand, it has been estimated

exhausts stale air to the outside while trans

that as many as 20 million homes will be

ferring 70 to 80 percent of the heat to the

built in the 1980s.

If these homes were to

incoming air during cold periods.

Heat is

be superinsulated, the energy demand would

transferred in the opposite manner during wan

be greatly reduced.

periods.

Harvard physicist Wil

liam Shurcliff explains that a superinsulated

This is accomplished by the heat ex

changer, which has plates and fins arranged so

house utilizes the heat generated from within

that they isolate the outside air from the in

by the people, lights, appliances and sun

side air but allow the heat to be transferred.

shine and thus maintains a comfortable tem

This device eliminates the problem of having

perature .

household pollutants trapped inside the house,
and at the same time conserves heat.

The principal features of a superinsula
ted house are:

The use

of these heat exchangers is being studied

1) passive solar design and

closely by researchers at the Lawrence Berkely

solar orientation, 2) super insulation, 3)
an effective air infiltration barrier, 4) an

Laboratory (LBL) in California.

air-to-air heat exchanger, and 5) exterior

of LBL reported at the last ASHRAE semiannual

Gary Roseme

hallways or vestibules on entrances.

meeting in Los Angeles that reduced indoor air
pollution and energy conservation can be made

Of the above items, the most significant,
with respect to energy conservation and

compatible through the utilization of these
devices.

safety, is the air-to-air heat exchanger or

energy consumption without compromising the
'J

heat recuperator pioneered by Mitsubishi of
Japan.

He said that the devices can reduce

health and comfort of the occupants

.

Most homes generate a considerable
The May 1980 issue of Civil Engineering

amount of pollution from cooking, household
products, moisture build-up, formaldehyde

also featured an article dealing with the use

generation and oxygen loss.

of a fly-over, a low-cost, prefab overpass

This is even

more true for the superinsulated home,

that is used in Europe and other foreign coun

which has an extremely effective insulation

tries to alleviate traffic problems and the
3
energy crunch
Tt eliminates the stoppage

barrier.

As shown in Figure i, the exchanger

WINTER

SUMMER

□

Fresh warm air

Stale warm air

Fresh cool air

Stale cool air
FIGURE 1.

AIR-TO-AIR HEAT EXCHANGER
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and

points of conflict at traffic intersec

tions by creating a grader separation.

state's critical

It

intersections.

It is hoped

that other state governments and the FHwA will

generally is for cars only, because heavy

give serious consideration to the fly-over,

trucks have to be excluded to keep construc

which is an excellent example of an energy

tion costs down.

saving design which reduces accidents.

Grade separations in the

U.S. are expensive to install because of the

A number of studies on the effects of re

cost, time required for construction, de
struction of private property and disrup
tion of normal traffic flow.

duced lighting on highways to conserve energy
show that this practice may decrease motorist

This has been

safety.

especially true in large urban areas, such
as downtown St. Louis, where major highway

sis and published by Paul C. Box in 1971 for

intersections have been in a constant state
of construction for a number of years.

the Illuminating Engineering Research Insti

An

tute^.

idea of the advantage of fly-overs can be

His findings show that lighted urban

freeways have a night accident rate 40 percent

obtained by observing the example shown in

lower than unlighted ones.

Figure 2 of a four-lane intersection, which
reduces the left-turn conflict.

The most prominent of these studies

was made several years before the energy cri

used for the light fixtures.

It can be

Mercury lamps were
Levels of illu

mination between 0.3 and 0.6 horizontal foot-

seen that if two lanes of straight-ahead

candle (HFC), with an initial design value of

traffic are elevated by a fly-over, the num

1.0 HFC produced the least number of accidents.

ber of potential points of conflict is re

Cost-benefit ratios between 2.3 and 1.4 were

duced by eight.

found in the study.

These fly-over structures are not al

A later study conducted

by Box in 1974 of accidents on State Highway

lowed in the U.S. because of current design

50 in Florida showed that when one-half of

policies of the Federal Highwav Administra

the mercury luminaires were turned off, and

tion (FHwA); however, the State of Delaware

the lighting level was reduced from 1.8 HFC

is seeking funds from its state legislature

to 0.9 HFC, there was a 36 percent increase in

to make a feasibility =tudy of the possible

night accidents as based upon actual million

applications of fly-overs at some of the

vehicle miles of travel for that sector of the

12

3

4

All traffic at ground level
16 points of conflict
FIGURE 2.

8 points of conflict
EXAMPLE
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USE OF FLY-OVER

unlighted highway^.

Based upon a $7,000

systems, because many laboratories are faced

saving in electricity and a cost of $1,000

with this problem.

He said that standards

per each of 27 additional night accidents re

should be provided for the proper connection

corded, a cost-benefit ratio for turning the

of laboratory fumehoods in the event of fires.

lights back on was found to be about 4.1.

Oldendorf discussed the use of proper

Engineers at the Texas Transportation

lighting in the laboratory.

Institute in a later study showed that energy

ments are interesting.

Some of his com

He cautioned against

conservation involving lighting level reduc

the indiscriminate reduction of lighting with

tion for highways

out regard to standards, because such a reduc

was

not satisfactory^.

It

is apparent that conserving energy by redu

tion can cause eye strain, headaches, accidents

cing highway lighting decreases highway
safety.

and low productivity.

He remarked that highly

efficient, high-pressure sodium lamps create
a warm atmosphere as a result of their yellow

The preceeding studies considered high
way lighting, but by far the largest amount

light.

of lighting for vehicular traffic is to be

be designed to maintain the level of safety

found in street lighting for urban areas.

and security required for the risk.

The City of Clearwater, Florida, is a nota

cluded by saying that the impact of energy

ble example of an energy conservation situa

conservation on safety must be coordinated and

tion that can improve safety.

implemented in the best interests of society.

A study of

the city’s 10,000 street luminaires revealed

He believes that lighting programs must
He con

One of the problems with which utility

that replacing the existing mercury-vapor

companies have to contend is the demand for

lamps with high-pressure sodium lamps would

electricity at certain times of the day, month,

save 3 million kilowatt hours or $250,000

and year.

per year.

The cost would be $1.7 million.

Thirty-five years ago, this demand

occurred in the winter, generally about 6:00

Lighting levels would increase 27 percent

p.m. on Christmas Eve.

and thereby would deter crime.

demand has moved to the hottest part of the

Clearwater

In recent years, this

energy officer, John Peddy, said that the

summer when increased cooling is required.

most productive step any city government

graph of the trend in peak demand periods is

could take to cut energy consumption is to

shown in Figure 3.

replace mercury street lights with sodium
lights.

tion, transmission and distribution equipment

A

Whenever a demand occurs,

the utility must have the ability in genera
to meet it.

L. E. Oldendorf, in a paper presented

To alleviate the cost of this

before the Safety Congress this year, dis

equipment, the utility passes on a demand

cussed safety and conservation in the labora7
tory . He said that all materials, such as

charge to its commercial and industrial cus

mineral wool, glass fiber, cellulose, sodium

also create a cost problem for the individual

silicate foam, foamed platic insulation and

customers, because they are required to make

other similar materials should be used only

a maximum investment in electric service

tomers whose demands are large.

if they are approved by a testing laboratory.

equipment and appliances.

Large demands

If they fail to

Oldendorf warned against taking advertised

acquire this equipment, the voltage level

properties of certain products at face

could be reduced, and in some cases cause

value.

blackouts.

He cautioned that the use of insula

ting materials could cause problems, such

In order to alleviate peak demands, the

as airborne health hazards and stated that

utilities engage in various methods of load

only those insulating materials listed as

management.

noncombustible should be used.

methods of demand control, which may range

The customers, in turn, apply

from simple manual systems to sophisticated,

Oldendorf discussed the danger of the

computerized energy management controls.

interaction between fumehoods and ventilation
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Demand ,
MW

Regardless of the system,

of a large utility.

any attempt to re

He found that the heating

gulate the demand for electricity has an in

and cooling systems for the building were

fluence on the environment.

often operating at the same time.

On the positive

He also

side, a reduced requirement for power would

discovered that the control for the makeup

ultim ately cause less harm to the environ

air had never been connected.

ment, because there would be less need for

was continually being brought into the

Urge generation,

building.

tion facilities,

transmission and distribu
and there would also be a

Positive effect at the customers'

vation measures.

One of the best ways to reduce peak
is

tio n in g

equipment.

system s

have been overdesigned in the past,

so a

Experiences such as this justify

the need for implementing appropriate conser

sites.

demands

Thus, fresh air

The author has been involved in a study

to stagger the use of air condi

for a large industrial customer who had d e 

Most air conditioning

mands for 2500 kW of electricity and costs of
O
well over one-quarter of a million dollars .

well-engineered adjustment or change

Part of this cost was due to the type of rate

should

not cause an appreciable deterioration
in a i r quality.
At the time of the oil em-

that required a customer to pay on the basis
of 90 percent of the peak summer demand for

bmrgo in 1973, a friend of the author's was

the 11 months following the peak.

the e n e r g y

shown that a reduced demand of 2100 kW could

manager for the office building
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It was

be achieved if a computerized demand control
ler were used for the heating, ventilating
and air conditioning equipment.

The process

equipment, however, would not be controlled
so that the custumer’s production schedule
would not be affected.

A reduction in actual

consumption could also be achieved.

The pay

back period would be less than two years,
with a return on the cost of installing the
controller of greater than 30 percent.
Systems for lessening demand should im
prove the conditions for energy conservation
and safety providing that these systems are
correctly installed and maintained.

Often,

the latter is difficult to do without proper
management and control.

Sophisticated sys

tems require competent personnel to maintain
them.
If this is not done, both conserva
tion and safety suffer.
3.

Conclusion

Several diverse examples, which show
that energy conservation and safety measures
are compatible, have been reviewed.

How

ever, the conservation of energy cannot be
accomplished without considering safety, but
careful engineering design and management
can help to alleviate any incompatibility
and blend the two for the benefit of mankind.
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CORRELATION OF BUS RIDERSHIP WITH THE TREND OF GASOLINE PRICE IN A
MAJOR METROPOLITAN AREA
Andrew D. Jones and Braja M. Das
Civil Engineering Department
The University of Texas at El Paso
El Paso, Texas

Abstract
A case study of the public bus ridership for the city of El Paso
(Texas) for the years 1978, 1979, and 1980 has been presented.
This has been correlated with increasing trend of the price of
gasoline. Although the study presented is for a short duration,
it reflects a general trend of slow but definitely encouraging
public awareness for the conservation of energy.

1.

INTRODUCTION

private automobiles. Some of the results of
this have been summarized by ASCE . Accord

Public transportation i n the United States,
after suffering a decline beginning in the
1920's with the growing number and popularity
of private autos, enjoyed a brief resurgence
during World War II when new cars, tires, and

ing to thfs, "Los Angeles bases now exceed
their passenger loads by some 1^0% beyond
seating capacity; trains into New York City
from Long Island carry an average of Z*,000
standees every day; the Chicago bus system is
severely strained at peak hours; and similar
stories come from Nashville, Tennessee;
Syracuse, New York; and Seattle, Washington;
to name a few."

gasoline were in short supply. However,
during the period following World War II, the
public preference for travel using private
automobiles again increased sharply.

More

recently, the Arab oil embargo from October
1973 to March 197^ and the events that fol
lowed have resulted in a steady increase of
gasoline prices all over the world. Also, it
exposed the economic vulnerability of the
industrialized nations of North America,

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the
correlation of the use of public bus trans
portation with the increase of gasoline price
in the El Paso metropolitan areas for the
years 1978, 1979, and 1980 .

Western Europe, and Japan,

2. EL PASO METROPOLITAN AREA

In an effort to reduce the import of crude

The El Paso metropolitan area is located in
the western part of Texas and is the largest
city along the U.S. and Mexican border (Fig.

oil and reliance on the oil-exporting coun
tries, several measures have been taken in
the United States.

One of these is to en

1 ).

It is composed of approximately If50,000
people and is one of the fastest-growing
cities in the so-called Sun Belt.
Its sister

courage the public to use public transpor
tation as much as possible instead of using
180

OKLAHOMA

I
I

ARKANSAS

city Juarez is on the Mexican side and has a
population of about 800,000.

RTS-2 buses.
It started operating from
September 1978 in a more coherent basis.

These two cities

are separated by the Rio Grande River, which
is the international boundary.

The

present bus system is referred to as the Sun

The two

City Area Transit (SCAT) and operates over 31

cities have a substantial person movement

routes.

from Mexico to the U.S. and back, and it re

of the various transit districts, i.e., Cen

presents workers in the areas of construc

tral, Northwest, Northeast, East Side, and

tion, manufacturing, and other domestic works.
Currently, a Mexican—owned and operated bus

Lower Valley, which are planned based on the
general needs of the passengers using the
public bus system.

line provides the only international public
transportation.

k .

3.

Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram

VARIATION OF GASOLINE AND DIESEL PRICE

PRESENT PUBLIC TRANSPORATION SYSTEM
The average variation of the price of all

IN EL PASO

grades of gasoline in the state of Texas from
Until 1978* the public transportation system
in the city of El Paso was privately owned
and operated.

November 1 9 7 8 up to June 198 O is shown in
Fig* 3* Most of this information has been
gathered from the News Service Bulletins of

The city of El Paso took over

the bus system in m i d - 1 9 7 8 .

In order to en

the American Automobile Association (Texas

courage the public to use the buses more and

Division)1.

private automobiles less, and at the same

metropolitan area is approximately the same

The average price in the El Paso

time realizing that the actual public usage

as this with slight variation.

of the buses depends on the type of service

be pointed out that the actual variations of

it provides, the city of El Paso acquired 8/+

the gasoline price between November 1978 and
181

It needs to

CITY LIMITS

Fig. 2.

Sun City Area Transit Districts

% 1979

were not readily available; and, for
that reason, these two points have been

5.

SUN CITY AREA TRANSIT PASSENGERS

Figure k shows a breakdown of all the SCAT
passengers on a monthly basis starting from
January 1978 through May 1980. These rider
ship figures have not been normalized, i.e.,

joined b y broken lines in Fig. 3.
Although not directly utilized in this study,
for comparison purposes, the general increase
of th e price of diesel fuel per gallon from

reduced to daily figures and eliminating holi
days, Based on the data presented in this,
the following general observations can be
mad e :

1976 t o 1979 in the El Paso area is also
Siven in Table 1 .
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TABLE 1 .

DIESEL FUEL PRICE IN THE

decline, and a similar trend is observed
for the period October 1979 through

EL PASO AREA^

Year

Price/gallon
(cents)

1976

35.01a

1977
1978

39. 18 &
43.25a
83.29a

1979
1980

January 1980. Several reasons can be
attributed to this decline, such as
colder weather without bus shelters and
the holiday season,
(3)

86 .37b

aPrices are from the fourth quarter (Oct.Dec.) of each year
Price for the first quarter (Jan.-Mar.)

(1)

(2)

Starting from January 1978 through July
1978, the passengers using the bus
system generally dropped although the
gasoline price steadily increased. This
is during the period of transition from
a privately-owned bus system to the
city-owned SCAT system,

Since July 1978, the bus ridership has
shown a sharp increase when compared for
a given month of a year to the corres
ponding month of the previous year. For
example, in the month of October 1978, a
total of 661,550 passengers used the city
bus system. In October 1979, this number
rose to 833j680 passengers, which is an
increase of about 26%.

Another factor to note is that the total num
ber of passengers using the city bus system
are as follows:
_____Year
1978 (Jan.-Dee.)
1979 (Jan.-Dec.)
1980 (Jan.-May)

The bus ridership from October 1978

Passengers
7,899,498
8,565,975
3,721,029

The above figures show that there was a net
passenger increase of 8 .4% (666,477 passen-

through January 1979 shows a gradual

Month
Fig. 3.

Variation of the average price of gasoline in Texas (based on
data collected from AAA News Service Bulletins)1
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Month
Fig, L,

Total passengers using the bus system in El Paso (based on data
collected from SCAT authorities)

gers) i n

1979 over 1973,

Between the period

as follows:

(l)

Routes were modified at the

of January through May 1979, the total pas

same time as the new SCAT buses began opera

sengers on the SCAT system was 3*257,A-13,

tion, and

During the same period, there appears to be a

type buses on various routes.

net increase of if6 3 ,6 l6 passengers in i960
over 1979* i,e,, about 1l+%m

(2)

the availability of RTS-2

Had these comfortable buses been available

However, it re

prior to 1 9 7 8 and had they been operating

mains to be seen if the same gain can be

over the present routes, some passengers could

retain ed over the remaining seven months of
1980,

be using the bus system irrespective of the
cost of gasoline.

On the other side of the

Au El Paso transportation study -'1 reports

spectrum, some of the passengers could use

that the average trip length of home-base
*ork t r ip s is about 13*3 minutes.
Assuming

the SCAT system but for the alleged unauthori

a conservative average speed of 2 5 miles per
hour, the average trip would be about 5 ,5 ^

international autobuses along the SCAT routes,

®iles.

zed pickups of passengers by th e Mexican-based
Iu any case, it is unlikely th a t any of th e

If we consider the additional 6 6 6 ,Zf7 7

above factors would considerably change the

P^sengers attracted by the SCAT system in
1979 as compared to those in 1 9 7 8 , this

figures of the increased SCAT ridership com
pared to the increasing cost of gasoline,

fo u n ts to about 3 ,6 9 2 , 2 8 3 private automobile
® ^ es not driven.
This would represent some
200,000 to 2 5 0 , 0 0 0 gallons of gasoline saved.

6.

GASOLINE COST
Utilizing the price of gasoline as an inde

Although the preceding figures seem defi^tely encouraging, the authors do

pendent variable and bus ridership as a de

recognize

pendent varaiblo, a regression analysis has

that th e r e are numerous compounding variables

been performed.

fhich may preclude stating that this increase

This is based cn the figures

starting from November 1978 up to May 1980,

bus ridership is entirely due to the in
crease in the price of gasoline.

CORRELATION OF BUS RIDERSHIP WITH

The equation for the correlation can be ex

Some other

pressed as,

®ajor variables that can be identified are
R = ^7 1 . 6 2
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- 2.6055(G)

(1 )

where,

Jan, and Feb,,

R - bus ridership, in thousands, and

(2)

G ■ price of gasoline per gallon,(in

1980,

American Society of Civil Engineers,
Civil Engineering, August, 1979, P, 6 ,

cents
(3)
The coefficient of correlation is 0.6A,
7,

CONCLUSIONS

Metropolitan Planning Organization Office,
El Paso, El Paso Transportation Study:
The Development and Application of Trip

The statistical figures of the public bus

Generation and Distribution Models.

ridership and the cost of gasoline for the

1970-1975 - 1985-2000.

El Paso, Texas, metropolitan area for 1978,
1979, and 1 9 8 O have been presented.

these figures, the following tentative con
clusions can be drawn:
(1 )

(A)

Public Transit Administration, El Paso,
Energy Contingency Plan— Draft Copy.
August, 1980,

(5)

Sun City Area Transit Authority, Private

Based on

In order to attract the public from

Communication. May, 1980,

using private automobilies to the pub

8,
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DOUBLE ENVELOPE HOUSE DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION
James A. Ray
Ener-Tech, Inc.
1924 Burlewood Dr.
St. Louis, MO 63141

ABSTRACT
The double envelope concept of house construction has
received recent interest due to claims of performance
not backed by analytical or operational data along with
questions in code compliance and building costs associat
ed with the construction.
This paper provides a com
pilation of information from around the country including
problems and successes and initial review of technical
data associated with instrumented projects.
Specific
information from the Midwest is based on three houses in
the St. Louis area which include designs for passive
cooling and heating with alternative energy sources for
backup.
1.

aid in both heating and cooling and retains

INTRODUCTION

a multifunctional solar gain area.

The design of energy conservation houses has

1-6 provide background information on both

evolved through a process of improved insul
a tion and weatherstripping,

double envelope and superinsulated designs.

active solar

2.

systems, passive solar design, hybrid solar
d e s ig n s ,

and earth contact.

References

Although

2.1

DOUBLE ENVELOPE CONCEPT

GENERAL

effective results have evolved; the costs,
c o m p le x i t ie s

The initial passive design technique was tied

and limited introduction into

toward trying to obtain as much solar radia

the m ass housing market has led to generally
slow progress.

tion as possible when available with mass

The latest passive solar

storage to carry over through cloudy days.

d e s ig n s have provided the building community

Passive cooling was limited to shade and

w ith an effective method, but they generally

ventilation with evaporative and radiation

■ t i l l have been limited by architectural

cooling in low humidity/clear sky areas.

types, large glazing areas, and severe re
strictions on site developement.

Increased insulation and sealing standards

The newest

were found to be more cost effective to

s e r i e s , which includes double envelope and

limit the amount of solar gain necessary and

superinsulated designs, key toward freedom
° f architectural design,

its associated storage.

reduction in the

defined as a superinsulated house which has

Used for solar input due to reduced loads and

some solar gain with no direct storage and

have provided the builder with a cost effec
t i v e , m a ss reproducible,
h o u se.

no or limited auxiliary heating requirements.

frame constructed

Visual appearance and lack of cooling has

The double envelope concept uses the

P r in c ip le s

The ultimate is

been the main negatives of this approach due

of the superinsulated design, but

to the minimum number and size of windows to

P r o v id e s means for earth coupling which can

reduce the heat loss.
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The double envelope

concept utilizes a flow path around the inner

temperature of the surface is much more

living area along with a south face solar

desirable than a standard frame wall.

gain area.

coupling with the earth provides for both

The isolation effect from the

outside ambient along

The

temperature and humidity control due to the

with the mass storage

in the building materials and sub-grade earth

earth and concrete characteristics.

is the principle of the concept.

cooling, the earth coupling along with methods

Figures 1

For

and 2 indicate the general concept of the

to positive ventilate the house by exhausting

double envelope design.

at the top of the loop provide enhanced
characteristics.

The concept can be adapted

to almost any architectural design using any
face for the south solar gain area.

The

concept seasonally adjusts itself due to its
close tie to the earth.

6

This,

some benefits

of earth contact can be used without going
underground.

Flow Around Inner Region

The loop concept by normal

functional mode of operation prevents over
heating during the peak solar gain periods
in the winter heating season.

1 - Inner Region
2 - Flow Area in North
Wall Are a
3 - Solar Gain Area
4 - Flow Area in Attic
Area
5 - Flow Ar e a in SubGrade Area
6 - Ground Level

The use of the

greenhouse concept allows year round usage
without the requirement for auxiliary heat.
2.3

GENERAL PROBLEMS

With all well insulated and sealed houses,
ventilation control is a necessity as
infiltration no longer serves the purpose.
Heat exchangers,

earth cooling tubes and

other positive forms of energy conserving
ventilation must be employed.

Due to the

passive solar gain design for winter, adequate
design considerations must be employed for
preventing a summer heat load and possible
large losses during the winter nights thru

Figure 2
Fl o w Around Living Area

the glazing.
2.4

1 - Living Space
2 - Flow Around Living
Space
3 - Flow Area in SubGrade Area
4 - Solar Gain Area
5 - Ground Level

DOUBLE ENVELOPE PROBLEMS

If the loop is to function purely by con
vective means,

extensive analytical methods

must be employed to insure adequate flow.
Simple fans can be u s e d to induce flow if
necessary.

Due to the potential of high

humidity situations when coupled with a
2.2

ADVANTAGES OF THE CONCEPT

greenhouse, material

The double envelope concept stresses a south
sunspace,

solarium,

solar gain area.

tivity.

and/or greenhouse as the

This aspect provides an

are u t ilized in the sunspace,
air quality is achieved.
a ceiling/wall plenum,

For fire code aspects,

a means to

fire rate any enclosed plenum with possible
fire dampers and smoke detectors should be

aesthetic and desired feature to the house
independent o f its solar function.

selection for the plenum

flow area must consider moisture insensi

considered.

If plants

A summer and winter mode of

operation should be included in the design to

some benefit on

optimize heating and cooling.

If the loop is in

Use of north

wall windows will require a double window

the me a n radiant
187

design for the outer and inner walls or a
"bridged" structure across the plenum.
Typically the outer window in the two window
approach will experience fogging during the
coldest days due to moist air in the loop.
3.

EXAMPLES

Ihe freedom of the envelope concept has
evolved into many variations, but the initial
impact was a design done by Lee Sorter
3
4
Butler for the Tom Smith
residence.
after
the Smith house was featured in several
1
2
3
4
5
6

magazines, including Better Homes and Gardens
and Popular Science, the large portion of the
first generation of buildings evolved from
or copied the Smith design.

The St. Louis

-

Inner Region
Sunspace
Glazed Wall
Operable Louvers
Ground Cooling Tube
Basement

area has four known envelope houses at the
present with two of these basically identical

5

to the Smith design and another one changed
primarily for cooling considerations.

Figure

3 indicates the most evolved design in that
it changed the front second story south glass
from a slant installation to vertical and
uses north roof peak louvers for summer
ventilation.

This change is very worthwhile

for the St. Louis climate in that cooling
bills rival heating bills.

Figure 4 indicates

a total new design which used multiple methods

to emphasize the cooling aspects,

7

including
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

vest wall isolation by the garage, mansard
roof to provide both 1st and 2nd floor shade
control, greenhouse exhausting outside and
thru the attic ridge vents during summer
operation,

ground cooling tubes, louvered

-

Inner Region
Greenhouse
Glazed Area
Operable Damper
Ridge Vent
Ground Cooling Tube
Basement
Operable Windows

shade control device over the slant glass in
the greenhouse,

isolation and exhausting high

features are tied to other specific methods

humidity areas,

stack and cross ventilation

of conserving and utilizing natural energy

design, and airlock entries.

sources.

These numerous

The double envelope design considers

methods for cooling considerations provide

energy for daylighting, heating, cooling,

the St. Louis design with a different approach

can include hot water heating.

to overh.ll double envelope design.

influence is touted in double envelope circles

Informa

and

The earth

tion from three of these houses in addition

with data just now available to assess the

to nationally available data is used for the

actual contribution.

following specific paragraphs on design,

the double envelope is similar to the super

i n s t r uction and operation.

insulated in that maximum use of energy

4.

The design process for

conserving methods are utilized to reduce

DESIGN

the load to be manageable by solar, geothermal
♦•1

GENERAL

and interior generated heat sources.

The

difference in concept over the superinsulated

Even though the double envelope house is

is the asoect of possible improved air

term ed a solar house, many of the design
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distribution, humidity control,

sunspace/green-

is required.

The insulation should be

house living feature without an auxilary heat

protected above grade by use of flashing,

ing requirement, potential improved cooling

plaster cement mixture or asbestos board.

characteristics and an earth coupling feature.

A non-moisture sensitive insulation product

Both designs offer a large potential for

should be used or special attention to

energy savings and comfortable living condi

drainage to prevent water soaked insulation

tions.

and subsequent reduced insulation value.

4.2

LOOP

5.

CONSTRUCTION

Although the airflow path can be passed thru

Construction practices for a double envelope

living space or other defined space areas, a

house are basically the same as any extra

large majority utilize a flow area within a

tight,

ceiling/wall area.

The feature that is unique to the double

Design considerations for

this "plenum" sizing,

air flow smoothing,

super energy conservation design.

envelope is the plenum construction.

The

moisture insensitivity, fire rating, and

wall plenum is typically fire rated with

structural regards must be determined.

5/8" fire code drywall applied to both inner

Typically, most first generation air spaces

and outer surfaces.

have been on the order of 12 inches in width.

second floor joists which penetrate the

Other smaller dimensions have been used with

plenum space are also wrapped in drywall.

no notable differences in performance.

All joints must be taped for code compliance.

Air

In some cases, the

flow smoothing has been shown to be a desired

The inner wall may be a built up stud wall

trait but not absolute due to the low associ

which would require working in the plenum

ated velocities.

to secure the drywall and tape joints.

Moisture insensitive

A

requirements are associated with greenhouse

standard drywall steel stud system is

moist air being cooled in the plenum or

available which allows blind installations

moisture migration with the lack of vapor

with all placement from the room side.

barriers.

Fire protection means have received

The

ceiling plenum may be air space between

the most attention in regard to code acceptance

rafters or roof trusses or may be made up

of a vertical enclosed shaft (plenum).

with a suspended or joist supported drywall.

Structural design criteria is primarily tied
6.

to providing the easiest and most economical

OPERATION

method for the plenum construction.

6.1

4.3

Due to the superinsulating features,

GREENHOUSE/SUMSPACE

TEMPERATURES
the

double envelope h ouses exhibit v e r y stable
The amount of glazing is sized typically o n
o p e r a t i o n w i t h fairly rapid response to any
a basis o f standard passive solar technique.
internal h e a t source.
Large g l azing areas must b e

The operational result®

considered as
from a Jan/Feb winter condition w i t h

large energy loss areas also due to daytime
and n i gh t t i m e conduction losses.

ambients reaching 0°F,

o u ts id e

indicate to greenhouse

The amount
operates over a range o f 45-85°F,

the inner

o f glazing a n d/or movable insulation should
region 55-75°F (noon to midnight above 65°F)

be considered as means to optimize these

and the near earth 45-55°F.
features.

A l though small

For greenhouse consideration,
temperature changes actually occur with the

additional direct solar gain storage should
earth,

the mass factor o f the earth provides

be adapted for b e t t e r temperature control
a large storage potential for maintaining
for the plants.
the greenhouse

4.4

temperature above 45°F.

EARTH COUPLING
6.2

AIRFLOW

The loop thru a crawl space area or basement

The convective loop process is a reality, tut

requires no special consideration except

the flowrates are generally small.

Velociti®*

external i nsulations on the foundation wall

on the order of 30-50 fpm occur during the
189

day and 10-20 fpm at night.

buildings including such concepts as passive

6.3

solar(one residential design received a HUD

LOOP ISOLATION

Cycle 5 Design Award), earth contact, double
Estim ates of the energy stored in the house

envelope, superinsulated, alternative energy

m aterials as a percentage of the solar gain

is on th e order of 40-a.

backup systems, passive cooling techniques

The airspace

and active solar systems.

temperatures along with this mass storage in

Louis Community College, lecturer/speaker,

the loop criteria provide for improving the

along with numerous professional association

e ffe c t iv e temperature the inner region
reacts to in a heat loss mode.

memberships.

Evidence of

the effect of the loop per se has been
v e r ifie d by back-to-back checks with the

loop operating and closed off.

Tie results

in d icate a positive effect with the loop

open i n lieu of closed.

Estimates of the

amount of energy stored in the earth portion

of the loop indicate on the order of 20/c.
7.

CONCLUSION

Ihe d ou b le envelope houses are providing a
s p e c ific method of conserving and utilizing
a u x ilia r y energy sources in which experience
data i s

supporting the design as very

e ffe c tiv e .

Additional data and improved

design/construction methods are still
necessary to determine the future success of
this c o n c e p t .
8.
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LIMITATIONS OF UNDERGROUND
BUILDING AS AN ENERGY ALTERNATIVE
A. M. Hanna, M. ASCE and N. Evans
Department of Civil Engineering
Concordia University
Montreal, Quebec, Canada, H3G 1M8

Abstract
Building underground offers a potential for a reduction
in heating and cooling loads, in comparison to a similar
above ground structure.
The resulting energy savings
over the life of the structure will be beneficial, both
in terms of dollars, and in conservation of resources.
However, this mode of construction is subject to techni
cal and economic limitations.
The limitations, as well
as the potential energy saving processes of underground
construction, are discussed with special emphasis placed
on the soil properties,
structural design and construc
tion techniques...
which may unfavourably affect the
potential energy savings.
1.

INTRODUCTION

and cooling requirements which would result.

Man first inhabited underground dwellings be

This reduction stems from the fact that a

fore the dawn of history.
Caves and other
natural shelters conveniently provided our

soil mass, which in the case of an under
ground structure serves as the basis for heat

ancestors with protection from the elements

ing and cooling loads, greatly moderates air

and predators.

temperature variations and generally has a

Through historical times, man

has used existing underground space for stor

higher temperature in winter,

lower in summer

age, shelter and protection, and as early as

than the corresponding average seasonal air

3000 BC excavated and constructed underground

temperature.

space for a specific need.

It is somewhat ironic that in this time of

The possibility of building underground ex

hyper-technology, it is because of the tre

p r e s s ly to save energy has not been consider

mendous consumption of energy by this tech

ed u n t i l very recently.

nology that we are intensely searching for

The realization that

"natural" techniques which might save energy
resources.

our present major sources of energy are limit
ed h a s

resulted in research into many areas

where energy use may be reduced, or convert
ed to a

2.
renewable source.

■ torage facilities,

POTENTIAL FOR ENERGY SAVINGS

The building of
The energy saving potential of underground

utilities, offices,

®chools and dwellings underground has been

construction is derived from the reduction of

Proposed because of the reduction in heating

heating/cooling loads and the resultant ener
gy savings.
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This premise is based on the

COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
IN c o l/ (c m )(h r)(« C )
F IS .C l)

T Y P IC A L VALUES OF C O E F F IC IE N T OF T H E R M A L
CONDUCTIVITY OF S O IL .
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( UNDERGROUND )

0

( ABOVE

GROUND )

assumption that the proposed structure would

tion and the water table level are not usual

in fact, require a heating/cooling system if

ly constant at any particular location,there

built underground.

fore, any prediction of a soil's thermal pro

There are two primary reasons for this reduc

perties must take into account the variation

tion of heating and cooling loads. Firstly,

with time of the actual quantity of water

any underground structure is protected from

present.

the immediate effect of weather.

In winter

The parameters which are used to describe the

the result is that no heat loss due to wind

thermal properties are the heat capacities of

is experienced, and in summer the structure

water and soil, C
,C ; the thermal conductmw ms
ivity, K; the specific heat, C
; and the
sp
thermal diffusivity, a.

is shielded from direct sunlight. Secondly,
an underground structure uses the surround
ing soil temperature as a basis for heating

The mass heat capacity Cm of a soil is defin

or cooling requirements, rather than the
above ground air temperature.

ed as the amount of heat energy Q necessary

Surface air

to change the temperature of a unit mass by

temperature variations are moderated to such

one degree.

an extent by the soil, that at a depth of
several meters

For a soil medium the volumetric

heat capacity Cv (Cv = C^.y)

(depending upon the soil and

the porosity (air content)

geographical location) the soil temperature

of the particular soil.

varies only slightly with seasonal changes.

is dependent upon
and water content

A completely dry

soil (voids completely air-filled) will have

At this depth the almost constant tempera
a much lower heat capacity than a fully sat
ture is approximately equal to the mean
urated soil (voids completely filled with

annual surface air temperature, thus provid

moisture) because of the high heat capacity

ing a cooling effect in summer, and a heat

of water.

ing effect in winter to the underground
structure.

The heat capacity of dry soils is

of the order 0.20 cal/g.°C, and is increased

This can result in a much lower

in direct proportion to the water content.

heating load, a negligible cooling require
In the case of the water content of a soil
ment and generally a smaller operating range

being frozen, the heat capacity is reduced

for the climate control system of an under

because of the lower heat capacity of ice.

ground structure in comparison to its above
ground counterpart.

The thermal conductivity of a soil K, is the

Further contributing

to the reduction of heating/cooling system

quantity of heat which flows normally

size are minor factors, such as the lessen
ing of heat loss by radiation and the stor

a surface of unit area per unit time and unit
temperature gradient normal to the surface.

age of heat conducted to the surrounding
soil.

The conductivity of soil particles can vary

3.

across

from 0.001 to 0.006 cal./cm.sec.°C, whereas,
the conductivities of water and air are

THERMAL PROPERTIES OF SOILS

0.00124 and 0.00005 cal/cm.sec,°C, respect
The thermal properties of a soil are depend

ively.

ent upon the chemical composition of the

varying porosity and water content are shown

soil particles, the physical properties of

in Figure 1.

Thermal conductivities for soils of

the soil, particle arrangement and the
The thermal diffusivity a of a soil is an

quantity of the water present in the voids

index of its ability to undergo temperature
between soil particles.

Because it is im
changes and is defined as the ratio of the

possible to accurately predict these charac

thermal conductivity to the heat capacity of
a soil.

teristics, and evaluation of a soil's ther
mal properties must be based on the test
ing of representative samples.

As mentioned earlier, daily surface tempera

The water

content of the voids is governed by the in

ture variations are greatly moderated by a

filtration of surface water and also by the

soil m a s s .

level of the ground water table. Infiltra

in Figure 2.
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This moderating effect is shown
Seasonal variations are also

moderated, the extent of moderation increas

to a similar above ground structure.

ing down to a depth which remains at approxi
mately the annual mean surface temperature,
as can be seen from Figure 2. Below this

The geology of a proposed construction site
must always be thoroughly investigated. How
ever, problems typically encountered in ex

depth of constant mean temperature, the tem

cavations will be magnified in the case of

perature increases at a rate determined by

underground construction.

Geothermal Factors.

By definition,

underground structures will intrude deeper

The moderation of surface temperature varia

beneath the ground surface than an above

tion is dependent entirely upon the thermal,

ground structure of similar function, thus

and hence physical, properties of a soil.

the liklihood of encountering technically

An indication of the moderating ability is

difficult situations will be greater.

most closely given by the thermal diffusi

surrounding soil of high permeability and a

vity of a soil.

high water table will necessitate dewater

A low thermal conductivity

A

and a high heat capacity (resulting in a

ing and either drainage or waterproofing

low thermal diffusivity) would be desirable

provisions for the completed underground

for soil surrounding a proposed underground

structure.

structure in order to reduce to a minimum

bedrock in the volume to be excavated will

The presence of large rocks or

the effect of surface temperature change. As

increase initial costs, and in the extreme

well as increasing the effect of air tempera

case, completely preclude the option of

ture moderation, these properties further

underground construction.

reduce loads by a second mechanism.

A high

Although most situations encountered can be

heat capacity of surrounding soil will also

handled with existing technology, the costs

cause storage of any heat transferred to

involved may be too great to even consider

the soil from the structure, thus reducing
the heating load.

constructing the proposed structure under

A soil of low conducti

ground .

vity will slow the dissipation of this stor
The structural design of an underground

ed heat into the outlying soil mass.

structure poses no serious problems. Apart
Another factor indirectly linked to the ther
mal characteristics of a soil mass, is the

pressures, design details are similar to a

insulating effect of snow cover. Snow ex

corresponding above ground structure. E n 

ists at a constant temperature of 0°C, and

vironmental controls such as ventilation may
warrant closer attention, as will fire pre

will therefore result in a ground surface
temperature of 0 ° c , even if the air tempera
ture is much lower.

vention and control systems, due to the re

The result being an

stricted environment.

even further moderation of sub-surface temp

In the case of a

multi-stored underground structure, escap

eratures .
4.

from the outer walls having to resist earth

ing from a fire will require climbing up,
FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED

not down.

IN UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTION

This will considerably slow down

any evacuation procedure and exit may prove

Soils having a high density or excessive

difficult for needy or handicapped persons.

moisture content will have a relatively high

The absence of windows will cause smoke to

thermal conductivity,

rapidly fill the structure, as well as in

see Figure 1. Such a

soil will have less of a moderating effect

hibiting any attempt to control the fire.

on soil surface temperature variations than

Structurally, the underground Building would

a soil with a lower thermal conductivity.

consist of retaining walls to resist earth

However, the moderation will nevertheless

pressure.

The walls would be out of sight

be enough to average out minimum and maximum

thus negating the effect of any imaginative

daily temperatures and result in a reduction

design, and restricting architectural inno

of the daily heating/cooling load compared

vation to interior space.

However, the op

portunity would exist for extensive land
195

scaping over and around (on the surface) the

the location.

structure.

and underground design, the average annual

From an architectural viewpoint the under

heating/cooling load may be estimated.

ground structure is less desirable aesthe

From previous experience at that location

tically than its above ground counterpart.

the annual heating/cooling load of a

For a particular location

The lack of windows, balconies and lawns

similar above ground structure can be deter

would seem to restrict underground struc

mined and the expected energy savings of the

tures to storage and working environments.

underground structure estimated.

However, relevant literature indicates that

case of a thermally poor soil and very mod

man can adapt quite easily to such

erate surface climate it is possible that

stress

In the

ful living conditions as an underground or

the potential energy savings of the under

windowless above ground situation.

ground structure are negligible.

Yet

In view

there is a need for further psychological

of the additional costs of construction the

studies on the long-term effects, if indeed

underground structure will offer few advant

there are any, of working and living in an

ages .

underground environment.

If, however, the potential energy savings

One further aspect for consideration is that

are considerable, a site investigation

the higher initial costs of underground con

should be undertaken and any problem condi

struction, hopefully offset by savings in

tions identified. Again on the basis of

maintenance and energy, would have to be

local experience, an estimate of the energy

borne by the initial developer. Presently,

and dollars needed to excavate and construct

there is little incentive for a private de

the proposed structure may be made.

veloper to put up the additional capital so

At this point, it is necessary to compare

that energy and maintenance costs, usually

the present costs of the construction with

paid by the tenant or buyer, will be reduc

the future value of the energy saved. Al

ed.

though several methods exist for this analy

Unless a demand for this type of con

struction is created, or some form of govern

sis, an estimate of future costs of energy

mental funding provided to offset the in

must be made, and as we have seen over the

creased capital cost, it is unlikely that

past decade, this is a difficult task. Some

commercial developers will build under

attempt must be made however, and as more

ground.

underground structures are built, experience

Government and Public Agencies

should set an example b y the serious con
sideration of underground constructions

will be gained and the quality of these
estimates will improve.

where feasible.
6.
5.

CONCLUSION

EVALUATION
Although a definite potential for energy

The evaluation of whether or not a proposed

savings exists, soil conditions,architectur

underground structure is feasible must be

al considerations and technical problems may

carried out on the basis of one assumption.

increase initial costs, or reduce the heat

The potential energy savings gained over

ing/cooling savings to such an extent, that

the life of the structure must be greater

an underground construction proposal must be
rejected.

than the additional initial costs, both in
dollars and energy, compared to a similar

A decision to build underground structures

above ground structure.

must be based upon an understanding of the
To determine the potential energy savings

possible benefits and limitations. The

of an underground structure compared to an

additional investigation required prior to

above ground structure, the thermal proper

making the decision, as well as the con

ties of the surrounding soil must be d e 

siderably greater initial costs reduces the

termined as well as meteorological data for

liklihood of a developer even considering
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this alternative. For this reason both re
search and experience are necessary to re
duce costs, and provide codes or standards
by which the decision-making process can be
made easier.
If it can be shown that the potential energy
savings of underground construction actually
exist, governmental incentives for the con
templation and implementation of this alter
native must be applied to private and public
agencies .
7 .
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UMR MINERALS BUILDING:
AN INNOVATIVE APPROACH TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF UNDERGROUND BUILDINGS

Bruce H. Green and David A. Summers
University of Missouri-Rolla

Introduction:

Part A. Purpose:

removal of the undesired rock volume, without

The original intent of the exercice was

damage to the remnant rock walls.

to develop a design for a new minerals engi

3.

neering building which would demonstrate the

spaces.

applicability and feasibility of an under

material" to create the spaces, as opposed to

Two major ad

the conventional construction techniques of

vantages were foreseen for such a building.
Not only would it be immensely superior,
terms of energy demand,

The construction process herein de

scribed consists of the "removal of solid

ground building complex to our administration
and to the Board of Curators.

The quarrying out of the building

the "assembly of materials",

in

such as bricks,

concrete, steel, etc.

to the conventional
4.

aboveground buildings previously constructed

The use of the "Living Rock" as the

by the University, but it also would have

finished interior room surfaces.

highly significant symbollic and educational

which is left along the wall of the excavation

effects on the students of the several dis

after water jet cutting has been classified

ciplines comprising the UMR "School of Mines

as adequate, without further treatment,

and Metallurgy".

building surfaces not requiring a smooth

It would also serve as a

model of the underground potentials for the

finish.

other disciplines on campus; v i z . , the

II.

"School of Engineering", and the "College of

The rock

for

Site Location and Building Requirements
Preliminary information on the require

Arts and Sciences".

ments for the building, and the functions

Part B.

it was to perform were minimal.

Major Innovations :

As the design developed,

the building had been already identified.

it incorporated

It

was located on the northwest periphery of the

four major innovations in building construc
tio n ,

The site for

main campus.

each of which would have consequent

The site was not chosen because

additional conservation of the total energies

of any intrinsic suitability for an under

expended in creating such major construction.

ground building, but rather because the site
was available and included enough ground to

1•

The use of mining equipment in the

£QPstruction of a building.

contain the proposed structure.

Normally, where

building area was to contain 130,000 square

u®ed at all, such equipment and procedures are
minor parts of a project and are limited to

high

date.

The introduction of a novel type of
It was proposed to use a

The shape had to conform to and extend

an alignment of existing buildings,

focusing

on the campus library to the east of the site.

pressure water jet to cut the profile

*0r each volume of excavated space.

It was initially in

phases, part now, and the rest at some future

liminary site excavation is being made.
2.

feet of useable space.

tended that it be constructed in two separate

the early site preparation, where the pre

^ £ ipg equipment.

The overall

This preliminary premise on which this

This

design was developed was that the buildings

*°dld allow blast fragmentation or block

would be earth covered,
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incorporate passive

solar practices,

and contain the potential

the design process evolved.

The first and

for later inclusion of active solar and other

major problem encountered was that of rock

energy savings,

excavation.

either as they became avail

This is normally a costly and
The bed rock in

able or as the planning process identified the

involved process in itself.

need.

Phelps County generally lies either at or

Thus the building would demonstrate

to students,

faculty and the public at large,

close to the surface; and at this site the

both a practical and economic utilization of

formation is Jefferson limestone, which has a

underground space, and at the same time in

karst topography,

clude all the advantages of energy conser
vation .

and occasional caverns.

III.

be taken, and therefore an estimate had to be

the rock has fissures

With no budget, test borings could not

The Developed Building Design

Part A.

i.e.,

The Building Concept

made for the depth of overburden.

A U-shaped building configuration evolved

to simplify matters,

In order

it was assumed that the

based on the site and the maximization of the

rock lay at a uniform depth of 8 to 10 feet,

solar orientation.

that the rock surface would be a simple tilted

The major emphasis of the

design was on an earth-covered, passive solar

plane, and that the quality of rock exposed

structure.

would be adequate for the bearing purposes

Each stage of the building con

sists of a basic L-shape, connected at the

indicated in the building sections.

base of the U, with a cross-link connecting

also assumed that the building budget would

each stage on the lower floor to form an A-

allow for the full excavation of the court

shape when the building was completed.

yards.

Be

It was

This was later hotly disputed, using

cause of the original site sloped signifi

arguments based on conventional rock excava

cantly, the building was to have separate

tion rather than the use of the "water jet".

component areas of one, two or three stories.

However, since the planning process was al

A basic 30 by 30 foot bay size,

lowed to progress without the normal budgetary

from

and program restraints,

which to develop the building layout, was
chosen.

it allowed much more

freedom in seeking out innovative alternatives

The roof cover was to be earth, and

the separate blocks were to have earth-shel

and unique solutions to some otherwise very

tered walls.

serious construction problems.

Each level of the structure

was staggered and designed to include an

The final assumption made was that the

earth-filled canopy containing plant materials
for additional solar screening.

UMR water jet equipment and experimental team
would be both available and could be used to
accomplish the rock slotting excavation called

The major emphasis in this development

for in the design plan.

was placed on the first phase, with space

The development of

reserved in the plan for the later second

a new art has, at its beginning, the disad

phase.

vantage that there are few practitioners who

A last minute change requested that

both phases be included in the presentation,

have sufficient skill to make use of the

and to expedite this, a mirror image of

system.

Phase I was added to the nearly completed
drawings.

highly trained staff and equipment in the
nation.

In this regard Rolla has the most
R. Buckminster Fuller stated that

the United States construction industry is at
It should be pointed out that all of

least 50 years behind the state of the know

these efforts were performed without remu

ledge, and here was the chance to propel it

neration or compensatory time release, or
credit awarded,
nerebum".

i.e.,

forward some 35 years.

"pro causa sine remu-

Or, as Shakespeare

pointed out "there is a tide in the affairs
of man, which if taken at the flood, leads on

Part B.

Construction Innovations

to fortune".

A considerable number of construction
innovations were incorporated in the plan as
199

1.

The use of the University of Mis-

souri-Rolla water j e t .

The first innovation

material and labor.

The substitution of this

"Living Rock" for the conventional concrete

in building construction to be applied was

bearing walls, with no additional surface

the use of the University of Missouri-Rolla

preparation (other than perhaps painting) has

water jet within the last 2 years.

philosophic as well as economic benefits where

Within

the last 2 years, the Rock Mechanics and Ex

the students using the building are in the

plosives Research Center at Rolla has devel

geologic and mineral sciences.

oped the use of a high speed water jet for

"outside walls" do not show (as they are the

slotting granite.

natural geology underground) they do not re

The water jet operates at

Since the

15,000 psi and, using 18 gpm flow, will pro

quire expensive facing and maintenance.

duce a slot in a granite some 2 inches wide (1).

rock spandrel walls will also be used on the

Normal technology for cutting granite was
a high temperature flame torch which excavates

courtyard side, where the rock permits.

Living
Some

of these concepts are already in use in the

at a rate of some 7-10 sq ft/hr, uses about

Kansas City underground commercial spaces (2).

10 or more gallons of fuel oil per hour, and

The major difference with this situation,

generates a noise around 130 db.

however, is the Kansas City underground space

(At that

level it's too loud to think of the exact

is inherently dry, a characteristic of the

number. )

Bethany Falls limestone strata.

In comparative testing the water

Most sites

jet unit achieved rates more than double the

and rock formations, however, such as Rolla,

burner, the generator to power the entire

are not necessarily dry.

operation consumes 4-6 gal fuel oil per hour,

tion, the rock is karst, and therefore water

and the noise level runs around 90 d b .

proofing is a necessity.

At

In the Rolla situa
The problem then

this stage it should be mentioned that dolo

becomes one of "how to" waterproof, since

mite is softer than granite.

there is not outside face to the "exterior"
walls.

The water jet unit can be set up along
This called for the re-employment of water

the line of a required cut on a sliding car

jet cutting technology in order to create both

riage, aligned to travel on a horizontal beam
to the full length of the cut.

a slurry trench and a drain trench to exclude

It can then

water from the outside of the walls.

be automatically fed forward to cut to the

The ab

full depth of required cut, over this length.

sence of an outside face to the exterior walls

Once the volume of rock inside a required

presented the problem of intercepting both

space has been delineated,

surface and subsurface waters and their re

it can be either

lifted out with a crane or fragmented by

moval.

The solution was to cut two narrow

blasting and scooping out, without damage to

trenches parallel to the building perimeter,

the surround walls.

some 10 to 20 feet from the building, and to
a depth below the level of the lowest floors.

Two methods of operation are conceived
for this building.

The outer trench is to be filled with crushed

One is with excavation

from the surface downward.

rock and a perforated drain tile at the bottom.

The second is a

The inner trench is filled with a bentonite

"cavern" excavation in the horizontal plane;

slurry to act as a seal against water flow

this outlines a roof to the room as well as

to the building (3).

the walls and floor.
In order to increase energy efficiency,
Other innovative features to the building

the use of an insulation trench was also

can now be conceived based on this technology.

conceived.

The use of the bed rock can be used for

This third trench was placed with

in the above trenches and filled with a foamed-

^ge support of the structural concrete floor

inplace insulation.

8labs, in lieu of the normal bearing walls of

pose of developing a heat bank and of pre

a conventional building.

venting condensation on the finished walls.

This will reduce the

It serves the dual pur

Its depth and width is a joint function of

c°st for wall development, both in terms of
200

mean annual temperature, relative humidity of

quadrangle west of the library by means of an

the building, and the minimum water jet clear

elevated walkway spanning the sunken garden
and service courtyard.

ances .
The use of a waterproof membrane on the
surface of the rock between the drain trenches

natural rock pedestrian bridge.
Part IV.

and the building will prevent surface water
entering the rock walls.

It too would be con

structed using the water jet to create a

Its prupose is to

1.

Summary
Cost of hydromining versus conven

transfer roof runoff, etc. to the drain trench.

tional construction.

The surface of the rock is planed to slope

construction is to, 1) excavate and remove all

to the first trench and is sealed.

materials from what needs to be an oversized
hole in order to provide access for scaffolding

The "Living Rock" can be used as par
titions within the structure.

formwork, and for slope stability; 2) to

Some of the

bring in construction materials from all over

interior partitions could well be left intact

the nation; 3) to assemble these materials.

by use of the water jet operation, providing

The use of the water jet construction technique

thereby permanent spaces for washrooms, stair
halls, etc.

reduces the size nature of each of these basic

This applies especially to cor

normal steps.

ridor walls which would otherwise require
structural support.

The inherent disadvantage

The only material which would

be removed is that which initially fills the
void rooms.

of the natural rock thickness for partitions

This considerably reduces the

total volume of excavation.

is more than offset by the fact that one is
not buying the materials for the wall.

The normal procedure in

Much of the ma

terial separating these rooms is already on

The

site.

main effect of this choice is to increase the

This eliminates the transportation of

much of the bulk and weight viz, cement, ag

peripheral dimensions slightly.

gregate, block, sand, steel, etc.
The "Living Rock" will also, where ap

material is already assembled, requiring only

propriate, be left as the flooring on the

its form be released from the "Living Rock".

lowest floor and for the middle floor cor
ridor of the north wing.

Much of the

Consequently, cost savings are possible,

The rock is to be

feasible, and significant.

planed, filled, polished, and an epoxy finish
applied.

2.

This is practical, since the lowest

Aesthetics.

floor of the building is intended for student

ferent from the many other new materials intro

laboratory use.

duced in recent years.
The possibility also exists that the

Living rock surfaces

can be either left in the rough (depending on

quarried rock can be removed in blocks and
reused.

The aesthetic impact of

such interior spaces would not be that dif

use), or they can be polished, stained,

Such quarried material would be sized

and relaid, either for rooms of very small

or painted.
sired.

size such as janitor closets, etc., or where

They can even be carved if de

Thus there is a much greater aesthetic

potential than in the alternatives of

future relocation of partitions is foreseen.

coated,

concrete

blocks, etc.

It would also be used for partitions and
An even more important result is the im

spandrels occurring the building above the
bed rock level.

pact such mined space would have on engineerinf
students, and especially those in the minerals

The final construction innovations in

displicine.

the proposal provides for a continuous open
air pedestrian linkage from across the high
way bisecting the campus.

"aesthetics" per se; their concerns lie more

A water jet mined

with "performance and utilization".

tunnel would be cut through the rock under

If any

response might reasonably be anticipated to

the highway to connect existing married stu

the foregoing concepts and innovations,

dent housing and a suggested future campus
parking structure.

It can be said that engineering

students are generally less impressed with

it

would in all probability be "highly favorable',

It would connect the

based on student comments made so far.
201
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ENERGY MANAGEMENT
IN
INSTITUTIONAL FACILITIES
RAJ KUMAR, B.S., M.S., P.E.
HEAD OF HVAC AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
BELING CONSULTANTS,

PEORIA, ILLINOIS

Insitutional buildings present a challenge
for energy conservation because their
operation is year-round, seven-day-a-week,
twenty-four per day.
In this paper, the
author examines year-round heat rejection
sources and shows how an energy reclaim
system that reuses cooling system waste heat
for preheating service hot water proves
effective for successful energy management.
GENERAL

amounts of crude oil from foreign countries

During the past decade,

and are at their mercy.

the consumption,

conservation, and selection of energy,

has

EFFECTIVE YEAR-ROUND

keen the biggest concern of architects,
engineers,
facilities.

Institutional facilities consume large

and designers of institutional

amounts of energy for space heating, cooling,

By studying the rate of
and service hot water.

consumption of fossil fuels (natural gas,

The need for space

heating and/or cooling and service hot water

oil, and coal) and comparing it with their

in institutional buildings is twenty-four
rate of discovery, economical extraction,
end environmental impact,

hours a day, seven days a week.

it is readily

During

siammer months, a "conventional" air-condi

evident that prudent management of energy

tioning system removes heat from the

offers the only hope of averting total

building and rejects it to the atmosphere

disaster in this century.

via condensers.

Service hot water needs in

Our domestic reserves of petroleum and

the summer months are sometimes higher than

n a t u r a l gas, which provide roughly two-

in winter months because of additional

thirds of our energy supplies, can sustain

shower loads.

current consumption (and wastage) rates

would be to reuse the cooling system waste

^ l y a few more decades.

heat for preheating the service hot water.

energy sources,
fu*i°n, geothermal,

Our research for

including nuclear

The optimum use of energy

BUILDINGS & CREDITS

tidal energy, solar

energy, hydrogen, etc. is slow, and there

During the design of two correctional

** a long lead time before these new

facilities, in Hillsboro and Centralia,

•°nrces can be economically utilized.

Illinois, this principle of energy conserva

As

tion was very effectively utilized.

a n e t consequence, we are importing huge

206

Each

correctional facility included a multi

service water do not require heat, the

function building containing kitchen,

evaporative cooler cools the condenser loop

warehouse, dining, maintenance shops,

water so that water-cooled condensers for

laundry, commissary and barber shop.

This

freezers, coolers, and the air-conditioning

portion of the correctional facility was

system may operate properly.

designed by Phillips Swager Associates,

between weather and summer weather, when

Architects, and Beling Consultants,

return air temperature is higher than the

Peoria, Illinois.

Inc.,

Construction for these

During in-

incoming loop water temperature, a two-

facilities is being financed by the Capital

position diverting-type automatic control

Development Board of the State of Illinois.

valve bypasses the loop water.

A proper

mixture of glycol solution is recommended

SYSTEM

for this type of system.
The dining facility and a portion of the
cooling facility were air conditioned.

Fig.

To

2 shows how piping schemicatic of Fig.

reject the waste heat, a closed circuit

1 was transformed into working design for

condenser was utilized.

these institutional facilities.

This evaporative

Presently,

cooler serves the water-cooled condensers for

the systems based on this working design are

kitchen freezers and coolers, in addition to

under construction.

water-cooled condensers for tne air-condi

In order to control the initial cost of this

tioning system.

project, air conditioning of the dining

To make a cost effective

system, a portion of waste heat was injected

facility was bid as a separate alternate.

into the space while the remaining portion

Energy recovery was also bid as a separate

of rejected heat was used to preheat the

alternate using a small service water preheat

service hot water.

exchanger.

Because kitchen freezers

In the event the air conditioning

and coolers operate in the winter months

alternate was accepted, the service water

too, the energy recovery system should

preheat exchanger was changed to a larger

prove effective year-round.

size.

Let me point

out that year-round heat rejection sources,

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS & PAYBACK
ANALYSIS

such as these freezers and coolers, make a
heat reclaim system particularly attractive

Table 1 shows system characteristics used

and economical.

Fig.

in this project.

The system depicted in

PIPING SCHEMATIC

Figure 1, 2 and Table 1 looks very simple

1 depicts a piping schematic indi

and practical.

But is it cost effective?

cating how the waste energy is utilized

Here's a closer look at the economics of

for space heating and preheating of service

this project.

hot water,

is evident that payback is between 0.94

thus reducing overall energy

Looking at the Table 2, it

consumption of this institutional facility.

years to 6.9 years, depending upon which

A three-way modulating automatic control

option is considered.

valve

are based on simple payback, i.e., initial

mixes the water cooled by the

These payback figures

evaporative cooler and return water return

cost of the project divided by first year's

ing back to oondensers.

energy savings.

When space and
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Energy savings have been

c a lc u la t e d b a s e d on an e l e c t r i c
in c lu d in g demand c h a r g e s ,
I f the c o s t o f e n e r g y i s
current i n f l a t i o n a r y
w ill be s o o n e r .

ra te ,

TABLE 1 - SYSTEMS CH AR ACT ER IST ICS

o f 3 .5 c p e r KWH.

T o t a l KW f o r a l l

in c r e a s e d a t

ra te s,

T o ta KW f o r a l l

a c t u a l payback

A f t e r b id d in g t h i s

Option #1 ( w ith p a y b a c k o f 0 .9 4 y e a r s ) was

R a te o f h e a t o f

CONCLUSIONS

fr e e z e r s an d c o o l e r s

i n an i n s t i t u t i o n a l

b u ild in g i s

very p r a c t i c a l .

goes up.

reclaim s y ste m s h e l p
d o lla r s ,

to

w h ile a t t h e

any p o l l u t i o n

(o r

1157,
1 ,5 0 0
2 7 0 ,0 0 0

TABLE 2 - PAYBACK PERIO DS FOR ENERGY
RECLAIM SY ST E M S*

same tim e do n o t add
P roce

id e n tic a l

to t h e
u tiliz e d

preheat s e r v i c e h o t w a t e r .

The e n e r g y

reclaim s y s te m d i s c u s s e d i n

th is

to

a r t ic le

reduce t o t a l energy

consumption w ith a v e r y g o o d p a y b a c k i n

an y

i n s t i t u t i o n a l b u i l d i n g w h ere t h e r e i s a
siz a b le lo a d o f f r e e z e r s / c o o l e r s a n d / o r a i r
c o n d itio n in g and s im u lt a n e o u s n e e d f o r
T h e re a r e m any, many

such s o u r c e s o f e n e r g y i n

our in s t it u t io n a l

snd i n d u s t r i a l f a c i l i t i e s

th a t are p r e s e n t ly

P a y b a c k f o r e n e r g y r e c l a i m s y s te m
( u s in g s m a ll s e r v i c e w a t e r
p r e h e a t e x c h a n g e r and no
sp ace h e a tin g )

0 .9 4 y e a r

P a y b a c k f o r e n e r g y r e c l a i m s y s te m
( u s in g s m a ll s e r v i c e w a te r
p r e h e a t e x c h a n g e r and s p a c e
h e a t)

3 .9 y e a r

P a y b a c k f o r e n e r g y r e c l a i m s y s te m
( u s in g l a r g e s e r v i c e w a te r
p r e h e a t e x c h a n g e r and s p a c e
h e a t)

4 .7 y e a r

P a y b a c k f o r e n e r g y r e c l a i m s y s te m
( u s in g s e r v i c e w a t e r h e a t
e x c h a n g e r , no f r e e z e r s &
c o o l e r s & no s p a c e h e a t )

6 .9

*P ayback fig u r e s

^ ta p p e d and w h ich can be v e r y e c o n o m i c a l ly
reclaim ed w i t h

1307,

s a v e e n e r g y and

procedures when s o l a r e n e r g y i s

se rvice h o t w a t e r .

1257,

fo r

E s t im a t e o f m o n t h ly s e r v i c e h o t
w a te r u s a g e i n g a l l o n s

dures u s e d in p r e h e a t i n g s e r v i c e h o t w a t e r

would d e f i n i t e l y

fo r c o o le r s

S e r v i c e w a te r p r e h e a t e d fro m
50 F t o 70 F i n GPH

W aste e n e r g y

to o u r e n v ir o n m e n t .

with w a s te e n e r g y a r e

7 1 .3

R a te o f h e a t o r r e j e c t i o n f o r a i r c o n d it io n in g co m p ressor

for t h i s e n e r g y r e c o v e r y s y s te m w i l l be
other p rim e f u e l )

r e je c tio n

R a te o f h e a t o f r e j e c t i o n
fr e e z e r s

The p a y b a c k

quicker a s t h e c o s t o f e l e c t r i c i t y

1 8 .0

KW in p u t to t h e sp a c e a i r c o n d it io n in g co m p ressor

accepted and a w a rd e d t o th e C o n t r a c t o r .

fro m a i r c o n d i t i o n i n g ,

1 6 .5

N o. o f h o u r s f r e e z e r s / c o o l e r s
o p e ra te (ave rag e )
18 h r o u t o f 24

p r o je c t,

Waste e n e r g y r e c l a i m

fr e e z e r s
c o o le r s

shown a r e s im p le p a y b a c k

b a s e d on an e l e c t r i c a l r a t e ,

th e p r e s e n t d a y t e c h n o l o g y .

ch arges,
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year

o f 3 .5 c p e r KWH.
in c r e a s e d a t

If

in c lu d in g

demand

th e c o s t o f

energy

is

cu rren t in fla tio n a r y

ra te s,

a c t u a l p a y b a c k w i l l be s o o n e r .

^
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.Abstract
Surface heating of greenhouses is done by applying waste heat
ed water on the outside of the greenhouse at the ridge and
allowing this water to flow in a thin layer over the roof and
sidewall surfaces. The water is then collected in gutters
and returned to its source. The main advantages of this
heating system over others for heating greenhouses with waste
heat are its low capital costs and the fact that it can util
ize wastes at quite low temperatures. This system can make
effective use of water at temperatures as low or perhaps lower
than the temperature to be maintained in the greenhouse; how
ever, some supplemental greenhouse heating is required under
these conditions.

1.

INTRODUCTION

A su rface-h eated greenhouse is one which is covered

never comes close to freezing.

with a t h in layer of warm water.

The University of Illinois Department of Agricultural

This water is ap

plied t o the greenhouse through small holes drilled

Engineering with support from Illinois Power Company

every few centimeters in a plastic pipe which is

and the U.S. Department of Energy has constructed a 10

attached on the outside of the greenhouse at the

by 14 m

ridge.

southeast of St. Louis.

Water flows from the holes, down the roof, and

Into the gutter on gutter-connected greenhouses.

At

test greenhouse at the Baldwin Power Plant
This greenhouse is being used

to determine the effectiveness of the surface heating

the s id e w a lls , on either single or gutter-connected

system for various water flow rates, water tempera

houses, th e water running off the roof is deflected so

tures, greenhouse terrperatures, and weather conditions.

It flow s down the wall and into a gutter located at

Based on this and earlier research a greenhouse design

0%und level.

er will be able to select the optimum water flow rate

This completely covers the roof and

“tdewalls w ith warm water.

2 3

The ends of the greenhouse

for any particular set of conditions. *

eon be covered with water using a similar technique,

Waste heated water is plentiful.

flow rate of the water is adjusted so its tenper-

drops only a few degrees.

For every unit of

electrical energy produced at a fossil fueled or nu

The water temperature

clear plant, at least one unit of energy is discharged
212

in the form of waste heated water.

This heating system could be made even more efficient

Enough waste heat

if the water were passed between the layers of a double

ed water is produced at a typical 1800 megawatt power
plant to surface-heat more than two hundred acres of

layer roof house.

greenhouses; and there are no competing uses for this

does not justify the added problems and costs.

water.

It should be stressed that this is not a solve-all

Other industries produce waste heated water

too, and often at higher temperatures.

However, the increase in efficient

solution to greenhouse heating costs.

But for those

A few years ago in Minnesota it was demonstrated that

greenhouse operators willing and able to locate green

a greenhouse could be heated with waste heated water

houses next to a waste heat source, surface-heating

(about 35°C) by using large numbers of conventional

promises to reduce energy costs with a minimal capita]

heat exchangers inside the greenhouse.

investment.

In fact, a

2. THEORY

few comnercial greenhouses are now being heated this
way.

One problem with that technique is the water

must be very warm.

2.1 GENERAL

Otherwise, such a large amount of
Heat transfer associated with surface-heated green

heat exchanger area is required that the system is
not economically feasible.

houses results from a combination of conduction,

A large majority of power

convection, radiation, and mass transfer mechanisms.

plants do not produce water hot enough to use that

The conventional heat exchange relationship used for

system.

greenhouses and other buildings is:

The surface-heating system can use water with a lower

Q = UA (T - Ta)

temperature because the entire surface of the green
house serves as a heat exchanger.

This system, of
The form of this equation is that of conduction heat

course, works best when the temperature of the water

transfer.

is above the temperature at which the greenhouse is
to be maintained.

Even if the water has a temperature

coefficient, U, is used as a combined coefficient for
conduction, convection, radiation, and mass transfer

house, considerable heating benefit can be derived

heat flow even though all of these forms of heat trans

For example, suppose the outside tempera

fer are not directly proportional to temperature dif

ture is -15°C and you wish to maintain the greenhouse

ferential .

at 20°C and the warm water available to you is only
15°C.

2.2 HEATING BENEFIT

Using a conventional heating system the outside

surface of the greenhouse might be about -10°C.

When this simplified equation is used to

model a surface-heated greenhouse, the heat transfer

at or even below that to be maintained in the green
from it.

(1)

But

For a surface-heated greenhouse with a flowing layer

by applying 15°C water the outside surface would be

of warm water on its outside surface, the heat trans-

warmed to an average temperature of about 10°C, there

fered from the water over a differential unit of

by

greenhouse area with dimensions dx parallel to the

considerably reducing the amount of heat leaving

the greenhouse, and reducing the amount of conven

direction of water flow and unity across the direc

tional heat required to keep the greenhouse warm.

tion of flow, is as follows:

Some supplemental conventional heat would be required
dQ = (U (t - T ) + U
(t - T ))dx
^w
v wg w
g
wa w
a

with this cooler water.
The layer of water does not significantly reduce the

The heat lost by the -water, assuming a negligible

amount of light entering the greenhouse.

change in flow rate caused by evaporation is:

After all,

aquatic plants do very well submerged in several feet

=

- r e

dtw

(2)

(3)

of water; the greenhouse is covered with only a couple
millimeters of water.

The heat

It has even been suggested

transfer

into

the g r e e n h o u s e

is:

that the rippling effect of the water might be ben
eficial because it reduces shadows.

qw g =/Uwg(tW - V *

Another benefit

<'')

of surface heating is that it eliminates snow and

The heating benefit to be attributed to the surface

ice buildup on the roof and therefore allows the use

heating water layer is the sum of the qWg and the he®1

of less expensive greenhouses.

loss without the water flow:
q
, = q
Hb
^_g + U_
ga (Tg - Ta')
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3.

Equations (2), (3), (4) and (5) are combined to give:
(Tw

-k) fC

" (Uwg + Uwa}
-))
% =V
(u ^ V u ------ )d-exP(
Tc“
°
wg
wa

PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS

The experimentally determined heat transfer coeffi
cients were used in the derived heat transfer equations
to evaluate the effect of several environmental and

(6)

-(T -k)) + (U )(T -T )
g
ga'v g a

greenhouse operational conditions on surface heat
transfer.

2.3 TRADEOFF EQUIVALENT HEAD
Hie energy inputs

Figure 2 shows the heating benefit of different water

to the water used for surface

flow rates for both glass and corrugated fiberglass.

heating are the heat energy plus the hydraulic energy

These curves were produced using equation (6) and show

for transporting the water to the greenhouse and dis
tributing it over the greenhouse roof surface.

tiiat glass is decidedly better than fiberglass for sur
face heating in the range of flow rates studied.

For

the purpose of this study only hydraulic energy costs
are considered.

Figure 3 shows the relationship between the different

The heat energy derived from warm

water is usually wasted, therefore, this energy was

variables which are measures of surface heating effec

not included in this evaluation.

tiveness.

It follows that the

The heating benefit curve shows that the

surface-heating system would be economical from an

heat flow into the greenhouse continuously increases

energy standpoint if the hydraulic energy require

with water flow rate.

ments are less than qb .

higher flow rates reduce the temperature drop in the
water as it flows over the greenhouse.

lie hydraulic energy required to produce a certain

low flow rate and then declines gradually.

The head loss at-which the hydraulic

Although

the heat flow into the greenhouse continuously in

energy input equals qb is defined as the tradeoff

creases with water flow rate, this decline occurs be

equivalent head loss, htg. If the specified flow

cause the heat flow per unit of water flow decreases.

rate can be delivered to the top of the greenhouse

The marginal tradeoff equivalent head continuously de

with a head loss of less than hte, surface heating
is economical with respect to energy.

The hydraulic

head tradeoff equivalent becomes a maximum at a very

flow, f, is directly proportional to the hydraulic
head loss.

This increase results because

creases with an increase in water flow.

Tradeoff

This trend

reflects the fact that hmte is directly proportional

equivalent head loss is:

to the slope of the line q^.
Ne *

<7)

Care must be used in interpreting the implications of
these three variables.

Tradeoff equivalent head re

presents the hydraulic energy equivalent of q^.
2.4 MARGINAL TRADEOFF EQUIVALENT HEAD

The

fcrginal tradeoff equivalent head loss, h^te, is

hte and ^\nte va-*-ues do n°t take into account punping
inefficiencies or differences between the economic

tefined as the tradeoff equivalent head loss for each

costs of pumping and heating energies.

incremental amount of water flow:
l dqh

if the punping efficiency is 0.7 and electric energy

■Wsi-af

for punping costs twice as much as hydrocarbon energy

<8>

for heating, then h ^ and hmbe should be multiplied

In the ease where U's are not functions of f:
V
W

<Two -k> C

= eg (Uwg°+ Uwa) (1 - ((1 +

-<Uwg + V >
x exp (---- ^ ---- )))

u

wg

+

u

by 0.35 to give the actual tradeoff equivalent heads

wa

which could be used to accomodate pipe friction and
elevation.

)

fC

For example,

4.

EXAMPLE GREENHOUSE

(9)
Equations (6), (7), and (9) together with heat transfer

^ ®arginal tradeoff equivalent head is used to de-

coefficients measured for the test greenhouse at the

the optimum water flow rate.

Baldwin Power Plant were used to predict seasonal

for Uwg and Uwa were determined in the labora0Ver a range of water flow rates for both glass
Corrugated fiberglass surfaces.^
** shown in Figure

energy cost savings at a typical greenhouse.
The example greenhouse was a six house gutter connect

Glass values

ed glass structure 28 m long and 37 m wide. It was
p
of the outside surface

1 .

assumed that all but 186 m
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of this structure was covered with water, ihe
2
186 m accounted for doors, vents, etc. Ihe green

Thble 3.

Typical water flow rates and heating energy
cost savings assuming water temperatures

house temperature was set at 13°C.

given in Table 1.

Monthly air and water temperatures typical of the

Month

Baldwin Power Plant were assumed.

Nov.

Water Flow
757 L/min

Energy Cost Savings

Dec.

2914

931
80

for a greenhouse maintained at 13°C is shown in

Jan.

2612

53

Table 2.

Feb.

2422

55

Mar.

114

89

Apr.

76

95

in Thble 1.

Table 1.

These are shown

Ihe resultant heating load distribution

Average monthly air and water temperatures
typical to the Baldwin Power Plant.

Month

Air Temperature

Total

67%

Water Temperature
Thbles 4 and 5 contain the results of analyses based

Nov.

5°C

20°C

Dec.

0

17

Jan.

-2

13

Feb.

0

Mar.

5
12

13
18

Table 1.

27

in Tables 3, 4, and 5*

Apr.

on all the same assumptions as previously mentioned
except that the water temperatures were assumed 5°C
lower and higher, respectively* than those given in
Note the resultant :
flow rates are different
Table 4 shows that with 5°C

cooler water the total heating energy cost savings was
Table 2.

Monthly percentages of total seasonal heat-

only 28%.

_________ ing load.___________________________
Month

Table 5 shows that for 5°C warmer water this

savings was 90%.

Heating Load
Table 4.

Typical water flow rates and heating energy

Nov.

14%

Dec.

22

cost savings assuming water temperatures

Jan.

26

5°C lower than those given in Thble 1.

Feb.

22

Month

Water Flow

Energy Cost Savings

14

Nov.

2120 L/min

62%

2

Dec.

2271

27

Mar.
Apr.
Total

100%

It was further assumed that the elevation plus fric
tion head required to deliver the water to the green
house was 10 m and that the motor and pump together
had an efficiency of 60%.

Jan.

1892

Feb.

1628

13
6

Mar.

1820

27

Apr.

76

93

Total

28%

___ _

It was also assumed that a
Table 5.

conventionally heated house would use natural gas,

Typical water flow rates and heating energy

which is a relatively inexpensive form of energy,

cost savings assuming water temperatures 5°0

whereas the pumps would require electricity, which Is

higher than those in Table 1.

more expensive per unit of energy.

Month

Electricity was

Water Flow

___ _

Energy Cost Savings

assumed to be three times as expensive as natural gas.

Nov.

These factors result in a 50 m marginal tradeoff

Dec.

908

equivalent head.

Jan.

3028

94
84

Feb.

2271

86

Mar.

530

95

23

96

The resultant typical water flow rates and energy
cost savings for this typical greenhouse are shown
in Table 3-

Note that the water flow rates

constant, but rather, change
peratures change.

Apr.
Total

are not

as air and water tem

The monthly heating energy cost

savings percentages are lowest for the colder months
when the water temperature is also colder, and higher*
for the warmer months.

The total seasonal heating

energy cost savings is 6 7 %.
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416 L/min

96%

9 C % ____ -

5.

commercial development

We are very pleased and excited about the performance

Symbol

data from this project as you might surmise from

A

studying the above results.

C

However, no amount of

energy will be saved and no real benefit will accrue

f

unless this heating system is used, by some conmercial
operation.

That is why we are so
anxious to see a conmercial greenhouse development in
the near future that will make use of this energy
saving technique.

gravitational acceleration
marginal tradeoff equivalent
head

k

range.

length of water flow path

%

heat transfer into greenhouse
from water plus heat trans

At present Illinois Power plans to deal with each pro

We are very interested In developing this

qwg
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Uwg
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W/m

rate of heat flow from water per

with power plant cooling water.

21(2).

m
m

s,

6

the ASAE.

I/h-m
9-8 m/s‘

out water over same gross area W/m
rate of heat flow from water into
greenhouse per unit area

tor might have.

P.N.

2

2

review any plans that a perspective greenhouse opera

2* Walker,

Units
m2

fer out of greenhouse with-

most Dromising heating technique and will be happy to

6.

tradeoff equivalent head
Uwg Tg + Uwa Ta
U
+ T
J
wg
wa

L

posal on an individual basis until a rate study Is
ccnpleted.

I/h-ni

g

hte

It may be that IP (or any utility) may choose
not to own or operate the distribution system. Each
user then would supply his own piping, etc. or out un
some of the capital for its installation.

water flow rate per unit area,
F
L
water flow rate per unit width
of water flow path

^mte

tem to use in supplying warm water to a greenhouse

W*h/L°C

F

Illinois Power has not developed a rate to charge for
warn water, or decided what type of distribution sys

7. LIST OF SYMBOLS
Description
heat transfer area, W*L
specific heat of water

where first applied to
greenhouse

°C

general case
W/m2oC
heat transfer coefficient for
greenhouse test surface with
out layer of water
W/m2oC
heat transfer coefficient between
water and greenhouse air
W/m2°C
distance along water flow path
m
density of water
kg/m3

o

* re
A

uwo' 38'4

TPigure 1.

Heat transfer coefficients for glass.

Figure 3-

Comparison of heating benefit, tradeoff
equivalent head, and marginal tradeoff
equivalent head (surface = glass.
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A

HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT

A
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Q
<
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Effect of atmosphere temperature on heating
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A REVIEW OF ASHRAE STANDARD 100
ENERGY CONSERVATION IN EXISTING BUILDINGS
Albert W. Black, III
Charles J. R. McClure & Assoc.,

Inc.

St. Louis, Missouri

Abstract
The ASHRAE 100 Series of Standards, Energy
Conservation in Existing Buildings, has been
through two open reviews and is presently
being edited prior to publication.
The draft
standards are discussed in this paper and
compared with ASHRAE Standard 90, Energy
Conservation in New Buil ing Design.
1. INTRODUCTION

2.

THE 100 SERIES OF STANDARDS

In 1975, following two years of work and

Work on Standard 90 showed the difficulty in

review, the American Society of Heating,

addressing all types of buildings in a single

Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning

standard.

Engineers, Inc.

(ASHRAE), working with the

Illuminating Society of North America

comprises six separate documents, designated

(IES),

as Standards 100.1 through 100.6.

published Standard 90-1975, Energy
Conservation in New Building Design.

Therefore, Standard 100 actually
The

categories are as follows:
This

100.1 Low Rise Residential

was the first comprehensive energy standard

100.2 High Rise Residential

and has become the basis for several model
energy codes and many state energy codes.

100.3 Commercial
It

100.4 Industrial

has also been adopted as a Standard of the

100.5 Institutional

American National Standards Institute

100.6 Public Assembly

(ANSI) .

A look at the definitions of the categories
in the Standards will make the distinctions

Presently ASHRAE Standard 100, Energy

clearer:

Conservation in Existing Buildings is being
readied for issuance.

"Low Rise Residential buildings shall

Like Standard 90, it

include all detached single-family and

has been several years in the making and has
undergone two open reviews.

two-family dwellings including those with

Because of its

not more than five lodgers or boarders

comprehensiveness, it will address virtually

outside the family unit per family.

all types of structures in which energy is

Included also are mobile homes, triplexes,

consumed (or more properly, degraded).

fourplexes,

Because existing buildings greatly outnumber

rowhouses, and other multiple-

family dwellings not more than three

hew ones, Standard 100 could affect many more

stories in height exclusive of basement

buildings than Standard 90.

having complete kitchen and bath
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facilities for each dwelling unit.

designed to contain less than fifty

Included also are all buildings that can

persons at capacity."

be reasonably interpreted as being of this

"Industrial buildings shall include all

type, even if they are not specifically

structures in which occupants and/or

named in this Standard"

machines are engaged in fabricating,

"High Rise Residential buildings shall

assembling or processing of products or

include all multiple-family dwellings

materials, including, among others,

having more than three stories, exclusive

factories, assembly plants, industrial

of basements, and having complete kitchen

laboratories, and all others used for

and bath facilities for each dwelling

industrial and manufacturing purposes.

unit, and having no more than five lodgers

Also included are structures designed to

or boarders outside the family unit per

house, among others,

family.

Included, among others, are

the production and

distribution of electric, gas or steam

apartment buildings, condominiums, medium

power, telephone exchanges, rolling mills,

rise garden apartments,

and foundries.

etc., where

Also included are

non-transient occupancy exists."

structures for the storage and warehousing

"Commercial buildings shall include all

of all materials and products not usually

hotel and motel buildings, lodging houses,

available for retail sale and requiring

boarding houses and dormitory buildings

energy for environmental control."

arranged for the shelter and sleeping

"Institutional buildings shall include all

accommodations of one or more individuals

structures used as church schools,

excepting those classified as

schools, colleges, and for similar

Institutional,

educational purposes.

Low Rise Residential or

High Rise Residential.

Complete kitchen

Also included are

all research institutes and the testing

and bath facilities may exist if the

and research laboratories incidental to

lodging is for vacational or other

their use and for educational purposes.

transient purposes as compared to

Also included are all structures harboring

residential purposes.

people suffering limitations because of

Also included are

all structures used for display and sales

health or age for care or treatment

purposes involving stocks of goods, wares

including, among others, day nurseries,

or merchandise incidental to such purposes

hospitals, sanitariums, clinics,

and accessible to the public, including,

infirmaries,

among others,

aged and infirm.

retail stores,

salesrooms and markets.

shops,

It shall also

orphanages,

and homes for the

Also included are

structures in which people are detained

include all structures used for the

for penal or correctional purposes or in

transaction of business, for rendering of

which the liberty of the occupants is

professional services, or for other

restricted including, among others,

jails,

services that include stocks of goods,

prisons,

wares or merchandise in limited quantities

institutions.

incidental to office use or sample

structures used for prosecuting public or

purposes including among others, offices,

civic services and activities of an

banks, civil administration activities

emergency nature including, among others,

(such as post offices and courthouses),

fire houses and police stations.

reformatories, and mental health
Also included are

Also

radio and TV studios and stations, motor

included are museums, art galleries,

fuel service stations and similar

libraries,

establishments.
assembly halls,

Also included are

and similar buildings."

"Public Assembly buildings shall include

restaurants, fast food

all buildings which are designed to be

concessions and cocktail and snack bars

used as places of assembly for more than
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fifty persons.
Included are all churches,
theatres, and other buildings used

procedures.

primarily for theatrical performances and

addresses source energy,

exhibitions. Also included are structures
used as dance halls, night clubs, and for
similar purposes including those with food
service. Also included are structures in

90C-1977 .

90B-1975.

These are now ASHRAE/IES
Finally, Section 12, which
is now ASHRAE

Section 4 of Standard 90 addresses the
exterior envelope.

Walls

(including windows)

are covered in two different manners, one for

which persons assemble for amusement,
entertainment or recreation, and
incidental motion picture, dramatic,

residential (called Type A) buildings, one
for non-residential
buildings.

theatrical or educational presentations,

(called Type B)

Type A specifies wall, floor and

roof U values appropriate to the heating

lectures or other events for similar
purpose occur, including, among others,
exhibition halls, lecture halls,
restaurants, and recreational centers,
fieldhouses, coliseums, and passenger
terminals."

climate.

Type B buildings are subject to

separate heating and cooling criteria for
wall, floor and roof performance and must
meet the more stringent of the criteria.
The concept of overall thermal transfer value
(OTTV) is used in this section to evaluate

The Standards address in detail the issue of

the effectiveness of walls in reducing

buildings with different sections falling
under different Standards or one area being
under several different' Standards.

cooling load.

While the heating criteria

simply require area weighted U values for
walls and roofs with windows and skylights

Excluded from the Standards are buildings

and for floors, the OTTV includes solar gains

with peak design rate of energy use of 1

through walls and windows, along with

w/ft

or less.

Also excluded are buildings

appropriate structural lags.

Unlike U values

of designated historical value.

which have conductance units (BTU/hr ft2 °F),

The target level of performance for all the

OTTVs are energy rates (BTU/hr ft2) .

100 Standards is set by Standard 90; that is,

Section 4 also sets criteria for air leakage

the intent of Standards 100 is that the

around windows and doors.

overall level of energy consumption for an

Section 5 deals with heating, ventilating and

existing building be not greater than for a

air-conditioning

new building of similar size, orientation,

(HVAC) systems.

Outdoor and

indoor design conditions are specified and

location and function which complies with the

ventilation rates are referenced to

applicable provisions of Standard 90.

ASHRAE/ANSI Standard 62-1973, Natural and

Because Standards 100 are for existing

Mechanical Ventilation.

buildings, they contain operating and

Other subjects

within Section 5 include zoning, control

Maintenance provisions not in Standard 90,

setback and shutoff, systems with

which is a design standard only.

simultaneous heating and cooling, economizer

3. REVIEW OF STANDARD 90

cycle, shutoff of ventilation, transport

Since Standard 90 is referenced so many times

energy, energy recovery, insulation of pipes

^ Standards 100, a brief review of it is

and ducts, duct construction and balancing.

appropriate.

Especially important provisions within the

Following Sections 1-3,

subsection on systems with simultaneous

Purpose, Scope and Definitions, Sections 4
through 9 contain prescriptive standards on

heating and cooling are that recovered energy

building components and systems.

may be used for reheat, but that if "new"

These first

energy is to be used, it is to be minimized

® sections have been separated from the

in a reheat system by resetting the supply

following three and have just been updated
4nd issued as ANSI/ASHRAE/IES 90A-1980.

temperature from the zone requiring the

Sections 10 and 11 cover alternate compliance

coolest air.
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In a double duct or multizone

system, cold and hot decks are to be reset

of the overall energy were derived from

from the zones requiring the coolest and

non-depletable sources.

Structures under

hottest air, respectively.

20,000

Section 6 is devoted to HVAC equipment and

full-year energy calculation if a

sets minimum performance ratings for heating

professional engineer certifies that "the

and cooling equipment.

average annual input of such non-depletable
sources, or the extent of such nocturnal

Section 7 covers Service Water Heating,

square feet can be exempted from a

cooling can reasonably be expected to meet

dealing with standby and operating losses,

the demands imposed by the proposed

measures to reduce consumption of hot water

alternative design."

and swimming pool heaters.

Also "other commercial,

institutional and industrial structures that

Section 8, Energy Distribution Systems, calls

derive over 50 percent of their annual

for energy efficient design and also contains

thermal requirements

as Section 8.3:

service water heating) or over 30 percent of

(heating, cooling,

"In any multifamily dwelling the Energy

their annual total energy requirements from

Distribution System shall be designed so

non-depletable sources shall be exempted froi

as to encourage tenant responsibility for

the necessity of comparing the proposed

energy conservation.

design to a standard design which follows the

Such system designs

shall recognize the limitations imposed by

provisions of Sections 4 through 9.

state-of-art technologies."

Documentation, provided by a registered
engineer, verifying the percentage of annual

The implication is to encourage submetering
if practical.

energy use derived from such non-depletable
sources shall be required..."

Section 9 is the Lighting Power Budget
Determination Procedure.

Section 12, Annual Fuel and Energy Resource

The lighting

designer is encouraged to provide sufficient

Determination, attempts to address the source

lighting for the tasks at hand while keeping

energy needed to serve the building.

down the power required.

most obvious application of this section

Concepts such as

The

addresses the fact that 2.5 to 3 units of

localized lighting, high efficiency sources
and fixtures, room reflectance, controls and

source energy at a power plant are needed to

limits on exterior lighting are covered.

produce 1 unit of electrical energy at the
building boundary.

Section 10, Energy Requirements for Building
4. COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARDS 100

Design on Systems Analysis, outlines a
performance compliance procedure in which the

It is possible to satisfy the design

building being tested is compared with a

requirements of any of the 100 Standards by

building of equivalent size, function and

compliance with Sections 4-9 of standard 90;

energy-source which does comply with Sections

however, because the 100 Standards apply to
existing buildings, operating and maintenance

4-9. Computer analysis is implied but not
mandated.

provisions also apply for all except 100.1,

Section 11, Requirements for Buildings

Low Rise Residential.

Utilizing Solar, Geothermal, Wind or Other

compliance methods for different standards

Alternative design

Non-Depleting Energy Sources, states that

include demonstration of energy-use

energy derived from so-called non-depleting
energy sources is excluded from the total

equivalence with a similar Standard 90
compliant structure; use of non-depletable

energy chargable to a proposed alternative

energy sources for a significant portion of

design.

the requirement for the building; and a

Thus a building which didn't comply

with Sections 4-9 or even with Section 10 in

certification by a professional engineer that

terms of overall energy usage could be

all economically feasible design

brought into compliance if sufficient amounts

modifications have been made.
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improvements are modeled until lower energy

There are detail differences between the
Standards.
In this section, the important
p rovisio n s of each will be explored.

is demonstrated.

Non-depletable energy

sources can be used to bring a building into
compliance.

Standard 100.1 Low Rise jtegiden&iaJL.

All the above are additionally

subject to the operating and maintenance

Compliance is shown with this Standard when
the existing performance either meets or
exceeds the requirements of Standard 90 or
when each of the energy conserving
modifications in the Standard which results
in an annual saving of 15% or more of the
cost of the modification has been
accomplished. Costs include design fees,

procedures of 100.2.
Economic justification for retrofit measures
is tied to an estimate of annual savings of
10% or more of the installed cost (maximum 10
year payback), unless the building has a
"demonstrated" life less than 10 years, in
which case the maximum payback is half the

labor and material costs and contractor
overhead and profit.
Sections 5-10 of this
Standard parallel Sections 4-9 of Standard
90, with specific recommendations in each

estimated life.

appropriate to residences and to existing
buildings (that is, addressing common design
and construction defects and also
recommending operation and maintenance
procedures) . Appendices include energy
management procedures for lighting and a
lighting check list, citations from the
literature on retrofitting, and listings of
materials and products for retrofitting, of

maintenance section, Appendix I, which covers

In Standard 100.2, Sections 5-10 are similar
to Sections 4-9 of Standard 90.

In addition,

Standard 100.2 has an operation and
check lists for the following:
1.0 Exterior Envelope
1.1 Personnel and service entrances
1.2 Air leakage and natural ventilation
1.3 Solar shading
2.0 HVAC Systems
2.1 Fans
2.2 Pumps

caulks and sealants, of appropriate
standards, and finally a bibliography.

2.3 Motors

Standard 100.2 High Rise Residential.

2.5 Refrigerant Circuit and Controls

Compliance procedures are called out in

2.6 Refrigerant Compressor

considerably more detail than in 100.1.

2.7 Air Cooled Condenser

Again if the building complies with Sections

2.8 Evaporative Condenser

4-9 of Standard 90 or 5-10 of 100.2 and also

2.9 Water-Cooled Condenser

Beets the applicable operating and

2.10 Cooling Towers/Closed Circuit

■aintenance provisions of 100.2, it is in

Coolers

compliance.

2.11 Water Chiller Evaporator

2.4 Air Handling Equipment

Alternatively if each

economically justified change to bring the

2.12 Absorption Equipment

building into compliance as above is

2.13 Self-Contained Units

implemented, along with the operating and
Baintenance procedures, it complies.
Yet

2.14 Boilers
2.15 Boilers

(Coal Fired)

enother method calls for performing an energy

2.16 Boilers

(Electric)

®udit, mathematically modeling the existing

2.17 Make-Up Air and Unit Heaters

facility using information gained from the

2.18 Radiators, Convectors, Baseboard,

*udit, and demonstrating that the calculated

and Finned-Tube Units

annual energy use is lower than that for a

2.19 Electric Heating

similar but hypothetical building which

2.20 Hot and Chilled Water Piping

conforms with the minimum provisions of

2.21 Steam Piping System

Sections 5-10 of 100.2.

2.22 Pneumatic Controls Air Compressor

For a building which

2.23 Control Adjustment

U modeled but does not show lower usage than
bbe conforming hypothetical building,
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Sections 5-10 of Standard 100.3 again

3.0 HVAC Equipment
3.1 Air and Water Balancing

parallel 4-9 of Standard 90.

3.2 Separate Service Hot Water Supply

are quite detailed and contain the operating

System

and maintenance provisions as well as design
requirements.

3.3 Separate oupply and Exhaust Systems
for Special Purposes

Standard 100.4 Industrial.

3.4 Equipment Insulation

primarily directed

3.5 Combustion and Refrigeration

The sections

This standard is

at the envelope, HVAC and

lighting systems, like the other Standards

Equipment

100.

4.0 Service Water Heating

This Standard does not address the

energy used in manufacturing processes except

4.1 Shut Down

to recommend that an audit be made of each

4.2 Lines/Valves

process.

4.3 Insulation

Compliance is achieved in much the

same manner as with 100.2 and 100.3, although

4.4 Burners

the draft contains no economic justification

4.5 Heating Elements

criteria.

4.6 Controls

One HVAC system recommendation not

mentioned in 100.1-100.3 is to consider

4.7 System Condition

encouraging temperature stratification in

5.0 Electrical Distribution System
Standard 100.3 Commercial.

cooling situations and to circulate to

Compliance

eliminate stratification in heating

procedures stated in 100.3 are virtually

situations.

identical to those in 100.2:

procedures are incorporated into the various

(1) Comply with Sections 4-9 of Standard

sections.

90 directly or after retrofit, or

Standard 100.5 Institutional.

(2) perform an energy audit,

Compliance

procedures are similar to those of the other

mathematically model the building and

Standards.

compare with a mathematical model of a

Sections 5-10 directly parallel

4-9 of Standard 90 but are more detailed and

similar building which complies with
Sections 4-9 of Standard 90.

Operating and maintenance

contain operating and maintenance provisions.

Lower usage

Compliance can be achieved by one of the

before or after retrofit gives compliance,
or

following methods:
(1) Satisfy Sections 4-9 of Standard 90 or

(3) use non-depletable or waste energy as

5-10 of 100.5, before or after retrofit,

in Section 11 of Standard 90.

or

All of the above require, in addition,

(2) perform an energy audit,

meeting the operating and maintenance

mathematically model the building and

provisions of 100.3.

compare it with a mathematical model of a

One unexplained provision for a building in

similar compliant building? lower

(2)

consumption before or after retrofit or

which does not comply is to "make

significant change or changes in building

after using non-depletable energy sources

use, operating schedule, etc." and
recalculate usage.

will comply, or

The economic justification provision allows

only those retrofit items which will give

disregarding any modification with an annual

"combined" annual savings of at least 20%

saving less than 10% of the installed cost

of the "combined" installed cost (5 year

(maximum 10 year payback).

payback).

(3) follow the procedure of (2) but do

Buildings with a

"demonstrated" life less than 2 years are
automatically exempt.

For buildings with

"demonstrated" lives less than 10 years,
the payback period should be less than

For buildings with a

half the remaining life.

"demonstrated" life, N, between 2 and 10
years, the payback is (1.2N-2) years.
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Standard 100.6 Public Assembly.

Compliance

procedures are essentally the same as those
of Standard 100.5 except that the economic
justification is based on an annual ravings
of 25% of the installed cost (4 year payback)
or a payback period of half the remaining
life of a building with less than a 10 year
life.
5. CONCLUSION
Even though the authors have stated "this
Standard is not intended nor should it be
construed to represent the most effective
utilization of energy with the most economic
aethod", the Standards should increase
awareness of the energy management
opportunities in existing buildings and
should provide an impetus to energy code
development.
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10 kw per capita
H. A. Brown
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, Missouri

Abstract
The rate of energy use in the U.S. is discussed.
Possible
savings in the principal areas of use are considered.
The
conclusion is that significant reductions could be made in
five to ten years without new technology, but are not likely
under present conditions.
I would like to begin with the same quote

Issuing from this and similar meetings will

that I used to open last year's talk:
namely, "The first and politically most sa

be reports, technical and non-technical, of
new or developing ideas usually without any

lient reality of our energy situation is

caveats about time, size, or money.

that the American public has,

posure to the multitude of proferred solu

for the most

The ex

part, decided that there is no energy

tions eventually convinces the average citi

crisis" ^ .

zen that there are many available and it

That comment, made at an energy

seminar in 1977, was still true last year

only remains to choose one.

and is just as true today.

do the cause of solving the energy crisis a

Somehow, the

In this way, we

message that I'm sure every one of us at

disservice.

this conference wants to transmit to the

problem of changing public opinion nor are

American public particularly is not getting

they designed to.

across.

on the problems, rather than the possible

Part of the reason for this is the

The meetings do not meet the
For this, greater accent

fact that we at the conference are talking

solutions, is needed in what the public

to each other and, useful though that is,

hears and reads.

it does nothing to inform the public.

yet another way to solve the energy crisis

Ac

Unfortunately,

the news of

tually, they are, in part, misinformed by

is more exciting and gets more attention

*nd about these meetings.

than any warning about its limitations, and

The fact that

such meetings exist lulls them with the

remonstrances about saving energy are not

feeling that the energy problem is being

hot copy.

extended to by the "experts".

(As a matter

I would like to suggest that we make our

°f fact, "there ain't no such animal" as an

selves more understandable, more public, and

energy expert in the same sense that you

a lot more cautionary.

Could say here is an expert on virology or
With that as preamble,

eatthquakes or relativity.)

let us turn to our

topic of energy use in the U.S. which, as
indicated in the title, is at the rate of
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10 kw per capita.

That represents an aver

another reason that the energy crisis is not

age figure found by dividing the total ener

taken seriously.

gy consumption of the country for a year by

have tripled and electric power rates have
risen by 50% or more in many parts of the

time and population.

The figure is several

Even after gasoline prices

years old and would probably be closer to

country and fuel oil and natural gas prices

12 kw per capita were it not for our current

have, even with their patchwork pattern, ad

recession.

vanced significantly —

In any event, 10 is a convenient

despite all this,

number to use and is sufficiently accurate

the energy is still cheap, which is why we

for our purposes.

still so casually waste it.

This number, in more usual terms, means

So much for the amount we use; now, how do

240 kwhr per day per capita and that means

we use it?

a cost of about $7 a day or $200 a month per

sliced as follows:

capita or, roughly, $600 a month for the

dustry, 25% for transportation,

average family, assuming a price of about

idential use and 15% commercial.

3 cents per kilowatt hour.

sider these areas one-by-one.

That number

comes from a rough average of the cost of

In round figures, the pie is
About 40% is used by in
20% for res
Let's con

Industrial

gasoline, and fuel oil of about a dollar a
gallon which is roughly 1.5C per kwhr —

The industrial uses of energy are so many

still cheap energy —

and varied that it is not easy to say any

and the cost of elec

tricity which varies from about 3C per kwhr

thing about ways to save energy that will be

in the Northwest, where it is largely hydro-

generally applicable.

power, to 6C per kwhr in the Northeast,

satisfaction that use has fallen some 2% a

where the source is mostly oil and natural

year per unit of production since 1973.

gas.

the price of energy goes up, it becomes in

Some 30 to 40% of the energy bill is

paid for directly by the consumer
per family)

We can note with some
As

creasingly advantageous to limit production

(say $200

costs by being energy efficient.

for gas, oil, electricity, and

The most

gasoline and there are wide fluctuations

important savings are made by what is re

about this average.

ferred to as "housekeeping", mundane things

The rest of the energy

bill we pay for indirectly, mostly in the

like fixing leaks and cleaning boilers, in

price of manufactured goods (around 50%).

other words, saving what was being lost
through negligence.

Whatever the breakdown, $600 a month means

On a more sophisticated

level, the next opportunity for energy sav

a pre-tax income of over $8000 a year per

ings is the recovery of waste heat, particu

family just to meet the nation's energy
bills.

larly for generating steam or electricity by
processes referred to as cogeneration.

The

Another meaning to 10 kw is obtained by con

major problem now with the use of cogenera-

sidering that an adult human, with an input

tive processes is government regulations.

of around 2000 Calories a day and a body ef

Concerning the latter, it is now a matter of

ficiency of 30% has a possible power output

debate in Congress as to whether to force

of 30 watts or maybe 10-15 watts convertible

industrial energy saving by creating an

to useful work.

agency like OSHA for energy or to do it by

Hence, an output of 10 kw

would require the full-time services of 600

inducement, giving tax credits for the

to 1000 people for each of us.

of conservation measures.

No Roman

emperor had it quite so good, considering

doubt which way the business community would
prefer.

how inefficient and cumbersome a menage with
h thousand slaves would be.

Using the

To show what can be done beyond just house

figure of $200 a month for our personal

keeping, we have the example set by Dow

energy bill, we see that our present-day
"slaves" are cheap indeed.

cost

There is little

Chemical Company, one of the biggest energy

This may be
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users in the country.

Despite the fact that

convince people -- again —

the company has always been energy conscious

that there real

ly was no energy crisis in the first place.

and so did not have all the many sources of

In particular, we have a current anomaly of

waste to clamp down on, they have been able

a world-wide oil glut, an oversupply of gaso

to reduce their energy consumption per unit

line, and a 35% decrease in oil imports to

of production by 40% over ten years.

the U.S. for August 1980 compared to the pre
vious year.

Transportation

All of this can only lead to a

charge of crying "wolf", and complacency.
The next area is transportation, where cars,

We were assured that there was plenty of gas

trucks, and airplanes use up more than 80%

oline for the holidays on the Fourth and

of the energy -- cars alone accounting for
more than half.

Labor Day so often that it seemed like an

For this reason, the prob

invitation, even a plea, to partake of this

lem is a much more definite one than that of
industrial energy uses.

surfeit.

It is certainly a
In any event, the overall gas economy of the

problem well known to the public so almost

fleet of cars will improve by about a factor

everyone is an expert and their expert opin
ions cover the entire spectrum of possibili

two simply by replacement.

ties.

driving habits would also change so that,

It would help if

for example, there were not some 50 million
The magnitude of the problem is perhaps bet
ter seen by an example:

people driving alone to work each day, if

A car that gets 20

the replacement process were accelerated to

miles per gallon and is driven 10,000 miles

get rid of the ten-mile-per-gallon and worse

uses 500 gallons of gasoline a year, and

clunkers, and if pick-up trucks, which are

that corresponds to an energy use at the
rate of 3 kw.

not covered by the federal mileage require

This means that someone driv

ments, were not used so extensively as pas

ing such a car is using up almost one-third
of his 10 kw just for that.

senger vehicles.

Note that the

food he eats, the house he lives in, most
of the other articles he buys —
the car —

in the form of continuing price increases,

including

and we could help ourselves even further by

all together require an expendi

the imposition of an additional tax on gaso

ture of 4 kw, but his driving the car will
take three.

Help in bringing about

these changes will no doubt come from OPEC

line of a dollar a gallon or so, but I see

There may be a way of justify

no politician with enough courage to propose

ing this ridiculous imbalance on either a

it nor a Congress that would pass it.

personal or national basis, but I do not
Nevertheless, in five years or so, the na

know it.

tion's oil bill for passenger car traffic
fortunately —

or, possibly, unfortunately—

could be cut in half and, with continued

the problem of the automobiles' waste may be

improvement in automobile efficiency and our

solving itself through higher gasoline
Prices and more fuel-efficient cars.

conservation, in half again by the 1990's.
It is
Changing freight traffic from trucks to the

fortunate in that the fuel efficiency forced
°n

5 or 6-times more energy-efficient railroads

Detroit makes their future products al

most competitive with foreign models.

and barges would save more than half the

In

energy currently used, and increased effi

this way, the 150 million cars and small

ciency along with reduced traffic could

f^cks now in the passenger fleet will slowbe

greatly reduce airlines' use.

replaced by vehicles that use only

o n e -h a lf

Again, addi

tional fuel taxes would help bring about the

or one-third the gasoline of their

changes, but as long as the oil is still

Predecessors.

flowing, shortsightedness will prevail.
unfortunate part of this solution is
In fine, all the transportation costs to

the easy way in which it happens may

gether will be cut, in not too long a time
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by about one-third and that could be over

unconcerned owners contribute to a deplor

one-half; and they will, in the longer run,

able waste of energy, as in the average home,

actually fall by one-half and that could be

and heating and cooling account for 90% of

two-thirds.

commercial use.

All of this, of course, takes

the most optimistic view of future events.

In both areas it is a question whether the

Residential and Commercial

attempt to change things should be made by

The third area to examine is the residential

legal requirement or by inducement, and that

use of energy where 20% of the total or 2 kw

raises some very sticky problems.

per capita is consumed.

residential and commercial areas together

This expenditure of

account for 35% of our energy use or about

over $100 a month per family is well known
to every payer of household bills.

Since the

3*5 of our 10 kw, and the savings possible is

That the

cost is so much is a reflection of the fact

one-third to one-half in a few years and two-

that our houses are remarkably inefficient

thirds or more in a decade, there is reason
to try.

machines for living.

Our present automo

biles are less than 10% efficient but their

Putting all the above together with a little

energy bill is only $40 a month on the aver

optimistic arithmetic, simple but boring,

age.

leads to the conclusion that we could, with

The difference is that we don't run

the automobile more than a few hours a day,

in five or ten years, cut our energy use in

whereas the house runs all the time.

half; that is, down to five or six kilowatts

The ways of saving energy at home are le

per capita.

gion, and they are not unfamiliar nor diffi

need to import any foreign oil so that, in

cult to understand and implement.

an emergency, we could do without it, a con

Signifi

That would relieve us of the

dition devoutly to be wished.

cant amounts of energy can be saved with
small pieces of insulation, plastic, duct

Is the possibility of cutting our energy use

tape, and caulking compound.

in half likely to be realized?

Things such

Probably

as storm windows or ceiling and wall insula

not, because of the lack of concern with the

tion will cost a lot more but could save

whole problem by both the people and their

one-third or more of your heating and cool

elected representatives, among whom there is

ing bill and, at that rate, will pay for

not a leader strong enough to change any

themselves in a few years.

thing.

What changes have occurred and are

In a city of more than 50,000 people or so,

likely to occur have been dictated by the

the utility company is required by law to

sheiks of Araby.

offer homeowners a free energy audit and

Getting any necessary laws through Congress

arrange for financing of any retrofit the

appears very unlikely considering the pres

owner decides on.

ent general apathy.

Essentially no one is

No candidate for presi

taking advantage of this offer.

dent or any other office bothers to spend

In new housing, 80% of the heating and cool

much time on the energy problem except to

ing bill can be saved by proper construc

deny its existence.

tion, as any good builder will tell you, but

as our major problems, unemployment and in

What are referred to

flation, are, in part —

very few new houses are built to do it.

part —

The situation is similar in the commercial

in considerable

results of its existence; and at

present they are rather minor compared to

sector, which accounts for the heating,

what will happen if the energy debacle is

cooling, lighting, and other power for of

not solved and the supply of oil is cut by
fice buildings, department stores, theaters,
restaurants, bars, and what have you.

another Iran, or worse, which could happen

In

at any time.

It is partly because of this

competent heating and cooling designers and
awesome possibility that the use of energy
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is still our primary problem —

the other

being the pollution resulting from that use.
The war that we were supposed to be fighting
to save energy appears to have been pushed
into the background.

It could be that -- as

we were advised to do about the Vietnam
war —

we have simply walked away from it

and declared ourselves the victors.
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ENERGY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Steven Skeet Chang
Kennesaw College
Marietta, Georgia

The paper sets out to examine the impact of energy
crisis on the world economy in general and the less
developed countries (LDCs) in particular.
To
clearly and fully understand the economic problems
confronting LDCs in the era of energy shortage, it
is necessary to formulate a general structural theory
of economic development. A more comprehensive
multidimensional indicator of economic development
should also be constructed to measure the indus
trialization of the LDCs under study.

1.

INTRODUCTION

(2)

Since the world economy is currently beset by
a runaway inflationary recession as caused by
the energy crisis, a correct understanding of
the economic problems confronting the LDCs
will be able to help us formulate a effective
policy that can build a new international
economic order.
Admist the hostility and con
fusion resulted from the oil embargo which is
used by OPEC as a weapon against the Western
industrial p o w e r s , such a task is by no means
easy. To correctly appraise the dimension of
economic plight of LDCs and the OPEC coun
tries, a general structural theory of eco
nomic development has to be formulated.
A
®ore comprehensive multidimensional indicator
of economic development should also be con
structed. With such a new theory of economic
development and a new measure of industrial
ization, the following questions can be
unequivocally answered:1
(1)

Are the OPEC countries achieving
a more rapid rate of economic de
velopment because of their huge
oil surpluses?
Is OPEC stable as
an oil cartel?'7 Are their oil
surpluses properly allocated?**

The impact of energy shortage on the rich in
dustrial powers shall also be briefly dis
cussed in passing.
The thesis of the paper
is that energy shortage increases interna
tional political instability as well as re
duces the rate of growth of the world economy
and thus hurts the general welfare of all
nations in the long run, even though the OPEC
countries with their huge oil surpluses seem
to be the winners at this time.
2.

ENERGY AND INTERNATIONAL STABILITY

In international economics and politics, oil
is an important ecopolitical commodity.
It
has the attributes of a commodity whose ever
expanding demand is not satisfied by the
dwindling supply.
According to various
studies, the peak of oil production is around
1990 in a scenario of high growth and highenergy -pri ce . In a slow-growth and constantenergy-price scenario, the oil supply would

To what extent has the develop
ment effort of the non-OPEC LDCs
been frustrated by the energy
crisis? What should be done to
help them?
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meet demand until 2 0 0 4 . 1 0
in other w o r d s , the
world has 10 to 25 years to come up with new
energy alternatives and successful conserva
tion efforts.
In the meantime, oil would
dominate the international relations between
the consuming and producing countries because
oil is a vital necessity in our life and the
lack of it would paralyze our modern civili
zation .

ment of Treasury reported that the energy
shortage is hurting the health of the American
economy.
The job loss of American workers
shall be 250,000 by the end of 1979 and an
additional 550,000 by the end of 1980.
In
more than one way, the high price of oil, set
by OPEC, has alarmed some people.
One writer
discusses the ways to break up OPEC. 1 A
novelist goes as far as predicting incorrectly
the crash of the American economy due to the
cashing in of petrodollars.® Some Americans
are afraid of diplomatic and political depen
dence on OPEC.
If an oil embargo severely
hurts American economy, the possibility of
American attempts to take over the oil fields
in the OPEC countries exists.22 Such attempts
might ignite a major war.

The energy shortage compounded by the uneven
distribution of proven oil reserves would
intensify the international conflicts when the
production of oil declines in either 1990 or
2004.
The conflicts that can arise from the
current energy crisis are quite similar to the
combination of factors that touched off World
War I:
increasing population pressures,
rising demand for resources, rapid techno
logical and economic growth, and high levels
of armaments.
As the oil production falls
off, the possibility of oil-induced wars in
creases in all combinations:
(1) between
consumers such as the United States and the
Soviet Union, (2) between consumers and pro
ducers. (3) between producers like Iraq and
I r a n .17

An oil-induced war between consuming countries
like the United States and the Soviet Union
is possible when the Soviet Union loses her
oil self-sufficiency in 1985 according to a
CIA forecast.6 If the Soviet Union tries to
subvert and then conquer one of the oil pro
ducing countries in the Middle East, a major
war between superpowers is imminent.
The advent of the computer age makes it pos
sible for many scholars to simulate and fore
cast the impact of energy supply on interna
tional stability.
The purposes of some of
these forecasting models are:
(1) to deter
mine the effects of international policies of
oil supply and price, (2) to identify the im
pact of alternative production and price
policies of producers on the consumers, and
(3) to identify the intensity of conflict
likely to arise from different policies.
In
s h o r t , global conflicts and the use of force
become more probable if there is no interna
tional policies designed to regulate:
(1)
the exploration and utilization of scarce
resources, (2) fair economic exchange between
producers and consumers, and (3) equitable
economic growth and development politics for
all nations.
(Choucri, Ross and Meadows,
1976)5

First of all, let us investigate the possible
causes of conflicts between oil producing
countries like Iraq and Iran.
If the oil
reserves of Iran were depleted before the
economic development programs are completed
and a self-sustained economic growth is
achieved, Iran might be tempted to annex the
oil fields of her weaker neighbors such as
Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, Oman and the United
Arab Emirates.
To stop such kind of aggres
sion, Iraq could be drawn into a major war
with Iran. Currently, the oil riches amassed
by Iran are not evenly distributed.
To curb
any political unrest that might be caused by
high unemployment, an increasing amount of oil
surpluses is used in acquiring armaments in
maintaining internal stability.
Thus the
political situation in the Middle East is more
explosive than ever before because of the
formidable military power of OPEC.

3.
In 1960, the base price of a barrel of oil was
$1.8.
In June, 1979, it increased to $18.
The increase in the cost of energy sends vio
lent repercussions all over the world.
The
price hike increases the cost of energy by
$230 for an American family per year from $737
to about $1,000.
This will reduce the pur
chasing power of an American family.
The
general decline in consumption will cause the
aggregate demand for goods and services to
fall.
In the Keynesian framework, the rate
of unemployment is going to rise as the aggre
gate demand declines. A study by the Depart

ENERGY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Energy shortage has caused a worldwide infl»"
tionary recession.
In analyzing the impact
of energy shortage on the world economy, na
tions can be divided into the following three
categories:
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(1)

the rich industrial powers such
as the United States:

(2)

the LDCs without oil like Taiwan
and the Phillipines; and

(3)
3.1.

the LDCs with oil like the
OPEC countries.

Economic and Social Development, the Islamic
Development Bank, the Arab Bank for Economic
Development in Africa, and the Bx Abu Dhabi
Fund for Economic and Social Development.
According to Mohammed Abu al Khail, the Mini
ster of Finance and National Economy of Saudi
Arabia, a sizable portion of the oil surpluses
has been channeled through these organizations
in the form of official grants and loans.
Precise information is hard to find.
It is
estimated to be about $7 billion annually in
the 1974-1978 period.-*- Despite this generous
gesture of OPEC, the problems of economic
development of oilless LDCs are not resolved.
Most of them reported huge trade deficits and
a high rate of unemployment due to the high
price of oil.
Many economists consider de
vising workable financing schemes to assist
the LDCs one of the most urgent tasks con
fronting us today (Constantine Michalopoulos,
1975).12 & 14

Energy and the Rich Industrial Powers

The high price of energy as caused by the
cartelization of oil producing countries is
playing havoc with the health of the U.S.
economy. The oil price hike pushes up the
rate of inflation which taxes away the pur
chasing power of average consumers.
The
falling aggregate demand as caused by de
clining consumption demand presages a reces
sion and a high rate of unemployment in the
D.S. A high rate of inflation in the U.S.
will make American goods more expensive than
foreign imports.
This will increase American
imports and decrease U.S. exports.
Hence,
the trade deficits of the U.S. have rapidly
increased. The U.S. Department of Treasury
and the private commercial banks of the U.S.
have been relentlessly creating a multiple
expansion of the money supply in paying for
these deficits.
The foreign dollar claims on
the U.S. have rapidly increased from $78
billion at the end of 1969 to $373 billion in
the middle of 1978.
The inherent danger of
inflation in this huge U.S. deficit and its
risk of leading to a collapse of international
monetary system is called the seond horn of
the Triffin Dilemma. °
In short, the high
unemployment and low production in the U.S.
could adversely affect the LDCs opportunity
in exporting their raw materials.
3.2.

3.3.

Energy and OPEC

According to one of the offical sources of
OPEC, there has been a rapid acceleration in
expenditures on economic development since
the beginning of the mounting oil surpluses
resulted from the 1973 price hike.
The
governments have taken the initiative to
build the domestic infrastructure and to
undertake major programs for social improve
ments.
As a result of these efforts, the
non-oil sectors in the OPEC countries achieved
more than 10 percent growth in the 1974-1978
period.
Such a rosy report deserves a care
ful scrutiny from the viewpoint of economic
theory and empirical evidences.
For this
purpose, a general structure theory of eco
nomic development is formulated.

Energy and the Oilless LDCs

There is no doubt that the oilless LDCs are
hit and hurt by the energy crunch.
In
a global recession, the rich industrial coun
tries' demand for raw materials and consumer
goods from these non-OPEC LDCs will decline.
The higher prices of oil, the worse is the
global recession. The worse is the global
recession, the less the export revenue of
these oilless LDCs.
With a declining export
revenue and rising petrobills and a mounting
difficulty in servicing foreign debts, some of
these countries have already run into problems
of borrowing more money from the private banks
in the U.S. in paying their oil bills. With
out fuel, the level of production has to be
curtailed. Many development projects have to
be shelved. The economic development of oil
less LDCs is stunted.

worst

Being aware of the problem of growth without
development, economists such as Colin Clark
have come forth with the hypothesis that eco
nomic growth is positively correlated with
the change of the output from an economy from
primary products to secondary products and
from secondary products to tertiary products.
Such structural transformations caused by
economic development dominate the thinking
of most economists who work international
economic organizations.
They especially pay
attention to the structural changes of an
economy as manifested in:

Being fully aware of the difficulties encoun
tered by oilless LDCs, OPEC shows its sympathy
u»d support by establishing many multilateral
lid programs through organizations such as the
Saudi Development Fund, the Kuwait Fund for
Arab Economic Development, the Arab Fund for
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(1)

output composition;

(2)

pattern of trade:

(3)

direction of trade; and

(4)

pattern of income distribution.

However, they do not deal with the dynamics
of how these changes are to come about or the
obstacles in the way of such a transformation.

(4)

Economic development is the transformation of
the primitive structures into rationalized
and well-integrated economies of scale capable
of producing and distributing more.
This
transformation process is complex and multi
dimensional.
It involves major changes in
social, political and economic institutions.
This points out the fact that using changes
in output composition and the pattern of trade
in measuring economic development is insuffi
cient and superficial.
Furthermore, such
measures fail to point out the motivating
forces of structural changes.* For these
reasons, a more general and relevant struc
tural theory of economic development has to
be formulated to understand the problems of
economic development confronting the Third
World countries today.

3.4.

(2)

(3)

quality of life
high infant mor
illiteracy rates
health and sani

Indicators of Economic Development

A set of industrialization indicators is
formulated to show the efforts of economic
development made by the less developed coun
tries.
A set of dependency indicators is
constructed to show the weak areas of the
developing economies. A composite economic
development indicator is computed to see the
net effect of economic development and the
impact of various development programs.
The
result of the composite economic development
indicator shows it to be positively correlated
with the physical quality of life.
The empirical findings on OPEC based on our
general structural theory of economic devel
opment , are not as rosy and impressive. All
the industrialization indicators that we have
data on point at the slow rate of structural
change of the primitive nature of the OPEC
economies.
According to our computations,the
overall aggregate industrialization indica
tors of OPEC nations for 1976 are as follows:

Generally speaking, we see the process of eco
nomic development as the success of a govern
ment in applying the positive forces of eco
nomic growth in overpowering the negative
forces of a feudalistic primitive economy.
The negative forces of a primitive economy
can be measured in:
(1)

the general low
as indicated by
tality and high
and poor public
tation systems.

political instability as indi
cated by the extent of capital
flight and brain drain, political
repression, and military expendi
tures needed to maintain the
political status quo.
economic backwardness as indicated
by the dominance of primitive
methods of production and distri
bution. The traditional struc
turalists' measures such as the
output composition, the pattern
of trade and the rate of capital
formation are good enough in show
ing the low productivity of a less
developed economy.

1 =

K
GNP

= .3321

2 =

H
GNP

=

3 =

Ed
GNP

= .041

.011

where K represents capital formation or the
annual difference in the amount of fixed cap
ital; H represents health expenditures as a
percentage of gross national product; and Ed
represents education expenditures as a per
centage of the gross national product.
The dependence indicator as measured by mili
tary expenditures/GNP ratio is:

social barriers to economic de
velopment such as omnipotent
bureaucracy, polynormativism,
softness fo state and the lack of
incentive to innovate as indicated
by the high percentage of patents
owned by foreigners in the less
developed countries; and

D-. = ______ Mi lex_____ = 7.9
GNP
The composite economic development index is
obtained by:
E

=

I1

+

*2

+

*3

"

D1

E = .3321 + .011 + .041 - 7.9 = 7.5159
♦For a thorough discussion of the obstacles of economic
development, see Chang and Weinstein.4
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According to our composite economic develop
ment index, there was a sign of leaping back
wards in 1976.
This was caused by little
expenditures on health, education and capital
formation that build infrastructures for
economic development as well as by too much
m ilitary expenditures which may be a reflec
tion of dependence and/or political insta
b ility .
This can well explain the political
unrest in countries like Iran despite their
high earnings from oil exports.

general and relevant structural theory of
economic development and a more comprehensive
multidimensional indicator of industrializa
tion, the over-all development efforts of the
OPEC countries have in fact been adversely
affected by the energy crisis for the follow
ing reasons:
(1)

increasing military expendi
tures ;8 & 20

(2)

comparatively lower rate of
increase in expenditures in
education, health and other
social improvements;

(3)

high prices paid for technology
and capital imports; and

(4)

intensified capital flight from
the OPEC countries. ^

As a contrast, let us look at the average
structural development indicators of the
industrial countries:
I-i = Capital formation = .2909

GNP
Io =

H

= 2.8

GNP
I«^=

E

= 5.8

It is high time for political leaders and
economic planners to reevaluate their oil
pricing policies and their economic develop
ment strategies.
Realizing that they are
not benefiting from the policies that they
have been pursuing, they probably would ser
iously consider the policy measures that
would promote:

GNP
The dependency indicator of the developed
countries is:
D-, =

Milex

= 5.6

GNP
The composite economic development indicator
of the developed countries is:
E = :1 +

l 2

+

I3 " D 1

E = .2909 + 2 . 8 +

5.8-

5.6

(1)

a fair and free economic ex
change between oil producers
and consumers; and

(2)

an equitable economic growth
and development for all nations
over the world.

= 8.8909 - 5.6
In essence, this is the policy of free trade
that most economists since Adam Smith have
always advocated.

= +3.2909

The developed countries achieved positive
growth due to heavy expenditures on capital
formation, education and health while the
military expenditures were relatively small.
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THE GLOOM GETS DOOMIER
David A. Summers
University of Missouri-Rolla

Abstract
This paper reviews the likely sources of energy in the year 1990.
Economic conditions, difficult to forecast, affect short-term con
sumption, while technological breakthroughs, equally impossible
to predict, will control long-term production of energy.
For the
ten-year period, however, commitments to construction, or feasibil
ity studies, must already be in hand. This allows a prediction of
the energy supply for that year, and such a prediction is made.
Because this indicates that only about 1 percent growth in supply
can occur over this time period, against a requirement for at
least 2 percent, the forecast is doomier than it was in earlier
predictions.
1.
The peril

INTRODUCTION

2„

of writing a paper about energy

ENERGY DEMAND IN 1990

For the purpose of convenience the energy

supply and demand is that, no matter how care

units used will be mbdoe (millions of barrels

fully you consider the figures, external

of oil equivalent/day), a conversion table

events will usually occur, often between the

(Table 1) is appended for those used to work

time you write the paper and its delivery,

ing in other units.

■oaking your estimates no longer valid.

In

I began examining poss

ible energy balances for 1990 in 1978, and,

order, therefore, to protect myself a little

using historic growth rates and Federal policy

from judgment, let me first say that this

statements,

I chose an average 2 percent growth

Paper is being written on September 3, 1980,

in demand through 1990.

and does not, therefore, include events oc

mand of approximately 40 mbdoe this year, and

curring after that time.

48 mbdoe for 1990.

Because of the difficulty in predicting sup
ply and demand in the short-term, and the un
reliability of estimates for the longer term
(8ay 20 plus years) since one cannot legis
late possible advances in technology, the
intermediate period of ten years appears saf
est for examination. The forecaster has the
advantage that many energy sources (uranium
and coal mines, power plants, etc.) take some
ten years to enter production, so that, based
°n current schedules, relatively reliable es
timates can be made.

ginning since the Oil and Gas Journal^ recent

This predicted a de

I mention this at the be

ly released its estimates and data from DOE
for the last two years (Table 2).

It can be

seen that total demand has remained virtually
unchanged since 1977, actually declining this
year under the current recession,

and making

hay of my earlier predictions.
Thus, rather than give a figure for potential
demand in 1990, let us first see what will be
available and then draw some conclusions from
that.
3.

IMPORTED OIL

The picture for imported oil has already an
established ceiling.

In signing the Tokyo

Agreement in 1978, President Carter committed
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which is frequently put forward is that, be

Table 1

cause the demand is greater, and the price is

Conversion Units of Energy

higher, that this oil will magically appear.
In order to change units, 1 million barrels of
oil per day (mbdoe) is equivalent to:

This somewhat irrational approach has been
put forward by otherwise very learned figures

2.12

quadrillion (10*^) Btu's

who show no true grasp of the finite limit to

2.08

trillion ( 1 0 ^ ) cubic feet of natu
ral gas per year
g
199 billion (10 ) kilowatt hours of nu
clear energy per year

the amount of oil which is available, or the
capability of the oil industry.

2
Stobaugh , for example, in "Energy Future",

94 million (10°) tons of coal/year

has predicted, based on an oil discovery level

(after Stobaugh, Ref. 2)

of 4 billion barrels of oil per year from now
until 1990, that the country will sustain a

Table 2

domestic production of "approximately 10 mil

Energy Use in the Last Four Years
(after Oil and Gas Journal)

lion barrels daily, about the same as current
production".

Year

Demand (mbdoe)

1977
1978
1979
1980

36.7
36.85
36.82
35.9*

Current production is, in fact,
4
8.7 mbd approximately . The difference be

tween thesetwo figures or 1.3 million barrels
of oil/day can be equated to a coal train run
ning all the way from Seattle to New York and
5
back, twice . The Independent Drillers Asso

* 0 & GJ Estimate

ciation (IPAA) has calculated that to achieve
the required level of production would require
the United States to importing no more oil
than we imported in 1977,

that approximately 1.45 million wells be

for a figure of 8.5

million barrels of oil a day.

drilled between now and 1990 .

In itself,

this puts a limit to the imports which we can

To give some measure of the reality, there

obtain by that year.

are,

However, the current

at present, some 3000 oil drilling rigs

in the next 10 years (and more likely, in the

in operation in the United States (close to
4
a record number) . They drill an average of

next 5) as demand grows and the overall world

20 wells apiece, each year.

inventory is depleted.

could linearly increase to 5000 rigs by 1990,

glut in world oil supply will disappear with

It is pertinent to

If the number

indicate that the International Energy Author

then a total of perhaps 800,000 wells could

ity has suggested that by the year 1985 there

be drilled in the next 10 years.

will be a gap of perhaps 4 million barrels of

mate does not include the improved sophisti

oil a day between international demand and
3
supply . Nor can one discount the onset of

cation in finding potential reservoirs and in

some major disruption, such as the Iranian

does it include the shortage of qualified

contretemps, which can cut supply.

engineers and drillers, or the fact that new

This esti

improved drilling technology, but neither

However,

wells will probably have to be drilled deeper-

being optimistic (as one will be throughout
this paper), the limit imposed by diplomatic

In the year 1978, with an average of around

agreement is 8.5 million barrels of oil a

2385 drilling rigs operating , some 479 mil

day.

So for the sake of imposing an upper

lion barrels of oil were discovered in the

limit, this figure will be chosen.
4.

United States^.

The reality is harshly dif

ferent to the predictions of our respected

DOMESTIC O I L

It is an intriguing fact that, when figures

pundits.

It is impossible, on manpower and

on domestic energy supply are discussed, it

rig availability numbers alone, to meet the

is presumed that the United States will sta

IPAA figure.

bilize or increase its domestic oil produc

figure, from a level of 5 mbdoe from c u r rent

tion over the next 10 years.

wells, and optimistically assumes discovery

T h e argument
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If one prorates Stobaugh's

levels of 1 billion barrels per year over the

6.

next 10 years, then domestic production in
1990 can be estimated at 6.5 mbd.

GASOHOL

There, recently, has been much emphasis in the

This esti

news media over the use of corn and other bio

mate recognizes that, within 5 years, the

mass as a source of alcohol (ethanol), which,

supply of oil from current Alaskan production

mixed with gasoline, produces gasohol for

will begin to decline.

vehicles.

5.

The energy economics of this par

ticular process are, only now, being discussed

NATURAL GAS

openly and with some heat.

Natural gas supplies have been studied for at

Relevant data to

least 20 years by the potential gas committee

this argument recently appeared in an article

which meets every year at Colorado School of

published in Next magazine

Mines .

Emmet, the Director of the Center for Biomass

g

For several years now their figures

12

.

Citing Dr.

indicate that we have only discovered approxi

Research, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville,

mately half as much natural gas, each year,

the article points out that it normally takes

as we have used.

at least 2.3 gal of diesel or gasoline fuel to

Without a major effort to

find new resources, it has been anticipated

produce 1 gal of ethanol in the absolute.

that domestic supplies will decline to ap

Rebuttal to these arguments has come from many

proximately 4.86 million barrels of oil equiv.

sources, one of the major points, for example,

by 1990 in contrast to the current 9 to 9.5
Q
mbdoe .

coal to produce 1 of electricity

is that we do not object to using 3 units of
13
. This ar

In 1979, and during 1980, however, discovery

gument only holds as long as we do not use

levels have increased until they approach 75

oil as the energy source - a caveat not cur

percent of demand

rently in force.

Based on these figures,

Until this occurs,

it is

a recent review of government and industrial

unproductive to replace oil with alcohol,

estimates by Kuskraa

which uses more oil to produce it, than you're

which predicts a

replacing.

more likely supply of natural gas at 8 mbdoe,
from both domestic and imported sources,

is

In this regard, there is one fact which re

considered relatively authorative.

ceives relatively little mention - one gallon

Prior to moving on to Coal it is perhaps per

of 200 proof ethanol contains approximately

tinent to comment on the disparity between

84.000 Btu's, a gallon of gasoline contains

these figures and current conventional pre

124.000 Btu's, there is less energy in aLcohol
than gas 12 . It is also pointed out that a

dictions from the Federal government.

To

those who would say that the Federal govern

10 percent alcohol addition to each gallon of

ment, in its infinite wisdom,

conventional gasoline used in the United States

is much more

likely to know the true facts than such hum

would consume slightly more than half of the

ble souls as myself, I would point out that

1979 crop of corn, a situation which is, of

in 1974 the Federal Energy Administration

course, intolerable because of the food de

submitted a report projecting that $16.50 per

mands for the United States.

barrel of oil prices (1979 dollars) would

One is therefore confronted with the paradox

induce accelerated development of the domes

that increasing the gasohol production of the

tic oil and gas industry.

United States would require even greater de

By 1985, domestic

Production would be 12 mbdoe.

Domestic oil

mands on oil production than are currently

Prices now approach $40 a barrel (West Texas

being made.

Therefore, if one were to predict

Ordovician crude), and this scenario has been

by the year 1990 that 1 mbdoe were to be

e*ceeded in terms of the incentives to find

produced from gasohol,

new oil and gas, but the projected productiv
ity is not there.

have to add an equivalent of 4 or 5 mbd oil
requirement.

then one would also

It is therefore an optimistic

presumption to say that there would no oil
from gasohol used by that year.
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7.

order of 50 million tons of coal a year,

SYNFUEL

We turn next to synthetic fuel obtained from

which can be factored into the amount of coal

coal, by liquefaction or gasification.

which needs to be produced by the American

At

the present time there are two plants in the

coal industry.

U.S. producing on a pilot scale approximately

now becoming available and run at approximately

600 barrels of oil a day.

1.25 billion tons of coal a year.

10 years,

Within the next

the President has said this figure

Projections from industry are
This trans

lates into a production equivalent of 13.3

will be increased to 1 mbdoe by creating ap

mbdoe'*'7 .

proximately 20 plants, each producing 50,000
Because of problems associated with getting

barrels (this would require approximately

permits to open new mines (a process which now

17,000 tons of coal per day be supplied to
14
each plant
).

takes up to 10 years), together with the
levels of transportation required and the lead

If one makes a list of the plants currently

times for equipment to mine that coal,

undergoing feasibility studies, both those

unlikely that domestic supply will increase

funded by the government and those supported

much beyond this figure.

by industry,

it is

there are some 28 potential sites

being considered.

The International- Energy Authority and energy

These range in size from

departments of foreign governments are be

1,800 bdoe to 1000,000 bdoe, in a system pro

coming increasingly concerned about their
posed by Wheelabrator*’^ .

Thus, there is a
dependence on oil and, within the next ten

potential capability to meet the Presidential
commitment.

years, it is anticipated that many countries
including Switzerland, France,

Two factors, however, should be considered in
realistically evaluating projection.
first is that,

increase their imports of coal

The

approximately 40 percent of all qualified
16
engineers
, as well as a very large support

ondly,

Some of

purchase American supplies which may there

plants in this time frame, it would require

fore reduce the industries'

ability to re

spond to domestic demands.

While it now takes

some ten y«=»ars to obtain the permits and

and the

like, the supply of which is limited.

.

these countries are making arrangements to

in order to construct the

staff of welders, fitters, plumbers,

and Japan will

develop a new mine, coal production can be

Sec

increased by increasing mine productivity.

no qualifying chemical engineer, that

To do so will require improvements in m a 

I am aware of, will allow that a plant can be

chinery and technology brought about as a
result of research.

scaled up from 600 bdoe to 60,000 bdoe with
out there being some technical difficulties
arising in the design and construction of the

At a time when there has been a strong verbal

plant, which will delay its completion.

committment to coal by the Federal Government,

(Current plant construction times are already

a financial committment to coal mining R & D

being delayed a year or more.)

would seem logical.

fore project some slippage in the goal of 1

In fact, for the last 2
♦
years President Carter has slashed the coal

mbdoe for the year 1990.

mining R & D budget b 3T 30% each year.

We can there

Locking at delays which are currently being
met by the pilot plants,

Major

improvements in technology are therefore more
likely to come from abroad,
USA.

it is perhaps opti

rather than the

mistic to predict, by the year 1990, that the
9.

current projection for the year 1987 of 0.5

NUCLEAR POWER

mbdoe will be achieved but this is an opti

The projected energy supply from nuclear

mistic paper so that figure will be accepted.

power is relatively simple to obtain.

8.

very large measure, because of the environ

COAL

mental constraints and public opinion, if &
nuclear power station has not been started

The growth of a synthetic fuels industry re
quires an increase in coal production.

In

For

now, it will not be ready by the year 1990.

production projected this will be on the
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Thus, an optimistic figure for nuclear power

reserves to the year 2000 cover only 45 per

source will be 3.5 mbdoe.

cent of the known demand (360,018 tons out of

However, recent

articles in the technical press begin to cast

804,704).

doubts into whether in fact this figure will
19
be met.
For example, Sterling Monroe
points

national concern.

This is a matter of serious inter
A recent report by the In

ternational Fuel Cycle Evaluation Commission

out that six nuclear projects on the West

judges that United States' predictions for

Coast are already behind schedule.

uranium supplies are excessively optimistic,

Washing

ton public power supply system has five nu

and the U.S. DOE model has only been accepted

clear power stations, each is running 4 to 5

with skeptical reservations by the United

years late on construction.

Kingdom, France, and West Germany

Puget Sound

Power and Light Company has two nuclear power

10.

plants, originally scheduled for production

SOLAR ENERGY

Much is made in the press and by the current

in 1981 and 1984, and these are running so

administration, of the impact of solar energy,

far behind schedule that it is doubtful that

over the next 10 years.

either of these will be on production by the
year 1990.

21

The promises made for

this "new" energy supply rival those made,

Similarly, Portland General Elec

in

years gone by, by nuclear proponents, who

tric Company has two nuclear power stations

promised "free" energy.

scheduled for production in 1980 and 1985,

They arc just as

likely to come to pass.

and neither of them may contribute any energy
Solar energy can be utilized in several dif

by the year 1990.

ferent ways, the most economic is the use of
In contrast, the four coal power plants pro

passive solar energy which can be built into

jected for construction in that area are

houses, so that, by design the sun's rays can

running only 18 months late, while two others

either enter the house, or be excluded, de

are running approximately five years late,

pending on the time of day,

but will deliver the power within the neces

or year.

Unfor

tunately, passive design can only be achieved

sary time frame.

in new construction.

New construction,

at

Mr. Monroe points out that within the next

present, is in recession and even if it were

year the West Coast may be short by as much

not, the likely input of the next 10 years is

as 2000 megawatts and that by the second half

likely to be minimal.

of the decade this may grow to at least 4000

The second and more prevalent method of using

megawatts (the equivalent of 100,000 bdoe).

solar energy is through the use of solar water

On the East Coast a potential problem exists

heaters.

which is not yet fully appreciated. Many of
the states in the Northeast have switched to
nuclear energy, for up to two-thirds of their
power (Vermont). However, a point which has
not been fully addressed nationally is the
required supply of uranium to meet this
demand* .

approximately $2,500 may potentially save some
one in New York $70/year on his hot water bill.
I recently had a home energy audit carried out
on my home.

This stated that an 80 square foot

solar heating system,

to supplement my pre

sent water heating system, would save approxi

has enough nuclear fuel

mately $190 each year at a cost of approxi

lifetime of the reactor,

mately $2,500.

Onion Electric out of St. Louis.

22

points out that a solar water heater costing

At present only one power company

in the United States
ordered to cover the

A recent article in Consumer Reports

Many com

If I would borrow the money

at present interest rates, it would cost over

panies have orders to cover only three or
four years supply. Over the next 10 years
there is some question as to whether enough
nranium will be available to meet demand.
^rom the time of exploration for new uranium
Properties to the time of commercial produc
tion can take up to 25 years, and current

$300 in interest on a $170 gain - an inequi
table exchange.

It is unlikely,

in view of

these harsh economic realities, and outside of
such states as California and Arizona, that
solar water heaters will be utilized to any
extent over the next 10 years.
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The third likely source of energy is the

as a projected supply.

direct generation of electricity through photo

self, contains a number of optimistic presump

voltaic cells.

tions - that a sustained doubling of oil

Dean Tempelmeyer of SIU has

This figure, in it

calculated that to produce 1 mbdoe from solar

discoveries in the United States can be main

cells, by the year 19905 f would require the

tained over ten years.

output of the entire American glass industry.

Table 3

Secondly, by way of an example, the first
Energy Availability by Source
in 1990 (mbdoe)

flight of the Gossamer P e n q u i n , a solar
powered aircraft, was delayed because the

Imported Oil
Domestic Oil
Natural Gas (Imp. & Dorn.)
Coal
Nuclear
Others

temperature reached 113 degrees and the solar
cells began to lose their efficiency.

Most

solar cells are less efficient at higher
temperatures.

Solar cells which do not have

this problem, such as for example, galium
arsenide,

41.2

also have a greater overal effi

ciency.

Unfortunately,

international supplies

of galium are rare and it is recognized, by
23
both the mining industry and NASA
, among
others,

8.5
6.5
8.0
13.3
3.5
1.4

- that a major synthetic fuels industry can be
created from the ground up in ten years

that galium arsenide may not be a

practical reality in the long term.

- that nuclear power plant construction

One

schedules be maintained or speeded up

should be aware that while the economic
breakthrough for solar cells is set at 25C/

- that increased discovery levels for natural

watt (which may be achieved within the next

gas be maintained

4 years),

this does not include installation.
24
, pro

- that international oil supplies increase to

Figures developed by Oman and Gelzer

cope with world demand

rated to a normal house in the Rolla area,

- that domestic coal production,

indicate that the cost of installation would

necessary transport facilities increase by

be at least three times that of the cells
themselves, and in practical terms,

and the

over 50 percent in the next 10 years.

this

would again put solar cells out of the eco

If all

nomic range of any normal individual (a

bet on more than half) then ten years from

$28,000 cost, for example,

now, we'll have about 12 percent more energy

to power my house

these presumptions hold (and I'll not

must be set against a total power bill of

available than we used last year.

between $1,000 and $2,000/year).

percent energy growth is required for a 3 per

One, there

Since a 2

fore, must reach the ultimate conclusion

cent growth in the economy (considered by

that there will be no solar energy of any

necessary to stop a worldwide recession), and

measurable level produced in the United

our supply will only allow a 1.1 percent

States within the next ten years.

growth, then in terms of our future,

som e

ladies

and gentlemen--11.

OTHERS
The Gloom Gets Doomier.

Energy can also be obtained from hydro
electric systems, geothermal energy, burning
waste, and burning wood.

Rolla, Missouri
September 3, 1980

A not unrealistic

estimate as to the total impact over the
next ten years from these sources would be
somewhere around 1.4 mbdoe.
12.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

If one adds up the amount of energy which
will, optimistically be available by 1990
(Table 3), one reaches a total of 41.2 mbdoe
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ECONOMICS, POLITICS AND THE FUTURE
SUPPLY OF ENERGY SOURCES
Raphael Shen
University of Detroit
Detroit, Michigan

High degree forward linkages created by oil and natural gas
consumption was sufficient "justification" to regulate
energy prices. The "welfare triangle" was artificially en
larged, and the economy as a whole indeed reaped benefits
therefrom. It was workable, then. But the economy has since
been experiencing macroeconomic dislocations. To avoid future
payments of current policy mistakes, to ensure continued and
steady economic growth, and to assure future energy adequacy/
abundance, enhanced investment incentives are rational
imperatives that merit serious consideration.
1. INTRODUCTION

2. CONCERN

Desirable properties, in combination with
their immense in-situ deposits, made oil and
natural gas the chief sources of energy in
industrialized nations. They are relatively
clean to bum, high in BTU content, can meet
a wide range of economic and social needs
and could be obtained at relatively low cost.
They have become instrumental in our efforts
to develop the economy more rapidly, and
economic growth has since become a function
of energy consumption.

The World Population Conference held in Bucha
rest, 1974 echoed deep concern over the un
precedented population growth rate of two per
cent per year. For at this rate the world
population could be doubled in less than
thirty five years. Outside the Conference,
the public was even more concerned over the
more rapid increase in resource demand, esp
ecially the demand for fossil fuel energy,
both on the aggregate and on the per capita
basis. Total world energy consumption in
1925 was 44,249 x 1012 BTUs. By 1972, it
soared to 237,166 x 10^2 BTUs, a more than
five-fold increase over less than half a cen
tury. Or, on the average, the increase
amounted to 11.4 percent per annum. Possibly
more disturbing is the fact that: (i) the
most drastic increases occured after the
Second World War, corresponding to rapid eco
nomic development of the period, thus point
ing to sustained energy demand increases in
the future by both the DCs and the LDCs; (ii)
energy transformation has significantly shift
ed away from the more abundant known reserve
of coal to petroleum and natural gas whose
known reserves in terms of BTU content are
far less abundant; and, (iii) U. S. oil
reserves declined by 17 percent for the 19641973 period while that of natural gas declined
by 20 percent. Present concern over the ade
quacy of domestically produced conventional
sources of energy extends far into the future.

Throughout the economic history of world pop
ulation, it has been mankind's ability to
substitute fossil fuel energy for that of
manual or animal labor in the production pro
cesses that dictates the pace of economic
growth. Under normal economic and political
circumstances, there could be a nearly one to
one correspondence. As the U. S. consumes
approximately one-fourth of energy produced
in the world, the U. S. has also been produc
ing one fourth of gross world product. The
U. S. average annual growth rate in energy
consumption between 1967 and 1977 was 2.8
percent and the real average annual GNP
growth for the same period was 2.9 percent.
Thus, to maintain and to improve the economic
condition of a nation, increased production
of conventional sources of energy and the
development of alternative forms of energy
are indispensable. The future of U. S. eco
nomy to a significant degree depends on the
future supply of domestically produced
energy sources.

3. ECONOMICS AND RESERVE ADEQUACY
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For a more discerning individual, concern is

4. PRICING MECHANISM AND RESOURCE
ALLOCATION

more over the possible disruption of economic
and social order due to rapid increases in

Under normal circumstances, the demand for

the prices of these key resources.

oil and natural gas determines their res

Among the

general public, however, concern arises mostly
because of the trend of rapid increases in

pective price-profit and therefore their
rates of production. And it is their cur

oil and gas consumtpion as reflected in their

rent market prices that determine their

price increases.

production-reserve ratio today and their

This has led to the realiz

ation that these resources are quite finite in
quantity.
Two points here need clarification:

reserves several years hence.

Their reserve

adequacy and depletion can be properly under
stood only when market mechanisms and market

(i) A

mineral resource is not termed a known reser

forces are correctly perceived.

ve unless it has been geographically pinpoint
ed and is deemed to be economically feasible

of this, the dwindling oil and natural gas
reserves in the U. S. between 1964 and 1973

for extraction.

can be seen as a logical sequence of events

For example, although the

In light

physically extractable oil from shale is 189

shaped by prevailing market forces.

percent more abundant in BTU content than
that of oil and natural gas combined in the

with the dramatic increases in oil demand

For

U. S., and despite the fact that the first

after WW II and constrained productive capa
city at that time, high oil prices yielded

substitute crude oil was successfully manu
factured as early as 1694 by retorting shale

higher than usual returns on investment. High
profit rates thus attracted new entrants and
intense capital investments into the oil ind

and cannel coal in England, shale was neither
considered a resource nor a reserve. It had no eco
nomic value because shale deposits had nei

ustry. And to achieve a sustained high rate
of return on oil investments, producers

ther been identified in the U. S. nor could

endeavored to lower production costs. Attent

oil be economically derived therefrom with

ion was thus focused upon the Middle East

seventeenth century technology.

oil fields.

And, (ii)

Rates of return on foreign oil

should a resource's price increase due to a
temporary supply shortage for the lack of

investment not only surpassed but, between

known reserves, the probability is high that

mining or manufacturing or both categories

this particular resource's reserve could be
increased, at times significantly, when

of industries. Consequently oil investment
abroad increased while investment in the

hitherto not-yet-considered lower grade or
harder to reach deposit sites now become eco
nomically viable to be mined.

domestic sector of the industry declined,

1955 and 1958, more than doubled those of

along with explorative activities, finds and
reserves. This lowering of domestic oil
reserve, therefore, should in no way be cons

As recent as 1979, the Chief of the U. S.
Geological Survey's Office of Energy stated
that research results as arrived at by independ

trued to mean that the U. S. oil deposits
were being rapidly depleted.

ent institutions all point to the cnclusion

In general, resource shortages experienced so

that energy resource potential in the U. S.

far are "man-made" and have always been re

will not be a limiting factor in sustaining

solved via the interplay of market forces and

U. S. oil and natural gas production for at

accompanying technological advances.

least the next twenty to fifty years.
The
limiting factor will be the rate at which

instance, natural rubber prices were artifi
cially forced up in the 1920s due to cartel

geologists can discover these oil and gas

actions. Similar to DCs' current demand for
oil and oil products, demand for natural

deposits and convert them from potential to
real marketable energy forms. How much and
how soon can this potential be translated

For

rubber then was quite inelastic.
In the
short term, industrial users had to pay the
hiked price for it because they were unable

into realized energy forms would be a funct
ion of, among others, energy pricing, the
resultant profit margin, investment incenti

to reduce consumption to any significant
degree. However, as a result of the high

ves, concomnitant technological advances in
the field, government land leasing policy and

natural rubber prices, pressure was brought
to bear on the market to intensify research

the overall political and economic climate.
Political will in combination with free mar
ket pricing mechanism holds the key to the
future adequacy of domestically produced

and development in search for substitutes.
Thereafter, synthetic rubber was developed
which then replaced the function of natural
rubber in many productive processes. Natur
al rubber prices were forced down and there

energy forms and hence the future of the U.S.
economy.

was more abundant supply of rubber--both
245

synthetic and natural--on the market as a
result.

rising.

Similar instances of high price-profit

gas were introduced.

triggered input substitutes may be recall
ed. The Chilean nitrate cartel of the

policy, high demand and consumption led to

to discourage domestic energy prices from
Price ceilings on oil and natural
Consequent upon this

commercial marketing of fixed nitrogen for

steady economic development. The "welfare
triangle" was artificially enlarged and the
economy as a whole also reaped benefits

fertilizer by synthetic producers.

therefrom.

early twentieth century led to the eventual
There

also has been the substitution of aluminum

It was workable then.

Price ceiling on oil and natural gas was

for steel, lead, copper and tin, of plastics

"justifiable" and workable then because im

and ceramics for metals, synthetic fibers for

ported oil registered not only stable but at

more expensive materials such as wood and
cotton products, and nickel from lateritic
instead of the usual deposits.

times declining prices. For instance, prices
of petroleum products at leading ports of
origin in the Persian Gulf in 1960 was esti

With the progression of time, the accumulat
ion of knowledge is likely to enhance human

mated to be ten cents per gallon.

ability to manipulate or master material re

averaged only 9.6 cents.

sources that will render future development
of not only substitutes but also substitute

1972, the per gallon oil price from the same
origins never exceeded 1960's ten cents per

processes easier, faster and less costly. Pro

gallon.

fit motivation will be the driving force be

oil embargo and with cheap import oil ample

hind it all. The substitutes which market
forces are endeavoring to develop most are

in supply, it was "justifiable" to artificial

machines for labor.

In between 1960 and

Thus, with no apprehension over an

ly keep the domestically produced oil and
natural gas prices in check. Full employment,
growth, low welfare payments, prosperity,

As for'basic minerals in

general, it may be proferred that due to the

comfort and social wellbeing could to a large

increasing interchangeability of their uses
in the productive processes, their respective

extent be attributed to the government inter
vention in the energy industry then.

economic value will face stiff competition
from each other.

By 1972,

the per gallon oil price from the same origins

Expressed in another way,

However, given the more recent developments
in the energy industry, in order to ensure

the quantity of basic mineral resources may
increase over time due to their increasing

future economic stability and continued grow
th, the role of the government should be to

interchangeability as factors of production.
The above illustration may be applied to the

assure that future energy demand will be met

more urgent question of possible fossil fuels

by stable prices, ample supply and domesti

'depletion' which constitutes a unique situa

cally produced energy sources. This assuran
ce will no longer be forthcoming from with

tion in the history of resource use.

No

demand for an industrial input has increased
at a more rapid rate than that for oil and

out.

Reliance can only be placed on increas

natural gas since the mid-1940s.

sources be conventional or otherwise.

ed domestic production, whether the energy

All DCs

A

casual perusal of recent devleopments in the

rely on energy sources for economic develop
ment and survival, and most of the developed

oil market illustrates this point.

economies have been highly dependent on oil

rage price of crude oil in 1971 was approxi
mately $1.85 per barrel. It rose to nearly

imports.

The ave

$5.00/bbl in the latter part of 1973.
The reality of energy shortage that has led

In

January 1974, OPEC raised its crude price to

to the curtailment in space heating, in in
dustrial production, in mechanized farming,

$11.65/bbl. And in September 1980, Saudi
Arabia was persuaded to raise its price from
$28.00 to $30.00/bbl as a compromise so that

in transportation and in recreational activi
ties has thus made consumers and policy
makers alike question its causes and.attempt
to find relief therefrom. The key lies in

other OPEC members would refrain from raising
their price beyond the $30.00 to $38.00/bbl
range. Within this decade, the world has

the free reign of the invisible hand, with

witnessed a nearly twenty fold increases in

the government'8 role being that of incentive

the nominal price of crude oil.

provider and coordinator.

International

oil politics, reinforced by the forces and
considerations of basic economics, has in a

5. POLITICS AND ECONOMICS

few years radically changed the complexion
In earlier years, in order to assure conti

of world power structure--both political and

nued economic growth via the consumption of

economic. Not only that there is no assurance

large quantities of available oil--both

that oil price on the international market
will not witness further rapid increases,

domestic and foreign--it was politically ex
pedient and macroeconomically 'justifiable'
2 46

there is no guarantee that oil embargo will

not only declining value of the-U. S.

not be resorted to as a result of internat
ional political upheavals.

dollar but also high domestic unemployment
and inflation/recession. These are only a
few of the major adverse consequences of

The U. S. should have been taught a lesson.
And the lesson is that short term domestic

past government intervention in the energy
market.
1979's U. S. oil import expendi

political expediency should now take into

ture exceeded the $45 billion mark.

full account the workings of market mecha
nism in assuring adequate future supply of

Pre

sident Carter himself is given to admit that

vital inputs such as oil and natural gas.
To continue to disallow the free play of

sustained oil imports have caused domestic

market forces in the energy sector today could

tional

spell dire economic consequences for decades

the estimated number of domestic jobs lost is
200,000.
If one takes into account the lost

to come.

increases in unemployment.

In light of the oil embargo in

For every addi

$5 billion increase in oil imports,

1973/1974 and its resultant social and econom

productivity, the increased welfare payments,

ic ills, long term national interest, economic
stability and social welfare should be the

the foregone multiplier effect that would
have materialized if these 200,000 had been

sole criterion for mapping future strategies.

gainfully employed, and the associated social

To minimize social upheaval, to safeguard
economic stability--if not prosperity-- and

ills resulting from the above, then one can
more readily grasp the full extent of the

to assure national security, it is time that
a return to marketplace determination of

high cost of energy imports and the danger of
energy dependency on foreign sources.

production/consumption of conventional sources
of energy is in order.

7. DESIRABLE ROLE OF THE GOVERNMENT

In a competitive market, the equilibrium price

Timely remedy is imperative. Increased dom
estic production of oil and natural gas is

is determined by the demand for and the supply
of a given commodity.

imperative.

Over or underproduction

results when the price of a commodity is arti
ficially set.

Historically, price support

And the resulting profits must not be tamper

for selected farm products led to over

ed with.

supply, and domestic price ceiling for oil

In ignoring economic dictates in

favor of short term political consideration,

and natural gas, when confronted with the un
expected such as an oil embargo, led to short
ages of the same.

Investment incentives must be

provided and enhanced. Determination of
energy prices need be restored to the market.

and in curtailing the market dictated profits
to the domestic energy industry, the nation

To dispose of surplus

grain, Public Law 480 was enacted at taxpayers'
expense and oil that is demanded at the inter

deprives itself of investment and job opport
unities associated with the industry while
dollars keep flowing out of the domestic eco
nomy .

national market-price unobtainable on the
domestic scene has to be imported from abroad.
So long as domestic producers are constrained

The government should in as much as possible

by government actions disallowing free market
oil price, then the marginal barrel that is

stay out of the marketplace.

The government

is less efficient, more wasteful and slower
in making timely and flexible adjustments

produced would be from competing sources
abroad.
It is a luxury which the U. S. eco
nomy can ill afford any longer.

as the private sector.

And, the government

is not equipped to provide the expertiese in
production-distribution or to make wise in
vestment decisions as the private sector

6. CONSEQUENCES OF GOVERNMENT INTERVENTION
Past government intervention in the energy

is accustomed to.

sector has so far led to the following con

economic performances of market-orientated

sequences:

or government-operated enterprises here or

(i) consumers of domestically pro

By comparing the relative

duced oil and natural gas are given misleading

abroad, one readily sees the relative effici

signals as to the real value of energy and

ency of the former. The government's role
in the economy is to assist where needed and

hence their quantities demanded have been
greater than vouched for by free marketing

to abstain from intervention wherever possi

pricing. Misallocation of scarce resources
results, (ii) Domestic energy producers who
have been denied of market value of their pro

ble.

ducts are effectively discouraged from accel

Fanning was critical of government's inept

erated investment initiatives.
Future supply
of domestically produced energy is in doubt.
And, (iii) substantial outflow of national

ness in investment decision making.

"Former Treasury Secretary William E.

Simon was skeptical of the government's role
in the market. Arizona Senator Paul J.
And

FPC's Commissioner Rush Moody, Jr. openly
acknowledged the out-of-place role of govern
ment in the private sector."

wealth to oil exporting nations results in
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The function of the government is to pro
mote rather than to restrict, to protect
rather than to inhibit, to be responsive
rather than being excessively 'creative.'
This is not to state that the government has
no role to play. It does. The founding fathers
of the nation gave federal government the
powers "to protect and promote economic
interests and at the same time limited the
power of the states to control economic act
ivity." The Homestead Act of 1862, the Mor
rill Act of the same year permitted farmers to
acquire free lands in the West and to provide
support for the creation and operation of
state land grant colleges, the Sherman Anti
trust act of 1890, the Federal Reserve Act of
1913, the Federal Trade Commission and Clayton
Acts of 1914 etc. were all constructive and
timely public acts designed to strengthen the
efforts to maintain a competitive and free
economy. But intervention to dictate the rate
of profit and the arbitrary setting of price
ceilings is in effect to discourage a given
industry to grow and be productive. On an
issue as critical as the future domestic ade
quacy of energy sources, decision makers
should no longer continue the government's
strangle hold on the energy sector. The pro
per function of the government in the energy
sector now is to stimulate investment and to
minimize existing controls. Long term eco
nomic considerations have for too long been
sacrificed for short term political expedien
cy. It is a time to change.
8. ECONOMICS AND FUTURE ENERGY SUPPLY

windfall profit tax, governments would have
already received from 50 to 60 percent of any
increase in the wellhead price of crude oil.
Besides, current tax laws impose an inflation
tax on capital by failing to recognize the
sharply increasing replacement cost incur
red in finding, developing and producing
new reserves. With what is left to the oil
industry after the 'windfall profit' tax,
the oil companies would not have adequate
investment expenditure to increase U. S.
oil and natural gas production by the equi
valent of 1.5 million barrels a day by the
mid 1980s as desired. To increase oil
supply, more extensive and. more costly efforts
would need be made to increase oil production
from the old fields. This would include
reconditioning existing wells, drilling new
wells in existing reservoirs, 'installing
conventional waterflood and pressure main
tenance programs and other projects for add
itional production stimulation.' Either to
maintain or to increase known reserves, acc
elerated prospecting is also indispensable.
All these would require ever mounting capital
expenditures by the energy industry.
According to the government's own estimate,
the increase in revenue by the oil industry
during the decontrol phase approximate $9
billion.

With the implementation of the wind

fall profit tax, the industry would be left
with only $6 billion to manoeuver around in
tended reserve/production increases. In 1978,
the industry had already spent $28 billion
and the industry was planning on $33 billion
in capital expenditure in 1979. The Chase

Recognizing that price ceiling could only
sed oil imports, President Carter did finally

Manhattan Bank estimates that, if the U. S.'s
growing reliance on oil imports is to be

initiate the phased decontrol of oil prices

curtailed, then the domestic petroleum in

to be completed by late 1981.

dustry will have to make capital expenditure

curtail domestic energy production and increa

It was a step

most basic economic common sense, the Presi

in excess of $430 billion between 1975 and
1985, Two-thirds of this required capital

dent also asked for the levying of 'windfall'

alone will have to be allocated to prospect

profit taxes.

ing for more reserves.

in the right direction.

But contrary to the

The government once again in

ing that phased decontrol would bring 'non-

makes a total of $650 billion that will be
required over and above the operating exp

legitimate' profits to the oil industry, the
government once again effectively curbs the
investment incentives of oil producers. What
the government returned with one hand, the
government simultaneously took away with the
other.

In addition, another

$220 billion will be needed for other invest
ments, for the payment of debts/dividends
and for additions to working capital. That

jects itself into the private sector to dic
tate and to alter business behavior. Claim

enditures. "Approximately one half of the
$650 billion conceivably could be obtained
from the capital market and from capital re
covery provisions." The other half would
have to be derived from profits. However,

Politics in the marketplace could

thus prove to be detrimental to the long term
interest of the national economy and security.

there is no likelihood that profits of that
magnitude could be generated under the con
ditions imposed by the administration's

Additional taxes on the revenues needed to
finance an expansion of domestic oil and

energy progrms. And, in that event, less
money could be raised from the capital mar
kets . Therefore, unless the conditions are

natural gas supplies would be counterproduct
ive and would represent an unwarranted bur
den on the energy industry. Without the

changed, there is no likelihood that an
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adequate capital investment could be made,and
that would be to the detriment of the nation's
economy. It would then appear that not only
the windfall profit' tax should not be levied,
but to encourage investment incentives that
could lead to relative oil and natural gas in
dependence from foreign imports the govern
ment should provide tax cuts/credits and/or
subsidies to the industry. Examined either
from the macro or the micro viewpoint, then,
in the nation's search for a solution to the
energy crisis, the government's role is not to
provide disincentives but incentives, to aid
instead of to impede and to seek economic
rationale rather than short term political
considerations.
Only when the nation is self sufficient in
energy supply and when employment is full once
again and growth revitalized should the govern
ment begin to contemplate equalization measures
for a more equitable distribution of benefits.
Otherwise, political measures intended to
appease the voters can only bring widespread
discontent in the future. A recent Federal
Energy Administration study itself concluded
that: "oil companies have consistently been
making capital expenditures in excess of
available internally generated funds, . . . a
choice may have to be made between allowing
higher profits or probably seeing lower capi
tal expenditures for privately financed energy
development." Free market pricing of energy
sources can increase domestic reserves and
will materialize in greater ultimate recovery.
More recent studies have all further confirm
ed the belief that the absence of government
intervention in the market place would effect
ively raise oil and natural gas discoveries
and induce more intensive exploitation of
currently known reserves. Profit rate must
be permitted to rise to the market-determined
level so that the desired level of energy
investment may today materialize for the
stable supply of relatively inexpensive energy
sources tomorrow.
9. CONCLUSION
Not permitting producers of energy to earn
the market-dictated profit would necessarily
lead to future low supply of domestically
produced energy which could mean not only the
continuation but the possible deepening of
macro dislocations which the U. S. has been
experiencing.
Legislative measures in an effort to cure
domestic energy shortage is a direct challengs
to historical success of the marketplace.
Energy policy should be framed within the
confines of economic rationale such that do
mestic oil production may increase and re
liance on foreign imports decline. Controls,
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price ceilings, unnecessary regulations and
bureaucratic impediments should be removed
so that the price of oil and natural gas
may seek their equilibrium levels in the
marketplace.
Thus, and only thus, can con
servation naturally and 'effortlessly' ma
terialize and alternative sources of energy
for the future ernestly sought.
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ENERGY FOR A N OLDER H OM E:

A SOLAR RETR OFIT

Eugene Warren
Department of Humanities, University of Missouri-Rolla

Abstract
Our hundred year-old house was retrofitted with a solar sys
tem designed to produce hot water and to heat space. Installa
tion was relatively simple and the system requires little main
tenance. Its estimated payback period is eight years.

1. INTRODUCTION

also provides for general property improvements and for
the installation of new or alternate energy sources. When
applying for our loan, we asked Rolla’s Community Develop
ment Department to request bids for solar energy for our
house. Ihe program also encourages energy conservation,
and enabled us to improve the insulation in our house, and to
complete the installation of storm windows and doors.

Four years ago, we bought a hundred year-old house at 300
West Third Street in Rolla, Missouri. It is a two story
frame house with twenty-six windows and five exterior
doors. It has no basement and only a small attic. When we
bought the house, it used propane for cooking and heating
water and space. The previous owner had installed sidewall
insulation and six inches of attic insulation, but no storm
doors or windows.

2.2 BASIC REASONS F O R SOLAR
One of our reasons for choosing solar is based on values:
solar energy is clean, as unlimited as the sun, and is most
effective when decentralized. W e believe that once the prob
lems of cost and storage have been solved, solar will be a
nearly ideal energy source. W e see our installation as a
small step in encouraging the research and development
necessary to realize the full potential of solar energy.

There are six people in our family: myself, my wife, a
daughter (15), a son (13), a son (11), and a daughter (9).
Needless to say, we use a lot of energy washing clothes
and d ish es, taking showers, keeping warm, and operating
appliances ranging from food blenders to stereos to curling
irons.

Making the best use of energy can be approached from two
directions: energy sources and energy conservation.
Since buying the house we have taken some steps to con
serve energy: lowering our thermostat, installing storm
windows and weather-stripping, and caulking around win
dows and doors. But until we were able to acquire a H U D
312 loan, we could not consider alternate sources of

The H U D loan solved the problem of cost for us; I will dis
cuss the economics of our system below. I will also dis
cuss how our system deals with the problem of storage.
Our other possible energy sources were (1) new propane
equipment to replace that currently in use, (2) electric heat
ing, (3) a heat pump, (4) wood stoves. W e did not feel that
further investment in limited and increasingly expensive
petroleum energy was practical; supplies of electricity are
also potentially limited and increasingly expensive. Fur
ther, petroleum and electricity are highly centralized tech
nologies, and we believe that decentralization is desirable
in itself, both for our stewardship of the Earth's resources
and for preserving political freedom.

energy.

2. CHOOSING SOLAR
2»1 'IHE H U D 312 L O A N P R O G R A M
'ihe Hud 312 loan program is primarily intended to bring
°lder housing up to local code standards, but the program
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Although wood is decentralized and renewable, we did not
consider it because several members of our family are
allergic to wood smoke. Further, wood smoke is a pollu
tant, and wood supplies are ultimately limited. Practically,
the flues in our house would have needed extensive repairs
to be safe.

(4) a heat exchanger in the water tank, (5) a 1/4 hp pump for
the solar loop, (6) an expansion tank in the solar loop,
(7) balancing valves in the solar loop, (8) isolation valves,
(9) a 1/12 hp pump for the fan-coil unit, (10) a micropro
cessor to control the system. (See Figure 1 for a sche
matic. )

2.3 T H E BIDS F R O M EARTH ENTERPRISES

The collector array. This array consists of 15 three by
eight foot p>anels. Each panel has an aluminum collector
plate with channels through which the heat transfer fluid cir
culates. (This fluid is a silicon-based oil). The panels are
glazed with fiber glass coated with acrylic lacquer. Each
panel has foam insulation on the back, and a sheet of mylar
under the glazing, to limit heat-loss. The collector plates
are painted with a heat-absorbant black paint. (See Figure
2 for an exterior view of the house showing the array.)

Earth Enterprises, of Annapolis, Missouri, proposed three
different systems for our house. * All three were designed
to supply part, not all, of our energy. The first system
supplied only hot water; the second, only space heat; and
the third supplied both.
Bid for Solar Hot Water. This system would have supplied
approximately 50% of our hot water. Its actual cost, after
considering the federal tax credit in effect last winter,
would have been $2,012, with an estimated payback period
of 11 years. Considering that the system’s life would be at
least 20 years, the system would provide free hot water
for at least nine years. (See Table 1.)

The hot water tank. The heat transfer fluid is pumped from
the collectors to a 120 gallon hot water tank, where the heat
is transferred to the water through a double-walled heat ex
changer. The tank is over-sized for domestic hot water so
that the excess hot water can be pumped into the fan-coil
unit and used for space heat. Our system does not include
storage, but the use of an over-size water tank allows us to
get double use from the system. When more efficient
storage media are available, it will not be difficult to add
storage capability to our system. (See Figure 3 for a view
of the tank, pumps, and fan-coil.)

Bid for Solar Space Heating. This system would have cost
nearly twice the first one. Its actual cost, after deducting
the federal tax credit, would have been $3,965, with an es
timated playback time of 13 years. But its first year sav
ings were estimated at $210 dollars, as opposed to the es
timated first year savings of $123 for the first system.
This system would have supplied at least 25% of our space
heating. (See Table 2.)

The controller monitors water temperatures at the bottom
and the top of Ihe tank, as well as the temperature in the
collectors. When the temperature in the collectors is 20° F.
higher than the temperature at the bottom of the tank, the
controller turns on the pxunp in file solar loop. The con
troller turns the pump off when the differential is down to
5° F. or when the temperature of the water at the top of the
tank reaches 180° F. (See Figure 4 for a close-up of the
controller.)

Bid for Combined Solar Hot Water and Space Heat. This
system would have cost nearly three times the hot water
only system, and about 50% more than the second system.
Taking the federal tax credit into consideration, its actual
cost would have been $6,822. Significantly, however, es
timated first year savings were $471 dollars, more than
three times those of the first system, and more than twice
those of the second system. Further, the estimated play
back is only eight years, as oppiosed to 11 for the first sys
tem and thirteen for the second. (See Tables 3 and 4.)

The heat transfer fluid freezes at -50° F. and boils at 500°
F ., so, with the expansion tank to absorb excess pressure,
the solar loop is secure from boiling or freezing or bursting*

Thus, since we could afford the initially higher cost of the
combined system (due to the H U D loan with 3% interest),
the combined system was economically superior to the
other two, having a shorter playback pieriod and higher
yearly savings, as well as supplying energy in two areas
rather than one. In fact, the federal tax credit has been
raised, lowering our actual costs to $5,568, and so reduc
ing the playback pieriod to about seven years. W e expiect
this system to provide at least 90% of our hot water and at
least 25% of our spiace heat.

Hot water from the solar tank is piped under the house to
another closet containing a gas water heater. There, the
solar-heated water can either be fed into the gas heater,
which is our backup, or the gas heater can be by-pjassed
entirely and shut down during pjeriods when solar energy
supplies all our hot water.
Fan-coil unit. The fan-coil unit is located in our dining
room, just on the other side of the wall from the closet con
taining the water tank, pumps and controller. When the
water temperature at the top of the tank exceeds 120° F. (or
another selected temperature), and the room temperature is
less than the setting of the thermostat, the controller turns
on the 1/12 hp pximp to circulate hot water through the fancoil unit, and blowers move the heat out into the house where
it circulates by convection.

3. DESIGN A N D P E R F O R M A N C E O F O U R SYSTEM
3.1 DESIGN
The compxments of our solar system are (1) the solar
collector array, (2) the hot water tank, (3) the fan-coil unit,

♦The bids, the schematic, and other technical information in
this repjort were supplied by Donald Palmer of Earth Enter
prises. Mr. Palmer received a B. S. in Mechanical Engineer
ing from U M R in 1977.
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Previous experience with a propane floor furnace adjacent
tothe fan-coil indicates that convection heating is efficient
inour house. W e have also added a vent between the
stories to aid in the circulation of heated air.

The path for the solar loop runs from the attic through a
closet on the second story, through an access next to a flue
on the first story, under the house and then up to the pumps
and water tank. The closet and access already had plumbing
and electrical wiring in them, so they were convenient to
use for the solar loop, and did not require much alteration.
All of the piping for the solar loop and for hot water is insu
lated.

3.2 P E R F O R M A N C E
Earth Enterprises designed our system for these conditions:
a day in winter when the temperature is 7° F. and there is
a 15 mph wind. (See Table 4.) They estimated that under
those conditions we would need 89,000 Btu/h. They also
estimated an average heat load of 56,000 BtuA when the
ambient temperature is 32° F. They estimated a solar
maximum input of 50,000 BtuA. (For comparison, 1.5
gallons of propane produces 140,000 BtuA.) (See Table 5.)

The tie-in to the gas water heater was complicated, as the
hot water line had to run under the house back up to the
closet with the gas heater. And the plumbing for the by-pass
is a bit unusual but efficient.
W e feel that our house proved remarkably well-suited to a
solar retrofit. Assemblying and installing the system in our
house caused no structural changes. The only tiling we lost
was the use of the closet where the solar water tank, the
pumps, and the controller are. As we had the house re
roofed as part of the rehabilitation, we are certain of a good
roof under the collector array.

My own best estimate of our previous use is a maximum of
80,000 BtuA during Earth Enterprises’ design heat load
conditions. Their estimate takes into consideration the
insulation, weather-stripping, and storm-windows and
doors added in our rehabilitation project. W e thus found
(heir estimate of our needs to be reliable and even over
stated, leading us to believe that the system's design is
well-suited to our needs.

4.2 M A I N T E N A N C E
Maintenance is simple. Every fall, three things must be
done.

Our experience with the system this summer indicates that
itwill supply nearly all our hot water during weather that
does not require space heat. Since the system is over
sized for hot water, it heats enough water to provide a
supply through the night and even for several days when
there is not enough sun for the collectors to provide heat.
The collectors are efficient enough to harvest the sun on
overcast and partly cloudy days as well as days of full sun
shine. The collectors are very sensitive to slight changes
in the degree of sunlight available. I have watched the
temperature in the solar loop go up one degree Fahrenheit
every 15 or 20 seconds. But because of efficient insula
tion, it does not cool off that rapidly.
4.

(1) The collectors must be washed with a mild, non-abrasive
detergent and hosed off.
(2) The oil level in the pump for the solar loop must be
checked. (It uses a light machine oil.)
(3) The air filter in the fan-coil unit must be changed.
Every fifth year, another maintenance procedure is neces
sary: After the collectors have been washed, they must be
re-lacquered with an acrylic lacquer.

INSTALLATION A N D MAINTENANCE

Earth Enterprises also suggested that we watch for the
following signs of problems:

4.1 INSTALLATION
(1) If the hot water becomes pink, a leak in the heat ex
changer is indicated. (The heat transfer fluid is non
toxic and non-corrosive, so (here would be no health
danger from the leak.)

The three major considerations in installing the solar sys
tem in our house were (1) location of the collecting array,

(2)location of the water tank, and (3) the path of the loop
between them.

(2) There is a gauge which registers the pressure in the so
lar loop. It should normally vary between 15 and 40 psi.
A reading below 15 psi indicates a leak in the solar loop.
A reading above 60 psi would only occur if the expansion
tank lost its air bubble, and would mean the system
should be shut down and repaired.

Fortunately, our house is on a hill, with a roof facing south.
(We are just north of the Phelps County Court House).

There are no high trees or structures to shade the roof,
ihfact the angle of the roof is at the best angle for the
collectors, so the array is mounted in a frame paralleling
the pitch of the roof. Also, the roof is quite solid and
might have been able to bear the load of the array without
reinforcement, but we added braces under the slope carry
ing Qie collectors to be sure of adequate support.

(3) Bottom of the tank temperature should never exceed 180°
F. However, the pressure relief valve will open if it
does.

^cation of the water tank was the biggest problem. The
Muk weighs 500 lbs empty and 1500 lbs filled. Therefore,
ithad to be located on the ground floor. W e used a closet
an alcove off the dining room for this purpose. It was
•mcessaiy to enlarge the closet and add support under the

So far, we have had three significant problems. One of the
collector plates ruptured and leaked heat transfer fluid.
Since the collector plates have a five-year warranty Earth
Enterprises replaced it. Also, the diaphram in the expan
sion tank ruptured, causing the solar loop to lose pressure.
The expansion tank is also under warranty and has been re
placed.

floor.
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The most serious problem involved the controller. It did
not operate the fan-coil properly and had to be returned to
the manufacturer. It took the manufacturer six weeks to
repair the controller and return it, depriving us of the use
of the system during that time. The controller is now func
tioning properly.

T A B L E 1: BID FOR SOLAR H O T W A T E R
initial equipment cost

$1,925.00

installation labor

The controller is also programmed to shut the system off
when the temperature of the solar loop reaches 200° F.
This is a safety feature for systems circulating water, but
it reduces the efficiency of our system, which is designed
to function at temperatures well beyond boiling. Earth
Enterprises did not know of this feature of the controller
when they ordered it. On the manufacturer's suggestion,
they installed a resistor and a switch in the sensor circuit
that tells the controller what the collector temperature is.
The result is that the controller believes the temperature
is lower than it really is and allows the system to run at
temperatures higher than 200° F. This alteration appears
to be working satisfactorily.

840.00

total

$2,765.00

federal tax credit

(

actual cost

$2,012. 00

first year savings (estimated)
payback period (estimated)*

123.00
11 years

T A B L E 2: BID FOR SOLAR SPACE HEATING
initial equipment cost

$4,107.00

installation labor
5. CONCLUSION
I do not want to leave the impression that we chose solar in
preference to other energy systems by making detailed
comparisons. W e did not seriously consider other possi
bilities. W e requested a bid for solar, liked one, and
chose it. Our commitment to solar is based as much on
values as it is on practical considerations. W e feel that by
choosing solar we can help influence the future use of
energy as well as providing ourselves with an economical
source of energy.

1,100.00

total

$5,207. 00

federal tax credit

(1,241.40)

actual cost

$3,965. 60

first year savings (estimated)
payback period (estimated)*

W e especially appreciate the fact that the technology of our
solar retrofit is both sophisticated and decentralized.
Since Earth Enterprises not only designed the system
specifically for our house and our needs, but also installed
it, we were able to talk to everyone involved in the retro
fit personally, receiving detailed explanations and a care
for our needs that a larger, centralized business could
not have shown.
6.

753.00)

210.00
13 years

T A B L E 3: BID FOR C O M B I N E D H O T
W A T E R A N D SPACE H E A T
initial equipment cost
installation labor

BIOGRAPHY

1,260.00

total

$8,778. 00

federal tax credit

a . 955. 60)

actual cost

$6,822.40

first year savings (estimated)

Born in Colorado in 1941, Eugene Warren received an M A
in English from Emporia State University in 1967. He be
gan teaching at U M R in 1967, and is currently an Asso
ciate Professor of English. He is also a correspondent of
Sojourners magazine and poetry editor for Christianity fe
Literature. His articles and poems have appeared in many
magazines and anthologies, and in three books. The sun
and light are major images in his work.

$7,518. 00

payback period (estimated)*

471.50
8 years

♦Assumes 12% inflation rate for energy and $300.00 main
tenance cost over ten year period.
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T ABLE 4: ESTIMATED P A Y B A C K PERIOD
$ PRICE LP

$ SAVINGS

$ ACCUM

1981

.70

510

510

1982

.78

571

1081

1983

.88

640

1721

1984

.98

717

2438

1985

1.23

896

3334

1986

1.38

1004

4338

1987

1.54

1124

5462

1988

1.73

1259

6721

1989

1.93

1410

8131

1990

2.17

1580

9711

Notes:
Assumes 12% inflation rate of fuel, with 25% jump in
1985 as gas is deregulated.
40% Federal tax credit (3885) not included.

T A B L E 5: DESIGN BASE
DESIGN H E A T LOAD: 7°F DB, WINTER
403-T^ Window area
40% of Load infiltration

15 Mph. wind
89,000 Btu/h

AVERAGE H E A T LOAD: 32°F DB

56, 000 Btu/h

SOLAR M A X I M U M H O U R L Y INPUT

50, 000 Btu/h

140,000 Btu = 1. 5 gal. L P gas
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SCHEMATIC SOLAR DEMAND HOT WATER AND SPACE HEATING

Inlet

EQUIPMENT LIST
1
SOLAR COLLECTOR ARRAY,15-3'x3' ALUMINUM,LIQUID; 330 SQ.FT. FOR USE VfITH
HEAT TRANSFER FLUID.
2
DOMESTIC HOT WATER TANK,120 GAL. WITH PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

RELIEF VALVE
FAN-COIL UNIT, WATER HOOK-UP,REQUIRES 110VAC.
HEAT EXCHANGER,DOUBLE WALL FOR HEAT TRANSFER FLUID.
PUMP,SOLAR ARRAY, 1/4 HP.
EXPANSION TANK
BALANCING VALVES PERMANENTLY INSTALLED/FOR EQUAL DISTRIBUTION OF FLOW
ISOLATION VALVES,SOLENOID OPERATED,ELECTRIC.
PUMP,FAN-COIL UNIT,1/12 HP.

CONTROLLERS,NOT SHOWN,2-DIFFERENTIAL TEMPERATURE CONTROLLERS,FULLY AUTOMATIC
SENSORS ON COLLECTORS,STORAGE TANK,HOUSE;CONTROLS BOTH PUMPS,ISOLATION
VALVES,FAN-COIL UNIT.
FIG. 1
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Fig. 2

Fig. 3
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Fig. 4
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TECHNOLOGICAL STATUS AND LEGAL/REGULATORY ASPECTS OF LOW-HEAD
HYDROELECTRIC POWER DEVELOPMENT IN MISSOURI
Charles D. Morris and Gordon E. Weiss
Institute of River Studies, University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, Missouri

Abstract
This paper will present the broad overview of hardware
availability, systems design and 1egal/regulatory con
straints presently connected with the development of
small hydropower systems in water rich areas such as
southeastern Missouri.
There is great interest being
evidenced today on the part of major federal agencies
and some power companies in regard to the feasibility
of utilization of the power potential inherent in small
streams.
The topic is of particular interest to M i s 
sourians because of the vast number of small streams
present in Missouri.
1.

TECHNOLOGICAL STATUS OF

systems are capital intensive relative to

LOW-HEAD HYDROELECTRIC POWER

1.1

operational costs they tend to have built-in
inflationary protection.

INTRODUCTION

Once built, the

fuel--river water--is essentially free.
Small/low head hydro is one source of energy.
It may not always be the source that needs to

1.2

TECHNOLOGY

be developed first--but then to arbitrarily

In general, low head and small hydroelectric

cast it aside because it doesn’t completely

technical knowledge must advance to a point

solve the problem is an incredibly naive view

where equipment works dependably and safely.

°f this world’s energy situation.

Afterwards, technical advances can be direct

The fact

is that with the rapidly escalating costs of

ed towards improving the economics, i.e.,

"fueled” energy, the economic opportunity for

reducing the cost of producing power.

expanded development of the alternative

technology of low head and small hydroelec

The

sources using renewable resources is greatly

tric generation is well past the dependable

increased.

and safe aspects and are well into the eco

In some areas the importance of small hydro

nomic aspects.

®ay not be quantitatively or yet economically

manufacturers are prepared to design, build,

advantageous to warrant its serious consid-

and guarantee dependable and relatively e f 

eration at this time.

ficient low head and small machinery for a
wide range of conditions.

But in many areas,

eVen though the overall percentage of power
guaranteed by small hydro may be small,
■arg inal value may be much greater.

its

Hydroelectric equipment

Although recent advances in low head and

In some

small hydroelectric design have improved,

a*eas hydro, particularly small hydro, offers

large reductions in the cost of these instal

a substantial and practical contribution to

lations have not been achieved.

energy problems.

difficulty arises from attempts to improve an

Furthermore, because hydro
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Some of this

alieady mechanically efficient system.

extremely large quantity of kinetic energy in

Therefore, the greatest improvements are to

low head hydropower settings.

be made in more efficient installation of

the effective use of "lift translators" as

this equipment,

prime movers at fixed locations.

i.e., reducing the cost of

It introduces
Historically,

the civil structure and the use of p r e 

lift translators have been used to transport

fabricated,

objects-sails on sailboats, airplane wings,

standardized equipment that will

lower equipment cost and cut lead time.

hydroplane foils.

The dam structure, if needed,

water flow at the entry is stabilized by the

is usually

In the "lift translators"

entryway to establish a uniform x-vector

earthen or concrete.
Two important consid
erations in evaluating potential energy

velocity distribution.

The first cascade

production and cost are related to the

guidevanes use the pressure head to produce a

amount of water flowing through the penstock,

downward z-vector component which is absorbed

a pipe which conveys water to the turbine

by the downward translating hydrofoils.

and the distance between the water surface

pressure head is hydrostatically shared by the

and the turbine.

second cascade guidevanes to produce an upward

The civil works cost

z-vector component which is absorbed by the

is also related to hydroelectric generating
units.

upward translating hydrofoils.

The water flow

leaves the hydrofoils with only the original

Low head and small units are divided into
groups.

The

x-vector remaining, the kinetic energy of this

The first group, representing

vector quantity being recovered by means of a
earlier development, has a turbine arrange

draft tube.

ment that uses a spiral case with wicket
gates to control the flow.

The linear translation of the

hydrofoils is converted to rotational motion

This arrangement

of the axle at each end of travel.

One of the

was specifically developed for low head and
axles is coupled to a transmission and
kaplan turbines.

Tubular turbines are a

generator.

recent addition to the first group of low
head plants.

The Schneider engine has a very low cost of

They were developed to reduce

the cost by simplifying the flow passages and

manufacture,

thereby reducing the cost of the civil works.

maintenance.

They do this by eliminating the spiral case.

(1)

installation, operation, and
The specific advantages are:

a facility to operate cost-effectively at

Except for some small plants, all tubular

low heads where turbines are not cost-effec

turbines are oriented so their axis is

tive,

horizontal.

where discharges are large,

The flow then approaches the

(2) a facility to operate at low heads
(3) a facility to

turbine axially but is first given a whirl

integrate the slope of the river in small in

ing motion by guide vanes located upstream

crements to produce collectively large quanti

of the runner.

ties of power without inundating valuable land.

The whirling motion is con

verted to shaft torque by turbine blades.

A third group, also representing earlier

The draft tube geometry, which is simplified

development, has a "bucket" with each "bucket"

by the horizontal alignment, closely ap

being divided into two identical parts,

proaches the ideal configuration for energy

rated by a thin edge, or "splitter".

recovery.

jet strikes a bucket, the splitter divides it

A very compact type of tubular

sepa

When the

turbine, the bulb turbine, has been develop

into two portions which are then deflected by

ed. The compactness of this unit reduces the

the curved sections in opposite directions,

overall size of the plant and, consequently

nearly opposite to the entry direction.

its installed cost becomes very competitive.

Pelton turbines are normally considered for

The range of capacities that have been

high head installations.

They have found

equipped with bulb units is large.

some use in small hydro programs where high

A second group, the Schneider engine, a

head combine with low flows.

"lift translator" makes extensive use of the

bines are a recent addition to the third group
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Ossberger tur

of low head plants.

They are radial,

sites by themselves do not solve the problem

impulse-type, low-speed turbines, often

of the moment.

referred to as cross-flow types.

sites would probably require a new approach,

The intake

The growth of small capacity

water is forced through a rectangular cross-

separate department or organization charged

section and guide-vane system through the

solely with locating and developing sites as

blades of the cylindrical runner,

they prove feasible.

first from

outside to inside and then, after passing

1.3

SUMMARY

through the interior of the runner, from in
side to outside.

Small hydro is becoming an energy resource

Flow can be restricted by

the guide vanes so that the arrangement per

worth serious consideration.

mits the use of any water quantity with

economical now.

optimum efficiency

many positive attributes, it has development

in most ranges.

The

problems.

Ossberger unit has been used satisfactorily

Many sites are

Although small hydro has

Some of the positive aspects of

small/low-head hydro are summarized below.

for low head installation.

1.3.1

Positive Aspects

After the above discussion of low head and
small hydro equipment, civil works and their

(1)

Hydropower uses a renewable resource.

(2)

Capital expenditure is a one-time

impacts on the development of low head and
small hydro will be presented.

expense and not subject to

As a rough

inflationary factors.
rule, the cost of civil works is usually

(3)

proportional to the head height, all other
things being equal.

compared to other energy alternatives.

The attractive feature
(4)

of river, i.e., low head installation is that

Hydropower is relatively non-pollut
ing by almost any standard.

it requires a minimum of peripheral construc
tion.

"Fuel" and operating costs are small

(5)

The state-of-the-art is fully

Another advantage of low head hydro
developed.

electric development is its compatibility
with the natural environment.
house with a compact,
file can be built.

can and cannot do.

Aesthetically,

low-head plants can be attractive.

We know what hydropower

(6)

The power

In most areas the hydroelectric
potential far exceeds that which

low, unobtrusive pro

has been developed.

There is virtually no

pollution associated with hydroelectric

1.4
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2.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ON THE

The continuous expansion of the federal

FEDERAL STATUTORY/REGULATORY CONSTRAINTS

government's control of energy, started with

ON DEVELOPMENT OF SMALL SCALE HYDROPOWER
2.1

the passage of the Land Ordinance of 1785,

INTRODUCTION

when the national government established
policies in regard to reserved mineral

Enthusiasm for the reservoir of power poten

lands.1

tial residual in small streams coupled with

hundred and sixty-five major statutes, poli

an awareness of current technological capa

cies and federal court decisions which

bility to harness it is, to say the least,
an exciting concept to most of us.

Coming forward we find at least one

directly affect and shape the broad brush

We are

tempted to project, in our mind's eye, the

picture of energy development in this

immediacy of protection against "brown outs"

country.

and worse, as a result of all out attempts

statutes, policies, court decisions and

to implement the utilization of this resource.

executive orders,

But our enthusiasm may erode rapidly and our

about the infinite reach of federal juris

2

But even more fundamentally than
if there remains any doubt

anticipation may degenerate to a questioning

diction over all kinds of hydropower, one

stance, if we take a realistic view of the

need only peruse the powers given to the

history of the federal governments expansion

federal level under the Constitution.

of jurisdiction over energy.

out laboring the rationale, it has been

If we proceed

With

then to an examination of the present

established pretty clearly in reports issued

statutory and regulatory milieu of small

by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

scale hydropower development we may find

and others, recently,

tion of SSH could be based on the Commerce

ourselves more depressed than enthusiastic
and more doubtful than encouraged.

Power, the Proprietary Power, the War Power,

And I

the Treaty Power and the General Welfare Power.

would inject at this point that I feel cer

Let's look at just one of these awesome powers

tain that the Federal Energy Regulatory Com

to gain some insight into the meaning of
this.^ ^

mission and the Department of Energy general
ly may share some of these feelings.
2.2

that federal jurisdic

2.3

HISTORY

COMMERCE POWER

The U.S.

In order to gain some perspective on the

Supreme Court has ruled that the

Commerce power extends as far as waterways

statutory/regulatory environment imposed on
small scale hydropower development, it is

are navigable and the concept of navigability

necessary to look first at the history of

proclaimed by court decisions in recent times
would seem to indicate that virtually any

federal involvement in energy production,
sale and distribution generally; and in doing

trickle of water on the surface of the earth

this to keep in mind that many tangent s t a t 

may be interpreted as being

'navigable'.

Ac

cording to William H. Rodgers, in his monu

utes and policies are brought to bear on the

mental handbook on environmental law,**

present situation and not just those which

navigability has been construed at different

evolved in the fifties, sixties and seventies

times to mean "a meandering river passable at

in connection with environmental matters.
First of all, to entertain the notion that

high tide by motorized dories, a non-navigable

small scale hydropower (SSH) will somehow be

tributary of a navigable river, a stream once

isolated as a 'special case'

navigable now obstructed by a dam, a creek

and given immun

ity to the proliferative deluge of con

sustaining no commerce, a marshland subject

straints at the federal level, is the kind of

to inundation by high tide, a wetlands area

fantasy which no gambler would indulge in and

having an overall elevation below mean high

no planner would ever chance.

water illegally filled more than four decades
earlier, and man-made canals dredged above
the mean high tide line connected to navigable
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waters."

Rodgers goes on to reassure us that

(12) The Endangered Species Act of 197317

there are situations where a tag of non-navi

(13) The Clean Water Act of 197718

gability could be applied.

(14) The Public Utilities Regulatory
19
Policies Act

He states that a

"canal in downtown Richmond, Virginia, filled
in and abandoned in 1880 and over which a

The foregoing list is representative, but

parking lot has been built," was defined as
being definitely non-navigable.

not all-inclusive; time and space preclude

In consider

a comprehensive list of federal statutes

ation of the broader coverage of the present

which conceivably could directly or in

definitions attached to the concept of navi

directly impact SSH.

gability, one would feel that caution is
■andatory in using a garden hose, out of fear

using eight or ten key words could probably

of creating a navigable tributary in one's
back yard.

turn up a list at least double the size of

The point is, interpretations, such

the list presented.

as those mentioned, act to establish the

regulatory maze can be delineated, a great

of the federal government over small scale

deal more statutory research will need to be

projects on small streams which might con

done and that when it is, the general pic

ceivably, in some remote way, affect a

ture for potential developers may be even

If we went no further than

more foreboding.

this, it would be obvious that the federal

We have spoken primarily

to federal statutes; we have said nothing

government's power to regulate and control

about the different federal agencies which

the development of SSH is beyond question

may have both direct and indirect admini

and absolute.
The other Constitutional
powers simply expand the broad base of the

strative input into the decision to allow or
disallow a SSH project; nor have we
considered their ardor in promulgating regu
lations pertaining thereto.

federal government's jurisdiction.
2.4

The point to be made

here, however, is that before the true legal/

broadest possible base for the jurisdiction

navigable stream.

Suffice it to say that

a three or four level search on the computer,

FEDERAL ACTS

Certain federal acts which have had a great

2.5

ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES

deal to do with the national control of
hydropower, including development of sites,

The Congress passes laws to meet certain

scale and distribution are:

needs.

Within some of these acts, it sets up

a mandate for the creation of agencies to
(1) The Boulder Canyon Act of 1928^

implement the law.

(2) The Tennessee Valley Authority

And, it delegates rule

making and quasi-judicial powers to these

Act of 19337

agencies.

(3) The Public Utility Act of 19358

The proliferation of such agencies

in recent times has been difficult to follow;

(4) The Bonneville Act of 1937^

staying abreast of the explosion of regulatory

(5) The Flood Control Act of 1936, 1938,

matter which blossoms in the Federal Register

and 194410

and unfolds in the Code of Federal Regula

(6) Amendments to the Federal Power Act11

tions has become a challenging pursuit in

(7) The Wilderness Act of 196417

many areas.

(8) The Water Resources Planning Act

Hydropower is no exception and

although we have not, at this point, run

of 196513

our computer search on regulations, let us

(9) The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act

consider a sampling of agencies which face

of 196814

the potential developer of an SSH project.

(10) The National Environmental Policy

We will list only those agencies or depart

Act of 196915

ments which may be directly involved with a
given project, as follows:

(11) The Fish and Wildlife Coordination

(1) The Corps of Engineers
(2) The Environmental Protection Agency
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(3) The Federal Energy Regulatory

level, declaring a moratorium on

Commission

regulation of SSH by federal agencies

(4) Various units within the Department

for at least ten years, allowing the

of Interior

states a reasonable time to develop

(5) Various units within the Department

their own SSH test sites.

of Commerce

(2) Before the states draft stringent regu

(6) The Office of Science and Technology

latory obstacles to the development of

Policy (Dam Safety Proc. etc.)

SSH, a comprehensive effort should be

(7) The Water Resources Council

made to build and study SSH projects

(8) The Office of Water Research and

to determine for certain the correct

Technology

spectrum of impact they actually have.
This would be in contrast to premature

Here again, this is a representative, but not
all inclusive list, but it should be suffi

assumptions that they would represent

cient to demonstrate the ever present hand of

a scaled-down profile of problems as
sociated with large hydropower projects.

the federal government from every point on

(3) Institutions of higher education in

the compass, and it should make us aware of

conjunction with public utilities should

the potential spectrum of hurdles for the
SSH entrepreneur.

?n

be encouraged and supported in an effort
to educate the legislatures and the

2.6

LICENSING

public on all ramifications of SSH.

I think at this point, a flow-diagram on the

This effort should focus on the impor

regulation of small dams in a fictitious

tance of eliminating to the extent pos

state, taken from a Department of Energy

sible, needless legal/regulatory

publication is sufficient to clarify the

impediments standing in the way of

major point to be made in this cursory

utilizing the vital energy potential in

coverage of the process facing the SSH
developer.

our small streams.

To entertain the notion that SSH is so

fully that the opportunities for

attractive that entrepreneurs will be anxious

developer harassment by the licensing

(or willing) to invest a great deal of plan

agency should be eliminated if they

ning, time and money in a proposal and then

exist, or avoided for the future in

endure the frustration potential represented

the formulation of new legislation.

And the legislatures

should have it brought home very force

by a licensing guantlet such as this is

In short, the future faced by SSH will be

'wool gathering'.

bright or dull, depending upon our willingness

Furthermore, some of the

unknown factors associated with unclarified

to take away artificial barriers which are

future stances at the state level would,

residual in the interminable morass of legal/

in

all probability, render the final coup

regulatory constraints.

d e 'grace to investors' interest.

to tear away these suffocating, self-imposed

2.7

If we are unwilling

handicaps, then innovativeness in the technol

SUMMARY

ogy associated with this sector of energy
Some conclusions which become most apparent

production will count for nothing and we can

after reviewing several papers on this

chalk up one more victory for the advocates

subject are:
(1)

of zero-growth in our economy.

Dual licensing requirements at the

This is a remarkable opportunity for the

state and federal levels should be

federal government to declare a 'hands-off'

eliminated.

policy over a specific time frame, during

As a matter of fact, if

the federal government is interested

which each state could attempt to develop,

in the development of SSH, then legis

operate, study and optimize resources which

lation should be passed at the federal

theoretically belonged to it at one time.
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FLOW DIAGRAM OF REGULATION OF SMALT

HAMS TN HYDROVANTA

PROJECT

I.

II.

OWNERSHIP - Does th e developer have th e leg a l r ig h t to use o f flo w in g w ater?
- Does developer own both banks o f waterway?
- Is the waterway navigable o r non-navigable?

Appeal to S ta te C o u rt-

III.

APPLY:

APPLY:

Waterway found •
non-navigable

For perm it to use bed from Bureau o f P u b lic Land
-P u b lic Trust D octrin e
-P u b lic In te re s t Test
Appeal successful

Denied-

Approved

IV.

IF NON-NAVIGABLE:
Developer owns bed v f he owns both banks

IF NAVIGABLE:
S ta te owns bed o f waterway

Appeal to
-» State Court

For water resources management perm it
to b u ild dam
-check ve ry small dam exemption
-comply w ith co nd itio ns
-planned by profe ssio n al engineer
-c o n s tru c tio n s p e c ific a tio n
-subm it p lans fo r fishways
- s a t is f y p u b lic in te re s t te s t
-comprehensive development o f waterway
- f i s h and w il d li f e
-re c re a tio n
-energy production
-flo o d co n tro l
-w ater p o llu tio n
- h is t o r ic and a rch e o lo g ica l s ite s

DETERMINE:

APPLY:

For necessary p e rm its
A p p e a r successful

Approved
Appeal successful
Approved

V.

Denied-

T

-> Appeal to
State Court

Is the dam a PUBLIC UTILITY? <-m u nicipa l and s ta te exemption
-does i t generate e le c tr ic power?
- i s power to be used on site ?

Appeal to State Court'----------- ^Appeal s u c c e s s fu l---------------------

VI.

V II.

COMPLY:

APPLY:

With re g u la tio n s o f th e P.U.C.
-check need f o r c e r t if ic a t e o f p u b lic
convenience and n e ce ssity
-re q u e st approval o f c o n tra c ts f o r sale o f power
-re q u e st approval o f s a le o f s e c u ritie s
-m a in ta in uniform system o f accounts
-re q u e st approval o f ra te s
-subm it annual fe e o f .5% o f gross revenues
-re qu e st use o f r ig h t o f eminent domain

For local and regional land use and water resource
management permits
*
-zoning
-watershed districts
-river management district
-soil and water conservation districts
-other special use districts
Appeal successful

t

Appeal to
State Court

VIII.

E ffe c t on o th e r s ta te in te re s ts
- f i s h and w il d li f e
- r e c re a tio n
- s o il co nse rva tio n
-flo o d c o n tro l
-wetlands
-w ater p p llu tio n
- h is t o r ic and a rch e o lo g ica l s ite s

CONSTRUCTION. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 0AM
-comply w ith con d itio n s o f a l l perm its and licen ses
-fis h w a y s
-s ilta tio n
• la k e le v e ls and stream flows
- u t i l i z e Hydrovania M ill Act
-e s tim a te land to be floo ded
-e x c lu d e o rchard s, f a c t o r ie s , homes and farm land
• a s tim a te cost o f damage payments
•o b ta in l i a b i l i t y Insurance f o r dam breach
•d e ta rm in e whether Hydrovania w i l l apply negligenca th eo ry o r
s t r i c t l i a b i l i t y theory
- i f s t r i c t l i a b i l i t y th e o r y , is p r o je c t f e a s ib le under
p r e v a ilin g ratas?
- i f insurance u n a v a ila b le , is p r o je c t worth ris k ?
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Denied-

►Appeal to S ta te Court

16.

(15 U.S.C.

§§ 713c -3)

and the ultimate fate of small scale hydro-

(16 U.S.C.

§§ 742a-742j) (and amendments

power will depend upon recognition of it's

U.S.C.

The Congress has it in its power to do this

responsibility in this matter.
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16 U.S.C.
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SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETIC ENERGY STORAGE:
A COST AND SIZING STUDY
Haur D. Shaw, J. Deraid Morgan, Max D. Anderson
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, Missouri

Abstract
Two applications for superconducting magnetic energy
storage (SMES) devices in power systems are studied.
One is for peak shaving, and the other is for load
leveling.
Consideration is given to placing these
devices near load centers to reduce the line losses.
For (SMES) cases studied using smaller size devices
at several load centers, the line losses are lowered.
However, the efficiency of SMES is proportional to
its size, and the capitol cost per MWH is much
greater for a smaller size SMES unit when compared
to a larger SMES unit.
Once the location or loca
tions for SMES have been selected, power and capacity
specifications can be determined by examining the
load profiles and using economic dispatch methods.
By comparing the results in costs and credits, the
best sizing and system location of SMES units can be
established.
1.

INTRODUCTION

there is normally a heavy load on weekdays

Superconducting magnetic energy storage is an

and a light load on weekends.

energy storage method with many advantages

veling or peak shaving, it is necessary to

over pumped hydro storage methods,

have sufficient energy available for the SMES

now being used by the electric utility in

to provide storage for the coming day's usage.

dustry.

This suggests that load leveling or peak

Several institutions such as the

shaving be performed over a one-week period.

University of Wisconsin and Los Alamos Scien
tific Laboratory,

For load le

The concept of load leveling is to obtain the

sponsored by the Department

of Energy and EPRI, have devoted efforts to

maximum benefits of peak shaving.

The

the development of the hardware for super

peak load week profile at a major substation
of a midwest utility company, shown in Figure

conducting magnetic energy storage units.
Although the results from their reports are

1, is used as an illustrative example.

very encouraging, to date there have been few

The method to determine the power and energy

system studies directed toward evaluating

capacity specifications for applying SMES to

superconducting magnetic energy storage de

load level, a substation at any week is ex

vices for system applications to a utility

plained in the following steps:

system.

The material presented here is an

1.

©valuation of two applications of supercon

2.

utility system.

Find the constant load K after adopting

SMES as a load leveling device, and assume

METHODS AND EXAMPLES TO
DETERMINE THE SIZING
AND LOCATION OF SMES

the SMES has an overall efficiency of 80%.
From Figure 1, the total area above the K MW
(the energy to be shaved)

2*1

LOAD LEVELING OF A PARTICULAR SUBSTATION

is equal to the

total area below K MW times the SMES effici
ency 80%.

load of a major substation varies by
Season, week and day.

The average load

at this substation is equal to 155.5 MW.

ducting magnetic energy storage systems to a

2.

Find the average load.

By iterative methods, K = 159.34 MW, and the

For a one-week period,
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subareas in Figure 1 are found and listed

Since every weekly load profile is different,

below:

there are many power and capacity specifica
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

=
=
=
=
=
=

707.66
657.80
506.46
362.25
25.12
136.94
137.87

i
ii
iii
iv
v
vi
vii

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

373.46
237.95
331.33
303.81
522.34
734.25
663.04

Area
Area
Area
Area
Area
Area
Area

tions that can be calculated for SMES at the

MWH
MWH
MWH
MWH
MWH
MWH
MWH/Total Area =

same major substation.

for studies one adopts the minimum size of
SMES for load leveling.

3.

That is load leveling

of the minimum load week or minimum load
change week of a year.

Area
Area
Area
Area
Area
Area
Area

It is suggested that

Then, during other

weeks, the SMES can act as a peak shaving de
vice .
The line losses will definitely decrease, be
cause the SMES is acting as a generator at

/Total Area =

peak-load.

Find the power sp< cification for the

However, at light load the SMES

SMES.

acts as load, which increases the losses.

Power Specification = Substation Peak Load -

detail line losses evaluation can be found by

K = 231 - 159.34
= 71.66 MW

comparing the line losses before and after

4.

SMES usage.

Find the energy capacity specification

for the SMES.

From a total system point-of-view

the line losses will never increase when a-

SMES has to store more energy

dopting SMES for load leveling at a substation.

during the weekend in order to supply a large

2.2

part of the stored energy to the system
during the week days.

A

PEAK SHAVING A POWER SYSTEM WITH A SINGLE
SMES UNIT

The maximum energy

available for storage during the weekend is

Peak shaving a power system is different from

the energy specification for the SMES.

peak shaving a particular substation.

Energy Capacity Specification = Area vi -

peak time, peak shaving a substation adds no

Area 6/0.8 + Area vii - Area 7/0.8 + Area i =

extra line losses.

1427.23 MWH.

even decrease, and this substation could be

This is the gross storage specification.

As a matter of fact, they

treated as a constant load at peak.

The

At

However,

providing peak shaving for the entire system

80% efficiency of the SMES device is taken
into account because more energy is needed to

with one SMES unit would cause the line

shave areas 6 and 7.

losses to increase compared to the line

Figure 1.

Load Curve for 1977 Summer Peak Week at a Major Substation
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losses without an SMES unit, for the case in

no extra line losses to charge SMES at light

which several combustion turbine generators

load, and the capability of the Var control of

are replaced by a single SMES unit.

generators is more flexible and practical

As an example, the predicted 1986 Summer peak

right now.

load of a midwest utility company is studied

the best answer until the Var control strategy

for SMES application.

SMES at substations might not be

has been well developed.

There are 1051.3 MW of

generation from combustion turbine generators

A term "critical load" is defined as the load

planned as a part of a total 9804.4 MW gene

at which all the generation except the genera

ration predicted for the 1986 Summer peak day.

tion from the combustion turbine generators

Prom the load flow model, there are several

has to be operated.

load centers and major power plants, one of

ration is called "critical generation".

which would be the best site for the storage

the generation is less than the critical gene

device.

Using a load flow program, an analy

The corresponding gene
If

ration, then the generation follows the eco

sis is made for replacing the combustion

nomic generation dispatch schedule.

turbine generators with a single SMES device.

generation need is greater than the critical

The results of the power specification for

generation, then the SMES is on as swing g e n 

the SMES and the line losses with respect to
each different location for SMES are listed

erator.
The power specification of SMES can
be found at every different load when the

in Table I.

corresponding generation need is greater than

The lowest line losses and peak

power demand for SMES occurs in this study
when the SMES is located at Bus 148.

the critical generation.

The

Because of variation in generation schedule

values of these line losses and power demand

and load characteristic at each bus, the fol

for SMES are 141.64 MW and 1084.36 MW respec
tively.

lowing assumption is made.

In the original study without SMES,

the line losses are 108.45 MW at peak.

Assume the load

at each bus is changed by the same percentage

There

are extra line losses to charge SMES at light
load when SMES is at substations, and there

as system load change.

Consider a SMES at

Bus 148 as an example.

By analysis, the cri

tical load occurs at 88.68% of the peak load.

is hope that the SMES has Var control or vol
tage regulation capability.

If the

At this load, there is no need for combustion

However, when

turbine generators.

Selecting other loads

SMES is located at a power plant, there are

Bus

Voltage

47

345 kV

Substation

54

138 kV

Substation

72

34 kV

Substation

129

Type

Load
(MW)

Line
Flow
out of
bus

Number
of Bus
Connected
to the Bus

Generation
MW

Line
Losses
MW at
Peak

Power
Demand MW
for SMES
at Peak
1105.4

0

2

0

161.8

0

315.6

7

0

145.5

1089.1

387

706.4

4

0

149.9

1093.4

604

138 kV

Substation

0

598.4

10

0

145.2

1088.8

131

345 kV

Substation

0

1060.8

6

0

143.4

1087.0

148

345 kV

Substation

0

997.7

7

0

141.6

1084.5

2220.0

6

2220

155.9

1099.5

1150.

4

1150

154.9

1098.5

10

345 kV

Plant

0

15

345 k

Plant

0

POWER SPECIFICATION FOR SMES AND LINE LOSSES IN SYSTEM
WITH SMES FOR DIFFERENT LOAD CENTERS

Table I
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at 92%, 95% and 98% of peak load, the load

within the maximum rate of energy storage

flow analysis yields the power need for SMES

(Reference 4-6).

at each corresponding percentage load.

The

2.3

PEAK SHAVING A SYSTEM WITH SMES UNITS

sum of the power demand of the SMES at dif
ferent percentage load with respect to the

A computer program was developed to perform

time that the percentage load occurs gives

the calculations for the study

the capacity specification in MWH for the

cludes an economic dispatch program with a

SMES.

modified Gauss iterative load flow program.

An example is studied for SMES on Bus

148 used as a peak shaving device.

(10).

It in

It uses the idea of equal "Incremental Cost"

The power

specification for SMES at each different per

criteria with the correction in "Incremental

centage of peak load and the corresponding

Transmission Line Losses" described by Elgerd

time that this percentage of peak load occurs

(7).

are listed in Table II.

to determine the power specifications of SMES

Assume the system

units.

load curve follows the same curve in Figure 1,
except for magnitude.

This theory is extended in application
As soon as the generation is greater

than the critical generation, the SMES' will

Using the information

from load flow analysis shown in Table II, the

be on as generators.

area, which is the capacity specification of

is treated as negative load at each genera
tion bus, and there exists a best combination

SMES, can be formed as shown in Figure 2.

of SMES units
The area in Figure 2 is equal of 6009 MWH.

responding best combination of SMES units in

tion for sales should be equal to 6009/0.9 =

power as their power specification at that

The power specification, or maxi

peak load.

mum power need for SMES, is equal to 1084.5

88.68%

The sum of the power specification

of each SMES unit at every different peak load

MW, which is equal to 11.06% of the total

with respect to the time that peak load occurs

This amount is

System Percentage
of Peak Load

in the power eco

For every different peak load there is a cor

is equal to 90%, then the capacity specifica

system peak power demand.

(generators)

nomic dispatch to give minimum line losses.

Assuming the efficiency of a large SMES unit

6677 MWH.

The critical generation

gives the capacity specification of each SMES
unit.

Power Specification
for SMES at that
Percentage of Peak Load
0

Time that the
Percentage Load Occurs
At Peak Load Day
12:25 & 10 p.m.

92

315.7 MW

1:25 & 9:09 p.m.

95

600.5 MW

2:35 & 7:37 p.m.

98

891.2 MW

4 & 7 p.m.

100

1084.5 MW

5 p.m.

POWER SPECIFICATION FOR SMES AT EACH DIFFERENT PERCENTAGE OF PEAK LOAD AND
THE CORRESPONDING TIME THAT EACH PERCENTAGE OF PEAK LOAD OCCURS
Table II
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MW ik

Figure 2.

Capacity Specification for SMES at Peak

Three different examples for peak shaving are

available and forces this assumption.

studied.

4.

The first is one SMES on one gene

ration plant;

the second is 3 SMES on 3 ge

constant such that the capacity specification

neration busses, and the third is 6 SMES on
6 load centers.

It is reasonable to assume there exists a

is equal to the product of the maximum power

Before going to the example,

specification and this constant.

following assumptions have been made:

By examining

the power specification and the capacity spe
cification in part B, the constant is equal to

1.

5.325.

Assume the system has the same load curve

The constant will also be used to cal

pattern as the load curve at a major substa

culate the line losses energy if the line

tion except the magnitude is different, as

losses in power peak is known.

only the load curve at one major substation

5.

(6),

the capitol cost of a SMES unit is a function
2/3
(energy stored in total). They esti

is available for this example.

2.

From the Los Alamos Laboratory reports

of E

Form the simplified midwest utility sys

tem by taking all 345 kV busses and lines.

mated at 10,000 MWH storage SMES unit cost to

There are 22 busses and 29 lines in this

be 423 million dollars.

simplified system.

Let the line flow out of

proximate equation will be used.

X $/WH x

region be the equivalent load at each corre

(10,000 x lO^)^/^ = 423 x 106 $.

After cal

sponding bus.

c u l a t i o n ^ is found to equal 91.13256 $/WH and

Solve the load flow within

the simplified region.

So the following ap

the capital cost of any size of SMES unit can
be found.

The line flow within

this region is very close to the original
°ase and justifies this approach.

6.

3*

find the best combination of SMES units in

Assume the load at each bus will be

changed by the same percentage.

power at peak in the simplified 22 bus region,

This means

then fitting SMES generation into the original

the load at each bus is changed in the same

system to remove the combustion turbine gene

Percentage and at the same time for system
load changes.

Using the economic dispatch program to

rators, the load flow program is run to find

The precise data is not
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the line losses in the whole system and moni

From bus

To bus

Eq. miles

Cost ($)

60.1

9.015xl06

107

99

R(JJ)
11.49

147

146

1.98

10.4

1.56xl06

equal to 1156.7 MW and 1150.6 MW compared to

148

147

0.04

0.2

3xl04

the original swing bus generation of 1150 MW,

150

149

0.65

3.4

5. lxlO5

150

100

0.91

4.8

7.2xl05

tor overloaded lines.
to examples 2 and 3.

The method is applied
From the new load flow

data, the generation on the swing bus is

this yields the similarity between the origi
nal system and the simplified system.
7.

Total : 11.835 x 106 $

Assume the cost to reconductor a line is

equal to 1.5 x 10S $/Mile.

2.

8.

busses, Bus 1, 2 and 3 in the Simplified Sys

Assume the SMES unit can have Var or Q

control
9.

(4, 8, 9) .

Three SMES units on three generating

tem.

Assume the line losses when recharging

(Economic dispatch program is used to

find the allocation of SMES units.)

the SMES units in example 3 are greater than

a.

Maximum power specification for each SMES:

the line losses without SMES units by 5 MW,

At Bus 1 : 361.82 MW
At Bus 2 : 360.97 MW
At Bus 3 : 359.35 MW

based on the uncertainty of the system gene
ration schedule.

b. Line losses in power at peak in the sim
plified region: 20.2 MW
2.4 EXAMPLES AND DATA

c. Line losses in energy in the simplified
region: 107.6 MWH (assumption 4 applied)

Three examples are illustrated and tabula-

d. Line losses in power at peak in the util
ity system when combustion turbine generators
replaced by SMES units: 145.12 MW (assumption
6 applied)

rized based on the above assumptions:
1.

One SMES unit on Bus 15 in a midwest u-

e.
Line losses in energy in the utility
system: 773.01 MWH (assumption 4 applied)

tility system (there is no need for use of
the economic dispatch program):

f. Equivalent capacity specification for
each SMES unit needed for peak shaving:

a. Maximum power specification for SMES :
1082 MW

At Bus 1 : 1925.1 MWH
At Bus 2 : 1920.5 MWH
At Bus 3 : 1911.9 MWH

b. Line losses in power peak in the simpli
fied region: 26.86 MW
c. Line losses in energy for the simplified
22 bus region: 153.7 MWH (assumption 4 ap
plied, and this bus is a power plant, so
there is no loss when recharging the SMES
unit at light load)

(assumption 4
applied)

g. Total capacity specification for each
SMES unit (taking 80% efficiency for smaller
size SMES):
At Bus 1 : 2406.4 MWH
At Bus 2 : 2400.6 MWH
At Bus 3 : 2389.9 MWH

d.
Line losses in power at peak in the uti
lity system: 154.9 MW (original without SMES
line losses is equal to 108.45 MW)

h. Loss due to the efficiency of SMES in
toal in energy: 1439.3 MWH

e. Line losses in energy in the utility
system: 886.38 MWH (original without SMES
there are 620.6 MWH energy losses), (assump
tion 4 applied)

i.

Capital cost of each SMES unit:
At Bus 1 : 163.6 x 106 $
At Bus 2 : 163.38 x 106$
At Bus 3 : 162.9 x 106$
Total : 489.9 x 106$

f. Equivalent capacity specification:
5756.8 MWH (assumption 4 applied)
g.
Total capacity specification (taking 90%
efficiency for SMES in account): 6396.4 MWH

j. Overloaded lines when replacing combus
tion turbine generators by SMES units in the
whole system (assumption 4 applied) are
listed as follows:

h.
Loss due to the efficiency of SMES (most
of the energy loss is in the cryogenic pro
cess and part in the converter-inverter
bridge): 639.6 MWH

From bus

i.
Capital cost of SMES unit: 314 x 106 $
(assumption 5 applied)
j. Overloaded lines when replacing combus
tion turbine generators by SMES unit at peak
are listed as follows:
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To bus

4.9

Cost ($)
7.35xl05

11.49

60.1

9.015xl06

146

1.98

10.4

1.56xl06

147

0.04

0.2

3xl04

97

94

R («)
0.95

107

99

147
148

Eq. miles

From bus

To bus

R(Q)

Eq. miles

Cost

($)

150

100

0.91

4.8

7.2xl05

150

149

0.65

3.4

5.1xl05
n;
4.8x10

1. Overloaded lines are listed as follows
(assumption 6 applied):
From bus

To bus

R (n)

E q . miles

97

94

0.95

4.9

7.35xl05

107

99

11.49

60.1

9.015xl06

147

146

1.98

10.4

1 . 56xl06

which have large load variation.

148

147

0.04

0.2

3xl04

a.

150

100

0.91

4.8

7.2xl05

150

149

0.65

3.4

177

2

0.61

3.2

a.

Cost

($)

Total : 13.05x10
3.

Six SMES units on six load substation

Maximum power specification for each SMES:
At
At
At
At
At
At

Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus

4
12
13
17
20
21

:
:
:
:
:
:

179.6
180.2
179.8
179.2
178.9
178.4

MW
MW
MW
MW
MW
MW

These three examples give an evaluation of the
applications of SMES units to a utility system.

b. Line losses in power at peak in the sim
plified region: 13.86 MW

There are many other combinations of SMES
units, however, the methods developed are

c. Extra line losses when charging SMES units
at minimum load compared with the line losses
at minimum load without SMES units: 4.0 MW
(in 22 busses)

generally applicable.
3.

d. Line losses in energy in the simplified
region (taking into account the extra line
losses when charging the SMES units at mini
mum load): 95.1 MWH (assumption 4 applied)

1.
2.
3.

Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus

4
12
13
17
20
21

1275.2
1279.5
1276.5
1272.3
1270.1
1266.7

Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus

4
12
13
17
20
21

Six

(6) SMES units placed at six different

application is better under the adopted assump
tions.

First, define the term "fixed cost"

as SMES hardware cost plus the cost of reconductoring the overloaded lines.

MWH
MWH
MWH
MWH
MWH
MWH

Assume there

is a 20 years payout on the SMES hardware and
the replacement of transmission lines.

Also

assume that the cost after 20 years will
double current value, then the annual finance
charge can be found.

The energy for charging

the SMES units is from the generation which
supplies base load.

MWH
MWH
MWH
MWH
MWH
MWH

It costs 13.16 $/MWH

(this cost information is from a midwest
utility company).
Assume the annual usage of SMES follows a rule
of 50% for

j. Losses due to the efficiency
total: 1910 MWH
k. Capital cost of each SMES un
At
At
At
At
At
At

(3) SMES units placed at three

The results are compared to determine which

i. Total capacity specification for each
SMES (taking into account the efficiency 75%
for SMES) :
At
At
At
At
At
At

Three

load substations.

h. Equivalent capacity specification for
each SMES needed for peak shaving:
956.4
959.6
957.4
954.2
952.6
950

(1) SMES unit placed at a generating

different generating stations.

g. Line losses in energy in the utility sys
tem (taking into account the extra line
losses when charging the SMES units at mini
mum load): 739.66 MW

4
12
13
17
20
21

One

station.

f. Extra line losses when charging the SMES
units at minimum load: 5 MW (assumption 9
applied)

Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus

COMPARISON AND CONCLUSION

Three examples were presented:

e. Line losses in power at peak in the uti
lity system: 133.9 MW

At
At
At
At
At
At

5.lxlO5
r
Total :: 12.57x10°

replacing the peak generation,

which has a cost of 56.82 $/MWH, and 50% for
replacing the intermediate generation, which
costs 29.22 $/MWH.

107.Ixl06 $
107.4x106$
107.2x 106 $
107. xlO6 $
106.9x106$
106.7x 106$

Then, the annual fuel

savings can be found.

As the line losses are

different in each case, it will be in SMES
capacity specification.

For example, one

SMES case has a maximum line loss, so it has
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a maximum SMES capacity or MWH which includes the extra line losses.
Detailed comparisons follow.

One part is a "fixed cost" analysis and the other is a "fuel saved

credit" analysis.
3.1

FIXED COST ANALYSIS
Example 1

Example 2

Example 3

Hardware SMES
(1978)

314 X 106

489.9xl06

642.3xl06

11.8 X 106

13.05xl06

12.57xl06

502.95xl06

654.87xl06

Reconductoring
line cost
(1978)

Total

(1998)

(double 1978,
including
interest)
Average annual
cost
3.2
a.

325.8 X

O
r—1

Total

<D

Cost

651.6 X 106
32.58 X 106

1005.9xl06 1309.74xl06
50.3xl06

65.52xl06

FUEL SAVED CREDIT
Example 1
6396.4 MWH x 90% x 0.5

(peak) x 365 days x 56.82 $/MWH +

6396.4 MWH x 90% x 0.5 (intermediate load) x 365 days x
29.22 $/MWH - 6396.4 MWH x 365 days x 13.16 $/MWH =
59.67 x 106 $
b.

Example 2
(2406.4 M W H + 2400.6 MW H + 2389.9 MWH) x 80% x 0.5 x
365 days x 56.82 $/M W H + (2406.4 M W H + 2400.6 M W H +
2389.9 MWH) x 80% x 0.5 x 365 days x 29.22 $ / M W H (2406.6 M W H + 2400.6 M W H + 2389.9 MWH)

x 365 days x

13.16 $/MWH = 55.84 x 106 $
c.

Example 3
(1275.2 MWH + 1279.5 MWH + 1276.5 MWH + 1272.3 MWH +
1270.1 MWH + 1266.7 MWH) x 75% x 0.5 x 365 days x 56.82
$/MWH + (1275.2 MWH + 1279.5 MWH + 1276.5 MWH + 1272.3
MWH + 1270.1 MWH + 1266.7 MWH) x 75% x 0.5 x 365 days
x 29.33 $/MWH - (1275.2 MWH + 1279.5 MWH + 1276.5 MWH +
1272.3 MWH + 1270.1 MWH + 1266.7 MWH) x 365 days x
13.16 $/MWH = 53.28 x 106 $

In the three examples, the more SMES units used, the lower the line losses.
smaller SMES units have a lower efficiency.
from the efficiency is not significant.

However, the

The line losses in energy compared to the loss

Also, energy available for peak shaving includes the

extra line losses, so that line losses effect can be omitted from the analysis.
three examples, the usage of one SMES unit gives the best results.

The comparison listing is as

follows:
Example 1
Example 2
Example
32.58xl06 $ 50.3xl0S $ 65.52xlOS
Credit (fuel save) 59.67xl06 $ 55.84xl0S $ 53.28xlOS
Net savings
(annual)
27.09xl06 $ 5.54xlOS $•-12.24xlOS
Cost or Credit

3

Cost

$

(fixed)
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Comparing the

$
$

Consideration of the credit for using SMES should include as a cost saving the deletion of some
combustion turbine generators, their maintenance, and the increased fuel costs.

If the annual

usage of SMES for replacing the peak generation is higher, there is no doubt that more fuel
Assuming a 60% annual usage of SMES to replace the peak load genera-

savings can be achieved.

tion, and the remaining 40% for replacing the intermediate load generation, the costs and credits
are given as follows:
Cost and Credit
Cost

(fixed)

Example 1
32.5 8x10 S $

Example 2
5 0 . 3

x

1 0 6 $

Example 3
65.52xl06$

Credit (fuel
savings)

6 5 . 47

x

1 0 6 $

61.64xl06 $

59.05xl06 $

3 2 . 89

x

1 0 6 $

1 1 . 34

- 6 . 4 7

Net Savings
(annual)

x

1 0 6 $

x

1 0 6 $

Also, assuming 70% annual usage of SMES for replacing peak load generation, and 30% for replacing
intermediate load generation,

the costs and credits are listed as follows:

Cost and Credit
Cost

(fixed)

Example 1
32.58xl06$

Example 2

Example 3

50.3xl06$ 65.52xl06 $

Credit (fuel
savings)
Net Savings

71.27xl06$ 67.44xl06$ 64.92xl06$
38.69xl06$ 17.14xl06$

-0.7xl06$

The greater the percentage usage of SMES for replacing the peak load generation,
savings.

the greater the

However, the total energy available for charging SMES should be carefully examined

before adopting any plan.
The sizing and location of SMES can be solved more accurately by a utility company, for the eco
nomic dispatch program,

load profiels,

system prediction, and fuel cost data are available.

is suggested that peak shaving be performed at the week that maximum power demand occurs,

It

so

that there is no need of high cost generators at peak and makes the analysis simpler.
After the sizing and location of SMES are carefully selected, then studies in steady state sta
bility and transient stability when adopting new storage devices should be carefully examined.
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ENERGETICS OF MOVING MAGNETIC WAVES
by
Tom Day
MISSOURI ENERGY LEAGUE
Jefferson City, Missouri

Abstract
Magnetism has had a certain and specific appeal of human inquiry for at least
the past forty centuries of civilization.
History is full of adventures into
the unknowns about this natural phenomenon.
Recent findings hint of a hidden
physical world concerning magnetism which prompts continued exploration.
Cur
vilinear motion on a continuous basis can be detected within a magnetic field
consisting of large, slow moving spiral wave patterns.
This paper presents a
procedure whereby the reader can establish his or her own findings about the
power and energy of magnetic conductance.
Avenues of basic research are ex
plored and discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Our first task is to look at magnetic sus

energy.

pension devices

continuous basis with only small mechanical

vices) .

(or magnetic levitation de

There are high current DC electro

It is performed adiabatically on a

losses due to compression demagnetization

magnetic levitation devices which can be

accumulating over a period of time.

constructed to standardize the energy use

Figure 2:

of floatation with respect to elevation.
(See Figure 1:

(See

Production of Magnetism)

The energy to produce magnetism within a

Electromagnetic Levitation—

given ceramic ferrite has been determined to

Power and Energy Required for Floatation)

be 0.233 kWh/gmf.

(2) This is the energy

Magnetic materials can be constructed in

input per unit mass to produce a magnetic

specific geometric forms to produce floata

structure.

tion on an equivalent power basis.

Research Laboratories report that a 15Kw

There

emerges a numerical value to express the

Woods and Janeska of G. M.

DC pulsed power unit produced SAM magnets

power of floatation at a given elevation

(Samarium-Cobalt) with

above sea level.

15 MGOe.

This value has been deter

mined to be 7.8 watts/gmf.

This is the

(BH) maximum of 10 to

(3) When magnets are clustered

and arranged to dynamically oppose each other

amount of equivalent power required to

in a vertical construction, the Newtons of

achieve initial flotation at elevation 620'

force produced from magnetic repulsion equal

+10'.

the force of gravity on the floating member,

This value translates to 800^watts/

Newton of force to counteract the force of

equilibrium of forces is reached and the

gravity.

floating member becomes "weightless" at a

In order to maintain initial

floatation, the amount of energy needed be

certain gap.

comes 7.8 Wh/h per Gmf times the total hours

netic Levitation System & The D.e.p., Dynam

of levitation times the mass of the floating

ic Equilibrium Position)

object.

(1) This is the amount of energy

Vertical Mag

From Figure 3, for example, at the end of

in watt-hours required to maintain initial

floatation on a continuous basis.

(See Figure 3:

24 hr. floating member B, which has a mass

For

of 270gmf, has spent an equivalent amount of

example, in one 24 hour period the equiva

energy for levitation of 2106 Wh/h times 24

lent energy required is 187.2 Wh/day/gmf.

hrs. or 50.5 kWh

W ith magnetic materials, ceramic ferrites

rating of 2.106Kw.

and rare-earth cobalts, this feat is accom

E with a maximum

^

kWh/gmf being the total energy investment

plished without the gain or loss of heat

unit for all the magnetic materials which
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From the value of 0.233

FIGURE 1

El e c t r o m a g n e t i c Le v i t a t i o n :

Po w e r & E n e r g y R e q u i r e d

for

Floatation
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i

i

r
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r
i

AC Source

10

60Hz
5^ W-h

=7.8 Wh /hr

per

Gmf

X

£M ass X £(hrs )

FIGURE 2 Production

of

Magnetism

(Ceramic Ferrites )

7th Annual UMR-DNR Energy Conference
October 1980
Missouri Energy League (Re f s : LB 13-58, LB 15-11 &
Poling Energy Input :

0.233

kWh /gmf

LB 16-40

to

12/21/79) T,

Da y
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FIGURE 3

V e r t i c a l Ma g n e t i c L e v i t a t i o n Sy s t e m & T h e Dy n a m i c E q u i l i b r i u m Po s i t i o n

7th Annual UMR-DNR Energy Conference
October 1980
Missouri Energy League (Re f : LB 14-53: 4/7/79) T. Day

i Fg
Typical
£ d = TOTAL DISPLACEMENT
H2 = HEIGHT OF FLOAT CLUSTER
Hi = HEIGHT OF BASE CLUSTER
G = NET GAP (D.E.P.) MM
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(h 1 + h 2)

+h2

£ D = Hi

G

L

=

D

Wt ; gap
D. e .p

Ratios
Fg

13mm

90gmf

(A)

10
6
5
2.5

135
180
225
270

(B)

+ G

- (h! + h2)

Equivalent Power
(A)

£^P a 90gmf

per

13mm D.e .p , = 7, 8Wh/h/gmf

X

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ = 702 watts________
(B) £4P a 270gmf per 2.5mm D.e .p . = 7,8 X 270gmf
= 2106 WATTS

90gmf

make up both the floating member and mag

light and perhaps rotary motion?

netic base with total magnetic mass of 360

of this presentation will attempt to answer

gmf then,

these questions.

= 0.233 kWh/gmf X 360gmf = 83.88 kWh input energy

The balance

Genesis of MED (Magnetroelectrodynamics)

It becomes plain to see that in just 1.66

The conductance of magnetic energy was first

days the accumulative sum of equivalent energy

dealt with by the prolific mind of James

is reached to equal the energy invested into

Clerk Maxwell over a period of years which

the system for floatation.

ended in 1879 with his untimely death at the

Beyond this point,

the energy equivalence of magnetic suspension

age of 47 due to abdominal cancer.

The 1978

continues to accumulate surpassing the amount

portion of this energy conference series

of energy input for initial magnetization for

produced a set of 35mm slides showing mag

a particular structure.

netic plumes produced on CRT screen sur

Each device has its

own energy payback period, so-to-speak, de

faces.

(4) When the plume combinations were

pending upon the structure, net loading and

brought together it becomes apparent that the

quality of magnetic materials used.

Maxwell convention of a rotating magnetic

The end

point or touch down point of floatation is

field does in fact exist for every static

not determined in hours, days or months, but

magnetic structure, but the type of motion

years.

was not adequately presented.

A method to estimate the longevity

The fields

for the end point of magnetic levitation de

produced from structured magnets have been

vices is given as follows.

considered static or motionless with con

(See Figure 4:

The occumulating Sum of Equivalent Energy

sistent assumptions of inactivity which per

of Magnetic Levitation)

sist today.

The power dissipation rate for a given mag-

tion by stating:

Terry has typified this assump

strictly follow a linear pattern but tends

There is no such thing as a magnetic
substance in the sense in which we
have used it, therefore there can be
no magnetic flow
(5)

to slow up as the years of floatation per

The Search for Moving Magnetism

netical system is a mechanical loss rate of
the D.e.p. gap for the system and does not

formance accumulate.

Heat from outside

I would like to introduce a procedure for

sources, demand abuse on the net loading

your review of a laboratory method to view

of the system, qualify and type of magnetic

and determine motion or flow within a mag

materials are all variables which will

netic field which can be easily generated

affect the life of a magnetic levitating

and otherwise observed.

system.

method for discovering a pattern of wave

Losses as small as 0.02% to as

It is an initial

large as 5% per year can be expected with

propagations which apparently do not exist

these working magnetical systems.

in our present electromagnetic spectrum.

In most

I

cases, rare-earth cobalt magnetic structures

have entitled these propagations as Tortic

are considerably more efficient in floata

waves, named after the tortoise or turtle,

tion devices than ceramic ferrites.

because they move very slowly in a convo-

It becomes very difficult to apply our

luting fashion over and through the surface

contemporary net energy analysis techniques

of any magnetic material which is structured

to a system which demonstrates an

according to the following procedure.

accumulating to over 10,000 times greater

A Laboratory Procedure for the Generation
and Classification of Tortic Waves

than the

j? E^ for the same system.

Un

Scope:

touched and untinkered, where does this
"cold” energy come from?
anism of magnetic energy?

This procedure is intended to demon
strate the existence of motion or

What is the mech

flow within the confines and limits

Can the machinery

of a magnetic field produced from

°f magnetic fields be "borrowed" for con

material which exhibits the property

version into other forms of energy like heat,

of ferromagnetism or dipole magnetism.
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Whereby :

Dr = Dissipation
£

n

= Number

c = 8760

rate of the

D.e .p . as 1 decimal

of years estimated for useful

hours /year

4 P = Equivalent

power in

4E

energy in kWh

= Equivalent

Kw

D.e .p

to exist

Equipment:

1.

This procedure has been modified

paper.

to reduce the number of tools to

the cluster over this union and secure the

a minimum so that safety and ease

paper which is now a grid of squares of equal

of observation can be optimized.

size.

make a total of 826 grid squares.

This is a common cluster of uniform magnetic
units of the same material and mass.

the cluster.

This procedure must be conducted

on a non-metallic bench or work surface and

This is a disc

at least 100cm from any large ferrous based

type ceramic ferrite which averages 15gm per

objects, pipes or obstructions.

It measures 28mm dia. OD, 9.2mm dia.

ID x 6.3mm thick.

The heavy

horizontal line is the horizontal origin of

The

least expensive units are a part number 64-

unit.

There should be a finished matrix of

59 lines vertical by 14 lines horizontal to

Magnetic structure

1885 from Radio Shack, Inc.

Draw a heavy line down the length of

A total of 70 units are

With the cluster on the table, place the right

needed for this procedure to make a single

hand on the Northing end of the cluster and

cluster or structure consisting of 60 units

left hand on the Southing end of the cluster.

37.8cm in length.

Secure the cluster with the origin facing up.

The remaining 10 units

form a cluster referred to as a reference

From left to right number the vertical lines

magnet needed for part 3 below.

along the origin from 1 to 59.

2.

cluster up from the origin

Stopwatch or Timer

Rotate the

(toward the ob

A timing device of suitable quality elec

server) and on both ends of the cluster,

tronic or mechanical timer which reads in

letter the horizontal lines A,B,C,D, etc.

seconds, minutes and hours.

The finished Bingo grid should look like the

3.

following figure.

Compass and Pole Reference Magnet

A compass of suitable quality is needed

STEP 1.

The reference magnet is needed for two rea
for proper polarity; working with these

2.

Tortic waves has a tendency to reverse the

Along the horizontal origin line

move from <5> to <$> with the compass held
flat on the curved surface of the cluster.

(b) The

reference magnet is also needed to correct

Observe the minute deflections.

the field reversal of the compass needle.
4.

Check the compass with the reference

magnet, <3> pole of the compass should point
to the
pole of the reference magnet.

(a) The compass needs to be checked

polarity of the compass needle.

The Bingo

Matrix Grid)

which can be no larger than 40mm in diameter.
sons:

(See Figure 5:

A predomi

nant deflection exists at or near A-30 with

Thin plastic ruler

minor deflections at points A-15 and A-40.

A flexible metric ruler is needed which

3.

Rotate the cluster along line 30 and

®easurer to the nearest 1.0mm.

find the point of maximum deflection.

5.

is the FRA or Field Reversal Area.

The Bingo matrix grid

This

Should

The above name describes a piece of paper

you move the compass too fast over this point,

which covers the radial surface of the mag

you will see the compass needle reverse its

net cluster.

polarity and the reference magnet will be

With this magnet cluster of

60n should measure about 38cm in length by
10cm wide.

needed to correct the switch.

Wrap the paper about the cluster

4.

and with a pencil mark the unit separation

To verify the center of the FRA,

hold the compass perpendicular to the tangent

along the entire length of the cluster. Trim

surface of the cluster and move back and forth

excess paper from the end.

over the spot several times to establish a

Then unwrap the

Paper and draw the vertical lines.

Measure

fixed point.

the distance separating the lines and mark
the horizontal lines with the same size of
•eparation.

Mark this spot on the grid paper

and start the timer.
5.

Rewrap the cluster and see how

Scan the surface with the compass

along the horizontal origin and mark the

close the firse horizontal line matches the

positions of the less predominant deflections.

last horizontal line with the overlap of
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6.

After 15 minutes return to the cen

this wave train is given in the following fig

ter FRA and find the maximum point of de

ure.

flection once again.

60n Cluster)

Is it in a different

location related to the first center point
of the FRA?
the timer.

1,4,5,
8.

wave motion much more definitively than the

Record the elapsed time and

compass.

OP Amp chips and hybrid circuits

with digital readouts are a lot more express

Wait 15 minutes and repeat steps

ive of the wave motion.

& 6.

With the same Bingo

matrix grid the Tortic wave movements become

After 4 hours of marking positions

very pronounced.

on the grid, remove the grid paper and con

(See Figure 7:

Digital

Prob Scan of 60n Cluster)

nect the dots with a line along each path
of deflections.

4.

You will notice several

The Tortic waves represent a stressed

magnetic field stretched beyond normal limits

paths have formed paralleling each other.

of field performance.

Interpretation of Results
1.

Tortic Wave Train on a

Special electronic circuits detect magnetic

Mark its location and observe

measure the distance between the two points.
7.

(See Figure 6:

cluster with a R

The plume field from a

less than 6 truncates into

d
a condensed spiral form as the distance be

Staying with this procedure for at least

4 hours, the matrix grid paper becomes laden

tween the end poles is increased by the addi

with many dots and specific paths of a move

tion of more unit magnets to the cluster.

ment with a repeating process.

When the cluster is reduced back to size with

The speed

and direction for the paths are very close

the R

less than 3.0, the Tortic waves cannot
a
be detected.

to the same; 2.6cm/hr and moves along a cen
ter line of A-30 to E-30 direction.

It

Possible Energy Connections

convolutes at or near the surface at a speed
of 1.8 radians/hr.

From 1965 to 1967, Yasui gives a detailed

One complete cycle takes

account of earthquake lights observed during

3.5 hours and repeats itself with a wave

the Matsushiro earthquake swarm in Japan.

displacement of between 4.5 to 5.0cm.
2.

Visible monochromic light is produced in a

Magnetic waves are elastic with certain

limits of performance.

hemispherical body between 20 to 200 meters

When compressed or

in diameter and can occur on both land and

torqued by the presence of another cluster

sea, both preceding and following an earth

with wave trains going in the same direction
the wave displacement is reduced.

quake.

The FRA

to locate and lasts up to 2 minutes after the

The

earthquake hits.

field momentum is related to the elastic

strongest in the 10 to 20 kHz range.

The stresses on the needle indicate

effect on magnetometers.

The aspect ratio is the geometric re

the intensity level of the earthquake lights.

In the case of the 60n
The fact that luminescence occurs in some

cluster, the R_ is L/D = 13.57.
There is a
d
relationship of R to the number of Tortic

cases prior to an earthquake is an indication

cl

wave trains that are generated.

of an energy form generated as a pre-seismic

Two Tortic

activity.

wave trains exist on a 90n cluster with a
R

of 19.9.

No correlation is

drawn between the Richter scale reading and

lationship of the cluster length to the
cluster diameter.

During

the luminescence period there is no apparent

a strain of the wave train.
3.

Radio interference general

ly follows the luminescence period and is

properties of a given section of this wave
train.

The light is relucent with reflective

properties which makes the source difficult

represents the peak of the wave train with
two minor peaks, one on each side.

(6)

It has been found that regard-

because they are designed for static field

less of the dimensions of the disc magnet
Used, any cluster with an R

variations. Many tons of earth-mass below the

over 6.23 will

surface move short distances to produce sur

demonstrate the existence of at least onehalf of a Tortic wave.

Rapidly changing geomagnetic dis

turbances do not register on magnetometers

face quakes and micropulsations of a vibrat-

A composite view of
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a

a

0

F .

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

L 27

October I960

18:15 18:16 18:18 13:20 18:25 18:30 18:35
2a
ao
31
21 27
37
A
28
B _ 19
n
n.
i?
17
29
25
3
9
10
20
9
3
18
C
2
1
10
D
0
13
8
E

at

_ _ 0_
Q_ .

T,

Da y

The units shown represent an
experimental unit of changing
magnetic field strength refered to as a Remar, meaning
Remote Magnetic Response. The
BH quantity of the field re
mains the same, but the Tortics

i

G

0

0

H

0

0

I
J
K
L
M
N _

0
0
9
10
11
31
29
ao
a7
36
as -M l.

_

0

0

0

0
a

0
1

0

n

10

-

15
27
37

14
3a
ai

-

41

ao

0
0

yield Remars of intensity var
iation.

Ordinarily this digital

probe would be displaying amps

0
3
on
21
29
31

0
0
__
12

DC on a single line conductor of
a circuit.
Data is omitted from the 18:18
hours slot because the probe
came lose from its cradle while

29
30 _

hand rotating the cluster.

ing geomagnetic field also occur at or near

is that the properties between magnetic

the speed of light.

materials and fields which link and anti

This would peg their

velocity of propagation at some 10,000 times

link

faster than the P-Seismic waves.

size, location and mediums traversed.

(7)

The

(or repel) are the same regardless of

pre-seismic mechanism of energy conversion
Another energy connection which needs to be

is presently unknown, but the natural occur
rence of visible light in the air close to

investigated is the identification and study

surface and prededing an earthquake as brave

of the solar-magnetic potential.

Solar light

ly witnessed by Yasui, is a clear indication

and radiant heat, which are currently being

of a wave form conversion.

prescribed as our most economical renewable

A magnetoelectric

conversion is suspected, particularly when

energy resource during daylight hours, is but

the earthquake lights occur over water.

a souvenir of a far larger energy resource

Earth-tides, like sea tides, occur twice a

the discovery that our Sun is a dwarf star

day.

with a G2 spectral class rating, one of the

from the Sun.
It has been known for some time now

By celestial standards, with

that the gravity pull of the Moon also ef

products of its massive fusion furnace is a

fects land masses.

dense solar gravity field capable of holding

(8)

Associations of

earth-tide variations and earthquakes have

9 known planets, their moons, and a vast

only been hinted at without a comprehensive

assortment of asteriods within its grip.

program to develop measuring devices and

The Solar Polar Probe, expected to be launch

geomagnetic micropulse analyzers.

ed in 1986 with an ETA at the Sun in 1990,

Using

(12)

magnetic levitation devices and principles

has a primary mission to obtain data on solar

of Tortic waves, found thus far, can be the

wind, the graviton flux from gravitational

basis of an earth-tide monitor.

waves, particle emmissions and the structure

8:

(See Figure

Suggested Earth-Tide Monitor)

If such

of the solar magnetic field.

The probe,

a monitor can be sensitized to read gap vari

which ought to be dubbed,‘‘close Encounters

ations in micrometers, then the illusive

of a Hot Kind, will come within 3 solar radii

geomagnetic micropulses will begin to show

(or l,296,900mi) of the Sun's surface.

up considerably far ahead of P and S-Seismic

mission will hopefully conclude with an accu

waves which would register on a seismometer.

rate measurement of the quadrupole moment of
the solar gravitational field.

The

(13)

Magnetopause is a very sharp delineation
between space and the outer reach of the
Earth's magnetic field.

The IYQS

Down-to-Earth Applications in Research

(Inter

national Years of the Quiet Sun), 1964 and

There are two prototype systems currently

1965, which was an extension of IGY, pur

being developed by M.E.L. in basic energy

sued data to conclude that the Earth's mag

research.

netic field has a termination point or outer

magnetic-to-electric converter which utilizes

shell.

the dynamic flow of magnetic energy. A

(9)

Sir Issac Newton's early stud

The first unit is a solid state

ies with small magnets resulted in the same

neutral pulse generator supplies a high

thing, but he called it the "Effluvia" of a

current negative electrical pulse to a coil

magnet.

geometrically arranged within a core of

(10)

With subsequent space flights

in the 1970's, the Earth has several layers

field linking plumes.

or effluvic shells which decrease in inten

responds by throwing back a positive pulse.

The magnetic core

sity with each shell as the distance from

If a positive pulse is thrown into the core

the Earth's surface increases.

nothing comes back. These unipolar magnetic

As the Earth

orbits the Sun, the Earth's magnetic field

fields have no neutral as such and can only

has extended field lines as momentum stretch

generate a neutral potential in a moving

es the trailing edge of the field to form

coil if the positive potential is present.

the "magnetic tail".

This solid state unit has no moving parts

(11)

The tie point
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and through a series of SCR circuits a
frequency of pulses is established.

we have learned so much about, must somehow

Con

fit together.

version through an inverter produces a
faint, very inefficient AC response.

Are planar waves produced when

spiral waves are streched beyond 2tta '?
The

do the spiral waves move so slowly?

Why

why does

magnets which make up the circular core

a magnetic field exhibit momentum when the

will weaken according to the demand on the

external field of a magnet has no measurable

total system and will have to be "recharged"

mass? The only intellegent conclusion that

similar to a battery system at least twice

can be made about energy research is we have

a year to maintain the max(BH) as high as

a long way to go from where we stand today

possible.

and where we need to be tomorrow.

The target cost is $800/Kw based

The hard

upon 1979 dollars with a 10% inflation rate

er we work the more energy options we will

per year for replacement energy costs.

produce and qualify.

This

will maintain a competative cost per kWh
over the service life of the unit.
Figure 9:

Some will fail, but

some will pass.

(See

MED Magnetic Battery System)

In an effort to respond to OPECs control of
Western foreign policy and the pervading

The other unit is a traction motor device

economic devastation of decontrolling domestic

which converts magnetic field responses

petroleum prices, intellectualizing about the

between ferromagnetic and diamagnetic

benifits of researching MED as a renewable

structures into continuous torque for rotary
motion.

energy resource is not enough— these MED

The momentum properties of mag

devices must be pulled into reality as

netic fields coupled with the use of Bismuth,

ly as possible.

a good diamagnetic material and a field

lems :

response amplifier can produce motion on
a rotating member.

strangulation?

Problems with field ge

Fed eral

These answers must be found

so that we energy researchers can place these

ometry are presently keeping the project

new energy technologies into the hands of

drifting in several directions searching for

well trained, thinking human beings who re

the right cluster spacing and rotor speed

spect the future as much as we do.

to initate the torque responses.

Conclusions
With the evidence that motion does exist
within the conductance of magnetic energy,
these new-found principles admittedly in
their infancy, have existed as a natural
phenomenon for magnetized bodies since the
Many research

activities have been born at M.E.L. to
further explore the mysteries of magnetism.
There is much work to be done in determining
the wavelength of Tortic waves and the con
version mechanism of spiral waves to planar
waves.

resource

government on its present course of self

competative with conventional designs of

creation of time and matter.

How do we educate our children to be

problems and how can we de-educate our

will have to be maintained in order to be
torque equipment.

We have two immediate prob

creative in solving tomorrows energy

A target cost of $156/BHP

q u ic k 

The beauty of the smooth-lined

magnetic plumes produced on CRT screens,
the gradual, almost lazy movements of the
Tortic w a v e s , the rapid moving planar waves
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Thank you.

FIGURE

9

MED

Magnetic Battery System
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Cluster
Group
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FIGURE 10 MED

Traction Motor System

7th Annual
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Energy Conference
T.

October

1980

Da y
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(A)

Stator
of 6.2

of radial mounted clusters of

(B) D iamagnetic

core with shunted core

(0

Starter

(D)

Motor Gear Box

for

PTO

Ra

Trans

traction outpup

coil
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T h e Ec o n o m i c s

Adaptation

and
of

M i c r o w a v e H e a t i n g & Co o l i n g
by
Tom Day
Missouri Energy League
Jefferson City, Missouri
Abstract
From cooking potatoes to medical surgery, the microwave is causing an
interesting and beneficial transition in our daily lives.
High tech
nology is producing an avalanche of microwave appliances and equipment
which offer favorable results in energy conservation with impressive
safety parameters at competitive costs.
This paper examines the basis
for the comparative economic benefit from microwave applications and
sights several commercial and industrial avenues of conservation metit

Introduction
Since mid 1972, exorbitant claims of micro-

and microwave heating in the preparation of

wave equipment producers suggesting that up

food stuffs appropriately entitled,

to 600% cuts in energy use over conventional

Tale of Two Baked Potatoes".

methods have warranted a number of investi

The Tale of Two Potatoes)

gations into the subject.

(1) Beyond the

"The

(See Figure 1:

Figure 1 comments:

microwave oven and the examples of energy
After numerous runs of side by side compar
ison of cooking potatoes in an electric re
sistant heat oven and a microwave oven (and
many meals of baked potatoes) several facts
emerge:

conservation in the culinary arts, how many
other applications can be found for other
every day thermal needs?

The most common

frequency adapted by this young industry is

1)

The raw starchy material of the potato
is converted from a thermal insulator to
a thermal conductor, and only the microwave can produce this physical property
conversion within the chemical changes
of cooking the potato.

2)

The thermal conductivity of a three di
mensional object is related to a thermal
front which moves through the object
based upon the thermal insolation proper
ties of the target material.
In the case
of the baked potato in the resistance
oven, this front moves inwardly toward
the center of the potato at a rate found
to be 3 cm/hr.
in the case of the microwave cooked potato, this thermal front
moves outwardly from the center of the
potato to the outside surface at an aver
age rate found to be 12 am/hr.
This re
presents a rate of change within the
potato 4 times faster using the microwave than the RH oven.

3)

It was determined by the use of a port
able standard watt-hour meter that the
amount of energy required to bake a
potato (batch of 4) in a resistance heat
oven set at 400°F is 3406 BTU/potato.
The amount of energy required to cook a
comparably sized potato in a microwave
oven (batch of 4) is 277 BTU/potato.
This means that you can cycle 12 potatoes
through the microwave oven for nearly

2450 MHz with a corresponding wave length of
12.4 cm.

There is another frequency used by

the industry for special special applica
tion at a considerably higher power level of
915 MHz.

The low frequency equipment is

also three times more expensive per Kw than
the FCC approved higher frequency.

The FCC

has designated these two frequencies for
microwave thermal applications.

The new

U.S. Military Microwave Bands palce the 2450
MHz within the newly designated microwave
"E" Band considerably below most of those
bands used for Radar and microwave communi
cations.

(2)
Energy Economics
of

Microwave Thermal Generation
Let us begin with the first figure and an
explanation of the physical property com
parison between electric resistance heating
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FIGURE

1
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12c m / hr

0.86 BTU/°F
277

3406 BTU/Potato
Co n v .

FIGURE 2 Characteristics
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Ce r a m i c s

the same energy that is required for
each potato cycled through the RH oven.
There is also a side benefit of less
than one third of the Kw demand is need
ed for the MW oven over the RH oven to
accomplish the same thermal task in this
intance of baking potatoes.
The energy
conversion factor is 3413 BTU/kWh.

easily obtained and controlled.
This is
discussed further with Figure 3.
6)

While water is a good absorber of MW en
ergy, once boiling the steam is trans
parent. Actual seawater boils below
212°F due to the 35,000ppm of dissolved
salts in an aqueous medium when exposed
to MW energy. Foaming of hot brine is a
problem in attempting to extract the steam
for condensation to drinking water.

7)

Diester oils, used as synthetic oil lub
ricants, begin to decompose over 370°F
when exposed to MW energy.

8)

Arc tube gases, such as sodium and mercury
vapors, ioize to produce visible light
with a by-product of RF pulses.

There are three fundamental properties of
microwave which qualify a material for thermal
applications; reflectance, absorption and
transparency.

The term "lossy material" is

used commonly in the industry to describe the
specific ability of the material or medium to
disperse the microwave by conductivity in
mhos/meter.

In a more detailed view of microwave liquid

(3) But the term or the function

target materials, two fundamental properties

does not describe the thermal changes which
occur in different materials exposed to micro-

are related; liquids classified as absorbers,
which are electrically conductive at room

wave energy.

temperature will continue to absorb MW energy

A brief study was conducted by

the Missouri Energy League this past summer

until thermally destroyed or until phase change

to attempt classification of target materials

occurs.

Liquids which are electrical insul

based upon the thermal characteristics of

ators or high dielectrics, will absorb MW

microwave absorption in solids, liquids and

energy only up to a limit, then the material

gases.

becomes nearly 100% transparent to MW energy.

(See Figure 2:

Characteristics of

Microwaves)

Increasing the power density of the MW input

Figure 2 comments:1
5
4
3
2

will not increase the target temperature any
higher.

1)

2)

Carbon materials such as arc rods can be
arranged to absorb MW energy to the point
that enough heat is generated from the
target pile to heat steel to nearly its
melt point. Extended experiments were
discontinued because obvious safety and
fire hazards evolve quickly with open
waveguide sample runs.

Crystalline minerals and metal ceramics
seem to be in a class by themselves.
Leaded glass temperatures are governed by
the thickness fo the glass, the shape of
the target and the sample's orientation
to the direction of the oncoming microwave irradiation.

4)

All smooth surfaced metals tested reflect
MW energy at RT. Mercury, which is a
liquid at room temperature, both reflects
and absorbs MW energy very nearly on a
50/50 basis. The Mercury heats to a
point until streaks of electrical flash
es on the surface give off bursts of
light indicating a phase change of this
material to a vapor which is toxic.

5)

does not lower the temperature, but maintains
it at the same level.

If the material is cool

ed by an outside source, then it begins to
absorb and heat to the pass-through tempera
ture.

Wood samples warm slowly. Oak wood for
example is more dense than pine wood and
reaches a higher temperature due to MW
absorption. The temperature data is in
conclusive because some wood samples of
the same wood type, but different shapes,
had unexplained variations in readings.

3)

Decreasing the power density by 20%

Vegetable oils have such a property.

(See Figure 3;
perties)

Microwave Absorption Pro

Figure 3 comments:
1)

Its a though a molecular thermostat exists
to control the material's ability to
absorb and pass-through MW energy with
out affecting the chemical structure of
these long chain glyceryl hydrocarbons.
You cannot overheat Crisco with microwave, but with diester oil, the microwave will take the temperature to the
fire point or a point of thermal decomp
osition.

2)

Petroleum oils and lubricants are at least
90% transparent to MW energy at 2450 MHz.
Gasoline and other combustible fuels were
not tested for MW absorption.

From the same source of microwave energy,

Plant lipids or vegetable oils (soybean
oil, safflower oil and sunflower oil)
make interesting MW target matgrials.
Temperatures not exceeding 400 F can be

namely the Magnetron tube and its power con
trol circuit on single phase 110VAC, temp-
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Water
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HPS
RT

INT

RT

RT

RT

1'

126°F

98°F

380°F

2'

168°F

124°F

1t60°F

y

2W°F

16It0F

500°F +

y

254°F

200°F

-

y

285°F

Boiling

-

6'

306°F

-

-

r

328°F

-

-

8'

3<t6°F

-

-

9'

352°F

-

-

10'

-

-

ii-'

362°F
368°F

-

-

12'

372°F

-

-

13#

375°F

-

-

w

374°F

-

-

Ionizes to
visible light

•

•

MW ACp =

UT c f

1

•

Whereby, in a target medium: ACf = Microwave energy
absorption coefficient
TCf = Microwave energy
transparency coeff.
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eratures as high as 2500°F to as low as

first attempt to estimate the cost of a wide

-125°F can be obtained by changing the wave

spectrum of microwave user equipment possi

guide, the reflectance chamber, the target

bilities.

material and the target loop.

wave Equipment Costs)

Most of the

(See Figure 4:

Estimate of Micro-

components are relatively easy to obtain at
Conclusions

the latest cost of $650/Kwe . (See Safety

In looking at Figure 4, while capital costs

Warning on this page)

for such equipment run considerably higher

Chilling equipment uses the Freon absorption

in some cases over conventional technology,

method with a closed loop which is not ex
posed directly to MW energy.

MW equipment does not require natural gas or

The Freon is

imported oil for its source of energy.

heated in a special way by means of a hot

Energy savings in trimed kilowatt-hours are

oil heat exchange which is a part of the MW
target cell.

expected to run 20 to 35% for cost reduction

High side pressures to 350PSI

can be obtained.

per mmBTU produced for either heating or cool

A liquid injection pump

ing with microwave technology.

replaces the customary electromechanical

energy generated from renewable resources

compressor, thus greatly reducing the noise
required for refrigeration.

deems microwave technology as our best means

Some petroleum

of energy conservation over a wide replete

gases can also work with such a system.

of energy user applications.

Energy conservation data indicates that

The best of

both worlds, the soft path and the hard path,

30% savings can be realized in most cases

are brought together with the microwave to

using microwave over contemporary methods
of chilling.

Electric

form reliable energy systems which optimize

The following table is the

jobs, safety and dollar generation in our
present world where change is synonymous
with survival.

Thank you.
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STABILIZATION OF OIL SHa l E
WASTE PILES

Stephen Utter
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior
Denver, Colorado
Abstract

An oil shale industry will produce tremendous amounts of solid
waste that must be disposed of by methods that are both environ
mentally safe and economically sound. A program of laboratory
and field tests was conducted to determine the physical and chem
ical properties of retorted oil shale waste— information needed
for designing commercial-scale waste disposal systems.

tions.

INTRODUCTION

It is estimated that a full scale, commercial,

50,000 barrels of oil per day mine-surface retort

Shale oil, produced from domestic oil shales, is one

plant will generate over 1.9 million cubic feet of

of the most promising synthetic fuels in our energy

solid waste per day.

future.

Transport, disposal and recla

mation of this material present major environmental
Oil shales in this country occur in several differ

and economic problems.

ent geologic formations of varying age and economic
potential.

This paper describes a program of laboratory and

The most important, from the standpoint

field tests sponsored by the Bureau to determine the

of oil yield, are those contained in the Green River
Formation of Eocene Age.

physical and chemical properties of retorted oil

Some 16,500 sq. mi. of

shale waste called 'spent shale', —

this Formation in Colorado, Utah and Wyoming contain

needed for designing commercial-scale waste disposal

an estimated 600 billion barrels of oil in the high
er grade shale beds.

plans.

This amount is about equiva

lent to the world's proven petroleum reserves of 640
billion barrels (1976).

information

POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

Figure 1 shows the extent

Because the volume of spent shale exceeds the original

of the oil shale deposit in the three-state area.

volume of raw shale, all of the shale waste cannot

Oil shale presents two challenging questions that

be backfilled into the mined Out voids.

must be answered before its promise can be realized,

disposal plans propose surface disposal of all or

Most waste

(1) are the economics attractive enough to warrant

part of the material in canyon or valley sites or on

investment?, and (2) can an oil shale industry de

plateau areas as the topography dictates.

These plans

are designed to create stable, contoured, waste piles

velop in harmony with the natural environment?

with adequate vegetative cover and protected from

Although the economic picture seems better with each

surface runoff and leaching of salts into the water

increase in energy costs, long-term, full-scale

system.

testing is needed before the first question can be

Well compacted spent shale with high strength proper

fully answered.

ties is needed for disposal in the deep canyons and

A major environmental question is the safe disposal

valleys of the oil shale country.

of the tremendous amounts of solid waste that will

With suitable

foundations, high stable cross-valley dams could be

be produced by the mining processing operations.

constructed with steep slopes and few berms. Typical

This material may disturb the ecology of the surface

terrain for such a site is shown in Figure 2.

environment unless it is properly managed.

A

proposed plateau disposal site is illustrated in
More than 95 percent of the solid wastes consist of

Figure 3.

unprocessed shale fines from crushing and screening
The large volumes of waste which make up the disposal

operations and fugitive dust control and the pro

pile can cause safety and pollution problems if the

cessed or 'spent shale' from the retorting opera
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pile is not stable, and slides or slumps occur.

De

Standard ASTM and USBR

compaction,

tests

included material class

sign factors to consider include (1) slope stability

ification,

under gravity, seepage and earthquake loading (2)

tion, compressive strength, shear strength, stress

Permeability and consolida

effects on existing surface and ground water con

deformation, plasticity of soils, Los Angeles Abra

ditions, (3) erosion, (4) leaching, and (5) deteri

sion, California Bearing Ratio, leaching, erosion,

oration of structural properties with time.

auto ignition, dusting and chemical analysis.

WASTE DISPOSAL RESEARCH

Field tests consisted of the compaction of about
14,000 cu. yd

Some retorting methods leave a carbonaceous residue

construction methods.

on the spent shale while others b u m most of the car
bon as part of the retorting process.

of the spent shale when highly compacted and when

these differences, the research program was planned

shale and carbonaceous shale.

Two large field infiltration

ponds were constructed to determine the permeability

Because of

to test two general types of spent shale:

of freshly-retorted shale by various

lightly compacted.

burned

Burned shale, pro

The field compaction test site was about 400 ft. by

duced by the Paraho Direct Mode process, contained

180 ft. in plan and about 10 ft. thick when com

an organic carbon content of 2 to 3 percent and ex

pleted as shown in Figure 6.

hibited cement-like properties.

trucked to the site, dumped on the fill, and spread

Carbonaceous shale,

produced by the Paraho Indirect Mode process and by

Hot spent shale was

as soon as possible with a grader.

the TOSCO II process contained about 5 percent car

In one-half of the site, the shale was placed dry

bon .

without added moisture.
Paraho Retort

Optimum moisture for com

pressive strength was added to the shale placed in
the other half of the site.

The Process

Sections were divided

into panels for the various compaction tests.
The Paraho semi-works retort, shown in Figure 4,

was spread in layers 8 in. to 12 in. thick and com

consists of a vertical cylindrical vessel 8’$ ft. in
diameter and 100 ft. high.
nus 3 in. plus

h

pacted with a heavy sheepsfoot roller, a heavy rub

In the Direct Made, mi

ber-tired roller, a medium heavy vibratory pad-type

in. raw shale, fed from the top,

roller, a heavy smooth-drum roller, and a tractor.

travels down by gravity through four zones: pre

Some of the field construction equipment is shown

heating, retorting, combustion, and retorted shale
cooling.

Shale

in Figure 7.

Oil vapors from the retorting zone flow up
Test results

through the preheating zone and are recovered in
mist separators.

Spent shale is discharged from

the bottom of the retort.

Both Direct and Indirect Mode spent shale was

When operated in the

classified as a non-plastic gravel-sand-silt mix

Indirect Mode, no combustion occurs in the retort,

ture.

Specific gravity of the particles averaged

and hot gases, heated externally, flow upward

2.60.

Normal laboratory and field construction

through the retorting zone.

methods compacted the material to about 90 to 100

Spent shale, freshly discharged from the retort is

lb./ft.

shown in Figure 5.

cantly improve density.

Exit temperatures of the mater

density.

Added moisture did not signifi
Material with a permeabil

ity rate of about 1 ft./yr. or less was produced

ial ranged from 350° to 400°F.

with heavy compaction effort.
Laboratory and Field Tests

This is considered

suitable for impervious earth dam and earth lining

Laboratory and field tests were conducted on shale

construction.

from both the Direct and Indirect Mode Processes to

were similar to those for silty-gravel soils

determine the physical and engineering properties.

although particle breakdown occurred.

(D1

tion ranged from about 1 percent to 4 percent for

Load-consolidation characteristics

Consolida

the high to low compaction densities when loaded

^Underlined numbers in parenthesis refer to the list of refer
ences at the end of this report.
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to 200 psi, which is equivalent to 300 ft. of fill.

Maximum compressive strengths of about 100 psi were

Cohesion and compressive strength varied with retort

obtained with high compactive effort and a curing

ing method, compaction and curing conditions. Maxi
mum strengths of about 200 psi were obtained with
Direct Mode shale when it was highly compacted and
cured. Curing increased compressive strength by a
natural cementing action. The angle of internal
friction ranged from 30° for Indirect Mode material
to about 35° for Direct Mode.

period of 28 days.

This represented a strength in

crease of over 40 percent by natural cementing action.
The angle of internal friction ranged from 18° to 25°
for respective increasing compactive efforts.

Perme

ability values of 10 6 and 10 ^ cm/sec were determin
ed.
CONCLUSIONS

Standard leaches showed a total dissolved solid in

The results of these studies show that the type of

the order of 1.4 percent by weight.

spent shale tested can be disposed of safely and with

Principal com

ponents were potassium chloride, sodium sulphate,

minimal environmental effects.

calcium sulphate and calcium carbonate.

impermeable waste piles can be designed and construct
ed.

Dusting and auto-ignition did not present a problem.

Stable and relatively

These dams or fills should be constructed on

suitable foundations, contoured and revegetated, and
TOSCO II Retort

protected from erosion or the leaching of chemicals

The Process

into the ground or surface waters.

the piles must be properly handled and compacted for

In the TOSCO II process minus one-half in shale (in

maximum strength and minimum permeability.

cluding the fines) is preheated by hot flue gases
and then fed to a horizontal, rotating retort,
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DISTRIBUTION OF OIL SHALE IN
THE GREEN RIVER FORMATION
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FIGURE 1 - LOCATION OF THE GREEN RIVER FORMATION
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FIGURE 2 - TYPICAL CANYON DISPOSAL SITE
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FIGURE 5 - SPENT SHALE

FIGURE 6 - FIELD COMPACTION SITE
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FIGURE 3 - TYPICAL PLATEAU DISPOSAL AREA

FIGURE 4 - THE PARAHO SEMI-WORKS RETORT
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FIGURE 7 - FIELD CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
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DETERMINATION OF WASHABILITY AND
FLOTATION CHARACTERISTICS OF IMPORTANT
MISSOURI COAL SEAMS
Dr. M. H. Erten
Department of Mining Engineering
UMR, Rolla, MO.

Abstract
Most of the 14 workable coal seams in the State
of Missouri are considered to be high in ash and
sulfur contents and need beneficiation in order to
meet customerand Environmental Protection Agency
requirements. If proper beneficiation methods
can be designed, more Missouri coal will be mined
and used within the state.
The objectives of this research are (1) to draw
the washability curves of important Missouri coal
seams in order to determine their washability
characteristics, and (2) to determine the flotation
characteristics of the same seams.
Tests conducted on 20 samples taken from Bevier, Croweburg,
Mulky, and Summit seams showed important differences
in ash, sulfur, and pyrite contents. Their washability and flotation characteristics were also quite
variable.
1.

INTRODUCTION

million tons, which is about one-third of its annual
consumption.

Missouri's estimated coal resource base is almost 50
billion tons.

and more suitable beneficiation methods are designed

Nearly 900 million tons of this is

classed as a recoverable reserve.

to remove excess ash and sulfur, more Missouri coal

Geologically

will be utilized within the state for direct or in

Missouri coal seams occur in strata of Pennsylvanian

direct combustion purposes.

age as do most of the coal seams of the Midwestern and
Eastern United States.

If better resource evaluation is made

Coal beneficiation will

not only remove part of the sulfur in the coal, it will

More than 30 coal seams have

also upgrade the coal by removing loose shale or rock

been identified in Missouri, but as shown in Figure 1,

existing in the coal.

only 14 of them are of sufficient thickness and spat
ial extent to be considered sources of potentially

Presently, the power plants use very efficient scrub

mineable coal.

bers to remove SO2 from the flue gases.

However, most of the 14 workable coal

seams are considered to be high in ash and sulfur con

With such

high-efficency SO2 removal systems available, it is not

tents and require beneficiation in order to meet

necessary to remove all the sulfur contained in a coal

customer and EPA requirements.

obtained from a seam by physical washing.

Because of this fact,

the State's yearly production is less than seven

However,

coal preparation techniques that remove pyritic
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Stratigraphy of the Principal
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sulfur cheaply can be used as a primary means of up

used for determination of moisture, ash, and sulfur

grading coals before burning them in a power plant.

contents of the coal, and the other for determining

Before a decision can be taken about the coal pre

its washability characteristics.

paration method to be applied, the washability and

The washability sample was first screened through a 16-

flotation characteristics of the coal seams must be

mesh screen in order to separate fines that are diffi

determined.

cult to treat in zinc chloride solution used for wash-

In order to investigate the possibilities mentioned

ability determinations.

above, research has been initiated which uses the

tests, minus 16-mesh fraction is treated in heavy

facilities of the coal preparation laboratory of the

organic liquids that result in better separation of

Mining Engineering Department of UMR, and this paper

different specific gravity fractions of fine coal.

presents the preliminary findings of this research.

the first 20 Missouri coal samples tested, the minus
bulk samples, and, for this reason, at the present

a period of two years, a total of 200 samples will be

time, only moisture, ash, and sulfur analyses and flo

taken from different localities in the State of

tation tests were conducted on these fine coal samples.

So far various tests have been conducted on

The plus 16-mesh fraction of the washability sample

20 channel samples.

was subjected to "float-and-sink" tests in zinc chlo

Aims of the analysis program are:
1.

ride solutions of 1.30, 1.40, 1.50, 1.60, and 1.70

To draw the washability curves of Missouri coal

specific gravities in order to determine the wash-

seams in order to determine their washability

ability characteristics of the seam represented by the

characteristics.
2.

To determine flotation behavior

sample.

of Missouri coal

and the standard washability curves are drawn.

The basic data obtained as a result of these studies

2.3

will be helpful in the long term technical evaluation

FLOTATION TESTS

Most coal washeries use froth flotation in cleaning

of Missouri coal seams, especially when gasification,

slurries containing -0.5 mm size coal.

liquefaction, or coal-oil mixture uses are contem

it is impossible for us to obtain slurry samples from
them.

direct burning to meet the EPA or other governmental

For this reason the preliminary flotation tests

were conducted on special samples prepared from diff

requirements.

erent seams.
2.

Since most of

the coal seams investigated are not yet being worked,

The tests will also establish the percentage

of sulfur that may have to be removed during or after

2. 1

With the use of this data, the ash and sulfur

distribution in various gravity fractions is studied

seams.

plated.

For

16-mesh fraction averaged about 10.5 percent of the

In the course of this study it is expected that during

Missouri.

Normally, for washability

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

During the flotation tests, maximum

removal of impurities, especially that of sulfur, will
be attempted by using various flotation reagents.

SAMPLING PLAN

A channel sample of 50 to 100 lb was taken from each

Regular flotation procedure as well as reverse flot

coal seam either at the outcrop or at the faces of

ation method of sulfur elimination will be applied.

operating mines.

Frothers and collectors such as pine oil, MIBC (methyl

Some drill core samples will also

be obtained from places not suitable for direct samp

isobutyl carbinol), cresylic acid, kerosene, and fuel

ling.

oil will be used in various quantities.

may be re-floated for better sulfur elimination.

The sampling was the responsibility of the Division

Re

verse flotation, i.e., depressing of coal and floating

of Geology and Land Survey of the Missouri Department
of Natural Resources.

Some froth

of pyrite will also be tried on some froths obtained

The funds and personnel neces

in regular flotation.

sary for sampling were provided by the above agency

Lime, potassium permanganate,

starch, and stannous chloride will be used as depres

through a grant obtained from the Ozarks Regional

sing agents for pyrite or coal.

Commi s s ion.

For all flotation tests, a pulp density of ten percent

2.2 WASHABILITY STUDIES

(by weight) will be adapted.

The experiments will be

After crushing each sample to minus one-inch size,

conducted with a Galliger Model LA-500 batch-type

two 5-kilogram sub-samples were prepared, one being

flotation machine using 1.5-liter cell.
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3.
3.1

TEST RESULTS

PROXIMATE ANALYSIS OF COAL SAMPLES

Table 1 shows moisture, ash, and sulfur analyses and
BTU contents of coal samples investigated.

Moisture

contents were determined with a Brabender apparatus,
and the ash analyses were conducted with the standard
ASTM procedures.

The sulfur analyses were made with

a Leco sulfur analyser.

The calorific values (Btu's)

were determined with a Parr adiabatic oxygen bomb cal
orimeter.

Btu values are calculated on moisture-free

basis.
Table 1.

Proximate Analysis of Samples

Sample

Name of

Name of

% Moisture

No.

Seam

County

(Total)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
T4
15
17
18
19
20
71---

Croweburg
Bevier
Croweburg
Mul ky
Bevier
Uncorrelated
Bevier-Wheeler
Summit
Bevier-Wheeler
Bevier-Wheeler
Wheeler
Bevier
Mul ky
Croweburg
Summit
Croweburg
Mineral
Bevier
Croweburg
Wheeler

Howard
Chariton
Chariton
Randolph
Chariton
Dade
Howard
Howard
Howard
Howard
Randolph
Randolph
Randolph
Randolph
Howard
Henry
Vernon
Randolph
Vernon
Randolph

%
Ash

11.50
28.93

TTM

10.55
19.35
9.76
15.25
11,42
13.30
7.68
16.69
18.41
12.24
9.72
14.41
29.17
5.09
12.61
4.55
9.76
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%

Btu

S

Value

(Dry)

(Total)

17.90
15.10
27.52
25.17
23.73
10.37
12.87
15.73
19.22
15.37
24.47
12.53
13.75
14.86
17.83
18.78
16.38
13.72
18.52
17.38

4.87
1.93
2.77
5.02
2.12
0.95
5.32
3.51
6.40
5.09
8.02
3.69
6.76
3.87
4.54
3.05
6.30
5.20
4.93
6.78

(Dry)
10,763
8,274
9,392
9,920
8,280
11,152
11,929
11,402
10,887
11,620
10,136
10,839
10,982
11,708
10,816
8,193
11,880
11,660
12,075
11,062

Table 2 shows reclassification of seams according to
their moisture ash, and sulfur content.
Table 2.

Grouping of Samples According to

Moisture, Ash, and Sulfur Contents

Sample

Seam

No.

:

Croweburg
II
II
It
II

1

3
14
r T7—

i20
;

Name of

Bevier
II
II
II

2

i 5

12

! 19
1 4
1 13

Mul ky
II

7

Bevier-Wheel er
II
II

9
10

Wheeler

11

"

21

Uncorrelated
Summit

6

15

li

8
18

Mineral

3.2

% Moisture

Name of

%

(Total)

County

11.50
11.96
9.72
29.17
4.55
28.93
19.35
18.41
12.61
10.55
12.24
15.25
13.30
7.68

Howard
Chari ton
Randolph
Henry
Vernon
Chariton
Chariton
Randolph
Randolph
Randolph
Randolph
Howard
Howard
Howard
Randolph
Randloph
Dade
Howard
Howard
Vernon

Ash

S

(Dry)

(Dry)

21.12

27.52
14.86
18.78
18.52
15.10
23.73
12.53
13.72
25.17
13.75
12.87
19.22
15.37
24.47
17.38
10.37
17.83
15.73
16.38

16.69
9.76
9.76
14.41
11.42
5.09

%

4.87
2.77
3.87
3.05
4.93
1.93
2.12

3.69
5.20
5.02
6.76
5.32
6.40
5.09

Thickness,

Inches

10-19
_________ ZQ _________

_________ 12_________ !
_________ 14_________ I
_________ 24_________ j
1
---------- Z--------- 1
_________ 22 _________
_________ 14_________
________ 4^JJ3________

________ 411________
_______________ 22_________

8.02

6.78
0.95
4.54
3.51
6.30

-

________ 5 = U ________
4-26________
________ 5^18 ________
________ Z=2J________

18

SUMMRARY OF WASHABILITY TEST RESULTS

Assuming the coals to be washed at 1.40 specific grav
ity, which is the usual separation density employed in
most coal washeries, the floats and sinks and their
ash and sulfur analysis are given in Table 3.
Table 3.

Separation of Samples at 1.40 Specific Gravity
(+16 Mesh Coals)

Sample
No.
1
i 3
ri4
[~ T 7 —
2o
2
5

Name of
Seam
Croweburg
II

----R------------- n-----------~
ii-----------Bevier
----n
----------

12
~T§

---- n--------------- n------------

4

Mul ky
---- rr-----------

7
—

Bevier-Wheeler
---- n-----------II

~l3
_

IT o

—
l 21
L 6
J5
L~5

Wheeler
II
Uncorrelated
Summit
II
Mineral

]

+1.40 Analyses
%Float
82.43
89.27
90.70
71788
79.26
61.27
83.11
93.10
83.68
68.70
81.63
83.86
70.05
73.89
64.09
46.70
94.75
78.81
88.03
79.22

-1.40 Analyses

%Ash

% S

%Sink

%Ash

9.03
13.95

4.41
2.17
3.34
2.28
2.47
1.75
2.11
2.53
2.85
3.37
2.90
4.77
3.14
3.40
6.00
5.60
1 .02
2.76
2.92
3.35

17.54
10.73
9.30
28.12
20.74
38.73
16.89
6.90
16.32
31.30
18.37
16.14
29.95
26.11
35.91
53.30
5.25
21.19
11.97
20.78

42.67
27.13
55.32
37.52
44.64
25.43
23.23
54.70
44.04
70.30
46.72
45.23
41.54
41.10
47.40
22.85
34.31
44.20
43.27
50.93

11.45
5.94
9.44
8.24
5.98
8.19
6.05
10.82
9.20
8.94
9.29
11.28
9.13
4.95
11.37
11.44
12.45

'
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!

%S
7.10
2.82
17.97
5.01
13.28
2.22
2.16
11.57
14.94
12.38
9.68
10.64
13.31
10.13
11.81
7.69
0.91
8.40
7.22
17.26

In Table 3, +1.40 analyses belong to geometrical
averages of coals floating in 1.30 and 1.40 specific
gravity zinc chloride solutions.

On the other hand,

-1.40 analyses represent the geometrical averages of
coals floating in 1.40, 1.50 and 1.70 specific gravity
solutions and those totally sinking in 1.70 specific
gravity solution.
3.3

FLOTATION TEST RESULTS

3.3.1

-60 Mesh size samples

Flotation test results shown in Table 4 were obtained
by floating part of three bulk samples which were
crushed and pulverized to -60 mesh size for ash and
sulfur analyses of the main samples.

Although the

usual size for flotation test is -28 mesh, we have
used -60 mesh samples in order to increase the possi
bility of pyrite separation during the flotation.
Table 4.
Sample No.

Flotation Test Results of -60 Mesh Samples

Froth I

Froth II

Tai1ing

&

%

%

Ash

S

%

Name

Recov.
6 (uncorrel.)

91.3

5.65

0.81

10 (Bevier-W)

62.4

9.65

3.66

12 (Bevier)

72.6
6.68
3.09
_______
....

%

%

1

%

l

Ash

S

Ash

S

-

-

31.93

1.24

13.40

4.46

37.00

8.16

27.93

4.95

Recov.
i
11.5
-

i

-

---

--------- -

In table 4, Froth I was obtained during the first
three minutes and Froth II during the next three
minutes.

In floating samples 6 and 12, the froths

looked so clean that they were mixed and analysed as
a single froth.

In all cases, 20 drops of pine oil

and 20 drops of kerosene were used as frother and
collector.
Table 5 shows the flotation test results of three
-16 mesh samples which were leftovers from the washability samples as -16 mesh screenings.

Before flot

ation, the samples were pulverized to -30 mesh (about
0.5 mm) in order to comply with the usual flotation
practice.
Table 5.

Flotation Test Results of
-30 Mesh Samples

Froth I

Sample No.

Froth II

Tailing

&
Name
6 (uncorrel.)
10 (Bevier-W)
.12 (Bevier)

%

% Ash

%

%

21.7

0.87

i % Rec.
t
: 73.6

% Ash

14.1

25.8

0.94

31.4

1.21

58.3
81.8

10.6
7.7

4.28
3.03

26.7
9.0

16.8
23.5

5.43
3.05

63.8
27.6

7.63
5.02

%

Rec.

S
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S

% Ash

S

i

4.

CONCLUSIONS

6.

From the preliminary studies conducted on 20 bulk

1.
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Since this seam is very low in ash and

Interior, Washington, D. C. 20402.

sulfur and its calorific value is fairly high (11,152
4.

Btu/lb), it may form an important source of coal pro
duction if its thickness increases in depth.

For

Natural Resources Division of Geology and Land

this reason it should further be investigated during

Survey Report of Investigation #63.

the rest of the project.
2.

Since many of the samples were taken from out

crops, they showed high moisture.
3.

Table 3 shows that at 1.40 specific gravity

separation, most of the samples will show high re
covery with acceptable ash contents, but, except for
sample # 6, their sulfur contents will still be too
high for direct combustion in the power plants not
equipped with S0£ scrubbers.

The table also indicates

that the sulfur analyses of -1.40 fractions are con
siderably higher than those of +1.40 fractions.

This

is an indication that in addition to organic sulfur,
Missouri coal contain important quantity of pyritic
sulfur.
4.

4

The preliminary flotation test results shown in

Tables 4 and 5 indicate that -60 mesh samples pre
pared from the original bulk samples are better suited
to flotation than -16 mesh fractions of the same
samples.

However, except for sample #6, in both

cases, the froths obtained are high in sulfur and
further tests should be carried out in order to in
vestigate the possibility of obtaining cleaner froths.
5.

Wedge, W. K., Hatch, J. R., "Chemical Composition
of Missouri Coals," 1980, Missouri Department of
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The disposal of potentially hazardous coal wastes is becoming a
significant problem for the payer industry. The Ames HiChlor
process, which utilizes paver plant fly ash as a source of
aluminun, is proposed as a method of coal waste utilization.
In the HiChlor process fly ash is chlorinated in the presence
of a carbonaceous reductant at 700 to 900°C to produce alumnum
chloride and titaniun tetrachloride as salable products. An
economic analysis for a plant vhich would process 6,000 tons
per day of fly ash is presented. Conditions under which the
proposed process will prove profitable are discussed.
1.

collected in one place, would produce a conical pile

INTRODUCTION

900 feet high covering 100 acres.

As the world's energy demands intensify, the use of

15% of the fly ash produced was utilized (primarily

coal for power generation is expected to meet a major
portion of that demand.

In 1978, less than

as a concrete additive or fill material).

Nevertheless, the volumi

nous and potentially hazardous wastes associated with

Fly ash production is accelerating at an unprece

coal confoustion have only recently begun to receive

dented rate.

the attention needed for the development of safe

current and projected coal usage and ash production

methods for disposal and utilization of coal ash and

through 1990,14»5 based on the National Energy Plan

sulfur dioxide scrubber sludge.

of 1977.

Figure 1 graphically presents the

From 1977 to 1986 , 259 new coal-fired

power stations are expected to come on line,

The magnitude of the coal ash disposal problem alone

generating an additional 129,315 bW. 5

is enormous. Power plant ash has been considered

By the

time these plants are all operating, total ash pro

the sixth most abundant solid mineral resource in the

duction will approach 100 million tons per year.

Ihited States since 1977.1»2 About 50 to 80% of
the ash originally in the coal exits the furance

The cost of fly ash disposal is bound to increase

entrained in the flue gas as fly ash.

considerably in the next few years. Current disposal

From a

typical 1000 megawatt (bW) coal-fired power plant

costs for fly ash average about $3 to $4 per ton,

burning a western subbitmtfnous coal and equipped

but such disposal represents some potential

with an electrostatic precipitator capable of

environmental hazards which may increase disposal

removing 97% of the fly ash from the stack gases,

costs tenfold.6 The current method of fly ash

the compacted ash collected in one year would cover

disposal involves dunping the ash in temporary

an area of about A0 acres to a depth of 5 feet.3

settling ponds, and then later digging out the

In 1978, fly ash production in the U.S. totaled 43.9

contents for use as fill material or for ultimate

million metric tons.*4 This quantity of fly ash, if

disposal in landfills or abandoned mines. The
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natures and compositions of most fly ashes are such

pressing need for coal waste utilization methods

that they may soon be classified as hazardous wastes

could enhance that feasibility.

by the Environmental Protection Agency, and subject
to regulations developed by the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act.

The relatively high concentrations

of several heavy metals in fly ash, vhich would con

60

taminate ground waters,7 as well as potentially
harmful levels of such radionuclides as 226-Ra

1

Bituminous C od Fly Ash

§

Subbituminous Coal Fly Ash

§

Lignite C o d Fly Ash
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(radium) and its decay products8 are well
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FIGURE 2.

CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS OF U.S. POWER
STATION FLY ASHES10

Other metals of value in fly ash are titaniun and
iron.

In many fly ashes, as much as 2/3 of the

iron-rich fly ash particles can be recovered by
magnetic separation.
FIGURE 1.

COAL CONSUMPTION AND ASH PRODUCTION BY
U.S. ELECTRIC UTILITIES

This magnetic fraction

possesses seme superior qualities as a substitue
for the magnetite used in heavy media coal washing

Utilization of fly ash as a resource for minerals

operations.12’13 A coal-fired power station

of value to the U.S. economy is a possible alter

equipped with magnetic separation equipment would

native to disposal.

have no need to purchase magnetite for coal

Coal ash is a readily avail

able source of metal oxides which does not have to

washing.

be imported, mined, or crushed.

in most fly ashes (about 1 percent), if economically

The percentages

The relatively constant titaniun content

of major chemical constituents in fly ash from

recoverable, could provide a significant quantity

bituminous, subbituminous, and lignite coals are

of titanium metal or pigjnent-grade titaniun

shown in Figure 2.10

Ihe relatively constant

dioxide.

The compositions of the magnetic and non

alumna content in the ashes, about 20 weight per

magnetic-fractions of a typical fly ash are given in

cent, indicates the potential of fly ash as a

Table 1. 1U

readily available source of aluninun.

Ihe U.S.

2.

RECOVERY OF METALS FRCM FLY ASH

currently imports about 93% of the bauxite used
domestically as primary aluninun ore.11 As the

The nonmagnetic fraction of fly ash can be treated

sources of bauxite are depleted and the costs of

in a nuiber of ways to extract aluninun values.

mining and transportation continue to rise, it will

Fly ash, which is considerably more complex in

eventually become economically feasible to utilize

structure and composition than bauxite, has been

those aluninous ores indigenous to the U.S. . A

processed to recover metals by methods which include
the following:
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Table 1. Composition of C-l Fly Ash and Fractions
Obtained by Magnetic Separation*

chloride (FeCl3) , and silicon tetrachloride
(SiCl^) are recovered and purified.
The focus of related research at the Ames Laboratory
has been the recovery and utilization of the magnetic

Chemical Conposition, Wt. Percent
Constituent

Whole
Fly Ash

fraction of fly ash and the recovery of metals from
Magnetics**

the nonmagnetic fraction of fly ash via the Ames

Non-magnetics**

Lime-Soda Sinter Process and the Ames HiChlor
Si° 2

39.1

Al 2° 3
Fe2°3
CaO

14.4

46.9

Process.

HiChlor Process.

17.8

7.5

21.0

17.8

71.5

5.6

4.5

1.5

5.4

3.

What follows is an economic analysis of the

HIGI-TEMPERATURE CHLORINATION OF FLY ASH

The Ames Laboratory HiChlor Process for recovering
metals from fly ash has been under development for

MgO

0.7

0.4

0.8

about six years. Preliminary work related to chlori

Na20

0.4

0.2

0.4

nation has dealt with characterization of fly ash,

1^0

1.7

0.8

1.8

including fluidization characteristics, 15

chlorina

tion studies in fixed beds14*16and determination of
so3

1.9

1.1

1.9

optimum chlorination reactor conditions. 16»17

L0D****

0.5

0.1

0.5

Currently, reaction kinetic studies and comparisons

L0I***

10.6

0.6

13.0

of chlorination behavior of different types of fly
ash are in progress.

Methods for chlorination pro

duct recovery and separation have also been eval

*C-1 fly ash was collected by mechanical pre
cipitators from a dry bottom type boiler using
coal from western Kentucky and Southern
Illinois. This sanple was received from the
Lakeside Power Plant, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

uated, 18 as have methods of magnetic fraction
beneficiation and utilization.
Fly ash chlorination studies at the Ames Laboratory
have been carried out primarily with the nonmagnetic

**Whole fly ash separated as 24 wt. percent
magnetics and 76 wt. percent non-magnetics.

fraction of a bituminous coal fly ash labeled "C-l"
fly ash as described in Table 1.

***L0D is loss on drying at 100°C.

The fly ash con

stituents are reported as normal oxides, but are

****LOI is loss on ignition from 110-800°C.

present in the ash as a complex mixture of silicates,
(1) Acid digestion to solubilize aluminum,

sulfates, oxides, and carbonates, with traces of

titaniun, and iron, followed by aqueous

other minerals as well.

separation of those metals and then recovery

ashes vary with both the nature of the coal burned

of aluninun as alunina (A120 3).

and the manner in which they were formed and

(2) Alkaline digestion (modified Bayer process)

recovered, fly ashes vary in particle size distribu

with added lime to separate insoluble

(3)

Since the properties of fly

tion, shape, and composition.

Those fly ashes lower

calciun silicate and a sodium aluninate

in calciun and iron and higher in carbon are more

solution from which aluiina can be recovered.

amenable to chlorination for metal recovery.

Other

Sintering with other solid reactants (i.e.

fly ashes, particularly those rich in calciun, are

lime, lime and soda, etc.) followed by

preferably treated by sintering processes for

leaching to recover soluble aluninum

alunina recovery, such as the Anes Lime-Soda Sinter

compounds, and

Process. 19

(4) High-temperature chlorination in the
The overall reactions of interest in the chlorina

presence of a carbonaceous reducing agent

tion of fly ash are the following:

(the Ames HiChlor process) to produce a mix

Al 20 3(s) + 3C(s) + 3Cl2(g) = 2AlCl3 (g) + 3C0(g)

ture of gaseous metal chlorides from which

F e £ 3 (s) + 3C(s) + 3Cl2(g) = 2FeCl3 (g) + 3C0(g)

anhydrous aluninun chloride (AICI3)

Ti02(s) + 2C(s) + 2C12(g) = TiCli* (g) + 200(g)

titaniun tetrachloride (TiCli*) , ferric

Si02(s) + 2C(s) + 2Cl2(g) = SiClu(g) + 200(g).
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The reaction temperature ranges from about 700 to
900°C.

enters the absorber. A liquid mixture containing the
molten salt plus the absorbed FeCl3 and A1C13 exit

Little energy input is required for the

chlorination reactions as these reactions are

the absorber at 180°C.

exothermic.

tilled in column D-l to recover A1C13 as liquid

Typically, carbon, in the form of coke,

This mixture is then dis

graphite, or charcoal is ground and mixed with fly

distillate.

ash, and then the mixture is fed to either a fixed

column D-l, rich in FeCl3, is transferred to a

or fluidized bed reactor.

crystallizer in which the absorbed ferric chloride is

4.

recovered and the fused salt eutectic regenerated at

DESCRIPTION OF THE AMES HICHLOR PROCESS

88°C.
A flowsheet for a proposed plant using the Ames
Laboratory HiChlor Process is shown in Figure 3.

The bottom product from distillation

This absorption process is based on a patent

by Sebenik and Lippman, both of Toth Aluminum
As

Corp.24

designed for this analysis, the plant processes
6000 metric tons of fly ash per day (rough 1y equiv

A second absorption unit (A-2) recovers TiCl^, Cl2,

alent to the fly ash produced at three 1000 M-J coal-

and SiCl^ from the gases exiting absorber A-l.

fired power plants). The process produces about

absorbent is liquid TiCl^ at -20°C.

The

The resulting

2000 tons/day of A1C13, 1000 tons/day of iron-rich

ternary mixture is separated into its components by a

fraction, 500 tons/day of FeCl3, and 60 tons/day of

series of two distillation columns.

TiClt,.

of column D-2 is composed primarily of unreacted Cl2

Aluninun chloride produced by this process

The distillate

is of adequate purity to be reduced to aluminun

which is recycled to the chlorination reactor.

metal in an alurdnum chloride cell such as that

distillate of column D-3 is SiCli*, some of which is

described by Alcoa,20*21 or can be oxidized to

recycled to the reactor.

alunina for use in a Hall-Heroult aluninun cell.

collected as a by-product of the chlorination

Either direct reduction or oxidation liberates

reaction, and can be oxidized to silica and recover

chlorine gas which can be recycled to the chlorina

able chlorine.

tion process.

column D-3 is purified TiCl4, suitable for oxidation

Titaniun tetrachloride produced is of

The

The remaining SiCl^ is

The bottom product of distillation

sufficient purity to be oxidized to pigjnent-grade

to pigment-grade titania or for production of Ti

Ti02,22 while FeCl3 can be oxidized to purified

metal.

Fe20 3.23

In the process shown in Figure 3, some heat exchangers

In the proposed process, as shown in Figure 3, fly

utilize process streams, wherever practical, to

ash is fed to a magnetic separator which recovers

recover sensible or latent heats, lessening the need

about 1000 tons/day of magnetic fly ash.

for steam or cooling water in the process to a

The non

significant extent.

magnetic fraction is mixed with ground coke and then
transferred to reactor R-l.

The entire chlorination-separa

tion scheme described above is anhydrous throughout.

In reactor R-l, solids

are fluidized by a stream composed of Cl2 and SiCl^

Equipment constructed of corrosion-resistant materials

at 850°C.

or with suitable linings is utilized where corrosive

liireacted residual solids are withdrawn

process streams contact the equipment surfaces.

from the reactor vdiile chlorination products (A1C13,
FeCl3, TiCltt, SiCl4 , 002, and 00) as well as
unreacted C l 2 exit the bed as a gas mixture.

5.
These

Major items of equipment utilized in the HiChlor

chlorination products are then separated and

Process are listed along with delivered costs (cost

purified, vhile unreacted chlorine and some SiCl^ are
recylced to the chlorination reactor.

COST ESTHETE FOR THE PROPOSED PROCESS

base:

(Silicon

July, 1980) in Table 2 . 2k>25

Greatest costs

are for the fired reboilers used by distillation

tetrachloride is recycled continuously to inhibit

columns D-l and D-2, and for the refrigeration system

chlorination of Si02.)

required by absorber A-2.

The two principal elements of the separation process

Equipment costs represent

a plant capacity of 6000 tons per day of C-l fly ash.

for the chlorination products consist of absorption

Comparable costs would be incurred for processing

units.

most fly ashes. For chlorination of nonmagnetic C-l

The first absorber (labeled A-l in Figure 3)

recovers A1C13 and FeCl3 in a molten mixture of

ash, conversions of constituent components are

molybdenum pentachloride (MoC15) and FeCl 3. The

assumed to be 80% for A120 3, 80% for Fe20 3, 70% for

molten salt is a eutectic mixture at 88°C when it

Ti02, and 1% for silica.
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(SOLID)

(LIQUID)

Figure 3.

(LIQUID)

(LIQUID)

FLOW PLAN FOR THE AMES HICHLOR PROCESS

Table 3 shows the total estimated capital investment

ability analysis in the next section considers the

for the proposed plant.

effect of a net credit for fly ash disposal, as

Direct plant costs such as

installation (labor and materials), instrumentation,

opposed to a purchase price.

piping, and electrical facilities were determined

Maintenance costs for the proposed plant at 10% of the

for each type of equipment rather than by assuming
percentages of total equipment cost. 25

fixed capital investment are assumed to be somewhat

Other direct

higher than for the chemical process industries in

and indirect costs were assumed by use of guide

general, due to the need to maintain the entire pro

lines given by Peters and Tirrmerhaus.26 A con

cess system anhydrous to control corrosion and to the

tingency of 15% of the sum of direct costs, engi

potential fouling of some equipment if moisture does

neering, supervision, and construction costs was
assumed.

enter the system.

The total capital investment, assuming

Patent and royalty fees, assumed to

be 3% of the total product cost, are incurred due to

15% of the total to be initial working capital, is

the incorporation of some patented elements in the

about $129 million.

process.23 Whether a recent patent on the chlorina

Table 4 shows the estimated production costs for the

tion process 27 has any impact on the proposed plant

proposed HiChlor Process plant, assuming 350

costs remains to be determined.

operating days per year.

Total raw material costs

are about $50 million per year.

Several major assunptions regarding the economics as

This assumes a cost

of $6.60/ton incurred for fly ash.

well as the operation of the proposed process have

The profit

been made so that a return on investment can be
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Table 2. Estimated equipment costs for the Ames
HiChlor Process*25’26

nated to produce A1C13. The chloride product is used
as raw material for aluminum production during which
chlorine is liberated.

Delivered Cost,
$10 3

Item

The chlorine is then recycled

to the chlorination step.
The major assumption, and basis for the economic

Magnetic separators M3-1 (2)

260

feasibility of the HiChlor Process, is that the metal

Ball mills G-l (6)

278

chloride products are sold for their values as the

Solid mixers MX-1 (5)
Chlorination reactors R-l (10)

89

corresponding metal oxides,28 and that the chlorine

2,090

recovered in the use of those metal chlorides is

Fused salt absorber A-l

764

returned to the HiChlor Process.

Chlorine absorber A-2

311

process plant would have to be operated in cooperation

Crystallizers CR-1 (2)

852

with the consumers of the metal chloride products, if

Distillation column D-l

693

not at the same location.

Distillation column D-2

253

minor raw material requirement— a 5% chlorine attri

Distillation column D-3

654

tion rate is assumed.

Chlorine dryers DR-1 (3)
Chlorine preheater F-l

1,573
5,236

Heat exchangers (22)

3,529

Chlorine, compressors
w/drivers (3)

1,787

Refrigerant compressors
w/drivers (3)

3,672
112

Pumps for refrigeration (2)

15

Process pumps (59)

177

Chlorine storage tanks

367

while TiCltt is converted to Ti02.
The magnetic fraction of fly ash is sold as a sub
stitute for magnetite, the value of which is given in
Table 5, along with values of the other products.28
The value of magnetic fly ash can be reflected either
chases by a power plant on-site coal-washing facility.
Another assumption regarding rav material costs is
that for the cost of fly ash.

For the initial cost

analysis presented here, a nominal price of $5.00

1,260

Total Delivered Equipment
Cost (E)

Ferric chloride produced in the

as a cash product or as a savings in magnetite pur

Refrigerant flash drums (2)

Fused salt**

Chlorine then becomes a

HiChlor Process is convertable to high quality F e ^ ,

893

Fired reboilers (3)

The proposed HiChlor

per short-ton ($6.60 per metric ton) was assumed for

24,865

fly ash.

By incorporating the assumptions mentioned

above, total product value for one year of operation
(processing 2.1 million tons of fly ash) was

*Basis: 2.1xl06 metric tons of fly ash pro
cessed per 350 day year.
Cost base: July, 1980

estimated to be about $132 million vs. a total pro
duction cost of $119 million.

**Estimated

A similar estimate was made for the case in which fly
ash could be obtained, processed, and the residue

realized.

It is the nature of several chlorination

disposed of with no resulting cost for fly ash.

processes for recovery of metals that chlorine must
be recovered and reused.

assunpticn led to a total product cost of about $104

If chlorine was not

million.

recoverable, the cost of purchased chlorine alone

tion.

Thus, anhydrous recovery and separation

ash was recovered as useful products (a conservative

When the anhydrous chlorination

percentage), a net credit of $1.32 per ten of fly

products are exposed to water, the metal chlorides

ash was assumed.

are converted to the hydroxides, and the chlorine is

This credit was reflected as an

increase in product value rather than as a negative

converted to HC1, from which chlorine recovery would
not be readily feasible.

Assuming a disposal cost for fly ash of

$6.60/ton, and assuming that about 20% of the fly

of the chlorination products is not just desirable—
it is mandatory.

Also considered were cases where a net

credit was allowed for fly ash disposal by utiliza

would exceed the total product cost as estimated for
the process.

This

raw material cost.

A prime exanple of the

The product value was thus

increased to $135 million.

chlorine recovery assumption is the Alcoa Smelting

If a future disposal cost

of $25/ten is assumed for fly ash, this disposal

Process21 in which Bayer process alumina is chlori

credit becomes $5/ton, resulting in a total product
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Table 3. Estimated capital investment for the Ames HiChlor Process*25*26
Amount, $103
Direct Costs
Equipment (E)
Installation (Labor and materials)**
Piping**
Electrical**
Instrumentation**
Buildings (25% of E)
Land and improvements (16%, of E)
Service facilities (55%, of E)

24,865
15,146
9,643
1,243
2,034
6,216
3,979
13,676

Total Direct Costs

76,802

Indirect Costs
Engineering and supervision (32%, of E)
Construction (34% of E)

7,957
8,454

Total Indirect Costs

16,411

Total Direct and Indirect Costs

93,213

Contractor's Fee (5% of Direct and Indirect Costs)

4,661

Contingency (15%, of Direct and Indirect Costs)

13,982

Total Fixed Capital Investment (FCI)

111,856

Working Capital (15% of FCI)

16,678

TOTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT

*Basis:

128,634

2.1xl06 metric tons of fly ash processed per 350 day year.

^Installation, piping, electrical and instrunentation costs vary with type of equipment.24
value of $143 million.

costs.

The effects of fly ash costs

Lowering equipment costs by as little as 10%

and other variables on the profitability of the Ames

nearly doubles the rate of return.

HiChlor Process are discussed in the next section.

esting cases are those in which both operating and

6.

The most inter

capital costs are higher, but in which a credit is

RETURN ON INVESTMENT

given for fly ash disposal.
Given the computed fixed capital investment, product

Despite assuned

increases in labor, utilities, and equipment costs,

value, and manufacturing costs discussed above, the

the DCFRR is greater than that for the original case

estimated income and return on investment for the

whenever fly ash is available at no charge or at a

HiChlor Process are shewn in Table 6.

credit.

The dis

counted cash flow rate of return (DCFRR) for the

A fly ash disposal credit of $5/ton yields

a respectable DCFRR of 20.8%.

HiChlor Process as initially described is 12.0%
When considering the possible future benefit of a pro

assuming a 20 year plant life, continuous com

cess for ash utilization, many intangible factors

panding, and zero plant salvage value.

must also be examined before a capital investment
The effects of various changes in capital costs, man

such as that described above will be made.

On the

ufacturing costs, and product values (fly ash

other hand, the cost of building a 2000 to 3000 M»J

credits) cn the rate of return of the proposed pro

power plant is about $500 per kilowatt and the total

cess are shown in Table 7.

plant will cost about $1.5 billion.

The computed DCFRR is

apparently most sensitive to changes in equipment

A HiChlor Pro

cess plant large enough to process the ash produced
323

from that power plant costs less than 10% of the
total capital expenditure.

as a method of fly ash utilization.

Under some of the condi

A preliminary

desigp and cost analysis of the Process indicates

tions defined in Table 7, that fly ash processing

that tinder reasonable conditions, high-temperature

plant will more than pay for the cost of ash disposal,

chlorination of fly ash to recover metal values

and at the same time, will reduce by 20% the amount

is a potentially profitable alternative to fly ash
disposal.

of ash for disposal.
7.

SUMMARY

In view of the unprecedented quantity of coal ash
production, the Ames HiChlor Process is proposed

Table 4.

Estimated product

cost for the Ames HiChlor Process*25

Amount, $103
Direct Production Costs
Raw Materials 27
Fused salt ($1411/ton)
Chlorine ($159.50/ten)*
Coke ($150/ton)
Fly ash (estimated $6.60/ton)
Total Raw Materials Cost

543
7,381
28,644
13,860
50,428

Operating Labor ($20,000/man-yr,
4 sliifts, 15 men/shift

1,200

Supervisory (20% of operating labor)

240

Utilities
Steam ($2.50/lb @ 200 psi)
Coal ($30/ton)
Cooling water (5C/1000 gal.)
Electricity (5c/kwh)
Total Utilities

875
14,175
709
3,500
19,259

Maintenance (10% of FCI)

11,186

Operating supplies (15% of maintenance)

1,678

Patents and royalties (3% of total product cost)

3,562

Laboratory charges (15% of operating labor)

180

Total Direct Production Costs

87,733

Fixed Charges
Depreciation (10% of PCI)

11,186

Local taxes (2% of FCI)

2,237

Insurance (1% of FCI)

1,119

Plant overhead (70% of operating labor,
supervisors, and maintenance)

8,838

Administration (50% of operating labor)

600

Research and Development (1% of total product value)

1,324

Distribution and Marketing (1% of total product cost)

1,187

Interest (7% on 1/2 of total capital investment)

4,502

TOTAL PRODUCT COST

*Basis:

118,726

2.bd06 metric tons of fly ash processed per 350 day year

**Asstmed 5% makeup of chlorine.
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Table 5. Estimated product values for the Ames HiChlor Process*

Product

Price per ton, $**

Magnetic fraction

110

490,000

53,900

A1C13

80

745,500

59,720

FeCl3

60

196,800

11,808

TiCU
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21,245

6,987

Tons per year

Total value $103

Total Product Value

132,415

*Basis: 2.1xl06 metric tons of fly ash processed per 350 day year.
**Prices of chlorides are actually the values if those quantities are converted to the oxides.28

Table 6.

Estimated return on investment for the Ames HiChlor Process*

Fixed capital investment

$111,856,000

Working capital

$ 16,778,000

Product value

$132,415,000

Product cost

$118,726,000

Gross income

$ 13,689,000

Income tax

$

7,118,000

Net income

$

Depreciation (10% of FCI)

$ 11,186,000

Cash Flew

$ 17,757,000

12.0%

Discounted Cash Flow Rate of Return
Payout Time =

856,000 =
17,757,000

6,571,000

6 3 years
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Table 7.

Effects of variations in costs on profitability of
the Arnes HiChlor Process

Cost Variation

Fixed Capital
Investment, $103

Manufacturing
Cost, $103

Net
Income, $103

DCF Rsite
Return,

Original cost

111,856

118,726

6,571

12.0

25% higher equipment cost

127,997

123,275

4,387

9.8

10% lower equipment cost

73,312

103,154

14,045

22.7

100% borrowed capital

111,856

123,416

4,320

10.2

257o borrowed capital

111,856

116,381

7,696

12.9

500% higher distribution
and marketing charge

111,856

123,888

4,093

10.0

20% higher utilities

111,856

122,270

4,870

10.7

20% lower utilities

111,856

114,714

8,496

13.6

257, higher operating labor

111,856

119,566

8,168

13.3

Fly ash at no net cost

111,856

104,289

13,500

17.3

Credit for ash utilization at
a $1.32/ton

111,856

104,289

14,831

18.2

257> higher equipment costs and
no fly ash cost

127,997

108,739

11,364

14.7

257. higher equipment costs and
$1.32/ton fly ash credit

127,997

108,739

12,695

15.5

257o higher equipment costs and
207» higher utilities and
257> higher operating labor and
no cost for fly ash

127,997

113,935

8,870

13.0

257, higher equipment costs and
20% higher utilities and
257> higher labor and $1.32/ton
fly ash credit

127,997

113,935

10,201

13.9

Credit for ash utilization at
$5/ton

111,856

104,289

18,540

20.8
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Abstract
Increased use of coal in industry and utilities has resulted in acid precipitation assoc
iated with SOx and NOx emissions. The resultant aquatic and terrestial problems, and their
solutions, are of considerable concern to the upper Midwest states.
INTRODUCTION

and the smelting of sulfur rich ores.

Virtually all

The earth’s atmosphere is constantly being altered
by man-induced factors from such diverse sources as
industrial processes, agricultural operations,
transportation, waste disposal, and residential
emissions. Atmospheric conditions distribute these
emissions over large areas often to the detriment
of distant rural and urban populations and the
physical environment in which they are located.
Atmospheric fallout can increase phosphorus loadings
in lakes, increase the PCB level in water bodies,
and deposit acids in all precipitation forms. The
atmosphere has become a pathway for the transfer of
a broad range of pollutants into the world ecosystem
which is subsequently the repository of a myriad of
airborne substances.

of eastern Canada, portions of the northeastern
United States and the upper Great Lakes states have
experienced SOx and NOx loadings that exceed the
assumed assimilative capacity of the aquatic eco
systems. As a result some of the lakes in the
Adirondacks, the Muskoka area of eastern Ontario,

ACID PRECIPITATION
In recent years Americans have been inundated with
a variety of environmental problems that have been
in our environmental system for many decades but
have only recently come under intense study by both
private and governmental researchers. In the early
1970's Earth Day caught the attention of Americans
and began a new awareness of environmental problems
by the general public.
and parts of the Quebec-Maine-New Brunswick border
have undergone acute acidification. More recently
granite floored lakes in the states and provinces
bordering Lake Superior have begun to exhibit
increased acidity attributable to outside, as well
as regional, sources.
Sources of SOx and NOx
In the United States the principal source of SOx is

One of the more recently identified atmospheric
pollutants in North America is acid precipitation
generally associated with coal fired power plants

from fixed sources while the NOx pollutants are
derived almost equally from mobile and fixed sources.
Coal fired power plants are the prime source of SOx,
many of these have been in operations mode for over
ten years and thus have only recently begun to
install gaseous pollution control devices. With
the federal government encouraging the use of more
domestic coal in place of oil for utility generation
and with a virtual moratorium oi\ nuclear plant
construction starts the acid precipitation problem
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reluctant to issue restrictive orders based on very
limited facts concerning damage to the environment.
The federal government in Ottawa was reluctant to
intervene in a provincial matter especially since the
power plant is owned and operated by Ontario Hydro.
Research by the Duluth office of the E.P.A. on the
impact the plant could have on the Boundary Waters
Canoe Area indicates that environmental damage from
acidic precipitation could have a detrimental
effect upon the aquatic systems in the plume area
of the power plant.
Although the plant will not begin operation until
the mid-1980's with the first 200 megawatt unit,
pressure to include scrubbers, in addition to the
planned particulate removal system, is increasing
from both the Minnesota E.P.A. as well as the
United States E.P.A. Unfortunately local concern
in the Province has not been evident, the problem
being viewed as minimal and with limited impact on
nearby communities. The recreation industry in
northwestern Ontario has been alerted to the problem
but has yet to mount organized opposition.

is likely to intensify unless realistic control
measures are taken in this decade. The recent
environmental legislation concerning new coal fired
power plants does not apply to those plants already
in operation, therefor SOx and NOx loadings to the
atmosphere from these existing sources will continue
for the foreseeable future. Large electric utilities
in the United States have gradually begun to retrofit
these older thermal electric power plants, however,
the costs to the consumer - and the resultant rate
increases - are subject to State regulation. Older
fossil fueled plants, although continuing in service
because of environmental action against nuclear plants,
may be too old to economically retrofit.

In August of 1980 the United States and Canada
agreed to work on a new arrangement to control cross
border air pollution, primarily acid precipitation.
Anthropogenic emissions of SOx in eastern North
America are estimated at 23 million tons per year
with over 80% attributable to U.S. sources., with
over 60% of the U.S. emissions from coal fired power
plants. NOx emissions are estimated to total 24
million tons per year with over 90% from U.S. sources
and nearly half of these emissions from the U.S.
coming from automobiles.

Air Pollution Legislation
Upper Great Lakes situation
The United States and Canada both bear responsibility
for controlling legislation; the Clean Air Act has
resulted in a vigorous control and enforcement
program by the E.P.A. that has reduced ambient levels
of SOx and NOx in the United States. New Source
Performance Standards legislated in the 1977-79
period call for a reduction of up to 90% for SOx and
60% for NOx with respect to emissions from new coal
fired power plants.

The danger to the environment of the states border-

Canadian efforts have been less encouraging in the
area of coal fired power plants; the Canadian Clean
Air Act does provide for national emission standards
for pollutants that are deemed a danger to public
health. The provincial governments are responsible
for regulation of common air pollutants; considering
the size of the provinces of Ontario and Quebec it
has been difficult for the federal government to
intervene on the basis of transfer of utility
pollutants across provincial boundaries. A recent
case involving a power plant designed to use coal
near Atikokan, Ontario resulted in no emission
controls being placed on the stack for gaseous
pollutants primarily because the Province was
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ing Lake Superior is increased because buffering
agents such as limestone in the soil and the rock
are of inadequate capacity to neutralize the added
acidity from the atmospheric fallout. Normal rain
fall has a pH of 5.6; rain collected and analyzed

acid precipitation. These options would include:
1) burning less coal via energy conservation with
additional residential weatherization, solar systems
for heating and hot water, earth home construction,
and alternate local fuels; 2) burning more low
sulfur coal from the western United States versus
the high sulfur coal of Illinois and the Ohio Valley;
3) installing scrubbers on coal fired thermal
electric plants to reduce the emission of SOx and
NOx from the flue gases; 4) converting to fluidized
bed combustion of coal with pre-washing of coal;
and 5) synfuel production from coal at the mine
site.

L*nion Ju ic t

All of these options have economic, political,
social, environmental and technological costs
associated with them. The disposal problem assoc
iated with scrubbers and the higher ash content of
low sulfur western coal are examples of economic
and environmental problems.
In addition the transfer
of ambient air pollutants from one state to another
via air mass movements varies somewhat from season
to season during the calendar year. Another problem
may relate to the discussion of research facts. An
example of this is the aforementioned Wisconsin
study in which a federal researcher indicated that
as much as 50% of the acid precipitation source was
derived from within the State itself, the State
D.N.R. estimate is that less than 10% is State
derived. Thus proving who is correct and who is
responsible may take precedence over solving the
problem of acid precipitation and result in
considerable environmental damage.

The slight natural acidity of normal rain is due
to the presence of carbonic acid (H2 CO3 ), which is
formed by the reaction of atmospheric carbon dioxide
(CO2 ) with water.
C02
CARBON
DIOXIDE

+

H20 ^

WATER

H2C03

CARBONIC
ACID

HCOi
BICARBONATE

+

H+
HYDROGEN ION

in Wisconsin in 1979 was found to be 10 times more
acid than normal and the same research project and
the State Department of Natural Resources and
federal E.P.A. found that 47 of 350 lakes tested
faced the threat of irreversible acid precipitation
damage. Over 80% of the lakes in the states
bordering Lake Superior contain only small amounts
of acid neutralizing minerals with those under
100 acres in surface area, and with minimal surface
water inlets and outlets, the most susceptible
to damage.

The economics of paying for the solution(s) will
ultimately be borne by the public in higher charges
for electricity and control costs on other sources
of SOx and NOx that will be passed On to the
consumer. Whether the public will accept the fact
that it is preferable to pay now or pay later
remains to be seen. Pressure by citizens to require
strict enforcement of the Clean Air Act and its
amendments plus efforts at joint Canada-U.S.A.
cooperation are essential to the well-being of the
citizens and the environment of the upper Great Lakes.

Snow melt water is highly acidic due to the winter
season accumulation of atmospheric pollutants in the
upper Great Lakes. The runoff period of snow melt
and spawning of many fish coincide thus magnifying
the acid precipitation problem. Since the ground
is frozen during most of the spring thaw in the
region the direct runoff to streams and lakes is
lacking the potential buffering from soil minerals.
The increased acidity of the water enhances the
solubility of many toxic metals including aluminum
and mercury which further aggravates the ecological
ramifications of acid precipitation.

ACID PRECIPITATION - THE UPPER GREAT LAKES
An increasing number of studies have shown that
acid precipitation is responsible for several
adverse effects on the public welfare. These
include, among others, the acidification of lakes
and streams with resultant damage to the aquatic
ecosystems; acidification and demineralization of
soils; possible reduction of cropland and forest
production; and, deterioration of man-made materials.

The actual impact of acid precipitation on the
upper Great Lakes has yet to be felt, however, with
a large proportion of the economy of the areas
bordering Lake Superior, the upper halves of Lakes
Michigan and Huron, and the smaller inland lakes
reliant on recreation associated incomd the ultimate
impact could be devastating. The recreation industry
in this area relys upon fishing and other water
related activities, and the recreation cottage
industry derives much of its attraction from the
myriad of lakes and streams found in the region.

Major source regions within the United States for
pollutants rich in SOx and NOx include the Ohio and
Tennessee Valleys, the North Central and Northeast
industrial areas, and the Washington to Boston
urban corridor. As additional coal fired power
plants are built and industries increasingly
convert to coal fired boilers areas upwind of the
upper Great Lakes the capacity of watersheds to
neutralize atmospherically deposited acids will
decline. That point at which the aquatic systems
have a significant change in pH and beyond which
life forms and chemical changes take place is called
the threshold of lake acidification. From research
conducted in Europe it appears that a pH of 4.6
for rainfall causes this threshold to be reached
in lakes and streams.

Reducing Acid Precipitation
Several possible options for reducing the acidity
of lakes have been used in both Scandinavia and the
Adirondacks of New York including the liming of
lakes to neutralize the acid rich water. The prime
emphasis for those areas that have not yet reached
the danger level for water acidity is to seek
options for reducing emissions that contribute to
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Long Range Transport of Pollutants

Secondly, the introduction of particulate control
measures has resulted in gases and aerosols having
fewer adhesion nuclei in the gaseous plume. This
has resulted in these two pollutants travelling
much further from the source than occurred prior to
the advent of this specific pollution control
measure.

The general public is aware that water pollution
is generally confined to the geographic boundaries
of a particular watershed, although downstream
transfer of pollutants in major rivers such as the
Ohio, Tennessee and Mississippi rivers is readily
apparent to even the casual observer. Controls on
industrial water-borne pollution and continued
improvements of major urban sewage treatment plants
has improved water quality from man-generated
effluent.

In the upper Midwest states SOx and NOx loadings to
the atmosphere are not uniform, as should be expected
the heavily industrialized states are the largest
contributors. Ohio followed by Indiana and Illinois

Unlike water pollution acid precipitation involves
long distance transfer of atmospheric pollutants
with no regard for natural, national or international
boundaries. Unlike water pollution which visibly
flows with the surface water, air pollution is
usually not visible, nor are air mass movements
necessarily observable by the naked eye. The very
nature of high and low atmospheric pressure systems
can result in winds flowing across part of North
America from east to west or from northerly and
southerly directions. Thus the commonly accepted
fact that winds are prevalently from the west is
not the case.

Estimated Annual SOx and NOx Emissions
(tons per year)
State

SOx

Illinois
Indiana
Michigan
Minnesota
Ohio
Wisconsin

1,707,089
1,890,543
1,224,801
284,869
3,269,734
718,141

NOx
1,278,773
962,190
742,273
341,664
1,187,001
404,697

Source: US E.P.A. NEDS
lead the Midwest in emissions and Minnesota having
the least amount of SOx and NOx loadings to the
atmosphere.

Research has shown that almost 50% of the acidic
deposition affecting the water bodies of eastern
Ontario originated in the United States, large
portions of the SOx and NOx coming from the New York,
Pennsylvania and West Virginia industrialized areas.
Pollutants from the industrialized Ohio Valley have
been traced through atmospheric monitoring using
weather balloons to areas in northern Wisconsin and
Minnesota. Pulp and paper mills in northwestern
Ontario have contributed to the atmospheric loading
that subsequently has been associated with the acid
precipitation of Isle Royale, parts of the upper
peninsula of Michigan and the Lake Superior shore
areas of Wisconsin.

As the United States places greater dependence
upon coal as a primary energy source through the
latter part of this century SOx emissions within
the region will continue to increase. Presumably
the US E.P.A.'s New Source Performance Standards
and Prevention of Significant Deterioration regul
ations will slightly offset some of the expected
increases. The S02 emission restrictions in these
regulations will mean increased emission abatement
methods such as flue gas desulfurization systems
and coal washing as older S02 sources are phased out
and newer S02 sources are built.

Within the Great Lakes Basin acid precipitation
Although NOx emissions are also expected to increase
over the next several decades the previously
mentioned E.P.A. regulations, the increase in more
fuel efficient vehicles, and a potential decrease
in vehicle miles will combine to make the increase
in NOx emissions minimal.
WISCONSIN'S ACID PRECIPITATION
The State of Wisconsin has a large data base with
respect to water quality; two periods of information
are available: 1925-41 (Birge and Juday) and 1959 to
the present (State Department of Natural Resources).
Although other areas of the United States receive
acid precipitation the State of Wisconsin is class
ified as a high sensitivity area with respect to
impact of acid precipitation while many areas with
high potential precipitation of acid deposition are
rated as low or moderate in sensitivity. Sensitivity
is largely associated with the regional chemistry
of soils and bedrock, especially the presence or
absence of the alkaline metals. Many Midwest states
have an abundance of these metals, especially
calcium, that aid in the buffering of acid precip
itation. Two rock types that are rich in calcium
are limestone and domomite, their presence in either
original bedrock or the soils derived from the rock
counter the acidity in the precipitation.

has continued to increase with areas of precipitation
acidity above the normal being found throughout the
Basin. Greatest concentrations are found adjacent
to Lake Erie and Lake Ontario, however, those areas
of the upper Great Lakes Basin have soils and bed
rock geology that have limited acid buffering ability.
Over the past several decades two pollution abate
ment strategies have contributed to the long-range
transport of gases and aerosols. To maintain local
air quality standards and reduce local air pollution
problems taller stacks have been built to aid in
removing the air borne pollutants far from the source.

The soils of northern Wisconsin reflect the rock
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type from which they were derived and are acidic in
nature. The soils are from the podzol (spodsol)
dominant soil group, these soils are characteristic
of a moist, cool, temperate climate with coniferous
and mixed forest predominant. The soils are mainly
sands and sandy-loams with high permiability and
low acid buffering capability. The only other major
soils group in northern Wisconsin is the peatland
soils which are very acidic in nature due to the
plant communities associated with soils of this type.
The potential for increased pH change towards the
acid end of the scale is greatly enhanced by the
addition of acid precipitation to already susceptible
soil types.

input from atmospheric deposition.
In the Lake Superior District of northern Wisconsin
bedrock conditions are especially low in buffering
components. Addition of small amounts of acid
BEDROCK

IN

WISCONSIN'S

LAKE SUPERIOR

DISTRICT

from precipitation would tend to place the surface
waters into the danger category with respect to pH
level.
Wisconsin's lakes may be divided into two groups,
seepage lakes are those without inlet or outlet
streams while drainage lakes are those with surface
inlet and outlet. The lakes in the northern half
of the State are approximately evenly divided
between these two groups. Most seepage lakes tend
to be more acidic because of the nature of the
vegetative cover in the surrounding area.
The effect of acid precipitation on plants and
forest species is less clearly recorded. A Tenn
essee Valley Authority researcher noted that com ,
cabbage and cotton crops have become reliant on
sulfur dioxide pollution from TVA power plants. By
eliminating the SO2 pollutants farm production
could be cut by as much as 10% unless other means
of supplying sulfur to the crops was used. Research
with alfalfa has shown that as much as 73% of the
sulfur needed for growing alfalfa could be derived
from atmospheric sources. Simulated acid rain has
been shown to stimulate the growth of white pine
seedlings, suggesting that nitrogen uptake may be
increased with the increase in acid precipitation.

Bedrock geology of Wisconsin is made up of two
major types: igneous and sedimentary. The former
GENERALIZED

BEDROCK

GEOLOOY

OF

WISCONSIN

These positive aspects of acid precipitation are
offset by negative aspects. Acid precipitation in
the form of SOx adds hydrogen and sulfide ions to
the soil. As the number of hydrogen ions increase
the base cations, mainly calcium and magnesium, are
displaced. Concurrently the sulfate ions promote
the leaching of cations out of the root zone into
the groundwater. As a result, the soil becomes less
fertile.
In addition, increasing soil acidity
lowers the avilability of phosphorus and increases
the solubility of many metal ions, one of which,
aluminum, is known to be toxic to plants.
Acid precipitation has been shown to induce blemish
ing on Yellow Delicious apples, and precipitation
with a pH of 4.0 resulting from addition of acids
to the atmosphere from volcanic activity reduced
tomato production in the Kona District of Hawaii.
White pine that has been subject to excessive S02
develop needling browning, and Swedish studies have
indicated that acid precipitation has contributed
to a decrease in forest growth during the 1950's
and early 1960's. Acid precipitation inhibits bacte
rial nitrogen fixation in the roots of soybean plants.

located in north-central Wisconsin and associated
with the massive Precambrian shield composed of
granitic and other highly insoluble igneous rocks.
The latter is divided into two categories, the
sedimentary materials of the northwest and central
regions of the State which, while more permeable,
contain little calcium or magnesium carbonates to
neutralize acid precipitation. These include a
variety of sandstones, shales and conglomerates
which have adequate buffering to offset normal
acid input but cannot neutralize increased acid
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Fish and other aquatic life have a wide pH tolerance,
from 5.5 to 9.5, however, detrimental metabolic,
respiratory, and reproductive changes occur in fish
outside the threshold range of 6.0 to 9.0. Normal,
unpolluted rainfall pH of 5.6 is within the tolerable
range for fish, but with the addition of acids to
the atmosphere a rainfall of 4.6 or less can be of
serious consequence to the fish population. An
example of acid contamination is the acid mine
drainage often associated with coal mining areas.
The streams may appear perfectly clear but be barren
of fish life, some distance downstream as the pH
increases from the introduction of higher pH waters
fish population may return to normal.
In Wisconsin a 1980 survey indicated that 2,700 lakes
have a pH of less than 6.0, most of these are very
small seepage lakes with limited drainage areas.
Many species of fish have their reproduction
inhibited when the pH of the lake waters reaches the
4.5 to 6.0 level. Walleye and smallmouth bass are
the most sensitive (ph 6.0), followed by lake trout
(pH 5.3), white sucker (pH 4.9), and yellow perch
(pH 4.6).
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SUGGESTED REMEDIAL ACTIONS
A variety of possible actions will provide both
additional research on acid precipitation and funds
and technological advances to reduce the problem.
Legislative Action

LAKES

The State of Wisconsin has relied primarily on
non-renewable federal funding, expecially the
”208" dollars which terminated in mid-year of 1980.
Appropriations from the State legislature should
be given serious consideration both for research
and implementation of measures to control acid
precipitation and its effects in the state. The
State of Minnesota recently passed legislation
appropriating $100,000 for a research program.
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A study conducted during 1979 indicated that more
than 50 lakes out of 350 surveyed in northern
Wisconsin were below pH 6.0.
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The Acid Precipitation Act of 1979, Title X of
Senate Bill 932 authorizes $55 million over ten
years to support acid precipitation research and
control. As of mid-1980 no funding has been
specifically allocated for state activities, however,
the task force to be created by the Act is to work
in close harmony with state agencies.
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Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act addresses
emissions from existing air pollution sources which
includes fossil fuel thermal electric plants. The
US E.P.A. may. issue regulations which then require
the states to establish standards of performance to
control pollutants. Each of these standards of
performance require polluters to install Best
Available Control Technology (BACT) with consider
ation given for age of facility and life span left.

HCOl/l

A similar study of the Boundary Waters Canoe Area Voyageurs National Park during 1978 and 1979
indicated that two-thirds of the 85 lakes surveyed
were susceptible to change from acid precipitation.
In this specific locality in northern Minnesota
the average annual pH of precipitation is very
close to 4.6. Additional SOx and NOx emissions from
coal fired power plants under construction will
increase the acid precipitation problem.

Requiring coal washing on a national basis to
remove substantial amounts of pyritic compounds
would reduce sulfur emissions by between 10 and 20
percent using the best technology available. This
effort should be especially directed at the high
sulfur coals of the Appalachian area.

Precipitation monitoring in the State of Wisconsin
was initiated in June 1979 at the Department of
natural Resources Trout Lake station. During the
fall of 1979 event monitoring was begun by the DNR’s
North Central District near Rhinelander. Early
results from this monitoring program indicate the
average pH of precipitation in these localities
to be on the order of 4.5 Although the size of
the sample is small the implication is quite clear,
acid precipitation has affected the pH of atmosph

Congress should consider requiring all existing
power plants to be retrofitted in order to comply
in a consistent manner with national emission
limits. A reasonable length of time should be
allowed for this to take place so that undue hard
ship and funding problems are taken into account.
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With the nation becoming more and more reliant
upon coal as a major fuel source it becomes increas
ingly important that good base-line data be devel
oped concerning SOx and NOx emissions. Each source
of these two pollutants, based on a standard thresh
old level, should be required to install continuous
monitoring equipment to provide a data base and aid
the plant operators in monitoring emissions of SOx
and NOx.

energy via power grids to consumers it would be
possible to reduce the acid precipitation dangers.
This possible contribution however does merely
remove the problem to some other area rather than
actually addressing the problem.
Existing technology and technology in the develop
ment stage would include staged combustion systems,
fluidized bed combustion, scrubbers, and the intro
duction of powdered limestone into flue gas exit
stacks.

Other Actions
A large variety of policy and technological options
are available or presently being considered. Perhaps
one of the most important for the immediate future
is the conservation of energy through public educ
ation and economic incentives. By supporting solar
energy systems of both a passive and active nature
with tax incentives states could provide the needed
encouragement to conserve energy and reduce air
pollution levels. Currently a program being offered
by Wisconsin Electric Power would allow a homeowner
to install solar panels to supply a large portion
of the hot water needs of a standard household for
a fixed (1980) price of $2,575. With State and
federal tax rebates the final cost to the homeowner
would be approximately half this amount. Three
hundred homes will be part of the program which ends
December 30, 1980; while the total energy savings
in coal burned by Wisconsin Electric Power will not
be substantial the mere fact that a power utility
is involved in such a program is encouraging. The
combination of tax incentives and the expertise of
the utility should be extended with the aid of
legislation at the federal and state level to
provide low cost loans to homeowners.

Although the Clean Air Act was not designed to
control acid precipitation there are some measures
that could be taken within the existing framework
of the Act. Section 123 of the Act controls stack
height if the E.P.A. designates specific height
regulations. Failure to specify height restrictions
merely encourages air polluters to raise the stack
height which distributes the pollutants further
from the source and thus allows the polluter to
meet air quality standards. In addition, the
higher the stack the longer the pollutants remain
in the air.
Section 120 of the Clean Air Act requires E.P.A. to
issue regulations requiring noncompliance penalties
concerning violation of emission standards after
July 1, 1979. To date (mid-1980) such regulations
have not been adopted since the President's program
and Congress' inaction have limited the efforts of
the E.P.A. to adopt appropriate measures. Major
utilities and other sources of SOx and NOx emissions
beyond the limits should be required to pay penalties
equal to the economic advantage accrued through
their failure to install the proper pollution control
equipment.

Tax incentives for weatherization programs are
currently available and will contribute to a lessened
demand for energy from utility companies. The trend
towards smaller homes in the United States will also
contribute to a reduction in demand for energy to
heat and cool homes.

Congress directed US E.P.A. to set national ambient
standards for fine particles under Sections 108
and 109 of the Clean Air Act. These fine particles
primarily made up of sulfates and nitrates are the
basic components of acid precipitation. E.P.A. is
expected to propose an inhalable particulate
ambient air standard by December, 1980.

The development of alternative energy sources such
as wind and biomass is slowly advancing in the
United States. The burning of wood has taken a
recent upswing in such areas as New England and the
upper Great Lakes states. Unfortunately little
recent research has been conducted to study the
impact of wood smoke emissions on the atmosphere
and the addition of considerable amounts of highly
acidic ash to the land. A recent survey has shown
that the cost of high quality stove wood has risen
dramatically in central Wisconsin, and in the south
eastern Wisconsin area a full cord of seasoned hard
wood retails for over $100. Cost and availability
in many areas of the United States will present
problems for wood as a fuel source, as will the as
yet undetermined environmental aspects of massive
cutting operations and disposal of both atmospheric
and solid pollutants.

SUMMARY
European and Canadian research has demonstrated
that acid precipitation causes adverse changes in
the aquatic ecosystem.
It is likely that large
scale transfers of acid rain precursors from sources
up to 800 miles away contribute to the acid precip
itation problems of various parts of the upper Great
Lakes region. Additional research needs include
a nation model to determine how long-range transport,
transformation, and deposition affect susceptible
areas in the United States. Action to control
emissions are critical to solving the acid precip
itation problem. Appropriate regulations must be
established at the federal level, portions of the
Clean Air Act must be used in controlling acid
emissions, and state agencies must enforce air
quality standards developed by the federal govern
ment. The general public must make a concerted
effort to conserve energy that is derived from the
burning of coal and oil.

Wind power, at one time a major source of energy for
Great Plains water wells, has witnessed a resurgence
in many parts of the United States. A number of
federal demonstration projects as well as small scale
private manufacturing firms has demonstrated that
wind power is .feasible.

The American public must be prepared to pay now for
cleaner air or pay later with the loss of both
man-made and natural resources to acidic precip
itation including recreation, forest, aquatic,
wildlife, soil and water resources.

The replacement ot growth of electric generating
facilities in less acid sensitive areas of the
country. By developing smaller, more dispersed
sites with adequate controls and transferring the
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